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Abstract

confronting Barriers to Ecological tnformation Transfer in New
Zealand's Fisheries Management system: Towards Developing a

Trajectory for Trans-disciplinary Inquiry

This thesis confronts barriers to ecological inlormation transfer in New Zealand's

fisheries management system. The investigation reveals a wider problematic within

the governmental institutions of the fisheries milieu. The thesis deploys Callon's

(1991) concept of translation to ask new questions regarding the conduct of fisheries

science and management, which since the introduction of the Quota Management

System in 1986" has been defined through the practices of commercial stakeholder

groups. These stakeholders enrol ecological information through a narrowly defined

and non-reflexive discourse of sustainable utilisation to serve specific purposes thar

suit their own needs. The thesis uses imaginaries to illustrate how sustainable

utilisation has marginalised those stakeholders w'ith different views on how ecological

information could be used in fisheries management decision making. Moreover, the

thesis contends that the milieu's hegemonic ontological environment prevents

translation by mitigating the potential lbr dialogue between stakeholder groups.

The thesis engages with a lvide range of literature and cuts through established modes

of thinking, developing a trans-disciplinary discourse that re-conceptualises the

fisheries management problematic in process terms. The thesis demonstrates how

trans-disciplinary dialogue that might transcend the current impasses in the New

Zealand flsheries milieu will only develop through a network of previously

unconnected groups. I'he thesis proposes a series of policy and behavioural

interventions aimed at shifting the existing hierarchies of power and realigning

established networks to ensure such dialogue is possible.

Keywords: trans-disciplinary research, translation, network alignment, New Zealand,

ecolo gical informati on transfer, fi sheries management.
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Chapter One

An ecosystems-approach to fisheries management:

incorporating the social

Point of entry: why won't things move?

This thesis stems from a conversation held in February 2002 between a group of
social scientists and a marine ecologist who was exasperated that ongoing ecological

research concerning the environmental aflects of fishing had seemingly litlle

influence on New Zealand's fisheries management regime. The ecologist was

particularly interested in developing a research project that would identify barriers to

ecological intbrmation transfer and develop a trajectory to overcome theml. The

ecologist was concerned that ecological information pertinent to the environmental

affects of fishing was being lost in the institutional shullle and that currenr

management practice was having adverse affects on the marine environment.

This conversation was a point of entry to the fisheries science/management milieu and

gave the research purpose. The conversation underlined that ecological science is set

within a social context and that researchers thernselves could be reflexive as to how

their work was used. The conversation defined the intellectual terrain that frames the

research. somewhere within the discursive chasm between social and bio-physical

science. Following this initiation the thesis attempts new work in an area, long

neglected, as an intellectual 'no mans land'. l-he conversation provided an initial set

of questions and identified the key areas rvhere work needed to be done, yet gave no

clues as to the scale of the task or its methodology. Furthermore, the conversation

defined some key terminology; throughout the thesis. when used in the analysis of

' The ecologist was particularly interested in tracing the

environmental affects of fishing, from its formulation in the

flow of information concerned with

field, through the management process.

the



New Zealand's fisheries management system "ecological information" refers to

information specifically concerning the environmental affects of fishing2.

Broadening the scope of the thesis: a trans-disciplinary research focus

The ecologist's goals, while fundamental to the research, became part of a wider

trans-disciplinary process linking socio-economic inquiry and environmental research.

The questions raised in the conversation were part of a discourse of protest,

challenging the efficacy of current management practice. Conceptualising how both

these discourses have formed is a key theme of the thesis. Surveying the breadth of

theoretical literatures relating to this conceptualisation process establishes a template

for conducting trans-disciplinary inquiry. The literature survey aimed to determine the

epistemological and ontological foundations of the existing management paradigm

and highlight the likely pathways of its ongoing development. Conversely, this survey

also aimed at tracing the discursive development of alternative management systems

and to illustrate how these systems challenge the current order. The breadth of this

survey revealed literatures, previously considered inelevant by many that have been

and remain crucial to the conceptual development of fisheries management. The

review explores the links between the diverse terrains of trans-disciplinary literature

as a first step towards developing an altemative management strategy.

This broad investigation led to a whole new set of questions regarding the role of

institutions in the managelnent process. These new questions re-conceptualised where

the research might lead and expanded its theoretical scope. The focus on institutions

precipitated the development and application of trans-disciplinary inquiry, a new

discourse of knowledge, in order to escape the dualisms that have plagued previous

analysesl. Initial questions regarding barriers to information transf'er became a part of

an expanded inquiry linking bio-physical and socio-economic processes through

institutional analvsis.

t These affects include, removing biomass fiom ecosystems, the affects on ecosystems services and the

affects on marine substrates.

r 
See Le Heron (2004, AB) for more information on the genesis of this labet and the characteristics of

the discourse,



Multiple origins: a new type of research

This thesis examines the linkages between science and management and investigates

the contention surrounding many areas of New Zealand's fisheries management

system. These linkages are complex and difficult to separate. By linking socio-

economic processes to those of ecosystem function the research situates these initial

questions within existing discourses regarding the relationship between nature, culture

and society. Consequently the thesis develops a trans-disciplinary discourse that has

multiple origins. This discourse is neither focussed explicitly on marine biology.

ecological science, resource economics nor geography. Rather it combines elements

of all these discourses and identifies how the shifting subjectivities of individuals

involved result in fisheries management being conceptualised differently, by different

stakeholder groups. While the thesis is focussed on identifring barriers to the transfer

of ecological information concerned with the environmental affbcts of fishing, it uses

these barriers to indicate wider problems within the marine management milieu. The

thesis is based on the key assumption that solutions that overcome these barriers to

information transfer will contribute to solving problems implicit within marine

management. The thesis addresses this complexity at three interrelated but

autonomous levels and is simultaneously a study of science and power; of people and

of fisheriesl a study of decision makers and a study of decisions.

A contribution to post-structural geography: actor-network approaches

and the sociology of scientific knowledge

As a trans-disciplinary study the thesis draws from a range of theoretical literature.

Despite this breadth, post-strucfural social theory frames the results and much of the

analysis. The thesis draws heavily on the network approach prescribed by the French

school of neo-Foucauldian scholarship, most notably the work of Bruno Latour (1936.

1988) and Michel Callon (1991) and the related discourses concerned with the

sociology of scientillc knowledge. tn particular, Callon's concept of 'translation' is

cnrcial to the thesis' development.

Throughout the thesis translation underpins both knowledge exchange and natural

theorising. Callon (1986:224) gives a comprehensive description of translation from

the sociology of science perspective stating that:



Translation is the mecharrism by which the social and natural worlds

progressively take form. The result is a situation in which certain entities

control others. Understanding what sociologists generally call power

relationshipsmeansdescribingthewayinwhichactorsaredefined,
associated and simultaneously obliged to remain faithful to their alliances'

The repertoire of translation is not only designed to give a syntmetrical and

tolerantdescriptionofaconrplexprocessthatconstantlymixestogethera
variety of social and natural entities. tt also permits an explanation of how

afewobtaintherighttoexpressandtorepresentthemanysilentactorsof
the social and natural worlds they have rnobilised

Throughout the thesis, Callon's description of translation and his understanding of

power are crucial to much of the analysis. The thesis argues that the institutions that

constitute New Zealand's fisheries science management milieu cannot be considered

in isolation and that analysing their relationships is essential to understanding how

power is shared betrveen them. The analysis shows how ecological information moves

and is constrained within the science/managenrent milieu' In Callon's terms, the thesis

presents a sociology of translation for New Zealand's fisheries science/management

milieu. It explains how specific actors have obtained the right to mobilise the largely

sile't rnixture of social and natural entities that constitute New Zealand's fisheries and

fisheries management system in specific ways and for specific purposes.

Callon (1991) uses the concept of alignment to measure the affects of communication,

on the state of the network, To Callon (1991:145) a successful process of translation

generates an aligned network characterised as a shared space' typified by its ease of

access to information. equivalence and comlnensurability4' However, an unsuccessful

translation rneans that the actors are no longer able to communicate, as they are no

longer prepared or able to listen to or acknowledge different viewpoints. Through a

process of disaligrunent networks reconfigure themselves in separate spaces with no

common measure. As such, when considered as a whole the fisheries

science/management milieu is poorly aligned and characterised by unsuccessful

translation.

For Callon (1991) such meta-scale analysis is not entirely appropriate. Callon (1991)

argues that networks exist at varying levels of alignment but can stabilise as the

actions, responses and behaviours of individual participants become predictable.

Measuring translation involves a detailed analysis of the interactions within the

o For more details on translation see Callon (1986).



network. The amount of interaction and its specific context reflects the information

itself, the technical devices individuals use to communicate, the expectations of those

involved in the process and the irnplications of the knowledge exchange. More

significantly, different levels of interaction highlight the power relations between

different actors.

This thesis confirms the utility of Callon's (1991) theory that translation occurs at a

range of scales and shows that 'alignment' by its very nature is dynamic and

heterogeneous. Much of the communication regarding the environmental alfects of
fishing in New Zealand is issue-based such as the affects of bottom trawling on

benthic communities, or the incidental by-catch of charismatic mega-faunat. When

confronting such specific issues the fisheries management milieu is poorly aligned,

some actors are unable to communicate with others regarding most issues. due to their

past interactions. current viewpoint. or their conflicting responsibilities to difl'erent

stakeholders. Nonetheless. the rapid transfer of statT between institutions ensures

knowledge transfer remains possible. Furthermore, within the institutions themselves,

particular groups of individuals align themselves quickly when confronted with

specific issues. Within institutions different groups of individuals can fbrm on an ad

hoc basis to confront individual issues. A dynamic amalgam of networked relations

develops more quickly within institutions as individuals are exposed to new people.

new knowledge and new methods of communication as specific issues come to light.

Consequently, while the entire fisheries management milieu is a dynamic social

system, the institutions contained within this larBer structure are smaller. otlen more

rapidly changing, systems.

A heterogeneous definition of power

The thesis is also fiarned by post-structural political economic theory. stemming fiom

Rose and Miller's (1992) examination of tlre hetc-rogeneous constitution of knor.r'ledge

in terms of govemance relationships. The thesis views knowledge exchange as a

dynamic social process, within which power is expressed through a series of shifting,

context dependent governmentalities. While power relationships are a central theme

of the thesis. power itself is an elusive concept, with a range of different contexl

5 Such as seabirds and marine mammals.



dependent definitions. While post-structural interpretations or power inform much of

the analysis. not all the stakeholders involved in the research interpret or exercise

power in this way. Throughout the discussion some stakeholders adopt a Marxist

approach to power relations, where difl'erences can be expressed in terms of class

relationships between competing individuals. The theoretical review highlights these

competing interpretations of power, both of which are overlaid throughout the

following discussion.

The research also uses network analysis to examine the institutional embeddedness of

ecological infonnation transfer. The term network implies a mechanism through

which individuals can transfer all types of information regarding marine management

to one another, the motivations behind the transfer process and the technologies and

practices that facilitate motion6. The terminology of network analysis has proliferated

throughout social science discourse in the past two decades yet is simultaneously a

tangible element of post-structural theorising w'here nefworks have been used. to not

only describe sets of relationships but also as a means for analysing the processes and

practices that influence their constitution (Leyshon et al., 2004) t. The thesis often

refers to one or other elements of the network phenomenon. While the term appears in

various points throughout the research. each time it is used it is with this complexity

in mind. As a metaphor, networks are simultaneously elusive and tangible, they

enable and constrain decision making, can bind individuals together while blinding

these same individuals to other connective opportunities (Powell and Smith-Doerr,

l 994).

In this thesis network analysis involves process-based study of knowledge flows; an

ontological mapping process that identihes how individuals validate their decision

makingE. This research uses the terminology of network analysis in distinctive ways.

o Hanson (2000) notes networks have the potential to transcend a range of dlfferent contexts. Networks

are conduits for information transfer, and can influence but not cornpletely control the nature and extent

of information flow.

7 ln much social science discourse the term network appears as a verb, "to network" as a noun, "the

network" and as an adjective "networked relationships".

I In this contexr ontological mapping identifies the relationships through which individuals piece

together specific theoretical abstractions to form their world view.



The wider amalgam of networked relations is tabelled as the fisheries

science/management milieu. The thesis not only explores the extent of the milieu and

identifies how interactions between key institutions and individuals contribute to its

structure but also examines how ongoing change in its institutional make up may

facilitate improved information transfer.

Mapping the knowledge network: a template for the research process

The thesis uses Henry and Pinch's (2000) study of the role space plays in knowledge

network construction in the British motor sport industry as a methodological template

to examine the fisheries science/management milieu. This case study based intensive

research aimed to "make graphic the intangibitity of the world of motor sport

production, that is, an attempt to try and delineate knou.ledge (ideas, information, etc.)

and the processes which create. sustain and circulate through space" (Henry and

Pinch, 2000:195). Within this amalgam of people, institutions and technologies, ideas

relating to the application of ecological information in New Zealand fisheries

management are evolving in response to changes within the network itself. These

changes, their causes, and their effects on knowledge transfer fbrm part of the

investigation.

Such dynamism is set against the changes in New Zealand's political economy in the

last two decades. The thesis highlights that ideologically infbrmed management

decisions made during the 1980s and 90s still influence many current relationships

and that these past decisions still enable and constrain information transfer. In the l9
years since the introduction of the Quota Management Sysrem (QMS) in 1986,

politico-ideological developments have influenced the relationships between quota

holders, commercial fishers, management institutions and science service providers

and have transformed the conduct of fisheries management. While describing the

Iegislative development of fisheries management is not a primary goal of the thesis,

examining how these changes have been framed and how they may influence tuture

f-rsheries management decisions is crucial. The thesis draws on a range of sources to

examine the re-regulation of fisheries management in order to clarify the current

situation.



Bridging discursive divides

While this thesis is critical of some aspects of the management process its objective is

not to attack the QMS, per se? or its architects or facilitators. Similarly while the thesis

is critical of behaviour lirniting information transfer it does not offer specific criticism

of individuals nor stakeholder groups. It makes no attempt at providing a

comprehensive analysis of the fisheries management system. Very little attention is

directed at indigenous fishing rights, the debate surrounding the foreshore and seabed

or the responses of Maori to changes in fisheries legislation. Neither is attention

directed towards recreational fishing or the animosity betrveen the commercial and

recreational fishing sectors.

Despite these restrictive limitations the thesis does do very specific work. The thesis

is in itself a case study, it builds a new trans-disciplinary discourse from which to

approach future questions relating to fisheries management. Epistemologically it

bridges the divides that separate a range of knowledge categories associated with

fisheries management. This research is thus a first attempt at connecting the various

ontological and methodological silos that have characterised research in fisheries to

this point and illustrates that fisheries management studies are not the exclusive

domain of any one group of researchersn. J'he research uses open-ended interviews

with a range of informants to analyse how power is shared throughout the milieu and

how such sharing enables and constrains ecological information transfer. These

teclmiques have become standard in case study based research. The thesis highlights

that natural resource industries are still a relevant site of geographical inquiry and that

trans-disciplinary approaches are needed to unravel problernatics previously

considered the domain of several, mutually exclusive groups of disciplinary

researchers.

o This epistemological approach is distinct from other approaches typically used in discussions of

fisheries management. Traditionally these approaches have focussed on splitting various discourses

associated with management rather than bringing them together. This approach stresses that in these

discussions there is no monopoly on relevant expertise,



The thesis' key arguments

At its broadest the thesis is a case study that describes one way to develop a trans-

disciplinary research project. In building towards this goal the thesis has had to do a

lot of 'work' in a number of areas at a range of conceptual scales. Firstly, the thesis

examines narrow questions concerning why information does and does not travel and

investigates how barriers to information transfer are constituted and made tangible.

These questions encompass the environmental affects of fishing, the levels of
precaution surrounding current fishing effort and the future levels of marine research

needed to sustain current management practice. Secondly, questions surround how

these questions themselves are constituted and the governance relationships that

determine how they will be addressed. The thesis examines wider questions

concerning the relationships within and between the institutions involved in

management and the factors that shape how these relationships are formed. The thesis

describes how power relations shape the management milieu and control how

intbrmation is used in management decision making. At a third level of inquiry the

thesis explores horv the legacies of past policy decisions have precipitated current

anangements and have signposted the future direction of fisheries management

policy. At this third level the thesis is an interventionist research projeet. It explores

potential policy directions to incorporate an integrated management approach that

would be more satisfactory lo allrelevant stakeholders and of wider benefit to New

Zealanders.

The thesis argues that barriers to ecological information transfbr stem in part from an

incomplete understanding of how power enables and constrains relationships within

the science managcment milieu. Moreover. it argues that developing a trajectory for

overcoming these barriers involves a wider discussion concerning how they are

formed. The thesis contends that different governance arrangements that tlatten

existing institutional hierarchies are needed to redistribute power amongst a wider

range of stakeholders. Currently the relationships between institutions are built around

a specific conception of sustainable fisheries. The thesis argues that this conception,

sustainable utilisation is an imaginary and is only one of many different

interpretations of sustainable fisheries made tangible through the activities of the most

dominant stakeholder group. These competing interpretations of sustainability result

in fractious relations between stakeholder groups that are not conducive to



information transfer. As a result, this analysis points towards abandoning

sustainability as a guideline for determining appropriate levels of yield from

commercial fishstocks'

While direct solutions to the problems raised in this discussion are elusive, the thesis

explains how these issues are framed by relationships within the management process.

At a macro-level the thesis outlines the potential for institutional and legislative

change. Meanwhile micro-level analysis emphasises the need for changes in

institutional cultures and attitudinal and behavioural changes amongst individuals.

The thesis confirms several key findings in the literature regarding how scientific

information contributes to human environment relations and the management of

natural resources. The thesis also highlights that a partnering approach to fisheries

management between goveffIment and stakeholder groups requires a widely

accessible management framework that retains clear mechanisms for decision making

in the face of uncertaintY'

Finally the thesis is situated within the emerging responses to the call for ecosystems-

approaches to fisheries management. The research focus is both socially urgent and of

academic interest. Debate concerning the environmental affects of fishing is often

acrimonious. The debate is played out in a variety of forums including, web sites,

contbrences, through the media and in academic and popular literature. Since 2003 the

debate has been in the forefront ofthe public eye, through a series of cases, headline

stories in national newspapers, including front-page stories in the New Zealand

Heraltl. the paper with New Zealand's largest daily readershipl0. The extent of this

exposure highlights the potential for anyone with an interest in fishing or the marine

envirorunent to be involved in some degree of management decision making.

Throughout the thesis those involved with management are refened to as

stakeholders. While stakeholders are often involved in management in more than one

capacity, to ensure consistency and ease of analysis they are usually identified as

representatives of particular viewpointsl I 
.

ro See for example New Zealand Press Association, 2004, 24/09104.

" While stakeholder groups usually espouse consistent viewpoints this is not always the case.
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Thesis objectives

The primary goal of the thesis is to develop a trans-disciplinary account that can be

used in the further study of management decision making in New Zealand fisheries

and other natural resource industries. Beneath this overarching goal the thesis has six

secondary objectives. These are:

o To identily the major institutions involved with the creation, distribution and

use of ecological information regarding the environmental affects of fishing

and map the relationships between them;

o To investigate how the institutional embeddedness of ecological information

regarding the environmental aflbcts of fishing lrames the knowledge transfer

process;

o To examine the series of discursive, philosophical, administrative and

psychological barriers, limiting the transfer of ecological information

regarding the environmental affects of fishing;

r To explain how these barriers to information transfbr enable and constrain

decision making, are made tangible through the practices of stakeholders

involved and the overall management process;

o To sketch the scope for breaking down the barriers that hinder knowledge

exchange and use a series of case studies to address the limits of the currenr

order and discuss potential futures lbr management arrangements; and

o To make recommendations on improving communication within the

management milieu, building on the established processes of the QMS, but

aimed at embracing new management goals, new strategies, as well as

institutional and attitudinal changes in a management system that incorporates

the views of a wide range of stakeholders, and ideas from a range of
discourses re-constituted anew through trans-disciprinary inquiry.

Ecosystems-approaches to fisheries management: what questions in

which context?

A proliferating international literature describes the problems thcing the continued

harvest of wild fish stocks. Attempts at resolving these problems have led to the

implementation of a range of management systems to ensure sustainable harvests in

the long-term. With this focus there has come an increased emphasis on ecological
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science in worldwide fisheries management. In the last two decades marine ecology

has become part of the fisheries management framework in many countries. Marine

ecology has introduced rrotions of an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management

and precautionary methods of resource utilisation into fisheries management. A large

body of theory points to the potential for these concepts to solve the problems relating

to the sustainable use of fisheries resources, but implementing policies that mobilise

these ideas have proved contentious. Management agencies in many OECD countries

have attempted to introduce an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management with

varying degrees of successl2. Such legislation implies the need for a precautionary

approach to resource utilisation without prescribing exactly what a precautionary

approach entails, either in terms of the environmental affects of harvest, or the

economic affects of resource use. More often ecosystems-approaches underestimate

the irnportance of lhe socialin the decision making process associated with designing

management institutions.

There has been debate in fisheries management literature concerning the

appropriateness of ecosystems-approaches. Some commentators propose that

ecosystems-approaches to management are fi.rndamental to the continued management

of marine resources while others remain unconvinced as to their effectivenessl3. This

thesis holds that an ecosystems-approach to management is part of a complex

interaction of bureaucratic and social institutions set within a wider ecological

context. The current Minister of Fisheries, David Benson-Pope summarises New

Zealand's fisheries as "a valuable natural resourceo' which is "limited and must be

carefully managed if it is to provide present and future generations with the best

possible value" (Ministry of Fisheries, 20048: l). This ethos would seem to suggest

that ecological research has a role in determining fisheries management policies. This

thesis goes on to analyse the status of this claim.

t:, See for example Europe's Common Fisheries Policy. The United States' Magnuson-Stevens Act

1996, Canada's Fisheries Act 1985 and Iceland's Fisheries Management Act 1990.

'' Dayon et al., 2002 are strong proponents of ecosystems-approaches to management whereas Mace

(2004) takes a more cautious approach.
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Operalionalising this ethos is seen as involving a five pronged research program

focussed on the analysis of:

r Sustainable yield frorn fisheries resources;

e The afl'ects of fishing on the aquatic environment, including on the viability of
associated or dependent species and on biological diversity;

o Alternative strategies for achieving the desired level of yield while avoiding,

remedying, or mitigating adverse afTects of fishing on the aquatic

environment;

o Analysis of relevant cultural, economic, and social factors that may need to be

included in the management decision process; and

o The specitic measures needed to implement the pref-erred strategy.

(Ministry of Fisheries,20048: l).

The thesis questions whether the wider focus implied by the Minister's views and the

MFISI{ summary actually mean more emphasis on the socio-cultural factors, so

Iinking scientific research to best management practice? Within such a focus,

research, science and management could be re-conceptualised as components of a

wider discourse of trans-disciplinary analysis. Flowever, is such a conclusion

premature in the New Zealand context? The thesis shows that at present these

principles are largely rhetoric and will be difficult to implement unless there are

significant changes to the management process. These changes will involve asking

new questions focussed on how the fishery is managed,

A new set of questions?

The debate surrounding the relevance of ecosystems-approaches to management is

being played out in New Zealand. This section explores how this debate is made

tangible, its implications for the economy and the environment as rvell as the

possibility for establishing an ecosystems-approach within the future management

fiamework. Throughout the 1990s there have been increasing calls by scientists,

managers and environmental groups for the implementation of an ecosystems-

approach to fisheries management, however, as overseas, there has been resistance to

these calls. The controversy has developed alongside and been symbolised by the

introduction and development of the QMS and the re-regulation of science service

provision.
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The QMS is based on the principte of sustainable management and requires

knowledge regarding the environmental affects of fishing on which to function- Since

19g6 New Zealand's fisheries management has been in a period of extended

development that has been shaped, in part, by incremental improvements in the

understanding of how fishing affects marine ecosystems' The QMS is well-regarded

intematiolally as a management affangement that simultaneously deals with a range

of potential economic and environmental problems. A key to this success has been the

set of questions posed regarding the types of information needed to manage the

fishery. Nonetheless, contention remains regarding the processes controlling how

these questions have been formulated'

The regime's apparent success has mitigated debate regarding how management

arrangements could continue to improve. This success not only ensures the

information requirements of the QMS are not often questioned, but also renders the

translationof scientific information as unproblematic and independent of context' The

translation process is complex and has been a key source of contention in the debate

regarding the irnplementation of ecosystems-approaches to management. Since 1986

New Zealand's fisheries management system has been based on asking certain

questions that frame ecological information in certain ways and attribute a specific

value as to how this information can be used.

Since 1986 rnanagement strategies have been framed by species-specific stock

assessment surveys designed to guide decision making regarding proposed levels of

catch. These surveys provide the raw material for the stock assessment decisions' The

process that translates the results of these surveys into guidelines for management

decision making is crucial to this research. This process is a microcosm of the entire

science management milieu. Currently this process involves asking known questions

that are relatively rigid. This focus limits the potential for new questions that may

reveal information pertinent to management from being considered relevant. The

current process has led to a specific and narrow ecosystem-approach to management,

which many commentators feel lacks the required scope to deal with future fisheries

management problems. The thesis investigates the quota setting process to reveal how

the motives and activities of the institutions involved influence management practices

and management outcomes. Re-conceptualising ecosystems-approaches to
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lnanagement as an amalgam of institutional practices pushes this new set of questions

to the forefront of inquiry.

The role of science and the importance of fisheries in New Zealand

The New Zealand context is crucial to how this thesis has developed. From pre-

European times fishing has always been an important component of New Zealand's

economy and society. ln 2004 the fisheries sector was New Zealand's fourth largest

export earner with sales peaking at $1.5 billion in 2001 (Ministry of Fisheries,

2004A)14. The fishing sector employs 26,000 people, 10000 of which are directly

involved with the harvesting and processing of fish and fish products (Ministry of
Fisheries, 2004A). While fishing activity is concentrated in specific regions

throughout the country, most noticeably Auckland and Nelson, New Zealand's long

coastline, large number of small ports and large Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)

(approximately 1.2 million square kilometres or 15 times New Zealand's land area)

(Figure 1.0) means fisheries contributes to the regional economy of most coastal areas

(Maritz et al., 2001)15. In addition to the commercial sector, New Zealand has a

significant recreational and charter boat fishery. The Ministry of Fisheries (MFISH)

hold that 20 percent of all New Zealanders go hshing in some capacity every year

while other authors note that this figure may be as high as 25 percent (Ministry of
Fisheries, 20044, Maritz et al., 200i).

Many New Zealanders feel that they are connected in some way with science, either

through their own interests or through the political process. In 2002 Pete Hodgson,

then Minister of Research Science and Technology and Minister of Fisheries, noted

the extent of this relationship stating: "The public are only too aware of the power of
scientific knowledge. It is a power they are not prepared to leave entirely in the hands

of scientists and their clients, and they are quite right. Science is society's tool and the

scientific community must share its power, not expect to be trusted with it in retum

for a bit of patient explanation" (Hodgson, 2002:2). Hodgson implies that the

'a By 2003 sales has declined somewhat to $ 1.2 biilion.

l5 Despite this contribution, unlike in a number of other countries Neu'Zealand has no regional torvns

that completely rely on fisheries for income, farming, forestry and tourism make significant

contributions to a number of predominantly rural coastal regions throughout the counrry.
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relationship between scienee and society is det ined tluongh ttre democr-afic

process and highligbts democr3e-y ns: a pro.ccs.s that is "slow, messy ar-rd frustrating"

lHodgsou, 2ffi2;2). Hodgsqnls statemEnt intimates that fisheries mgqagement lies at

the intercection betwee! sciq-rrce and, sociely'6.

Flgute f.0: NewZealand's Exclusive Ecsnomic Zone showing F,isheries lfanagemant
Areas (FMAsl

Detived From wvnw.nabi,s.govt"uz

ts In 2002, Ilodgsorr's position as not only Minlster of Researeh Ssience and Technolory b.ut also as

Minister of Fisheries .furfilrer irdicates L!e pressnt political motivadon to higt$ght fte liokages betwe€n

science ssnriae provision, fistcliqs qauag€Etentand wicler society

- FilI'S
l-t r
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The Fisheries Act 1996 and Fisheries 2010: developing a fisheries policy
for the future

The Fisheries Act 1996 is New Zealand's key piece of fisheries legislation. The Act

provides lbr "the utilisation of fisheries resources while ensuring sustainability". The

thesis is focussed to a large extent on explaining how diff'erent stakeholders use

different interpretations of the Act to support their own actions and promote their own

interests. This thesis focuses on the contention surrounding section 8 of the 1996

Actl7. Section 8 implies the tenets of a precautionary ecosystems-approach are

relevant for fisheries management. Soon after the Act was implemented in 1996, the

Ministry launched Fisheries 2010, a management document which signified an

approach emphasising New Zealand's fisheries as a finite resource and as part of a

wider aquatic ecosystem (Ministry of Fisheries, 1996). T'his strategy was launched as

a direct response to "evolving societal attitudes toward natural resources during the

1990s" which "created a new level of awareness that natural systems are

interconnected" (Mirristry of Fisheries, 1996:6). A key goal of rhis srrategy was to

stimulate awareness of the role the public could play in management decision making.

The strategy was introduced with an emotive appeal for public input into a process

concerned with "you and your fisheries and how you can be a part of the decisions

that will determine their l'uture management" (Ministry of Fisheries. 1996: I ).

tn 1996 the Ministry believed that an ecosystems-approach to management was

possible in New Zealand's neo-liberal market economy. In 1996 the Ministry held this

type of economy could facilitate an ecosystems-approach to management as a market

is: o'a very efficient and flexible way to allocate many resources to meet individual

needs and pret-erences" (Ministry of Fisheries, 1996:8). At the time the Ministry also

highlighted that the processes of the market economy can result in unsustainable

practice and negative environmental outcomes (Ministry of Fisheries, 1996). The

Ministry held that the relationship between New Zealand's market economy and its

fisheries management policy would stimulate debates surrounding sustainability

" This contention also surrounds the

found in s l0 of the 1996 Act.

information principles that dellne precaution. These principles are
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(Ministry of Fisheries, 1996). The Ministry outlined four points of disputation that

would energise the debate:

o Future generations are not traders in the market;

o The links between economic activity and ecosystem damage are often indirect

and highly uncertain. Cumulative and indirect impacts on the life supporting

capacity of ecosystems can arise if appropriate limits are not in place;

o Environmental affects and risks are not equitably spread and unforeseen

impacts may be irreversible. This inequitable impact is not easily resolved

either through the market or by regulation; and

e Many consider that the environment and non-human species have intrinsic

value (that is, they are 'valuable' in their own right) (Ministry of Fisheries'

1996:9).

Almost nine years later the latter part of this forecast has proved accurate'

Contestation still surrourds hotv management is embedded within wider capitalist

processes. However, the former part of the forecast is no longer applicable' The

question is not i/ the tenets of an ecosystems-approach can be integrated in

management policy but hotu this integration is going to take place' The thesis holds

that trans-disciplinary research will be crucial to this integration process' Potentially

rhis discourse can illustrate how an ecosystems-approach to management can mitigate

the negative environmental impacts of fishing while simultaneously encouraging

positive socio-economic outcomes.

Marine research: a key aspect of fisheries management legislation

The fisheries science/rnanagement milieu exists as a series of separate institutions

including the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA)' MFISH

and the Seafood Industry Council (SEAFIC), amongst others, each of which is

characterised by diflerent sets of norms values and understandings. Despite these

differences the community is bound together by both formal and informal linkages

and the mutual expectation that research results will guide future management

decisions. This section examines the extent to which both public and private sector

institutions are involved in marine research in New Zealand. This analysis also

describes the type of research that is carried out and whether it is publicly or privately

funded. All stakeholders depend on research results as evidence to entrench their
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vlews on management. Despite this an uneven access to capital drives research and

results in the management views of some stakeholders being marginalised.

The changing role of the Ministry of Fisheries

In 2004, the Ministry's key goal was maximising "the value New Zealanders obtain

from the sustainable use of fisheries resources and protection of the aquatic

environment" (Ministry of Fisheries, 2004A: 2). Since 1996, the Ministry has

highlighted that the term 'value' is heterogeneous. The Ministry has emphasised that

ensuring value maximisation requires dialogue with a range of stakeholders who hold

different understandings of what value might represent (Ministry of Fisheries,

2004A)' Consequently. the Ministry holds that successful fisheries management relies

on the contributions of a wide range of stakeholders.

In 1996 the Ministry outlined that while the government was not in the best position

to manage the fishery through direct intervention it has the responsibility to balance

society's demands for "the capacity of the environment to sustain the needs of future

generations" against the goal of achieving an "internationally competitive fishing

industry" which is "an important contributor to the growlh of the New Zealand

economy" (Ministry of Fisheries. 1996:9). The ministry stated that it was New

Zealand society's responsibility to determine the appropriate level of balance between

the two demands through dialogue and to change the balance if necessary through the

political process (Ministry of Fisheries, 1996). At that stage the mechanisms that

could bring change were poorly understood. fhe thesis contends that in the future.

trans-disciplinary approaches will be crucial in illustrating ho.w individual

stakeholders can contribute to this balance and attempt to change the system if they

feel it necessary.

In 1996 the Ministry's key role was to provide rules and institutions that facilitate

stakeholder involvement in fisheries management within the constraints specified by

the goals of the Fisheries Act. In the nine years since the Act the Ministry's key goal

has changed. Since 2002 the Ministry has re-focussed on generating specific

outcomes associated with achieving its goals rather than on facilitating processes to

generate management outputs. Associated with this shift is a move towards

establishing assessment systems to indicate levels of progress towards stated goals.

These assessment systems are intended to 'add value' to the Ministry's activities
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(Ministry of Fisheries, 2004C). While in this context the term value remains

heterogeneous in meaning this shift also represents the adoption of a financial

discourse for rnanagement and the entrenchment of a management audit culfure,

within which value becomes a homogeneous measurable phenomenon-

The institutions responsible for marine research

As pan of a shift to an outcome based management philosophy the Ministry has

reassessed what research is necessary to generate the information needed for

successful fisheries rnanagement (Ministry of Fisheries, 20048) The Ministry's role is

to provide research contracts for tender that aim to fulfil its operating goals now and

in the future. The Ministry lies at the apex of the research process. Within the

Ministry, decisions are made regarding those tenders that are accepted and those that

are denied. Private sector organisations are primarily concerned with funding research

that they are required to do under the terms of the Fisheries Act 1996. Howevero in

addition to this research funding is also attributed to research with the potential to add

value to fishery. The Minister of Fisheries determines total levels of catch through

research surveys and subsequent analysis. Commercial operators pay for the research

that determines level of catch. These stakeholders also contract out research to other

service providers including the science group at SEAFIC.

The Ministry also f'acilitates New Zealand's strategic research direction, through the

publication of strategic research direction documents, and through two sets of

meetings designed to identify research needs at a range of temporal scalesls. Other

stakeholders, including science providers and commercial stakeholders are involved

in the goal setting process that takes place during meetings of Research Planning

Groups (RPGs). From these meetings, outputs include the generation of short,

medium and long-term research plans for all areas of marine science deemed

necessary for fisheries management.l" Another consultative forum, the Research

Consultative Committee (RCC) is an important part of the process. In this meeting a

similar range of stakeholders meet to discuss specific research activity for the

't For more inf,ormation see www.fish,govt.co.nz

re Except customary and indigenous research
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following year. These meetings clarify and coordinate the research trajectory

established in the RPG meeting.

Science service providers and the wider fisheries management milieu

Science service provision is a crucial part of the marine management framework.

However, a number of other stakeholders who determine how science is used in

management decision making are crucial to the study of ecological information

transfer. This group of 'others' include fisheries managers, policy analysts,

environmental advocates and other interested individuals. As these individuals

interact with one another ecological information becomes only part of the discr.rssion.

Just as important are the implications of scientific research and the management

outcomes designed to address these. Power relations are a fundamental influence on

information transf'er. Existing power relations are held in place by both research

contracts and the informal ties that bind the stakeholders involved. These relationships

respond to ongoing changes in the political climate and evolve to meet society's wider

expectations conceming the role of science in marine management. The thesis is

focussed on this larger bundle of relationships. It examines the processes that shape

the milieu. its function and its f'uture. The thesis explains how the milieu's structure

enables and constrains infbrmation transfer and the effects that changing this structure

might have on the future of marine resources. In so doing the thesis unmasks the

power relations within the milieu and illustrates how access to capital influences the

management process.

The intentions and behaviour of commercial fishers. their organisations and advocacy

groups are an important part of this research. Commercial rhetoric dominates the

debate and suggests fisheries management is uncontested. and that only successtul

outcomes will stem from current management anangements. Much of this commercial

rhetoric displays a sense of certainty regarding the environmental altbcts of fishing.

Other stakeholders, particularly those proposing radical change to management

practices believe this rhetoric over-inflates the degree of control that humans have on

marine ecosystems. These stakeholders hold that commercial operators underestimate

the rate of human induced change on the marine environment while simultaneously

under-reporting the level of environmental damage that stems from fishing practices.

The thesis suggests that despite commercial assurances to the contrary, the

environmental affects of fishing practice remain uncertain. This uncertainty is largely
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the product of a knowledge deficit due to the lack of wide-ranging ecological

research. At present commercial relationships enable and constrain what is considered

appropriate research and cunent research is generally focussed on solving questions

that are already known. This thesis asks questions concerning how power relations

affect the research process and describes how current practices have politicised

scientific objectivity in specific *uyr'n.

Aspects of method: identifying positionalities

The thesis outlines new questions and re-interprets existing practices in an

unconventional manner. In developing a trans-disciplinary discourse it is necessary to

first establish in some detail how the wide range of existing languages that frame

fisheries management have emerged as well as the limits of this framing process.

Following chapters discuss how this wide range of theoretical contributions has

shaped existing management discourse before re-conceptualising and re-positioning

this material to build a new trans-disciplinary discourse that could frame future

management decision making2l.

This trans-disciplinary approach has been further shaped by an assumption that other

factors, such as an individual's disposition and their previous interactions with others

also shapes their communication and how they respond to new unknowns. This

complex blend of contributing processes is a hallmark of trans-disciplinary inquiry.

Le Heron (2004 B) refers to this blend of individual characteristics as an individual's

positionality. Le Fleron's (2004 B) focus on positionality highlights that knowledge,

and its use, are context dependent, and consequently both are subject to change.

Throughout the thesis, the methods are shaped by the goal of identifying a range of

stakeholders' positionalities. These methods reveal how stakeholders respond to new

inlbrmation and how this response shapes the transfer of ecological information

:0 Historically, objectivity has always been politicised in such a way as to fit in with ideological

epvironrnent of the times. This thesis does not attempt to trace the conceptual development of ideology

in New Zealand's political history. Despite this during periods where the dominant political ideology is

in transition, previous interpretations of objectivity come under scrutiny and are often subject to

criticism.

t' This re-positioning is based on the assumption that an individuals place within the milieu shifts in

response to what knowledge they use and how they use it.
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related to the environmental affects of fishing. Identifying stakeholders'

positionalities allows predictions to be made as to how these individuals would be

aftbcted by and respond to future management arrangements. Consequently much of
the research is focussed on identifying and analysing the discursive and cultural

contexts that shape how individuals treat information. Individuals within institutions

are crucial subjects for analysis as their feelings, experiences, stresses and

relationships determine their positionality.

My role as researcher: reflexivity at a range of scales

Post-strucfural conceptions of knowledge have stressed that information transf'er is

situated and contextual. Rose (1997:306) states: "all knowledge is produced in

specific circumstances and that those circumstances shape it in some way, the

knowledge made depends on who its makers are". Furtherrnore. methodological

discourse has emphasised that a reflexive approach to conducting interviews is vital

for maintaining their integrity. Reflexivity emerged as a product of feminist enquiry in

the social sciences and is now used more generally to emphasise how the collective

subjectivities of individual researchers influence their data gathering and analysis.

Rose (1997:306) describes reflexivity as a "means of avoiding the false neutrality and

universality of so much academic knowledge". For Rose being reflexive is to admit

the inadequacies of specific research methods. McDowell (1992:407) claims rhat

being reflexive requires researchers who take into account their own position, as well

as that of their research participants, and "$trite this intct their research practice".

Additionally, Falconer-al-Hindi (1997) states that incorporating reflexive pracrice not

only implies adopting a research position, but also making that position known rather

than invisible.

The thesis required all individuals involved to be reflexive regarding what shaped

their positionality. In a series of interviews conducted between 2002 and 2005

respondents were asked to think critically regarding their relationships, their

communication and how they use information. This call for reflexivity became a

guideline for the developing project as the research (and the researcher) became part

of the network it was fbcussed on describing. This thesis addresses retlexivity at three

different levels. At an individual level it asks respondents to reveal the influences on

their thought processes, actions and decision making. Secondly, the thesis seeks to

show the need for theoretical reflexivity in fisheries management. The thesis
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illustrates how a lack of theoretical reflexivity may result in specific accounts of New

Zealand's management system ignoring the current management systems detrimental

affects on the marine environment as well as the potential for management

arrangements to deliver sub-optimal economic returns. The thesis not only illustrates

how individuals have assumed the theoretical tenets of individual disciplinary

discourses are adequate for addressing fisheries management problems, but also

contends that this assumption is inadequate and that a trans-disciplinary approach is

required. Thirdly. the thesis emphasises the importance of institutional reflexivity. It

is unlikely that an altemate approach to fisheries management based on trans-

disciplinary research can eventuate without the key institutions involved questioning

how they could contribute to an alternative future. As a result, these institutions need

to question their overall purpose within the science/management milieu and how their

objectives might fit together in the future.

Identifying the need for reflexivity at a range of scales had implications for how the

research was conducted. Being reflexive meant that the entire research process and

my role as researcher including the institutions I was involved in" the literature

review. the interview series and the events that I attended became a subject of

scrutiny22. This is typical of trans-disciplinary research rnethods where the researcher

is a participant within a wider research process, the results of which are shaped and

re-shaped by ongoing communication. Through this process the researcher develops a

sense of their own reflexive capacity and can identify how their own positionality will

affect ilformation transfer. Consequently no discussion on method would be cornplete

without a brief discussion of what shaped my research experience and how this

experience influenced the form of the study.

This research has been conducted within the School of Geography and Environmental

Science (SGES) under the auspices of the Institute of Aquatic and Atmospheric

Sciences (1AAS), a collaborative arrangement between NIWA and the University of

Auckland, focussed on incorporating social research within a wider program of

environmental analysis. Within SGES trans-disciplinary inquiry frames a number of

research projects aimed at achieving a more nuanced understanding of humzur

:. These events included conferences, research seminars and presentations
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environment relations2l. The research had a three person supervisory team2l. Each

supervisor had a wide range of trans-disciplinary experience and range of contacts

that helped shape the research's method and form. Moreover, each supervisor had his

own ideas on the direction of the research, its purpose, and the discourses that should

inform it and how these could be pieced together. Despite this variety each, in their

own way, was convinced that the problems associated with ecological information

transfer in fisheries were multi-faceted, embeddecl within a wider set of problems

inside the science/management milieu. As such. each supervisor emphasised that the

study would need to incorporate insights from a wide range of sources and that the

results of the study would need to reflect this complexity of origins.

My background and experience have also been fundamental in shaping the research

methodology. My acadernic training has a broad base; encompassing studies of
physical geography, sciences such as physics. biology and ecology as well as training

in history and human geography. Much of my work has stemmed from drawing

insights together from this broad base of disciplines in an attempt to explain

individual's decision making. This research methodology has been focussed by my

tendency to clump discourses together rather than split them apart, Despite this, what

makes this research distinct is the way these discourses have been re-constituted,

brought together under the inf'luence of post-stnrctural thought to form a new fisheries

management discourse. an altogether new interpretation of how management could

operate.

'fhe thesis has developed over a three-year period. This lengthy development process

has been a key aspect of the research. During this time period. five key learning

phases helped dehne relevant research questions and shapecl the growth of the trans-

disciplinary method. The first phase occurred during the scoping interv'iews in 2002.

These interviews indicated the range of literature that had to be addressed and the

breadth of division between different disciplinary approaches to solving management

" SCES represents a contbination of geographers and environmental scientists. Within SCES a range

of research focuses on socio-economic systems, bio-physical systems anc! the relationships between

them.

:a The chief supervisor Professor Richard Le Heron; the associare supervisors Dr Simon Thrush and Dr

Hamish Rennie
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questions. This phase highlighted the lack of alignment between institutions that were

using the same legislation as the basis to achieve different goals.

The second key learning phase occurred during the fieldwork conducted during 2003'

The interview series reinforced the division between stakeholders that had become

apparent during the scoping interviews and the literature review' Moreover' the

interview series highlighted that stakeholders' rigid attitudes would likely tiustrate

continued disciplinary approaches to addressing managetnent questions. This phase of

the research was the first indicator that a new trans-disciplinary approach to the

management problematic was necessary'

The third learning phase of the research occurred during a governance and

governmentality residential workshop in Auckland in November 2003. The workshop

clarified how post-structural theoretical approaches could aid the thesis research and

clarified that new questions concerning the conduct of management decision making

were essential to building a new management approach. Moreover, this workshop

showed how to feverse engineer these questions from the data gained during the

interview series. Following this workshop the thesis became focussed on the

relationship betu,een institutions and individuals and the practices that influence how

these relationshiPs are formed.

The fourth key period crucial to the thesis' development was the 12th International

Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade (IIFET) conference in Tokyo in July 2004'

This cont'erence not only reinforced the epistemological tradition for disciplinary

research in fisheries management but also the frustration felt by attendees that these

approaches were not making the contributions required to avert impending crises. The

IIFET conference uncovered a pressing need for new approaches to fisheries

management questions and that trans-disciplinary research has the potential to be a

relevant alternative. The conference also provided an insight into the spatial

specificity of case study research that was crucial to the developing thesis. The

conference itself. an event attended by delegates from a wide range of countries and

backgrounds, highlighted the importance of context to the processes of fisheries

management. Consequently what could be considered "sustainable fisheries

management" in one context could be considered "unsustainable" in another. Such

contextual differences made it tangible that a trans-disciplinary, process-based

management system that embraced the heterogeneity implicit in any fisheries
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management system was perhaps the best way of addressing the management

problematic.

The fifth and final key learning period occurred during the first half of 2005, the final

three months of writing the thesis prior to it being submitted for examination and the

period of rellection leading up to and following the oral exam process. The writing

phase resulted in the rapid transformation of my own thought process as I began to

reflect on what had been accomplished in new ways. In April 20A2 | had focussed my

thinking on developing a piece of research based on solving a specilic set of questions

in a specific, disciplinary way. By April 2005, I had become more aware of the full

scope of heterogeneity involved in the trans-disciplinary research process. The initial

questions I had posed regarding the transfer of ecological information concerned with

the environmental affects of fishing had become part of a n'ruch larger process

operating on a range of scales. Not only did the thesis use case studies to illustrate that

trans-disciplinary research was needed to address management questions but also the

thesis itself was a case study in how to conduct trans-disciplinary research. The last

phase illustrates that in order to develop trans-disciplinary inquiry the researcher must

have the breadth of tbcus to operate on a range of theoretical scales, while

simultaneously investigating the relationships that influence how these scales are

linked.

Thesis outline

The thesis has seven chapters each of which builds on previous work. The first four

chapters all work to expand the theoretical and contextual scope of thesis while the

last three are more specific, fbcussing on how relationships develop within the

management milieu, the practices that influence this development and the outcomes

that result. More narrowly each chapter addresses a particular research question.

Together these questions fbrm a blueprint to meet the objectives of the study.

Chapter one

Chapter one highlights that the thesis originated as part of a discourse of ecological

protest focussed on solving narrow questions concemed with why much ecological

information was ignored by fisheries policy makers and operational managers.

Chapter one describes that while this initial question remains crucial to the research, it

served as a point o1'entry into a wider management debate. The chapter outlines the
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questions that shape the form of the thesis, the goals of the study and how its

methodology has expanded in scope. The chapter also describes the origins of the

study and its wider context, presenting the concepts and terminology associated with

fishing, the discourses of knowledge associated with fisheries management and the

thesis' theoretical framework. Chapter one outlines the intentions of the following

chapters and introduces the key tisheries management legislation as well as the key

institutions involved in management and science service provision.

Chapter two

Chapter two is a conceptual literature review and describes the key discourses that

shape trans-disciplinary inquiry. It investigates the origins of the culture/nature

dualism in social science and post-structural aftempts to resolve this dichotomy. The

review draws specific attention to actor-netrvork approaches, the sociology of

scieltific knowledge and the development of post-structural political economy.

Chapter two briefly examines governance regimes and governmentality theory in

order to place marine ecology, fisheries and fisheries management within the

discursive landscape of contemporary capitalism. Chapter two provides the

ontological map necessary to address the new questions shaping fisheries

management discussed in the opening chapter and that are examined in more detail

subsequently. This mapping provides the framework from which trans-disciplinary

research might develop to bring about lasting changes to fisheries management that

further incorporate the environmental affects of fishing.

Chapter two also re-visits the research methodology in more detail. It shows how the

sets of questions raised in chapters one and two entail the development of a range of

methods on which to undertake the analysis. The chapter outlines these potential

avenues of inquiry while avoiding the debate regarding the relative worth of

competing alternatives. lnstead the chapter focuses on developing a pragmatic case

study based research methodology using qualitative techniques. In this sense the

method used to conduct the research reflects how the questions at hand have been

developed. This methodological approach re-emphasises the thesis's trans-

disciplinary origins and can potentially bridge the discursive divides that plague

existing management arrangements.
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Chapter three

Chapter three places the discussion of marine management amongst three autonomous

yet interrelated discourses, marine resource economics, fisheries science and marine

ecology. Following chapter three, the thesis develops a more nuanced discussion of

New Zealand's fisheries management context. Chapter three explores the origins of
these three discourses. The chapter argues that fisheries management emerged as part

of a progressive developmental paradigm and consequently has alu'ays been imbued

with an ethic of resource utilisation. Furthermore. chapter three argues that fisheries

science developed as part of a positivist scientific tradition that sought to describe

relationships between phenomena through simple cause and effect mechanisms.

Chapter three contends that marine resource economics, through a narrow application

of value rational decision making to ensure maximum fiscal return. has further

entrenched this simple cause and effect mechanism. Moreover, the chapter illustrates

how resource economist's arguments for the application of private property rights to

marine resources have largely stemrned from a misunderstanding of the tragedy of the

commons. The thesis argues that private property rights are one of a number of
management arrangements and that this framework inexorably links the privatisation

of harvest rights to the marketisation of fisheries resources.

Based on this discussion. chapter three goes on to describe hov the conduct of

management practice shapes the social relations implicit within the management

process. The chapter highlights how discursive differences between these three

disciplines leads to problems surrounding the practical implementation of new

fisheries management practices. Further chapter three examines how in combination,

the relationships between these three disciplines enable and constrain the potential

development of an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management. Chapter three

concludes that in combination, aspects of these discourses can be used as a basis for a

fisheries management system with more specilic economic and environmental goals

than simply ensuring sustainable utilisation.

Chapter four

Chapter four provides a brief regulatory history of New Zealand's fisheries

management legislation. This chapter provides a contextual basis for the investigation

that fbllows. This review emphasises the period leading up to and following the
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implementation of the QMS in 1986. The chapter focuses on the changing rationale

for governing the fishery, and the relationship between the state and commercial

sectors. Chapter four also examines the history of marine science service provision,

with specific reference to fishing, and the relationship between developments in this

area and the changing governance of fisheries management. Furthermore, chapter four

ourlines the debate surrounding the objectivity/subjectivity dualism in science,

arguing that scientific objectivity is a dynamic concept that can neither be de-

politicised nor stripped of context. The discussion uses a post-structural lens to

highlight how the heterogeneous relationships and shifting subjectivities involved in

scientifrc inquiry indicate that a narrow definition of scientific objectivity remains an

elusive principle on which to base research in the marine environment'

Chapter five

Chapter five describes the networks of information transfer that underline how

ecological information is used for marine management. Chapter five describes the key

institutions involved in the network and describes the management process' The

chapter emphasises the importance of stock assessment working group meetings

within the management process and investigates the politics of access to this forum.

These meetings are an obligatory passage point within which key ecological

information relevant to management could do a range of work. Chapter five

investigates how this potential is stymied through the governance relations that

control how particular information is used in a specific context2s.

From this point, chapter five examines the career trajectories of a range of specific

individuals within the wider milieu. These individuals were selected due to their

experience and range of expertise as well as their decision to waive their anonymity.

Moreover, these respondents were chosen due to their capacity to be reflexive and

analyse which factors enabled and constrain their decision making process.

:5 It is noteworthy that ecological information is applied more specifically to the aquatic environment

working group meeting, a management process running parallel to quota meetings. This separation

highlights the lack of an integrated approach to management and how specific information is used in

homogenous ways.
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Following this analysis chapter five presents a case study of the New Zealand scampi

fishery to identify the discursive and more tangible barriers to information transfer.

These barriers stem from a lack of emotive trust between stakeholders who are not

prepared to acknowledge the credibility or limits of different forms of knowledge. The

case study of the scampi fishery also highlights the assumptions inherent to

individual's decision making and how these assumptions cloud their views of other's

conduct and communication. Finally chapter five explores pathways to facilitate the

identification of previously unknown questions in marine ecology. These questions lie

outside the current research framework but may have implications for the future

analysis of New Zealand's fisheries management.

Chapter six

Chapter six provides a synthesis of the information preserrte<l in chapter five. Chapter

six examines how the governance relationships that lrame the networks of ecological

information transfer enable and constrain possibilities for network development.

Chapter six discusses how shifts in the governance relations lraming knowledge

transfer are necessary in order to bridge the discursive chasm between the discourses

involved in the management process. The thesis holds that forging a series of
ontological linkages between the diff'erent disciplines involved with the management

of fisheries is crucial, if ecological information is going to lead to improved economic

and environmental outcomes. Chapter six holds that a commercial view of the conduct

of fisheries suppresses alternate management arrangements and prevents stakeholders

with other viervs from participating in the management process. This commercial

view binds scientific objectivity to the current moment. In this view scientific

objectivity has been de-contextualised and is solely determined by the separation of
science service provision fiom management responsibility.

Chapter six also introduces the concept of sustainable utilisation as governmentality.

It labels sustainable utilisation an imaginary, informed by a combination of theory,

rhetoric and practice. The chapter uses a series of case studies to highlight the

predominance of this particular conceptualisation of sustainable fishing practice based

on competition between individual fishers. Firstly, the chapter investigates the Oceans

Policy project launched in 2001 to illustrate how sustainable utilisation has stymied

previous attempts at introducing an integrated marine management system. Secondly,
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the chapter re-examines the contention surrounding how scientific advice is used to

guide management decisions in the scampi fishery. Thirdly, the chapter uses an

examination of a SEAFIC response to a draft marine envirorunental management

strategy in 2003 to demonstrate horw commercial stakeholders use the threat of

litigation to ensure a status quo that may be having deleterious affects on the economy

and the environment.

Chapter seven

Chapter seven concludes the thesis, examines the potential future of marine

management and contends that the current management process is ernbedded in the

collective memories of all stakeholders in different ways. In the current context, these

differences ensure that stakeholders distrust each other's intentions concerning

management and prevent meaningful cooperation. This atmosphere stifles ecological

information transfer. Chapter seven examines these differences and proposes a

trajectory for breaking down the obstacles to successful communication. The chapter

identifies a series of challenges facing key institutions involved with management and

addresses the implications that will arise from addressing these. Furthermore, the

chapter makes a series of recommendations regarding changes to the current

management milieu. These changes are aimed at developing an integrated

management system informed by trans-disciplinary inquiry to meet wider criteria set

by all stakeholders to ensure a 'well managed fishery'.

Gonclusion: assessing the contribution of the research

This thesis began by searching for questions in an attempt to identiff and overcome

barriers to ecological information transfer yet ends by proposing changes to how

fisheries management is conceptualised and undertaken. Chapter one has explained

rufty this shift in research focus is necessary and outlined a pathway that enables this

transition. The relationship between how barriers to information transfer are

constituted and the fisheries management process is embedded in wider society.

Current management arrangements underestimate the strength of this relationship and

largely ignore the embedding process. That these arrangements mitigate information

transfbr and slow down the capacity for change is a source of much frustration.

Alternate arrangements derived through trans-disciplinary research embrace this

wider relationship, and may provide an outlet for those who currently are
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marginalised. Trans-disciplinary research will encourage a dynamic management

environment that may lead to improved economic and environmental outcomes.

while, to use Hodgson's (2002:2) words, this process may be "slow messy and

ttustrating", improved management outcomes seem a worthy goal.

The thesis cuts through established modes of thinking to fashion an altemative

strategy for the production of knowledge. Chapter one has addressed how, by using

Callon's (1991) concept of translation, trans-disciplinary research addresses

problematic questions in new ways. The trans-disciplinary approach asks new

questions of geography and geographers. Firstly, trans-disciplinary inquiry extends

geography's epistemological boundaries and highlights its openness to different types

of thought. Consequently, in trans-disciplinary research it becones difficult to
identify a strict border between geography, and the other scientific disciplines. Such

openness may encourage geographers to think reflexively, to question the foundations

of their ontological security and expand their ontological horizons through new

Iiteratures and draw on insights from bodies of knowledge that have traditionally been

considered as the sole domain of other types of researcher. Trans-disciplinary research

encourages geographers to become able translators, to mould together existing

discourses into something altogether new. 'Ihis thesis makes the case that such

translations are necessary as resource use questions (such as emanate liom fisheries)

are sufflciently complicated that they can not satisfactorily examined by reducing

them to singular problems within science, social science or environmental policy

making. The following chapter, chapter two, highlights the steps involved in my

personal translation process and the theoretical literatures essential to developing a

trans-disciplinary approach.
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Chapter Two

Building a trans-disciplinary approach for
investigating New Zealand fisheries management

lntroduction: new directions in fisheries management, interdisciplinary
origins, trans-disciplinary research

The thesis holds that a combination of biological/ecological research and socio-

economic inquiry is not sufficient to address the complex problems tbcing marine

management. The thesis emphasises that there is a need to re-conceptualise how the

different stakeholders involved in New Zealand tisheries science and rnanagement

think about the production of ecological knowledge. Chapter two outlines the

theoretical origins of this re-conceptualisation process. The thesis' key theme is that

these discourses need lo be re-consliluted anev, through translation and presented as

parl of a developing trans-disciplinary research proce.rs. The thesis is an early

attempt at developing the trans-disciplinary approach in the geography of human-

environment relations. Chapter two explores the conceptual origins of trans-

disciplinary research as a means for explaining the complexity embedded rvithin

fisheries management decision making. Chapter two also highlights the potential of
trans-disciplinary research to address such complexity and assist with bringing about

change in the existing management paradigm throu-eh translation and network

realignment.

The chapter investigates the epistemological origirrs and highlights the relationships

between those discourses that inform the trans-disciplinary approach. These

discourses include, new institutional economics, the literatures that address the

culture/nature dualism in the social sciences and developnrent of post-structural

theorising in economic geography. Chapter two's first key theme is to illustrate how

these individual literatures have evolved by embracing concepts with diff'erent

discursive origins. Secondly, chapter two examines how this broadening of

epistemological scope informed the development of the thesis research methodology.
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The chapter emphasises horv a wide-ranging examination of the relevant

epistenrological tenain is crucial to the trans-disciplinary research process and

emphasises the s1'mbiotic relationship between theory and method. The following

chapters examine aspects of these individual discourses in more detail.

Trans-disciplinary discourses are intent on cxploring new questions in order to

identify the processes ol' governance in New Zealand fisheries. These questions

attempt to explain the development of the relationships that precipitate the conduct of

conduct in this field. These relationships determine how barriers to ecological

infbrmation transfer develop and also how these barriers can be overcome. To this

point questions regarding hor,v and why relationships tbrm as well as what processes

influence how these relationships develop have not been considered in earlier studies

of ecological information transfer. These new questions ask scientists. fisheries

nlallagers, marine resource economists and other commentators to consider the

implications of their research outside of their own ontological community. Trans-

disciplinary research approaches require those involved in fisheries management and

tlsheries research to be aware of how their own positionality influences their

objectivitl'and be reflexive regarding the overall purpose of their work.

Trans-disciplinary approaches developed out of interdisciplinary research conducted

during the 1990s. Interdisciplinary research involved bringing together groups of

researchers with a range of experience to conduct collaborative work. Pickett et al.

(1999:302) summarise interdisciplinary research as "the linkage of phenomena.

researclr approaches. and conceptual tools that had previously been pursued

independently" in disc:iplines. Interdisciplinary research produces results that are

rnobilised more easily than research framed by one specific discipline. These results

can appeal to a wider audience than disciplinary research and may lead to debate

regarding the specific assumptions rvithin individuals' hypotheses.

In this sense interdisciplinary research encourages theoretical reflexivity, those

involved are required to ask questions re-earding how individual disciplines limit the

potential applications of their research. Despite this. interdisciplinary research does

not errcourage rellexivity across a range of scales. Interdisciplinary research does not

require individurals or institutions to turn back on themselves to address the wider

implications of what their work might mean. Despite the collaboration,

interdisciplinary work usually involved framing the reseanch in a specific vr.ay to meet
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the needs of a specific audience. 'this fiaming process means that in spite of its

collaborative origins interdisciplinary research is focussed on extending a specific

discourse rather than creating possible alternatives. Parker (1993) implies that the

problem of representation means that sometimes interdisciplinary research involves

the subtle coercion of participants to believe in the benefits of the research rvhile

masking the potential problems surrounding the research process'. l-he thesis

confronts these methodological problems by actively exploring them through the

course ofthe research itsell.

Applyin g the tra ns-disciplinary research a pproach

The discourses shaping this thesis methodology have interdisciplinary origins and

reflect the growing dissatisfaction with binaries in analysis. Trans-disciplinary

research builds on the interdisciplinary notion o1'collaboration. yet more than this

involves crafting new discourses of knorvledge that frame ncw types of inquiry.

Methodologically, trans-disciplinary research provides the researcher with a series of

specific challenges. Firstly trans-disciplinary studies require a much broader

theoretical base than that of research focussed within the episternological boundaries

of one specific discipline. Secondly. trans-disciplinary inquiry requires researchers to

focus on their own positionality and present results and discussion in a style that is

accessible to a wide-ranging audience. 1-hirdly, trans-disciplinary inquiry lbrces

researchers to fbrmulate new questions, or address old questions in new ways. 1'his

lbcus on unknonns means that trans-disciplinary research is likely to be at the

forefront of future scientific enquiry (Pickett et al.. 1999).

Reflexivity at a range of scales: linking theory and method

The scope of available literature required a review with a broad lbcus that illustrates

the range of discourses that have influenced horv fisheries management has been

conceptualised. This breadth of focus meant the review brought together diverse

discourses, that traditionally. have been considered as mutually exclusive and the

product of distinctive epistemological traditions. Meeting the first challenge

associated with trans-disciplinary research involved linding the connections that link

' See Parker ( 1993 ) for more inlbrmation.
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the wider background ol'literatures to the thesis' theoretical approach. Chapter two

exarnines these connections in more detail by exploring the problematic surrounding

the culture/nature dualism irr social science. Chapter two also investigates actor-

network approaches and the sociology of scientific knowledge literature. both of

which are inclusive discourses linking the bio-physical and the social spheres. Both

tl'rese discourses are tbcussed on transcending the culture/nature dualism by

explaining how relationships befv,een entities, their intermediaries and technologies

influence behaviour and decisions. 'Ihese approaches are anti-essentialist and reject a

specific version of a full and final truth in favour of developmental definitions of truth

that constantly evolve. Consequently this research is process-based and is focused on

explaining how relations change ol'er time and how translations become an integral

and continuing part of a changing world.

Prlst-structural political economy is another process-based method of social inquiry.

This discourse illustrates the controlling influences on the conduct of conduct. This

lbcus on the dynamic properties of power is crucial to the thesis research. A post-

structural approach demonstrates how knowledge is context dependent and develops

as it moves. Such dynamism means that re-negotiating the relationships within the

fisheries milieu might result in nerv and different management outcomes. Bringing

together this wide range of discourses was the first step in developing a trans-

disciplinary discourse in order to examine fisheries management questions in new

ways. Chapter tu'o anchors the contextual discussion as well as the results and

analysis that follow within the intellectual terrain of 'the new economic geography'.

'Ihis body of theory is situated at the border of a number of disciplines including,

geography, economics and sociology, all of which direct the discourse in particular

directions (Barnes. 200 I ).

Approaching the literature review in this way encouraged the development of a

reflexive interpretation of objectivity in research. In this sense reflexivity represents a

researchers awareness of how their own position and worldview shapes their research

results. Assessing reflexivity is an intensely personal unciertaking. To address the

second challenge of trans-disciplinary research chapter two examines the reflexivity

of those involved in the research in more detail. This examination takes the form of a

critical analysis of the interview process. The investigation highlights the reasons for

the thcsis' sampling strategy and illustrates rvhy, with some notable exceptions,
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ensuring the anonymity of most intervierv respondents was crucial to the research.

Perhaps more importantly, the analysis also considers how the research process

affects the potential for the research to bring about lasting change. The analysis also

considers how my role as researcher has shaped the thesis' method and form and

defined my place in the network of ecological information transfer. This personal

investigation is crucial to the thesis; particularly considering the potential 'work' the

thesis could do in opening up space for debate within the science management

milieu2.

Such analysis grapples with the third challenge of trans-disciplinary research. Chapter

two illustrates how the research process developed as new unknowns became

apparent. The chapter re-emphasises the thesis contribution at a range of theoretical

scales and provides insight on how to conduct trans-disciplinary researchl. This

analysis stresses that reflexivity is an ongoing process, itself characterised by its

heterogeneity. The chapter identifies three distinct yet interrelated levels of

reflexivity, again at a range of conceptual scales, At its broadest being reilexive

requires the analysis by individuals of how various disciplinary epistemologies enable

and constrain future research directions and how trans-disciplinary approaches

reshape these constraints in new and dilferent ways. At an institutional level. 'being

reflexive' involves considering how an organisation's internal structure shapes its

outputs and the effects changing this structure could have on future operation. At its

smallest scale reflexivity involves a personal 'turning back on ones self to consider

what has shaped and is shaping an individuals conduct and decision making, and how

this process al'l'ects their communication.

Chapter two addresses reflexivity across this range of scales to illustrate why "being

reflexive" is a central theme of trans-disciplinary research. ln this thesis translation is

the crucial linking process binding reflexivity across the three diffbrent scales. Since

trans-disciplinary inquiry is imbued with a disciplinary lcgacy and dialogue between

hitherto unconnected groups is a precursor for its development, translation's linking

- This personal examination is even more crucial given nry appointment to the Ministry of Fisheries in

March 2005.

t For more information, see chapter one.
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properties become essential to the research process. Further, individuals' lack of

reflexivity is crucial to explaining why institutions find it so difficult to align

themselves in commop networks. Chapter two uses translation to explain hou' an

inclir,idttal's reflexititl,shapes and is shaped by the relationships they have been and

are involved in and highlights the conduct of their communicative practice. In

additiol chapter two also uses translation to explain luly some specific individuais,

identified within the thesis, lack the rellexivity crucial to effective communication and

act as baniers to ecological information transfer.

The structure of the literature review

The literature review identifies the intellectual terrain from which arise the key

concepts that currently shapc much resource management theory. Further the

literature review draws attention to the constraints on thinking that f'low fiom an

uncritical acceptance of the reasoning that characterise these schools of thought. For

ease of analysis, the literature review is split into two sections. The first section

explores how trans-disciplinary research is focused on unravelling dualisms within the

social sciences. This section emphasises how disciplinary approaches to addressing

human-environment relations have traditionally lacked theoretical reflexivity. The

chapter describes how binary concepts such as rational/non-rational and nature/culture

are simplistic and homogenous theoretical approaches that underestimate the

complexity inherent in describing hor,t'systems change. The second section focuses on

the theoretical impact of post-structural hybrid theorisation and the cultural turn in

economic geography and other social sciences. This section makes the case that a

narrow hegemonic rational view of 'the economic' in resource management and

social scientific theory underestimates the complexities of the social and economic

processes that define the institutional arena under study. The literature review is

crucial to the thesis' reflective examination of the difficulties encountered when ideas

about how knowledge and knowledge communities are produced are used to explore

real-time issues within institutions.

Social science has oficn focussed on exploring dualisms (Murdoch, 19978). Indeed

Castree (2002:l 17) states that for geographers: "These dichotomies are not just

convenient habits of mind. Rather, they are written into the very constitution of

geography as a modern academic subject". The thesis considers how these

dichotornies have been woven into the fabric of fisheries management discourse. The
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thesis methodology has been shaped by the research being situated at the nexus of two

dualisms within the context of New Zealand fisheries that serve as entry points into

the debates that shape the thesis. Firstly, the thesis explores the dualism surrounding

rational and non-rational decision making, which has stimulated debate regarding how

and why individuals rnake decisions. Secondly, the thesis engages with the

longstanding debate surrounding the culture/nature dualism and considers the reasons

fbr the traditional separation between the social and bio-physical spheres. Chapter two

focuses on the discursive exchanges that stem frorn exploring these dualisms and the

impact these exchanges have had on theoretical geographl'.

In combination, the special significance of these dualisms is that they frame

competing ontological positions within fisheries management. Such competition over

how to understand 'different worlds' is a barrier that hinders information transfbr.

Most fisheries management studies have been framed through pre-established and

singular discourses. The traditional focus on splitting discourses precluded the

development of trans-disciplinary research. To break down these barriers, a new type

of research was needed. By re-positioning and then re-constituting discottrses,

traditionally in opposition. this thesis takes a dif ferent approach from the

epistemological norm. Ontologically, the cultural turn in economic geography has

made this thesis research possible. This chapter illustrates that since the cultural turn,

social scientists have focussed on integrating disparate discourses to explain

phenomena and re-establish these phenomena in process terms. This emergent

discourse locates New Zealand hsheries management within a meta-theoretical

project intent on exploring relationships. J'rans-disciplinary analysis unravels the

dualisms characterising human-environment relations and serves as an ontological

blueprint for developing alternative forms of socio-scientific research.

New institutional economics: unravelling economic rationality

Since the 1950's economic analysis has been a crucial component of fisheries

management literature. The concept of behavioural rationality has been and remains

crucial to economic analysis and conscquently requires investigation here. Ettlinger

(2003: l5l ) describes rational behaviour as that which has traditionally been

"understood in the context of goals of elficiency or profitability" whereas irrational

behaviour "pertains to any behaviour that is not guided by that rvhich is lucralive".

For Ettlinger (2003:152) such narrow limits on the decision making process represc'nt
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an oversimplification. She states that people "carry thoughts and emotions across

spheres, and behave and make decisions in one context that cannot be readily

explained in terms of workplace routines or objectives". As a result behaviour that

would traditionally be considered irrational in one context may be considered rational

in another. For Ettlinger (2003:152) studies that acknowledge multiple rationalities

conceptualise behaviour as the result of economic or non-economic motivation that

may have "economic as well as social, psychological and political consequences".

This section examines the utility of the rational/non-rational binary as a tool for

economic decision rnaking. 'fhe discussion is focussed on how the rational/non-

rational binary addresses the complexity that plagues market arrangements and

economic decision making. Economic imperialism suggests that rational choices

ensuring maximum benefit can be applied universally to explain why people make

decisions. In this discourse, benefit is considered solely in terms of fiscal efficiency;

economic activity becomes value rational since decision making is aimed at ensuring

the rnost efficient and profitable outcome. Rational decision making is a

computational exercise and implies that decisions stem from and result in singular

cause and ef'fect outcomes. which are mutually exclusive. This viewpoint originates

within a positi',ist economic ontology, which stresses that observations follow

patterns that are universally applicable and independent of context (Murnigham and

Ross, 1999). Economic rationality implies that all decisions are made based around

attempts to maximise hscal return in the economic, political and social spheres.

Classical economics is typically a rationalist discipline within which capital gain is

the only causal mechanism for decision making (Murnigham and Ross, 1999).

Sofow (1992:268) outlines a classical economist's view of the value of natural

resources stating: "Most routine natural resources are desirable for what they do, not

lbr what they are. It is their capacity to produce goods and services that we value."

Solorv outlines a classical economist's response linking the use value of specific

resources to solutions regarding problems associated with the equitable distribution of

these resources. For Solow (1992:268) once the use value of a specific resource has

been ascertained "we are in the everyday world of substitutions and trade offs". This

philosophical viewpoint stems from a positivist economic ontology, that stresses

observations can be transformed into formal models and can be applied universally.

Classical economic theory transforms yes/no binaries into more/less binaries. For
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Solow (1992:272) the yes/no binary leads to "stalemate and confrontation" while the

more/less binary "lends itself to trade offs". New institutional economics holds that

these binaries are both irrelevant to decision making, as they ignore the complexity

implicit in the process.

New institutional economics, an interdisciplinary discourse. typified by the work of

theorists such as Casson and Rose (1997), Hollinsworth and Boyer (1997) and Loasby

(1999), has two broad agenda. Firstly, new institutional economics illustrates that

simple decisions based on economic rationality are rarely applicable in market

situations. Secondly, this discourse emphasises that all economic markets are social

constructions (lngham, 1996). The origins of new institutional economic analysis

drew from a Weberian approach to assessing market activity within which "economic

action is seen as a type of social action that is orientated to the satislaction of the

desire for utilities". The application of this type of analysis narrowed the ontological

gulf between micro-economics .and the social sciences, particularly geography.

sociology and social psychology (Casson and Rose, 1997). Following fiom this,

theorists highlighted that economic actions did not have to stem liom the strict

application of rational doctrine. Economists placed a new emphasis of hunran agency

within economic theory. Maximising behaviour was only a part of a complex

amalgam of factors that contributed to the process of economic decision making.

Future decisions are enabled and constrained by,an individual's capacity to learn and

process information. Within this discoursc learning is an institutional process, a

collective activity, knowledge evolves as it is distributed and used by different people

in ditferent ways for a variety of purposes ([.oasby, 1999). The importance of the

learning process in decision making exemplifies the increased appreciation of human

agency within micro-economics. Learning is completely based on choice. Any

individual has the conscious choice to accept or reject knowledge to rvhich they are

exposed (Loasby, 1999).'fhe legacy ol'making these binary choices is that to reject

knowledge is also to reject the possibilities and connections that are associated with

its transfer and synthesis (Loasby. 1999).

New institutional economics stresses the importance of complexity in decision

making yet re-confirms the centrality of a narrow conception of profit in most

economic decisions. Zald, summarises the theoretical position: "To deny profit

maximisation and hyper rationality is one thing: to deny that a search for profits and
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other efficient modes of production drive much of organisational choice is another"

(1987. Irr Ingharn.1996:264). New institutional economic theory tlourished in the

1980s as theorists world-wide retaliated against the rationalising economic and sociai

policies. w'hich proliferated in many countries. including New Zealand. throughout

the decade. Nerv institutional economic theory is incompatible with the neo-liberal

doctrine that applies rational decision making processes to the provision of social and

scientific seruices.

New institutional economic theory has raised fundamental questions within

economics and forced a re-conceptualisation of the nature and operation of market

processes. Neu institutional economics is an interdisciplinary discourse as it

incorporates social processes of knowledge creation into economic decision making.

While this discourse addresses this additional layer of complexity it largely ignores

human relations with the biophysical sphere{. The following section explores changes

in how this relationship has been conceptualised and is crucial for the developing

thesis. It introduces bio-physical elements into what had been a previously humanistic

analysis. a first step towards developing a new trans-disciplinary approach to the

study of hurnan-environmcnt relatiotts.

The development of 'natural' theorising

Human understandings of nature take many tbrms. These understandings have

developed over time yct remain heterogcneous. l'urthermore" individual

understandings of nature are shaped by a contbination of sclcial histories and

individual experience. Conceptually nature has developed alongside a number of

competing discourses. 'Ihis section examines the series of discursive and

epistemological shitls that has framed how nature is conceptualised within human-

environment relations. This bibliographic review highlights what Braun (2002:245)

labels "a shifting constellation of ideas" that are reshaping how nature and its

component parts are understood, and the role of humans in creating and describing

* For Nonaka et al. (1999:2\ nerv institutional economics is "context specific, relational. dynamic and

humanistic and is essentially related to human action". Nonaka et al. (1999) and other institutional

economists (Kogut, 2000) emphasise the complexity involved in knowledge creation but limit their

focus to analyses' of how firms and organisations innovate, generate profits and competitive advantage.
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different elements of a heterogeneous nature depending on their personal context. In

disciplinary discourses the contention surrounding human e.xistence in a natural world

is problematic. Cronon (1991; xvii) labels this dilemma as the "central ambiguity" in

human-environment relations. This section examines this central ambiguity and

provides a largely chronological analysis of aspects of the theoretical discourse

surrounding the culture/nature dualism. This section provides only a pragmatic

examination of this problematic and is fhr liorn comprchensive. This section

illustrates how dualistic, disciplinary approaches to theorising in human environment

relations are insufficient to address New Zealand's fisheries management problematic-

In the last l5 years there has been a proliferation ol'literature exploring the

naturelculture dualism tiom a number of perspectives (Smith, l99l; Willems-Braun,

1997; Barnes,200l; Braun,2002; Castree.20AT. This section provides a review of

elements of this literalure and a discussion of its implications fbr this study. From this

point the chapter describes the institutional embeddedness of the actions and inactions

that make scientific knowledge exchange tangible in fisheries management. Fisheries

and fisheries science are considered an amalgam of epistemic, cultural and political

spaces. Viewed through this post-structural lens. New Zealand fisheries and fisheries

science are simultaneously constituted by the material and semiotic constructions of a

number of human and non human actors made manifest through a range of specific

practices (Braun, 2002),

Commentators have approached the confusion surrounding the separation between the

social and bio-physical realm liom a variety of positions. These positions can be

grouped into tluee categories. The first group holds that nature represents an

extemality separate from human thought processes, or a grand universal within which

human thoughts and actions are only a small part of a much more complex

arrangement. In comparison, Marxist analyses of this ambiguity create an ideological

version of nature produced strictly by capital. These Marxist analyses emphasise that

nature is strictly a social construction. Thirdly there is a post-structural view of nature

developed alongside and in response to Marxist interpretations. This position is built

upon the premise that the nature culture/dualism can be replaced by a hybrid, a series

of relations between natural entities, individuals and social institutions as well as the

technologies that lbster these relationships. Such hybrids point to the dynamism of the

culture/nature dualism. Braun (2002:262) illustrates that a definitive interpretation of
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the dualisrn is lacking as "the stabilisation of nature's truth at any given moment is

both an effect of pou'er and something that sen'es particular interests".

The elements of the first nature thesis

In discussions of the nature/culture dualism, for ease of analysis commentators have

split nature into tw'o categories. first nature and second nature. For Cronon (1991:ll),

"first nature" can be thought of as "original" nature or "pre-human" nature while

second nature exists as "the artificial nature the people erect atop first nature". For

Cronon such a simplistic separation of the discourse has its strengths and weaknesses.

While the distinction reduces confusion it also "slips into ambiguity when we

recognise that the nature we inhabit is never just first or second nature, but rather a

complex mingling of the two". This chapter uses the first nature and second nature

labels cautiously while acknowledging the inaccuracies in their representations.

There is a long epistemological tradition of nature being conceptualised separately

from human existence. This conceptualisation has predominantly ret'erred to the

tenestrial environment; while reference to the naturalness of the marine environment

does exist it is comparatively rares. This bias towards landscape may be a function of

the predominance of American literature, often specifically concerned with

conceptualisirrg the effects of the expanding frontier on pre-existing peoples and

landscapes in the nineteenth century.

In various cultures, the naturalness of first nature has been the subject of philosophical

and ref igious debate from ancient times6. For Glacken (1967:704) this debate, while

complex. remained "too diffuse, too casually handled... to attain the philosophic

imponance it deserved" until the beginning of the lgth Century. Despite this,

Glacken's rvork shows that throughout recorded history the first nature thesis has

drawn rnaterial lrom fields as diverse as philosophy. science and poetry. Other works

such as, I-lays (1959), Nash (1967). Williams (1973) and Cronon (1991) reinforce

5For example Smith (199 1:49) cites fishing, a marine activity, as a prime example of the "production of

nature thesis". He asserts that it "appears paradoxical to assert, the uncaught fish for instance, are a

rneans of production in the fishing industry, But hitherto no one has discovered the art of catching fish

in waters that contain none".

" For a more thorough examination of the philosophical development of 'nature' see Glacken | 967.
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Glacken's findings, and emphasise the role of wilderness as a part of the first nature

thesis. Later works such as Braun (2002) highlight the role of social anthropology,

and the discourse of ecological protest in maintaining the conceptual gulf between

people and nature.T

Developments in positivist science

While science, scientific objectivity and the scientific method are discussed in more

detail in subsequent chapters, a brief investigation of the role of science in the iirst

nature thesis is appropriate here. Smith (1991) claims that hypothesis testing in

science has reinforced the first nature thesis. For Smith, "procedure dictates an

absolute abstraction both from the social context of the events and objects under

scrutiny and fiom the social context of the scientific activity itself" (1991:3).

Moreover, for Smith (1991), science developed as a mechanism tbr ensuring humans

dominance over nature. Smith addresses the work of the l7'l' century' philosopher of

science Francis Bacon whose suggestion that scientif-rc domination over nature is

necessary to redress the balance lost following the fall fiom the Garden of'Eden. For

Bacono "only by digging further and further into the mind of natural knorvledge" can

man ensure his mastery of nature (in Smith. l99l :3).

Hays ( 1959) highlights the instrumental role of science within progressive

conservatism, a political movement of the late l9th and early 20th century concerned

with maximising the economic potential of public land in the United States. In this

movement, scientiflc expertise was seen as necessary to control 'first nature' and to

ensure the sensible use of natural resources for econornic gain. The separation

between the human world and nature was institutionalised through the work of

agencies such as the United States Geological Survey and the Department of

Agriculture, institutions that had mandates to measure nature's properties in order to

calculate their potential for efficient utilisation. These institutions were given the

responsibility for transfbrming the wildemess to make it more amenable lbr human

7 Braun's work refers specifically to the management of forestry resources.
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use8. Smith (1991:4) like l{ays (1959) links science with productive activity

suggesting that it provides information about first nature with the poterrtial to "repress

the deleterious consequences of human passion, greed and desires". However, while

Hays'(1959) work uses religious allegory to highlight the universal application of

science to first nature during the late l9th and early 20th century, Smith (1991)

stresses that modern science implements a secular conceptualisation of first nature.

Cronon (1991) describes the mindset that underlined the development of the city of

Chicago. For nrany developers Chicago represented the wonder of nature transformed.

For many Americans during the late nineteenth century the development of Chicago

represented a triumph of l{ay's (1959) spirit of modern progressive conservatism. ln

the Midrvest "The more nature had been reworked by an inspired human imagination.

the more beautiful it became". Here parallels can be drawn with fisheries as like

Cronon's Chicago, fisheries sen'es as a natural canvas for humans to work on. As part

of first nature fisheries represent a "vehicle and occasion for expressing human spirit"

(Cronon, 1 991 : l4). Cronon ( 1 991 ) traces the literary expression of the human spirit to

highlight the differences between first nature and second nature. Describing the work

of Sullivan (i924) with its specific description of Chicago Cronon (1991:14) states

that "nature became the non human power which had called the place into being and

errabled its heroic inhabitants to perform their extraordinary feats". In New Zealand

fisheries. rvorks such as that of Makarios (1996) with its photographic representations

of fishermen taming the ocean over the years. is an attempt to evoke similar imagery

of the spirit of human endeavour.

The role of romantic poetry

Cronon (1991). similar to Smith (1991), also highlights the secularity of the

transformative capacity of second nature and the contrast in comparison with the

religious imagery of tirst nature. Cronon (1991) uses the transformative capacity of

human endeavour as evidence to argue that since the era of industrialisation and the

advent of modernist thoucht humans have held the belief that they can control nature.

t l{ere an analogy can be drawn with New Zealand fisheries management. Management institutions

such as MAF were granted sinrilar mandates following the establishrnent of the Exclusive Economic

Zone in 1977.
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This conceptualisation of human endeavour has created an epistemological separation

of humans from nature. Cronon (1991:18) t'eels that the romantic literary tradition of
representing humans as part of first nature stems from a sense of "nostalgia for the

more natural world o1'an earlier time when we were not so porverful. when the human

landscape did not seem so omnipresent". For Cronon the pastoral tradition in poetry is

a form of escapism, individual attempts to seek refuge in landscapes that seem as yet

unscarred by human aclion. ln these representations nature becomes conceptualised

anywhere that humans are not, while human endeavour is depicted as unnatural.

Human activity in nature, or second nature, is depicted as a product of a different set

of epistemological conditions.

Smith (1991:13) describes two factors contributing to epistemological separation of
first and second nature, in the United States in the 19th century. Firstly, Smith states

that romanticism only followed the conclusion of a "fight for survival" between

humans and the natural environment, and such conceptualisations of nature would

have been impossible if humans were still trying to pacify and control their natural

resources. Secondly, romanticism was a response to the rapid expansion of the land

area under utilisation, land that had been seen to previously exist as wild, largely

uninhabited and natural. Both these explanations have resonance in New Zealand

fisheries. Typically fishing company's use images of untamed seascapes to highlight

the scale of the endeavour involved in conducting commercial operationse.

The influence of ecologacal thinking

For most of the twentieth century. ecological science reinfbrced the divide between

first and second nature in two ways. Firstly, since its establishment as a modem

scientiflc discipline ecological science has conceptualised its subject material

systematicallyr0. Early ecological studies such as Clements (192S) emphasised

homeostatic metaphors where ecological communities were self regulating and

experienced a so called life cycle, the last stage of which was maturity where the

cotnmunity reaches its flnal, static fbrm. Such community lifecycles were seen as

' See for example w\!.\,v.moanapacific.co.nz fbr sonre examples of the practice.

'u For a history of the developmenl of ecological science in the -l'wentieth Centurl' see Mclntosh ( l9S5)

and Worster (1988).
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inevitabilities unless influenced by climate change or other tbrms of 
. 
outside

ir-rtert'erence. Such theories have since been discredited and ecosystems are now

undersrood as d),namic and constantly evolving (Pickett et &1., 1994). This

d.evelopment in ecological theory may be a first step in breaking down the

episternological separation between f-rrst and second nature. In modern ecological

science issues relating to the variability of populations, commuuities, and the events

that influence the rate of these changes are fundamental to the discipline (Thrush et

al., 1996, Tluush and Whitlatch,200l). Unlike older studies, assessing rates of change

have become cruciai to ecological analysis while older concepts such as natural

succession and ecosystem maturity are being replaced in the discourse'

The second t-actor reinforcing the separate conceptualisation of first nature and second

nature is purely pragmatic. Traditionally. ecological science has involved the study of

marine and ter-restrial ecosystems. separate from httman activity and imply that natural

systems can operate orrly without the presence of human interferencell. In these

studies nature and culture are reprssented as being mutually exclusive' Braun

(2002:230) holds that during the 1970s this conceptualisation of ecology was

popularised by writers such as Commoner (1971 ) whose work was written in a tone of

,.barely veiled romanticism" and drew "explicitly on notious of nature's unity and

externality"l2. Worster (1988:82) shows similar sentiment, stating: "nature cannot be

disiurbed in even the tnost inconspicuous wtly without changing. perhaps destroying,

the equilibrium of the rvhole"'

More recent studies in applied ecology have been specifically concerned with the

influence of human activity on ecosystenr function and the affects of human activity

on the rate of ecos)'stem change (Dayton et al.. 2002, Thrush et al', 1998' Thrush et

al.. 1995). These studies still treat nature as external from human activity and consider

such activity as an influence that has ccosystem affects. Trans-disciplinary research is

lr ln this sense human interference is sometimes seen as a bias. invalidating the research results.

'1 Com,rloner's main contribution was the four larvs of ecology, these consisted of: l) everything is

connected to everything else 2) everything has to go somewhere 3) nature knows best 4) there is no

such thing as a free lunch. See Commoner ( l97l) for rnore information.
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needed to further bridge the discursive divide between first and second nature and

combine human activity and other biological processes.

Ecological protest, bio-centricism and social anthropology

Braun (2002) emphasises that the discourse of ecological protest uses concepts such

as self-regulating systems and natural balance to impty that ecological science has a

moral quality. Further, Braun (2002) labels those individuals that believe ecology

contains the ethical message that human activity in a natural environment is ethically

questionable as bio-centric. For Chase (1995:7) bio-centric philosophy contends that

conditions are "good as long as ecosystems kept all their parts ancl remained in

balance". Bio-centrics view human activity that upsets ecosystem balance as not

merely mistaken but immoral". Eco-activist organisations often employ bio-centric

theory as a marketing device orto agitate forthe greening o1-political policy. Through

organisations such as Greenpeace in New Zealand, the urge to get back to nalure, or at

least consider the affects of human activity on a separate nature have emerged as part

of the political mainstream.

Other authors. such as Hammond (1991) separate and reifo the activities. collective

memories and traditional narratives of indigenous people in order to differentiate

them liom non-indigenous people, Hammclnd presents indigenous people as part of
tirst nature and non-indigenous people as those rvho impose a hegemonic second

nature upon first nature. Similar sentiments can be found throughout a number of
anthropological investigations of indigenous people. indigenous practices and

traditional ecological knowled-ee (.lohannes et al., 2000).'r Will.rr-Braun (1997)

summarises much of this body of work and illustrates that specific representations of
indigenous peoples actions as part of a separate tlrst nature are mechanisms used by

environmentalists. Conversely, cxtractive resource users apply the same principle to

bury indigenous epistemological conceptions of nature as outdated romanticism. to be

considered separately fiom a dynamic and modernising world. For Willems-Braun

ll A number of authors htrve commented ort the reasons rvhy

represented as part of first nature, see Braun, 2002. Duncan

1997 for more information.

indigenous people. as'others' have been

and Duncan. 200 l, and Willenrs-Braun,
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(1997 ) such cultivation of a separate first nature becomes part of a post-colonial

rhetoric that marginalises indigenous interests.

Re-assessing first nature: the status of the universal?

Over the previous two centuries the separation of specific discursive approaches to the

alalysis of hurnan-enl'irorrment relations such as science, poetry. the discourse of

ecological protesr and anthropological investigations of indigenous peoples has

resulted in an epistemological gulf bet'*'een first and second nature. This formulation

is not unproblematic. Williams (1973:12) in referring to the epistemological gulf

betrveen I'rrst and second nature. asks the rhetorical question "is it anything more than

a rvell known habit of using the past, the 'good old days', as a stick to beat the

present?"

Smith (1991:2) summarises the two key themes of the first nature thesis. Firstly,

Smith states that first nature is external and exists as ooa thing, the realm of extra

human ob.iects and processes.... External nature is pristine, God given, autonomous; it

is the raw material from which society is built". Secondly. first nature is also universal

as "alongside external nature we have human nature. by which it is implied that

human beings and their social bchaviours are every bit as natural as the so called

external aspects of nature". According to Braun (.2002:12) the first nature thesis

addresses human relations in er,'er1'sense as if they are "fixed and timeless as natural

processes".

Smith (1991:15) questions the appropriateness of conceptualising first nature

separately liom second nature. Smith fcels as if this conceptualisation of nature does

not allou' for the influence of people or explain the creation of specific social

institutions such as capitalism. He states that the portrayal of social institutions and

modes of social regulation as neither a result of historical processes nor a series of

economic and social relations but as an "inevitable and universal product of nature" is

a bourgeois ideological construction. FIe maintains (1991:16) that as such: "The

oveniding function of the universal conception today is to invest certain social

behaviours with the status of natural events by which it is meant that these behaviours

and characteristics are normal, God-given and unchangeable".

Like Smith. Cronon (1995:80) questions the appropriateness of the first nature thesis.

He clainrs that by accepting the separation of first nature from second nature: "then
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our very presence in nature represents its fall... by definition it (our presence) can

ofl-er no solution to the environmental and other problems that confront us". Braun

(2002) concludes that the binary classification of first and second nature is no longer

appropriate. Braun (2002:255) proposes instead that "perhaps it is time to dispense

with "wilderness". with notions of a static, unchanging pre-human nature, and time to

think carefully about connections between landscape... to see nature as including

human practices rather than excluding them". From this point the chapter moves on to

analyse alternate conceptions of nature within which such human activity is crucial.

The production of nature

Marxist attempts at overcoming the culture/nature dualism have developed slowly

since the publication of Neil Srnith's 1984 work, (Jneten Development; Nature,

Capital and the Production of Spaceta. Yet, since that time theories espousing the

social production of nature under capitalism have dominated Marxist discourse. Such

theories attacked the dualistic conception of tlrst and second nature. Smith (1991:18)

describes the obsolescence of external nature aflirming: "nature separate from society

has no meaning... The relation with nature is an historical product, and even to posit

nature as external to society... is literally absurd since the very act of positing nature

requires entering a certain relation with nature".

The production of nature thesis uses capital to integrate nature and society. Previous

conceptions of a universal external nature are replaced; first nature and natural

processes are objectified and turned into commodities. First nature becomes the

means of production of exchange value. Smith (1991:54) outlines the transtbrmative

effects of the process stating that: "lt is not merely a linear expansion of human

control over nature, an enlargement of the domain of second nature at the expense of
the first. With the production of nature at a world scale, nature is progressively

produced from within as part of the so called second nature". T'he production of
nature is all inclusive, individual organisms. ecosysten'rs and other features of the

natural environment, while not strictly involved in the production of capital in the

biological sense, are objectified as products of science, the result of human investnrent

'' This work was originally published in 1984, reissued in 1990, and re-prinred in 1991. This thesis

refers exclusively to the 199 I version.
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in research. Once objectified by science they inherit exchange value that is

determined hy thc laws of the market. For clarity Smith (1991:54) summarises the

objectification process using the labels first and second nature: "Human labour

produced the first nature. human relations produce the second".

In New Zealand fisheries. Smith's thesis is useful for explaining the nalrow

conception of value that frames the ontological basis of many commercial

stakeholders' dccision making process. The production of nature thesis describes how

the capitalist desire for profit shapes how nature is conceptualised. Smith (1991: xvi)

notes capitalism "ardently defies the inherited separation of nature and society and

with pride rather than shame''. For Smith (1991) produced nature revels in its own

pragmatism as it is much more definitive than external nature. Castree (1995)

comments that the celebration of epistemological difference within the production of

nature thesis and the extent of theoretical division compared to previous views are

what make this theory so compelling. Produced nature is secular: it has ueither a

secret essence nor spirit and does not conjure up romantic images of wilderness or

splendid isolation. As a result produced nature loses the innocence and sense of

wonder that are part of epistemological constructions of first nature, This spirit is

replaced by two questions of administrative efficiency. How is nature produced? And

who controls the production process?

Critiquing the production of nature thesis

The production of nature thesis highlights human activity. In the 20 years since

Smith's original work Marxist theorists, amongst others, have critiqued the production

of nature on a nunrber of grounds. Smith (1991) presents traditional interpretations of

first nature as a product of bourgeois ideology. and representing the exploitative

interests of one class compared to another. A number of authors have taken issue with

the way Smith's interpretation of the production of nature stems from a singular

theoretical understanding of what nature might mean (Smith, 1988). Smith, (1988)

argues that understanding is more heterogeneous, specific institutions produce nature

through a range ofprocesses in response to specilic needs and particular concerns.

Specific histories of human-environment relations are crucial drivers of

epistemological change. As a result an analysis of nature is incomplete without giving

due consideration to the teclurologies, politics and practices that inf'luence human

I
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interaction with the environment. Castree (1995) points out that Smith's (1991) claims

display a lack of theoretical reflexivity. Castree (1995:28) states: "On the one hand

the claim to epistemological realism (however subtle or qualitied), to having captured

the way things are -legitimates one's own view of the world. On the other hand, this

is precisely where danger lies: the danger of intellectual and political

authoritarianism". Smith (1991) seems to conflate knowledge and truth by implying

that nature can only be thought of in terms of its own production and presenting the

production process as homogeneous and unproblematic.

The role of context: moving the debate forward

A numberof scholars from the academic left used Srnith's production of nature thesis

as a starting point to further investigate human-environment relations through the lens

of political economy. Benton (1989) used Smith's framework, but placed more

emphasis on the way that even a produced nature enables and constrains social

relations. For Benton (1989:73) "Each form of social and economic life is understood

in terms of its own specific contextual conditions and limits. These conditions and

lirnits have real causal importance in enabling a range of social practices". Benton's

theory opened investigation of the role context plays in the capitalist production of
nature and suggests the possibility that nature could be simultaneously produced and

real.

Castree (1995) contends that interpretations of nature that use Benton's concept of a

simultaneous nature had more potcntial to keep Marxist analysis at the forefront of the

culture/nature discourse than strictly materialist interpretations ol'what nature might

represent. Despite this, all Marxist interpretations of nature remain a product of
dualistic thinking. Murdoch (1997 A: 322) critiques this type of social theory as

polarising "whole fields of concepts, leading to a fraclured view o1'the world. Since

1995, posl-structural analyses of nature have flourished. These studies, which

developed alongside Marxist interpretations, have expanded on the role of context and
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concentrated on the heterogeneity of naturel5. Such analysis has relegated Marxist

theorising to just one voice amongst many involved in the debate. For Castree (2002)

the intellectual .rigour of the culture/nature problematic suggests it remains a crucial

site lbr academic investigation. Marxist analyses, while once almost the lone voice in

an intellectual wilderness, is now part of a much richer discourse focussed on

expanding how hutnan-envirorunent relations are theorised.

Despite being reduced to one theory amongst many, the production of nature thesis

has been crucial to the epistemological development of concepts that frame human-

environment relations. Smith's (1991) thesis has forced comnlentators to

acknowledge society's role in how nature is conceptualised and discussed within

economic geography, Cronon (1991:19) alludes to this relationship asserting that

"Just as our own lives continue to be embedded in a web of natural relationships.

nothing in nature remains untouched by the web of human relationships that constitute

our common history. We are in this together". From this point chapter two extends

Cronon's focus on relationships to examine how post-structural theory breaks down

the ontological barriers between the social and bio-physical spheres.

The post-structural focus on relationships highlights the limitations of dualistic

theorising and leads to new wa1's of thinking about how power is expressed in studies

of human-environment relations. Post-structural approaches to natural theorising

emphasise that nature and culture are both interlinked ongoing processes and can not

be considered as rnutually exclusive. A post-structural research rnethodology is one

path torvards developing a trans-disciplinary research process. Post-structural

approaches emphasise a hybrid ontology that draws material from both physical and

social science in order to explain the origins and ongoing developrnent of specific

networked relations. 'fhe post-structural focus on relationships has been crucial in

shaping the thesis' literature revierv and field research. both of which were aimed at

uncovering the reasons behind individuals decisions. While post-structural approaches

have been crucial in shaping the thesis methodology, debate still surrounds their

'5 As such, these studies have emphasised the importance of a number of different factors which have

shaped how nature is constructed such as the sociology of scientific knowledge. the influence of post-

colonial governance, actor-network theory and the influence of governance and governmentality

studies, See lorexantple Willems Braun, 1997, Demeritt, 1996, L,atour, 1988, Rose. 1999.
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applicability and use. The next section considers the debate regarding the applicability

of post-structural theorising in discussions on human-environment relations and

qualitative research.

A relational nature: the network phenomenon and the cultural turn in
economic geography

Trans-disciplinary research emphasises that theoretically, the diffbrences between

investigations in social and physical science are not as vast as once imagined. This

section uses a lens of relational economic geography to examine and unravel the

culture/nature problematic. Within economic geography over the last two decades. a

number of authors have placed increased emphasis on how the processes that

constitute social relations, shape institutional structure, economic transactions and

determine specific ways of thinking about the world (Storper, 1997, Asheim and

Isaksen, 2000, Ettlinger. 2003, Leyshon et al., 2004). While contenrporary economic

geography focuses on social institutions as the key unit ol'analysis an amalgam of

ontological legacies shape its current formr6. Amin and Thrill (2000:6) list a range of
influences including economic sociology, social psychology, anthropology and

political science. Relational geography draws material from within this range of social

science disciplines. The key units ol analysis within the discourse are not individuals

or institutions but the relationships they share with others and the practices that

influence their formation. maintenance and evolution.

The relational approach is part of a larger movement that has come to be known as the

cultural turn in economic geographyrT. The approach is anti-essentialist and rejects a

homogeneous interpretation of culture. Relational geographies seek to ilh.rstrate that

cultural influences are context dependent. heterogencous and are subject to spatial and

temporal variability. Ettlinger (2003) stresses that the anti-essentialist view prevents

the individual encapsulation of cultural. economic. and political processes as these are

'o This approach developed firom pioneering work conducted in the early 1990s; see [.e Heron and

Roche (1996) for more information on the genealogy of the relational approach in a New Zealand

context.

It A number of authors lrave conrmented on the shi{i and given it a variety of labels. A comprehensive

review of all aspects the 'new economic geography' is impossible here. Boggs and Rantisi (2003)

review the key developments in the discourse.
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mutually embeclded. Thrifi and Olds (1996:312) highlight the "extraordinary

difficulty of scparating out something called 'thc economic' from the social or 'the

cultural' or what have you". Such difficulty is fufiher complicated by Ettlinger's

(2003) claim thar as the ernbedding process differs from individual to individual the

anti-essentialist position must recognise that multiple realities can exist in one place at

one time. This thesis adopts a relational approach to investigate the fisherics

science/management milieu and rejects any essentialist definition of specific truths in

New Zealand's fisheries management system.

Relational analyses of nature and the ecology metaphor: introducing a

bio-physical element

Leyshon et al. (2004) identify the relative degree of network connectivity between

individuals, institutions, and broader social and environmental processes as crucial to

relational analyses within social science. The use of the terrn network is attributed to

have originated wirhin a discourse drawn fi'om the work of sociologists of scientific

knowledge such as Latour (i986, 1988 and 1999), Callon (1991) and Law (1986)18'

These theorists view knowledge exchange as reflecting a network created and defined

by the relationships established between human und non-human actors and their

intermediaries. Murdoch (19974) emphasises the complexity of network construction.

For Murdoch, as individuals are involved in a multiplicity of relations at any one time,

knowledge can flow simultaneously in different rvays through a variety of channels'

Leyshon et al. (2004) use an ecological metaphor to describe a conception of nature

based on networks and network analysis. Under these terms nature becomes a

heterogeneous system, a multiplicity of interactive technological, social and natural

phenomenol. Nardi and O'Day (1999:56) explain that the ecology metaphor "is

intended to evokc an image of biological ecologies with their complex dynamics and

diverse species". 1'he ecology metaphor indicates the complex combination of

phenomena that contribute to a relational understanding of nature. Such complexity

reflects the diverse episternological lineage of arguments proposing nature as neither a

strictly socially produced historical phcnomenon nor an object in and of itself with its

own virtue or essence. The fbllowing section critically examines elements of

r8 
See chapter one lor more information on networks and networked relationships'
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particular discourses of knowledge within the cuhural turn. responsible for shaping

the thesis research.

Actor-network theory

The first of these discourses, actor-network theory (ANT) is an extension of network

analysis. ANT suggests that actor-networks result from local and global interactions

between human and non-human entities and their intermediaries. ANT is a hybrid

discourse that avoids the dualistic interpretations of nature by combining both 'first

nature' and 'second nature' into one heterogeneous whole. Castree (2002) highlights

that actor-network theorists view the human-nature binary as incomplete and see their

work as a more viable altemative. Murdoch (1997A:321) describes the study of

relationships inherent to ANT as a: "third way, a route which permits a careful

negotiation of the extremes and the development of a more sophisticated 'in-

betweeness', a more nuanced 'not quite here or there' kind of approach" to natural

theorising. Ettlinger (2003:157) advises that ANT is a useful lens of analysis as it

"permits thinking about the multiplicity of interconnected processes of everyday life

in the constitution, shaping and reshaping of networks". Consequently ANT, a non-

essentialist theory, rejects overall truths in favour of ongoing studies of how truths

develop in specific contexts and encourages research concerned with the conduct and

practice of communication.

Latour (1988) also stresses the importance of communication stating: "An idea even

an idea of genius...never moves o1'his own accord. It requires a force to fetch it, seize

upon it for its own motives, move it and often transform i1". Law (1999:3) describes

ANT as "a ruthless application of semiotics. It tells that entities take their form and

acquire their aftribules as a result of their relations with other entities". Latour

(1988:7) re-emphasises the importance of relationships in network thinking, arguing

that objects themselves "become mutually inexplicable and opaque when made to

stand apart". Callon (1991:15314) argues that an individual's behaviour is what drives

infbrmation transfer, stating the: "behaviour of actors, and more generally their

definitions, changes with the state of the network, which is itself the product of
previous actions". Consequently studies using ANT are intent on examining

behavioural change. These elements of ANT are crucial to the developing thesis.

Later chapters focus specifically on explaining how power relations enable and
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constrain behavioural change within the science management milieu and how the

milieu prevents changes to how power is shared.

Elements of ANT are crucial components of the cultural turn in economic geography.

ANT originated from investigations into the sociology of scientific knowledge

specifically concerned with problems of knowledge transfer r,r'ithin and between

different scientific disciplines (Latour. 1986, Callon, 1986). Other authors such as

Willems-Braun (1997) and Braun (2002) have mobilised tenets of ANT to explain

how methods of inforrnation transfer can control how individuals conceptualise

naturerq. ANT is crucial to this thesis as it draws on components of both the sociology

of scientific knowledge and the literatures associated with how fisheries management

is constituted to help describe why specific individuals behave in particular ways.

Formal and informal communication: context dependency, multiple

rationalities and trust

To network theorists. while power is essential to the study of how relationships form,

power alone is insufficient in explaining how these relationships evolve. Latour

(1986:265) addresses this issue by explaining while the "notion of power may be used

as a convenient w'ay to summarise the consequences of collective action, it cannot

also explain what holds the collective action in place". Following Latour (1986) the

thesis argues that context is crucial to network development and plays a key role in

moulding why people communicate and the conduct of their communication

processes. Additionally. the thesis contends that Latour's "collective action" is an

ongoing process held in place by multiple rationalities in formal and inforrnal settings.

Formal interactions exist rvithin a range of dift'erent contexts and can stintulate

interdependence between institutions. Such interdependence is rarely symmetrical,

vvith some institutions relying on others to varying degrees (Vatne and Taylor, 2000).

This asymmetry is an essential feature of network theory as some relationships are

stronger than others. While strong relationships are essential to building trust between

institutions, they may lead to behavioural inertia and prevent individuals from being

ro Murdoch (1997A8) asserts that there are a nunrber of strands of actor-network theory that can be

distinguished into studies of science and scientific knowledge, studies of technological developrnent

and scneral theoretical discussions.
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reflexive and make decisions that lead to an increased awareness of new sources of
information.

A number of authors have stressed the importance of trust in economic transactions

(Harrison, 1992, Malmberg and Maskell, 1999. Ettlinger. 2003, Leyshon et al., 2004).

Ettlinger (2003:146) separates trust into two distinct categories: "emotive trust (based

on ones personal t'eeling about another) and capacity trust (based on one's judgement

about another's capacity for competent performance in a workplace)". She argues that

capacity trust is often originally based on emotive trust that may have originated

outside the workplace in an infbrmal setting. Ettlinger (2003), similar to Henry and

Pinch (2000) are concerned with the socially embedded character of knowledge

production and the processes associated with how knowledge is spread. These authors

argue that an examination of the social embeddedness of knowledge transfer is critical

to understanding how economic processes develop in capitalist economies. 'Ihey draw

on Storper's (1997) concept of un-traded interdependencies to illusrate that a series

of practices, historical conventions and unwritten rules shape knowledge transfer at a

regional level2o. For Henry and Pinch (2000) these sharecl conventions determine a

series of knowledge communities. within which knowledge transfer occurs on a

traded and un-traded basis.

The knowledge community is a usetul tool for thinking about how both nature and

l-rsheries management are constituted in New Zealand. Although the New Zealand

tisheries knowledge community is not regionally or even nationally bounded,

inlbrmation transfer remains embedded institutionally. Knowledge transfer processes

are influenced by institutional norms and by individuals who share relations with a

heterogeneous amalgam of others. The movement of staff within and between the

institutions of the science management milieu is a key conduit for a range of transfer

processes. Such movement can strengthen both emotive trust and capacity trust within

the network. Each transfer leaves a positive or negative legacy behind, a positive

legacy kindles the desire for contact to be re-established once staff members

reposition themselves, while a negative legacy can have the opposite eft'ect (Pinch and

Henry, 1999).

?0 See Henry and Pinch (2000) for nrore information on how the term region is conceptualised,
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Law and Callon (1992) assert that the heterogeneity of networks ensure their

dynanrism. Consequerrtly networks change as they renegotiate their boundaries. In

this thesis the implicatiorr is that the transfcr of scientific infbrmation actually leaves

permanent traccs of its passing. a historical imprint. on either a traded or un-traded

basis, n'hich may or may not influence future exchange. Law and Callon (1992) use

'translation'to explain how information moves and alignment to measure the

translation process. Moreover. through translation, Callon (1991) implies that through

understanding the heterogeneity inherent to these networks it may be possible to

predict their evolution. This implication is crucial to the developing thesis. Through

translalion. the thcsis makes predictions as to what information will leave what type

of trace where. Through translation, the thesis identifies barriers to information

transfer and suggests network adjustments so these barriers are bypassed.

Critiquing the network approach

Castree (2002) explains that the allure of ANT is, in pafi, a function of its ontological

richness and appreciation of complexity. Furthermore, Castree (2002:132) suggests

that while network approaches and Marxist approaches to investigations in social

theory appear mutually exclusive "the antagonism between the two bodies of thought

only arises when theorists adhere to 'strong' versions of one or both". A number of

authors, including network theorists have criticised network theory's qualitative

indifference towards different objects.2r These authors highlight that wherr using ANT

identifying the individual characteristics of specific objects becomes impossible, as

objects can only be thought of in terms of the relationships they share with others.

Murdoch ( 19974) explains how' using ANT in social science is problematic as it

removes any specific subject of investigation.

For Murdoch ( 19978) ANT is unable to attribute the responsibility for l-row its own

networks are structured since such structure has normally been conceptualised as a

product of human institutions. Similar to Murdoch, Castree (2002:135) has labelled

ANT's assertion of the uniformity between human and non-human actors as

"strangely' agnostic". Castrec (2002) questions whether by simply describing a series

of networked relationships, proponents of a strong ANT thesis ignore the power

:' See for example Murdoch. 19974 and Laurier and Philo, 1999.
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structures that Marxist theorists would use to explain how networks are built. Castree

implies that advocates of ANf ignore human agency in terms of their capacity to

influence the organisation of the networks they are involved in. He advocates a

weaker version of ANT, which while still critical of theoretical binaries acknowledges

that actors 'power' to influence others is variable not uniform. More specifically

Castree implies that specific human actors have more opportunity to influence the

form of network relations than other human and non-human actors.

Castree (2002) calls lbr a bringing together of the two approaches, despite their

significant differences. He outlines three areas in which Marxist interpretations of
nature and ANT share similar ontological tenain. Firstly, he claims that r+'ithin

Marxist analysis, the term 'value'represents a specific abstraction of a complex set of
social relations. Citing Murdoch, (19978: 747) Castree suggests that value is a

shorthand description "of the most significant actions within the network". Secondly,

Castree (2002:140) puts forward a definition of capitalism with the implication that it

should fit comfortably with both Marxist and actor-network theorists. FIe argues that

the "thing we call capitalism is constituted by hundreds ol thousands ol commodity

networks, which mix different people. machines, codes and artelhcts in ollen unique

ways, but towards the same ends." Thirdly, Castree claims that all networks

associated with commercial production are organised to some extent around this

definition of value, however the individual constitution of each network will

undoubtedly vary.

Castree (2002) believes that the application of these three principles to the analysis of

the culture/nature binary goes some way to locating this problematic within a meta-

theoretical project which makes visible capitalist processes and relations. He

concludes: "By splitting the difl'erence between a certain kind of ANI' and a certain

kind of green Marxism, one can perhaps derive some of the conceptual tools

necessary to make supple sense of the processes driving accelerated creative

destruction in the twenty first century" (Castree ,2002:140). Castree's hybridisation of

Marxist theory, and the actor-network approach represents an attempt to inject a

degree of political relevance (the former) into an abstract meta-theoretical project (the

latter). Presently such hybridisations have come to characterise the cultural turn in

economic geography. These hybrids are committed to the application of a range of
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discursive tools to examine larger problematics within the social sciences ln an

attempt to capture thcir inherent dynamisrn.

Post-structural political economy

The post-structural political economy approach is intent on disturbing hegemonic

approaches to viewing the world. Post-structural political economists have used a

combination of elements of ANT and Marxist studies of political economy to explain

knowleCge exchange as an expression of power. Like ANT, post-structural political

econoln), identifics 'translation' as a key process in knowledge transfer. Rose

(1999:50) clairns that translation results in arrangements that are "forged between the

obiectives of authorities wishing to govern and the personal projects of these

organisations: groups and individuals who are the subjects of the governance". Unlike

ANT. and more closely related to Marxist thinking, post-structural pcrlitical economy

is an interrogative fornr of analysis that unveils the influence of ideology on power

relations. decision rnaking and the way individuals are governed. Furthermore, post-

structural political economy studies seek to assign responsibility tbr the modes of

authority that control the processes and practices which detennine how inlbrmation is

formulated, packaged, exchanged and turned into facts. For post-structural political

econonrists, these processes and practices become tactics to enable and constrain how

'trutlr' is expressed.

The terms governance and governmentality are crucial terms in post-structural

discoursc. Johnston et al. (2000) describe the term 'governance' as having an

expanding range of rneaning. Within post-structural political economy governqnce

represents more than simply government legislation and its enforcement. Within this

discourse, governance not only encapsulates the nature of how things are organised

but also, and more significantly the nature of relationships between institutions.

Consequently 'governance' is simultaneously indicative of networks and their

capacitl' for self-organisation. Governance signifies the fbrmal and informal rules,

understandings and norms that mould behaviour, thus the processes and practices of

governance ensure the creation of specitic types of truth (Sissenwine and Mace,

2002).

Post-structural political analysis separates govemance from the diagnostic practice of

go\remmentality. Dean ( 1996) outlines governmentality as the underlying rationality
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of a political programule, social movement or political-economic space. In post-

structural political discourse governmentality analysis examines the 'doing' of

government and is specifically concemed with explaining how conduct is justified.

Massey and Rees (2004A: 2) claim that governmentality analysis examines "how

practices are shaped and how these power relations are expressed through modes of

authority". Despite describing the political process, the post-structural approach defies

traditional categorisation into either the academic left or right. Similarly. while post-

structural political economy is a non-prescriptive form of analysis it often involves the

examination of prescriptive legislation.

Post-structural research: a new orthodoxy in theoretical investigation?

The form of contemporary social science, it's increasing variety of theoretical source

material and its nebulous trajectory of development have lorced some commentators

to re-examine their ontological security. Some theorists have problematised the

institutional focus of post-structural inquiry rvithin the social sciences (Slater 2002).

Slater (2002) outlines two key questions regarding the role ol' the social within

economics. Slater asks the question: (2002:234) "I-low can we talk about umarkets' or

'the economic', in any meaningful sense when we have resolved their key elements

into processes of social and cultural construction? After 'trust' or 'embeddedness',

what can 'economic rationality' actually mean?" Slater (2002:245) is critical of
discursive descriptions of economic theory and economic decision making and holds

that such treatment results in a series of inappropriate absolutisms which "dilutes any

sense of what we mean by economics" relative to other fbrms of cultural practice2l.

Furthermore. Slater (2002) implies that post-structural analysis conflates discourses

and their effects. Slater's contenlions highlight that the problernatic surrounding

human agency and economic decision making is far from resolved.

Hamnett (2003), like Slater outlines a series of warnings attached to post-structural

analysis. Hamnett not only qucstions the methodological nuanccs of post-structural

research, but also casts doubt at the use value and relevance of'post-structural'

-- For Slater (2002) outlining economics in these terms l-ails to distinguish the work of macro-economic

modellers from that of car salesman, even though they have different roles within a market system and

use different language to express themselves.
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analysis for highlighting social and economic issues and resolving societal concems.

l{amnett is disillusioned with the nature ol post-structural analysis. stating (2003:l)

"The risk is that much of human geography will cease to be taken seriously in the

world beyond the academe. It will be seem simply as a corner of the post-modern

theoretical playground. possibly entertaining for a while. but sornething which can be

safbly ignored while the grorvn ups get on the business of changing the world, often

for the worse", While elements of Hamnett's criticism may be justified. such an

extreme position may be premature. To this point post-structural theorising has been

non-interventionist from a policy perspective. however, as a framework for trans-

disciplinary inquiry, post-structural theory has the potential to uncover new

approaches to potentially difficult policy questions.

I-lamnett's critique of the post-structural research approach implies a lack of

confidence in the applicability and rigour of the discourse's ontological origins.

Hamnett (2003:2) questions whether the "legacy of the post-modern belief that there

is no meanirrg beyond the texl and the privileged western interest with issues of

identity and the self'has resulted in a research agenda that fails to address the causes

of socio-economic problems at a range of scales. Hamnett (2003) has three specific

points of argument. Firstly, he argues that post-structural analysis has overemphasised

theorising, critique and deconstruction at the expense of research aiding the

understanding of phenomena and eventszl. Secondly. Hamnett (2003) notes that there

is a tendency amongst some post-structural researchers to radicalise how their specific

theoretical conceptualisation highlights points of difference within institutions and

communities. He contends that this style of research has the potential to over extend

itself, arguing that post-structural analysis is fbcussed on trying to give a 'voice to the

voiceless' rather than on an examination of the causal processes behind specific

circumstances. Thirdly. Hamnett warns of the potential hazards associated w'ith what

he lahels "qualitative impressionisrn" with its sole focus on intensive research

techniques at the expense of quantitative forms of analysis aimed at revealing the

tangiblc outconres o1' decision rnaking (Hamnett, 2003:2).

:3 Markusen (1999) expresses similar sentiment. She notes the increasing distinction of researchers,

those that gather evidence to support or reject hypotheses and theorists who deal primarily in

abstraction.
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Hamnett appears to underestimate the potential of post-structural approaches to be

used in a pragmatic analysis of institutional decision making or the ability of

researchers to advocate for change as part of their ongoing research. The thesis aims

to meet all three of Hamnett's challenges. Firstly. the thesis re-conceptualises

fisheries management theories, in order to frame a new understanding of ecological

information transfer within the wider fisheries/science management milieu. Secondly,

the thesis highlight points of diff-erence within the management milieu in order to

illustrate how barriers to ecological information transfer form and why they are

difficult to shift. Although the thesis is concerned with how power is expressed within

the management milieu, it makes no attempt to radicalise the agenda's of any of the

stakeholders involved. The thesis makes no attempt to give voice to the voiceless,

instead giving every stakeholder equal opportunity for representation, an opportunity

that is currently denied within current management arrangernents. Thirdly, the thesis

argues that Hamnett's third challenge to the efficacy of qualitative research appears

inaccurate as it overlooks the overall purpose of these types of study. This thesis

shows that qualitative research can be designed in order to identify the tangible

outcomes of the decision making process. 'Ihe research shows that "tangibility" itself

is a heterogeneous term and that shifting power relations can enable or constrain the

conduct ofconduct to a great extent.

Bringing together the theoretical literature: a first step in building a new

discourse of inquiry

To this point chapter two has addressed a range of theoretical literature to illustrate

the evolution of the long-standing debate surrounding ontological dualisms in the

social sciences. Furthermore, chapter two has also discussed post-structural theorists'

attempts to resolve the debate and highlighted some of the problerns assosiated with

post-structural approaches to the analysis of knowledge/power problematics within

human-environment relations. This review has established new ontological space

within which to develop a new trans-disciplinary discourse of inquiry. Frorn this point

the thesis assembles this new discourse through two lines of methodological inquiry.

Chapters three and tbur present an extensive review of contexlual literature relating to

flsheries and fisheries management. fisheries science, marine ecology and marine

resource economics. Sources include academic and industry journals, other

commercial publications as well as general and regulatory histories of New Zealand's
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fisheries and fisheries management policy. While this review is not comprehensive, it

frames the thesis' theoretical development and illustrates the range of knowledges

informing stakeholders' decision making.

This literature review was reinforced by a series of scoping interviews with key

informants within the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (t{lWA),

the Seafood Industry Council (SEAFIC) and other related institutions. These scoping

interviews revealed the methods and extent of knowledge exchange within the milieu.

In combination, the literature review and the accompanying interviews revealed the

key processes and practices involved in mapping knowledge transl'er. Part of the

purpose of this phase of the research was to gain an appreciation of the traded and un-

traded interdependencies within the knorvledge transfer network as u'ell as to identify

barriers to ecological information transfer.

Chapters five and six explore how power relations enable and constrain information

transfer and consider if shifts in these relationships could redirect knowledge transfbr

pathrvays. Chapters five and six are based around a series of more in-depth interviews

with key personnel to illustrate the institutional cultures of NIWA. SEAFIC and

MFISII, three crucial managernent organisations. During these interviews

respondenr's outlined their role in thc management process and comnrented on its

internal r,r'orkings. Moreover. these interviews aimed at identifying the processes and

practices that influence institutional and individual rclationships as well as to trace

how pon'er relations rvithin the milieu have evolved following the implementation of

QMS. l'he rest of chapter tw'o fbcuses on these interviews in more detail.

Trans-disciplinary inquiry: process-based research with an

intervention ist agenda

The thesis uses elements of post-structural political economy to examine the explicit

and implicit constitution of knowledge in the fisheries/science management milieu. At

a meta-level this form of arralysis determines knowledge exchange as an interactive,

heterogeneous and relational process. At the institutional level this type of analysis

justifies an examination of the micro-processes of interaction that constitute the

relationships within the fisheries milieu. While post-structural analysis is a useful tool

for assessing how scientific irrformation is trans{brmed into policy. it provides more

questions than answers. Post-structural approaches highlight the processes that
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determine how concepts are entrenched within management discourse. This approach

is strictly non-interventionist and is focussed on process rather lhan outcome. Post-

structural theorising does not address the potential effects of these processes on the

economy and the environment. While post-structural theoretical approaches are

crucial for identifying barriers to information transfer, such diagnosis is but a first step

in developing strategies to overcome them. Consequently the thesis is more than a

simple call to adopt a post-structural approach to investigations in fisheries

management.

The thesis stands as an interventionist research project. It makes assertions as lo how

changes in the management process will lead to new and diff'erent management

outcomes and the affects these outcomes may have on the economy and environment.

The thesis describes the possible eftects ol legislative change and institutional

development. The thesis attempts to disturb the regimes of governance that frame

knowledge exchange within the wider flsheries science/management milieul it oflbrs

commentary on the governance of information transfer and outlines potential regime

changes to alter current transfer pathways to ensure more positive outcomes. Despite

its interventionist agenda the thesis makes no attempt to give 'voice to the voiceless'.

The thesis is grounded so that pragmatic alternatives to cunent policy directions can

be drawn fiom the research results.

The methodological tools of a case study approach

This section examines the range of techniques used to explore the fisheries

science/management milieu. This thesis, like other process-based research, is

primarily built around in depth personal interviews, although data is drawn fiom a

wide range of sources (Johnston at al., 2000). 'l'he intervierv is an interactive process.

It grants the researcher access to the opinions and experiences of the interview

subject. It requires the researcher to enter into dialogue with the research subject and

maintain a conversation, from which relevant information can be drawn (Kitchen and

Tate 2000). Crang, (2002:648) notes in depth interviews represent the standard

rnethodological approach for post-structural qualitative inquiries as they "have

enabled the study of, and emphasised the irnportance ot, seeing economic activity as a

set of lived practices, assumptions and codes of behaviour". Peck (2003) relbrs to this

type of inquiry as case study research. Peck (2003) explains how this style of inquiry

uses case based problematics to illustrate how processes can be used to highlight
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theoretical development2a. This thesis uses a scries of case studies drawn from within

the wider science/management milieu to analyse the conduct of conduct '*'ithin

aspects of the fisheries management process2s.

Rose (1997) implies researchers using these techniques often operate within a relative

knowledge defrrcit regarding their research compared to their interview subjects.

Additionally, most interview subjects will be unfamiliar with the theory and practice

of social science research. Consequently, most research is a product of interpreting a

range of specific yet incomplete knowledge sets and moulding the results into a

heterogeneous amalgam. While this new' category of knowledge remains incomplete

its hybriit origins can facilitate commentary from a wide range of disciplines.

Consequently while interviews can never attempt to capture universal truths, these

techniques can uncover situated truths that are reworked through the process of

further academic dialogue.

These techniqucs have come to symbolise the conduct of post-structural economic

geography in the 21't century. Interviews are fundamental to the study of knowledge

exchange processes and 'case study' approaches to geographic theorising.

Furthermore. as Le l{eron suggests (20034: 3) case interviews puts researchers in

"learning situations that in themselves are social processeso'. Le Heron (2003,{: 3)

refers to the expanding parameters of economic geography, highlighting that "the

issues of the lnoment are methodological". Le Heron (20034: 3) holds that through a

post-structural analytical lens: o'process-based knowledge offers more promise than

earlier approaches by virtue of encouraging and exploring explicitly understood

engagement in tenns of different constilutive e.ffects and social outcomes".

Consequently such approaches intirnately link social research to the policy sphere'

While ilterviews have become a standardised form for conducting case study based

research debate still surrounds the integrity of the interview method. A number of

authors claim that the uncertainty surrounding how researchers use information

gained through the intervierv process calls into question the intellectual rigour of this

r" peck (2003:730) labels himself a "process fetishist" and an "unapologetic advocate" of this type of

research.

:s See chaOters one, hve and six for more information on these case studies.
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approach (Markusen, 1999)?6. Such concern stems lrom the implication that

researchers can ask questions to get results that they have planned for and as a result

can effectively invent evidence to support their own contentions. Furthermore, other

authors have noted that the researchers position in the network they are studying

shapes their interpretation of knowledge and knowledge transf'er (Rose 1997. Crang

2002). While these criticisms remain valid, they are not solely applicable to case

study based research. All research, whatever its epistemological approach, is a result

of the collective subjectivities implicit within individual researchers and the data they

have collected.

In case study based inquiry, most researchers embrace their own involvement in the

investigative process, even if others may see their involvement as a potential source of
bias. By revealing their positionality case study based researchers help establish their

personal credibility within the network they are involved in analysing. Researchers

help develop an atmosphere of trust with their subjects by revealing personal

information regarding, their backgrounds. their opinions and their intentions regarding

how data will be used. Cultivating a trusting atmosphere is crucial to ensuring a

positive legacy and ongoing dialogue2T. Despite this. a researcher's positionality can

lead them to subconsciously develop a biased picture of what they rvant their data to

say. Preventing this subjectivity from distorting the analysis remains a crucial part of
case study research. My research gave interview subjects the oppoflunity to review

the texts of the interviervs to clarify or withhold certain information. Often review

involved ongoing discussions between researcher and subject to ensure that

information was not being used incorrectly or resulting in misrepresentation. This

review process was essential in meeting the methodological challenges of case study

based research and ensured that my own position in the network and subsequent

subjectivities did not influence my interpretation of the data more than was warranted.

=u There has been dialogue between Peck and Markusen concerning the utility of post-structural

research methods. See Markusen (1999) and Peck (2003) for more information

:7 Personally. establishing credibility in rhe interview process and during conf'erence events \,\'as as

crucial part of becoming part of the network as an analyst at MFISH following the conclusion of the

research.
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Re-visiting refl exivity

Since the cultural turn. reflexivity has been problematised in ongoing theoretical

discussion. A number of authors have focussed on three major difficulties associated

with a reflexive research methodologl,in network analysis (Rose, 1997, Elwood and

Martin, 2000, Crang, 2002). Embracing these three challenges was crucial to the

development of an objective research methodology that encompassed a range of

shifting subjectivities and my sense of self-awareness within the management milieu.

Meeting the first challenge involved clarifying how an individual's specilic position

in a network develops, as they are involved w'ith the ongoing translation of

infonnation and ideas. An individual's positionality stems lrom how they translate

their ongoing interactions with other people. entities and specific technologies across

a range of fields. Consequently. individuals occupy multiple positions in a number of

related yet autonomous networks. Crang (2002:652) notes that ernphasising such

plurality is a crucial part of the research process as it breaks down "the all too

common assumption that there is one researcher, with an unchanging and knowable

identity, and one project, with a singular unwavering airn".

The second problem associated with adopting a reflexive approach to conducting

qualitative research stems from rvhat Mullings (1999:338) labels "methodological

slippage between seeing informants as representatives of communities or as actors

within corporations". Just as individual researchers are located w'ithin networks that

stem from a complex amalgam of practices, so too are their interview subjects. This

heterogeneity was apparent during the interview process and further complicated the

translation process. A number of stakeholders throughout the fisheries science and

management communities held multiple positions in a diverse range of institutions.

As a result the answers they gave, not only reflected the specific title of their specified

role but also their role as a member of broader society. By implication the answers

that these subjects gave also gave some insight on the worldview of the subject

beyond their job description. Consequently, the dialogue during the interviews was

shaped by not only the shared expectations ofboth researcher and subject but also by

the developing rapport of individuals on both sides of the research process.

During an interview. both researcher and interview subjects exercise their choice

whether to reveal information or to keep their knowledge hidden. Furthermore, both

researcher and subject can chose whether the infonnation they have received during
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the dialogue process will influence their thought process. Moreover. during an

interview, choice and preference remain distinct. Nola (2000) implies that individuals

can use their actions to mask their intended preference and veil their true intentions.

Consequently, during an interview. the subject may reveal information designed to

make the researcher believe that the subject holds one set of preferences, while in

secret they favour decisions that will lead to alternate outcomes. The secretive nature

of the fishing industry and the level of contestation between individuals advocating

for different management approaches means that il was more than likely that in some

cases, some subjects ti'ere intent on masking their real intentions by revealing false

preferences.

Cloke et al. (1999:140) describe the third potential problem with the intervieu'

technique as "research tourism". This issue may also lead to subjects revealing false

preferences. Research tourism is potentially an issue in fisheries research where

interview subjects can resent researchers for revealing information to others that had

traditionally been hidden, accessible only to those with enough credibility to

understand the implications of access. In Callon's (1991) terms the legacy of secrecy

is both a product of translationo an obstacle to further investigations of the translation

process, and simultaneously explains the punctualised alignment of the fisheries

science/management rnilieu. Dcspite this, while most subjects were genuinely

surprised at the intentions of the research they were also prepared to share

information". Othe.t however. seemed reticent to reveal their thoughts or were quick

to inform that all information they did reveal was not the official position of their

company or institution. Once a threshold of credibility had been established, a

research process based on trust and mutual respect ensured a more engaging dialogue.

Consequently, the research process, which involved building my relationships with a

range of dift'erent stakeholders, was perhaps a first step in improving translation

within the fisheries science/manasement milieu.

tt Some stakeholders expressed surprise that it was not "what they said" but "why and horv they said

what they did" that was the subject of analysis.
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Who to interview: where and why?

The interview series was conducted using a snowball sampling strategy. This strategy

was a function of a lack of knowledge concerning New Zealand fislteries at the start

of the PhD process. A top down sampling strategy was found to be the most

successful. This process began by sending email requests lbr'face time'to team

leaders at a number of ditferent institutions. After each interview. informants often

presented a new set o[ potential interview subjects close to themselves or who filled

sirnilar roles in different institutions. At the start of the interview series snowball

sampling was unproblernatic as all new informants were viewed as potential sources

of relevant knowledge. However, as the research developed, some potential interview

sources had to be declined. While they may have provided useftll background

inlbrmation, it may not have been focussed on the use value of ecological information

transfer. Most respondents tended to be male, aged 35+ and occupied a range of

positions throughout the sector, including chief scientists, executive officers, policy

team leaders, policy analysts, marine scientists. economists and fleet managers and

others such as individual fishermen, a specialist fisheries librarian and members of

environmental non governnlental organisations.

l'he flsheries science and fisheries management communities are reasonably small

and are relatively tight knit at a professional level. As a result most respondents knew

others reasonably 'well or at lcast had had some dealings with others in some capacity.

Often requests for I'urther contacts were finalised with statements such as "and tell (x)

I said hello". Nonetheless, there is a level of secrecy within the fisheries management

community, particularly amongst commercial stakeholders. This secrecy may be a

legacy of the competitive nature of the industry or simply a reflection of an attitude

that fisheries management is the business of f-rshers and not those who operate outside

the commercial milieu. Initially, establishing credibility rvith informants w'as

challenging, however, following initial contact, requests for follow up interviews or

extra information were rarely declined. The interview process continued until

saturation levels were reached as a series of consistent patterns became apparent.

Furthermore, the question 'how much is enough?' became rhetorical as the sample

size had to be big enough to be representative, but small enough to be manageable in

a limited time frame.
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Throughout the research, the interview series has been a cumulative process of
gathering contacts and involved meetings with 4l respondents in open-ended

interviews that generally lasted about an hour although this varied depending on the

time constraints and enthusiasm o1'the subject. 20. The bulk of the fieldwork was

conducted during three visits to Wellington. The first visit in October 2002 was a

scoping exercise and involved interviervs with a wide range of individuals at a

number of institutions. The second visit in September 2003 was focussed specifically

on individuals working rvithin SEAFIC, NIWA and MFISH. The third visit in
December 2003 involved follow-up interviews with established contacts and a series

of interviews with new subjects regarding issues that had arisen since September.

Other interviews were conducted during visits to NIWA Hamilton and with a series of
industry representatives, fishers and fisheries scientists throughout New Zealand

between November 2002 and August 2005. Other research sites included the New

Zealand Marine Science Society Conference in Nelson in September 2002, the New

Zealand Fishing Industry Conference in Auckland in May 2003 and the 11th and l2th

biennial conferences of the International Institute of Fisheries Economics and Trade

(llFET) held in Wellington in.luly 2002 and Tokyo in July 2004.

A number of interviews, particularly during the September 2003 fieldwork were

conducted as dual interviews in conjunction with a colleague. Consequenlly while

conversations did not follow a pre-determined path. both interviewers had specific

questions or points of interest that they wanted to get across. While a number of the

interviews were recorded this was not always the case. The interviews revealed how

individual's positionalities come to be characterised through a messy combination of

their worldview and their knowledge or professional standing, Individual's

positionalities become tags. which accompany any intbrmation that they pass on.'Ihe

interview series emphasised how an individual's positionality shapes the expectations

of those they interact with and the importance of expectations in the communication

process.

:'The longest interview lasted 2 hours the shortest approximately 20 minutes. Of the 4l interviews

conducted 36 rvere used in the analysis. Five interviews were not used for eilher: a) the irrelevancy of

the subject material, b) the respondent's specific instruction that any information would be treated in

confidence and not reported in any way.
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The comfon of the interview subject is a crucial element of the interview process.

Interviews are not only an opportunity to engage in dialogue with the research subject

but also an oppoltunlty to observe and retlect on their gestures. tone and mannerisms,

all of which are influential to the process of information transfer. Most of the

rnterviews were conducted in the subject's n'orking environment, either in their office

or in an area of communal space nearby such as a staff room. waiting area or meeting

room" while others were conducted in public areas such as in caf6s or outside3o. Th"

location of the interview was usually pre-determined by the interview subject to

ensure that they were as comtbrtable as possible.

Despite ttre importance of participant observation, time and budget restraints meant

that a number of interviews wcre conducted over the phone. The interviervs conducted

in this manner u'ere usually follow-up intervier"'s to gain extra information rather than

as an initial source of primary data. These interviervs worked best when a rapport had

been established with the subject, particularly those who had gone to the same

conferences or had been in relatively frequent e-mail contact. Consequently, the

intervie'*'s that were conducted over the phone tended to be shorter than the face-to-

face inteniews and based around an awareness of the subject's area of expertise and

the time constraints imposed by their personal schedule.

Most subjects were interested in how the information they shared was to be used. This

levei of interest varied, with some subjects being particularly concerned that their

comments about other people, including other intervierv subjects, were not made

public. Conversely some subjects used the interview as an opportunity to disclose

infornration that no one else had been prepared to listen to or which had, in the

subject"s mind. been downplayed by others or ignored completely. Most subjects'

responses ,'vere candid. once a level of professionalism and credibility had been

established. Most respondents asked for feedback or to see the completed interview

transcript in order to clarify points of contention or provide extra information. While

little of the information they passed on was commercially sensitive or potentially

harmtul to the credibility and reputation of specilic individuals, all subjects were

t" 
One interview was conducted in a meeting room at The Universiry of Auckland
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assured of anonymity. Whether this guarantee may have made specific subjects more

forthcoming with information is unclear.

Most respondents thvoured retaining their anonymity. As a result, ensuring their

requests were not compromised became a crucial part of the research process.

Preserving respondents anonymity was not only part of the research methodology but

also, for two reasons, made contributions to how the research results could be used to

improve the distribution of ecological information, Firstly the small size of the

management milieu results in relatively frequent interaction between the institutions

and individuals who were the subjects of the research. As the relationships between

these institutions often exist at a traded and un-traded level, individual's responses

had the potential to jeopardise not only the contractual relationships between

institutions but also the emotive trust that some individuals share. As a result. while

individuals were ofien pleased to share infbrmation that might lead to an increased

knowledge of how infbrmation moved within the management milieu they were not

prepared to be named in case this naming jeopardised elements of their positionality.

Consequently, if subjects were particularly sensitive about specific infbrmation it was

common for them to ask that the tape be stopped or that the information that was

being disclosed was 'off the record'.

Ensuring anonymity also ensured that all individuals had the chance to make a valid

contribution to the overall aim of the study and improve inforrnation transfer within

the management milieu. Ensuring anonymity levelled the epistemological playing

field and ensured all stakeholders have an opportunity to put across their points of

view. In many cases, if anonymity had been waved the legacy of knowing an

individual's identity (and thus a guide as to what inlluences their decision making)

would result in the reader automatically skipping what specific individuals had to say

due to a contlicting personal agenda or dilferent philosophical position. Consequently,

anonymity contributes to the trans-disciplinary aims of the thesis: anonymity brings

together the views of diflerent stakeholders that are usually espoused to exclusive

audiences, for common consumption and analysis.
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Conclusion: an expanding theoretical scope for trans-disciplinary

investigation in fisheries

Chapter two's essential work has been to focus on how the ontological development

of a trans-disciplinarl' research approach is linked to the methods used in the thesis'

anall,sis of process dynamics. The chapter has traced the conceptual development of

the culture/nature dualism rvithin economic geography. It has introduced the key

discourses, terminologies and methodological techniques associated with research in

the 'new economic geography', including post-structural analysis, the network

phenomenon, actor-network theory and post-structural political economy, all of which

have a role in turther trans-disciplinary research. It has also introduced the discourses

that shaped earlier dualistic conceptions of human-environmcnt relations that have

shaped the collective ontology's of many of those currently involved in New

Zealand's fi sheries matlagement.

Bames (2001) noted that since the cultural turn. a recuning theme of post-structural

research is the rejection of the essentialist assumption 01'one singular truth in favour

of multiple truths brought about by ongoing processes. This expansion of theoretical

scope opens up the number of entry points into case study investigations of the 'new

economic geography" of New Zealand fisheries science and fisheries management.

Callon's (1991) sociology of translation is one such entry point. Through translation,

tracing the developrnent ol' the relationships that constitute the fisheries

science/management rnilieu becomes the subject of investigation. The thesis considers

the current lack of alignment within the fisheries science/tnanagement milieu as the

outcome of a series of interrelated translation processes across a range of scales all

frarned by a capitalist meta-narrative. Through translation, the thesis highlights ftou'

poy,er i.s embedtled v,ithin the science/managemenl milieu and hou' potver is

expressed as the economic and environmenlal oulcomes of this embedding process.

Such analysis opens up space for further debate regarding alternative management

futures that is considered in more detail later in the thesis. The political aspect of the

research is typical of studies following the cultural turn in economic geography that

emphasise the dissemination of alternative economic practices.

Despite its focus on the theories stemming from the cultural turn, chapter two has also

discussed reflexivity in some detail and has showed how such critical self-awareness

has influenced the research process. While post-structural approaches are useful
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theoretical tools fbr idenlifying problems oJ'process, in and of themselves they do not

suggest polenlial policy solutions. A reflexive focus highlights the thesis'

interventionist intent. Consequently, the thesis asks political questions and engages

with policy debates. The thesis reveals that all theorising is steeped in politics and

that no single theoretical lens is universally applicable. The subsequent investigation

illustrates that fisheries management can neither be conceptualised by a singular

ontology nor examined using a singular discursive lens, but as a complex amalgam of

interrelated yet dynamic cultural, political, and scientific conditions. Consequently a

new discourse based on integrated theorisation and trans-disciplinary research is

needed to examine the relationships within the management process and address their

tangible outcomes.

Chapter three initiates the development of a trans-disciplinary management discourse,

introducing three emerging bodies of knowledge, lisheries science/marine ecology,

marine resource economics and common property theory. Chapter three contends that

hitheno, the disalignment of these three discourses has limited the scope available for

conceptualising alternate approaches to fisheries management problematics. The

chapter presents a largely chronological analysis of how these three discourses have

evolved, each remaining distinct while slowly broadening in scope. The chapter

addresses the ongoing relationships between these three discourses, describes the

potential for aligning these discourses differently through translation and highlights

the management implications of ignoring how they could be joined.
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Chapter Three

Gompeting discourses: fisheries management

debates

Introduction: new combinations in the management discourse?

Chapter three reviews three emerging discourses of knowledge, lisheries science,

marine ecology and marine resource economics, the disciplinary knowledge systems

that inform current management practice and locate ongoing debate within political,

commercial and scientific spheres. Chapter three focuses on the linkages between

these discourses and the potential for improving the alignment betrveen them. The

chapter highlights that while current management practices stem from the relationship

between these discourses. a number of stakeholders make manag,ement

recomnrendalions. based on inlbrmation derived {iom a single source. The chapter

also investigates the contention surrounding an ecosystems-approach to management

and examines the assumptions on which current management practices are based. The

chapter tbcuses primarily on discussion in an international context rvhile chapter four

focuses specifically on the New Zealand experience. Nonetheless, the review does

draw fiorn a local context as New Zealand is at the forefront of international debate.

Marine ecology and marine resource economics have long shared an intimate if
grudging relationship. The chapter examines two elements of this relationship. Firstly,

the chapter investigates the conceptual evolution of the relationship between the fields

from its origin as part of the modern progressive project. Secondly, the chapter

examiues how this conceptual evolution has inflr.renced marine management.

Through this discussion the chapter has three goals:

o To examine the birth of the progressive paradigm in

twentieth century. The analysis leads to a discussion

foundations and development of fisheries science;

early pan of the

the philosophical

the

of
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'[o investigate the guiding role of tisheries science in marine management'

This analysis highlights the complexity of marine ecosystems and outlines the

emergent discourse advocating an ecosystems-based management approach'

'fhe discussion illustrates how management models deal with environmental

complexity and have guided n)anagement decisions in spccific directions at

specific tirnes; and

To revierv the development of marine resource economics. including an

investigation of how some resource economists have misappropriated the

implicit assumptions behind Hardin's (1968) tragedy of the commons thesis'

The review goes on to examirre how marinc resource economics, dominated

by a small number of influential thinkers, has influenced fisheries management

and illustrates how this discourse uses a specific version of sustainability and

sustainable yield as a guide for management decision making. This review

also examines input and output-based regulation systems and outlines how

these regimes enable and constrain management outcomes'

This chapter concludes by pondcring possible futures of wild stock fisheries

managemcnt regimes. The analysis describes the role of trans-disciplinary knowledge

in an ecosystems-based management model in a Canadian context. The conclusion

questions whether such management models are an outgrowth of and distinct from the

current management paradigm focussed on sustainable utilisation or are a pre-cursor

of an alternative future where sustainability has been replaced as a key goal of marine

management.

The equilibrium paradigm

The harvesting of marine resources for profit has origins in ancient times. During the

pre-modern period fisheries management largely reflected T. H. Huxley's assertion

extolling the inexhaustible resources of the oceans (Symes, 1996). Studies by Nielsen

(1976) and McEvoy (1988) conclude that commercial fisheries management of the

peri6d was comparable to slash and burn agriculture. If specific fishing grounds

declined, tishers would move to new grounds to give old ones time to replenish

themselves. The dominant fisheries management paradigln was based around the

premise that fish stocks existed in equilibrium. If stocks experienced localised

declines due to heavy fishing pressure? it was assumed that the cessation of fishing

would result in an automatic recovery of the deplcted stock to its previous level of
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abundance. During this period, management regulations were rare and were thought

to: "disturb in an unknown manner the balance existing between the conservative and

destructive forces at work on the stock" (Gordon, 1954:126). McEvoy (1988)

contends that the equilibrium paradigm was based on the twin assumptions that

regulation had no place in preventing the natural competition for resources between

humans and that resource depletion was an inevitahle complement of economic

progress.

The progressive challenge to the equilibrium paradigm

Challenges to the equilibrium paradigm emerged around the turn of the twentieth

century as examples of serious stock declines lbllowed increases in fishing eflbrt

became apparent worldwide. Symes (1996:3) claims that in the Atlantic Ocean these

declines represented "A contagious diffusion of over-fishing spread to embrace

almost all the key stocks of demersal food-fish by the late 1930s". On the Pacific

coast of the United States the Californian sardine fishery collapsed in the late 1940s

fbllowing an extended period of intense fishing effort in the previous two decadesr.

These declines emphasised that Huxley's claim regarding inexhaustible marine

resources was incorrect.

These declines challenged the applicability of both of the equilibrium paradigm's core

assumptions. In the context of fisheries the progressive paradigm was played out in a

distinctive way. Firstly, laissez Jaire approaches toward economic competition were

challenged by a discourse of progressive conservatism that tavoured regulation over

hyper-competition. Progressive conservatism was an American scientific movement,

framed by the concept of planned efficient progress (Flays, 1959)2. McEvoy

(1988:219) contends that the progressive goal was to "manage the economy's human

and material resources scientifically, so as to produce the greatest good for the

greatest number over the longest time". The discourse proposed that applied science

and technology were crucial in designing mechanisms for the efficient allocation of

'ln another example, Paulik (197 1) claims that incrcased fishing effort in the 1940s led lo the complete

collapse ofthe Peruvian Pacific anchovy fishery in the 1950s and 1960s.

t Hays 1959, provides a comprehensive review ofthe debate surrounding the origins ofprogressive

conservatism in North America.
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valuable resources. According to Hays (1959:3) proponents of progresslve

consen,atism believcd that "resource matters were basically technical in nature" and

that "techlicians rather than legislators should deal with them". Within progressive

discourse, the nation state was held as being in the best position to manage resources

and ensure the relationship betweerr resource harvesting and resource conservation'

According to Hays (1959:3) "Conservationists envisaged a political system guided by

the ideal of efficiency and dominated by technicians who could best determine how to

achieve it''.

Progressive consenratism's key challenge to thc second assumption of the equilibrium

paradignt stemmed fiom its identillcation of a relationship between the harvest and

the productivity of marine resources. This relationship between harvest and

productivity rested on two assumptions. The first of these was that a stock's capacity

to prgciuce fish in any year was a linear function of the number of breeding adults left

after the previous years harvest. The second assumption w'as that the number of fish

left in the population after harvest was inversely proportional to fishing effort

(McEvoy" 1988:220). Through these assumptions the progressive paradigm

introduced a relative simplicity to management practices and implied that fishing

effort was the singular and mutually exclusive cause of change in fish stock

population numbers.

As fishing efforl increased worldwidc unexploited fisheries became rare. Nation states

and commercial fishers were challenged to manage exisling stocks to prevent their

compiete collapse and ensure economic viability. In response, governments in

developed countries adopted s.vstematic stock assessment programs to reveal total fish

population levels. Within this quantitative analysis, identifying a target level of

exploitation, or maximum sustainable yield (MSY), where through natural increase,

remaining stocks could replace those fish removed from the population due to fishing

eflbrt was the key to tisheries management (Anderson,1977). The progressive ethos

legitimated the role of state sponsored bureaucracy in fisheries management' Only

government scientists had the authority to identify species-specific levels of MSY

while government officials were required to set yields at the level recommended by

their scientists.

The simplicity of this cause and elfect mechanism was a key component of the

progrcssive paradigm. This ethos assumed that fisheries could only be conceptualised
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through a utilitarian lens and that scientists should focus solely on determining

sustainable yields. Such sirnplicity implied that sustainable harvest was inevitable, a

function of just two variables, harvest and fecundity and a product of solely

quantitative analysis. By placing management responsibility in the hands of a specific

group of experts, progressive conservatism de-politicised its implicit utilitarian ethic.

Fisheries management debate was closed to all stakeholders except those with the

relevant skills. By depoliticising management, progressive conservatism

simultaneously justified the means of economic development that accompanied

increased fishing effort and dismissed the potential lbr economic and environmental

catastrophe. Furthermore, such simplicity established economic rationality as a key

determinant of successful llsheries management. Through progressive conservatism,

sustainable management became analogous with successful management. Supposedly

sustainable management ensured the state of the resource and maximised fiscal

returns. This conflation of sustainable management with successful management

during the progressive era has left an ontological legacy that has proved dilficult to

shift.

The changing rationale of fisheries science: the ecological challenge to

the progressive paradigm

Just as scientists were crucial to the development of the progressive paradigm they

were also key architects of its eventual demise. Fisheries science was originally a

bulwark of the paradigm of modern progressive conservatism. However, since the

1960s the discourse has evolved, responding to changes in the philosophy of science

and developments in biological and ecological theory. 'fhis section traces this

development; it highlights how fisheries science is no longer a part of the progressive

project and describes attempts by fisheries scientists to incorporate complexity in their

research by using Bayesian modelling techniques.

Progressive conservatism established fisheries science as a quantitative discipline, the

domain of highly trained physical scientists, the technical experts entrusted to

ascertain MSY. Fisheries scientists have had two key functions in fisheries

managemento to monitor population size of specilic fish stocks and to predict how

these stocks will react to fishing pressure. The term 'stock assessment' is typically

used to describe both functions. Hilborn and Walters (1992:3) describe stock

assessment as involvins "the use of various statistical and mathematical calculations
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to make qualltilative predictions about the reactions of fish populations to alternative

management choices". Flilborn and Walters (1992) feel that stock assessment has an

instrumental role in fisheries managernent and is purposeless outside of a

management contexti.

Crean and Symes (1996) outline the early developments in biological theory that led

to the development of modern stock assessment following Beverton and Holt's (1957)

publication "On the Dynamics of Exploited Fish Populations". Crean and Symes

(1996:5) note this evolution was: "Built on assumptions that most fish stocks are

inherently stable, behave predictably under moderate levels of exploitation and tend

towards an equilibrium state". As a result fisheries management became a 'straight

forward scientific exercise'. By examining the assumptions within fisheries science

Crean and Syrnes (1996) imply that the simplistic cause and effect relationship

implicit to the progressive paradigm was never tenable and is unable to cope with the

complexity of the rnarine environment.

Hilborn and Walters (1992:6) claim that while viewing stock assessment through a

progressive lens is indeed simplistic. that a "well done stock assessment is much more

than this". l'or Hilbonr and Walters (1992:6) modern assessments are designed to

incorporate complexities including "making predictions about the time trends

expected in response to policy change and about how policies should be structured in

order to deal with the unpredictable changes that will inevitably occur". This shift

a'*'ay from sirnplistic explanation highlights the difference between fisheries science

and marine resource eccnomics. While fisheries science remains a largely

deterministic modelling process its outcomes no longer oblige value rational

behaviour. I{ilborn and Walters (1992) hint at the potential for fisheries science to be

part of an integrated discourse linked with other forms of knowledge drawn from

social science in order to deal with riska.

r Keat and Urry (1975:63) define instrumentalisrn as a position that may refer to a view about the

general purpose of scientific enquiry; that it should aim to give us predictive and manipulative power

over our physical environment.

u This thesis examines these implications in rnore detail in later chapters.
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The philosophical basis of change

Since Beverton and Holt's (1957) publication. fisheries science has expanded in

response to series of developments in the philosophy of science. During the

progressive era the dominant philosophy of science was normative. a philosophy that

dictated how experiments should be conducted (Hilborn and Mangel 1997, Pickett et

al., 1994). The normative philosophy that governed fisheries science had drawn on the

positivist traditions of classical physicss. Using positivist epistemology, explanations

of events can be attributed to simple causality while established theories can be cast as

statements that can only be proved wrong through the persistent observation of

inconsistent results.

The positivist traditions of science were challenged at a philosophical level in the

1960s, 1970s and 1980s. These philosophical developments caused fundamental

changes in the way that fisheries scientists thought about their discipline. Popper's

(1979) challenge to positivism was perhaps the most significant. Popper outlined that

a scientific idea or theory cannot exist as fact on its own but depends on the data used

to test it. Further, as a theory can not be proved but only disproved. Popper argues that

scientific investigations can never claim to have fbund a singular truth because

through repeated testing all hypotheses have the possibility of been refuted in the

future. The ideals of Popper's falsification hypothesis became pillars of how science

was conducted. Popper's approach was still based on the premise that a single

hypothesis is appropriate lbr explaining causality. Pickett et al. (1994:45) state that

hypothesis testing rvorks best when the expected results "contain well defined and

measurable components whose modes of interaction are unequivocal". Moreover;

Pickett et al. (1994) warn that the falsification hypothesis can be limited in situations

where the theoretical context of predictions are uncertain or in cases where specific

results have multiple causes.

Kuhn's work, like Popper's was a catalyst for conceptual change within science.

Kuhn (1970) was specifically concerned with how scientific theory developed. For

Kuhn (1970: vii) scientists traditionally condr.rct their research in specific paradigms,

defined as "universally recognised scientific achievements that provide model

' For an extended explanation of the positivist tradition in science see Keat and Urry (1975).
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problems and solutions to a community of practitioners". Normal science describes

the vast bulk of scientific research conducted within the conceptual parameters of a

specific paradigm that further strengthens its primacy. Kuhn (1970) points out that on

the whole science is rarely self-analytical apart from brief periods where paradigm

shifts involve a fluny of controversy and disagreement. Kuhn's (1970) analysis

suggests that scientific revolutions, resulting in paradigm shifts are rare.

Keat and tjmy (1975:55) emphasise Kuhn's point stating that in normal scientific

analysis: "Problems are regarded as puzzles, as problems which are known to have a

solution '*'ithin the fi'amework of assumptions implicitly or explicitly embodied in the

paradigm. If the ptszzle is not solved, the lault lies in the scientist and not in the

paradigm" In Kuhn's view. paradigm shift only occurs following the introduction of

an alternate paradigm and an accumulation of data contradicting the old framework

and supporting the new. Like Popper. Kuhn's view of scientific development relies on

the confrontation of data and a single hypothesis that is assumed to be correct until a

new hypothesis that better fits data gathered through observation. Wheeler (1982)

contends this assumption is not always accurate and holds that an orderly progression

from one state of knowledge to another is rare, particularly in theoretical geography.

Wheeler (1982) suggests that theoretical developmenr is a much more heterogeneous

process as epistemological anomalies are revealed slowly through subsequent

investigations. Wheeler (1982) explain the development of geographic theory using

the logic of Imre Lakatos, a third major contributor to the philosophy of science

debates during the period. Lakatos (1978) introduced the idea of scientific research

programs, which act as a hard core of methodological rules that precipitate the form

ol'current and future research. Lakatos (1978) relers to this core as the 'negative

heuristic' of a research program as it defines the lines of scientific enquiry that

constitute that particular area of research. This core of methodological rules generates

a series of different hypotheses, rvhich Lakatos labels the 'positive heuristic'. These

hypotheses can be examined individually, but act in unison as a methodological shield

preventing the core from being rejected absolutcly. For Lakatos, this shield means that

this allows research programs supported by hypotheses that are shown to be

inconsistent with observed data to remain relevant until new core theories are

assembled to replace them.
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For Lakatos (1978), research programs follow distinctive trajectories and can be

found to exist in either a progressive or degenerative phase. While research is

progressing, the overlapping examples and more complex models that make up the

'positive heuristic'are constantly enriching the'negative heuristic'. The elements all

act as anchors preventing the research program itself being condemned to the

ontological scrap heap. Research programs become degenerative when lines of

inquiry attempt to erode the 'positive heuristic' surrounding the core theory.

Consequently Lakatosian analysis differs from that of Kuhn or Popper, as it does not

rely on the confrontation of data and a single hypothesis, bul the conJrontation

between different hypothe.tes as a Junction of obsen,ahle phenomenoru. Lakatosian

analysis is crucial to the development of fisheries science as it was the first scientific

philosophy to consider the contribution of more than one hypothesis (Hilbom and

Mangel, 1997).

Bayesian theory is another form of hypothesis testing. Bayesian analysis uses data

sets to test hypotheses against one another (l{ilborn and Mangel. 1997). Unlike

Popperian hypothesis testing, Bayesian analysis is guided by probabilistic statements

and an appreciation of multiple causalities. ln this sense a conclusion drawn through

Bayesian analysis can be considered a product of the reverse engineering of data as

this form of analysis assigns probability to hypotheses after data has been collected.

According to Hilborn and Mangel (1997:20) In Bayesian analysis "talsification exists

only as low degrees of belief' whereas "proof is strong belief'. Ecological science

adopts a Bayesian philosophical perspective, as this statistical approach is crucial for

dealing with dynamic and unpredictable data sets such as fish stock populations,

where predictions are uncertain. While Bayesian analysis forms the basis of stock

assessment science. its epistemological appreciation of a series of potential truths is

often inconsistent with fisheries management systems that use MSY as the statistical

guideline when calculating appropriate yield levels. In these systems, management

decisions have to be made regarding a singular appropriate level of catch despite the

potential economic and environmental ramifications of uncertainty.

Stock assessment models: abstracting the behaviour of fish populations

The stock assessment process attempts

specific population parameters, such as

particular data series (Hilborn and

to define and predict the future trajectory of

a groMh rate of an individual species. over a

Walters, 1992). Modelling represents the
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combination of theoretical abstraction and data produced through field research.

Modelling data is crucial to stock assessment. Typically, fisheries stock assessments

produce stochastic models based on principles derived from Bayesian statistical

analysis6. Chesson (1991:124) describes a stochastic process as 'oa fllnction of time

that is chosen with some probability from a set of possible functions of time". As

such. stochastic models attempt to resolve questions surrounding competing

hypotheses rather than those between a single model and the data. Stochastic models

are used for plotting population trajectories in uncenain circumstances.

While a Bayesian approach to modelling predicts outcomes with varying levels of

uncertainty even experienced rnodellers contend that such uncertainty may prevent

mearringful predictions of future stock levels. Hilborn and Walters (1992:295)

confront this uncertainty by providing the reader with a simple warning "Analysis of

stock recruitment data provides an enonnous number of traps f,or the unwary, good

luck". Ulcertainty arises from a combination of factors. First, there may be errors of

unknown capacity in the raw data. Second, uncertainty also sunounds the

appropriateness of the statistical procedures used during the modelling process. Third.

nrodelling itself is a deliberate attempt to construct a version of reality, based on

observation. For Allen and I-loekstra (1991:48), modelling represents a strategy "to

remove all but a few patterns so a clear view can be achieved". Natural ecological

systems display patterns that are rarely consistent at different scales; often details that

can bc significant at one scale are overlooked by necessity, or hidden because of the

chosen scale o[ analysis (Thrush et al., 1999). While models are crucial guides to

making informed decisions concerning yield levels from fish stocks. their implicit

uncertainty means most scientists use them in conjunction with extra information

derived from other sources. Loehle (1991) states that an overall perspective using

many different data types and sources are required to assess large-scale environmental

problems. Furthermore, models themselves do not make management decisions.

Decision makcrs, using models as a guide still require the need to display sound

judgernent and an awareness of possible outcomes of the decision making process.

o Originally stock assessment models had a reductionist focus and sought to produce a singular reliable

estimate of population. See Hilborn and Walters (1992) for more information on the development of

population rnodelling techniques,
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The adaptive management of fish stocks is a common way of dealing with the range

of factors that generate uncertainty while maintaining the exclusive use of single

species models as a guide to management decision making. Hilborn and Walters

(1992) classify adaptive management strategies into three categories. Firstly, passive

adaptive management advocates the adoption of the most conservative yield estimate

as insurance against uncertainty. This style of adaptive management ensures yields

change over time in both directions as more infbrmation regarding the state of the

stocks becomes available. Second, trial and error adaptive planning promotes the use

of a wide range of modelling strategies to ascertain which fits best with specific data

sets at specific times. The flexibility of this approach represents an attempt to counter

uncertainty as, over time, optimum results may be precluded by the constant

application of a single modelling strategy. Third, similar to trial and error based

planning, an active adaptive strategy involves the testing of a number of modelling

techniques. Howevero unlike evolutionary planning it involves the testing of a smaller

range of alternatives. Active strategy represents a compromise between the other two

extremes (Hilborn and Walters, 1992). New Zealand's fisheries managers, like those

in a number of other countries adopt passive adaptive management strategies in some

fisheries due to its ease of implementation and lack of opportunity to explore

alternative models.

The environmental affects of fishing

Since the 1950s a discourse stemming frorn within marine ecology and focussed on

the environmental afTects of fishing has also developed. Fishing is an extractive

process. Fishing involves the removal of a significant biomass of target species from

marine ecosystems. Dayton et al. (2002:4) suggest that in 2001 the total biomass of

landed fish stocks, word wide was approximalely 17 billion pounds representing959

individual speciesT. Fisheries by-catch represents anothcr signiticant removal of

biomass from marine ecosystems worldwide, Few fishing techniques, particularly

within commercial fishing operations, are species-specific and often results in the

incidental catch of non-target species, not just fish, but marine mammals, sponges,

t This figure is probably an unrJerestimate,

fish of low value to ensure all landed fish

into account.

as it does not take high grading (the unreported discard of

are of high value), illegal or unreported commercial fishing
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crustaceans, bryozoans, seabirds and other marine flora and fauna, Even when lost or

discarded. fishing gear can still contribute to trapping a significant amount of fish and

other marine organisms, further increasing the total incidental catchs.

Dayton et al. (2002) describe how the removal of large quantities of species-specific

marine biomass can affect predator-prey relationships throughout entire marine

ecosystems. Pauly (1988) contends that the removal, through fishing, of species which

lill predatory niches within an ecosystem will lead to a concomitant natural increase

in species which had been preyed upon. Pauly (1988) cites an example of such fishing

down thc food web frorn the Gulf of Thailand which experienced an explosion in the

squid population following the removal of predatory ground fish from the ecosystem

due to over-fishing. Typically, predatory species are larger and less fecund than those

species that they prey on. Further, due to their size and robust appearance, predatory

species are typically rnore valuable to l.rshers than the smaller fish they feed on. As

predatory species are removed from the ecosystem, fishers shift to targeting more

readily available species that previously had been considered as by-catch. Individually

these fish are worth less than the stocks that had been previously targeted, so to

remain economically viable flshers must catch more of them. Dayton et al. (2002)

refer to this phenomenon as serial depletion and emphasise its iterative capacity, as

when these new target species decline in turn, fishers must again find species lrom

lower trophic levels (Figure 3.0).

The environmental affects of'fishing down the food web can be exacerbated if intense

lishing pressrlre is simultaneously applied to fish species, such as henings or sardines,

that are lbund in dense schools containing large numbers of individuals making them

ideal targets lbr traw'lers and purse seiners which can scoop up vast numbers of

individuals simultaneously. These species typically represent food sources for larger

Frsh species and themselves prey on organisms lurthcr down the I'ood web. A major

decline in their abundance can lead to an increased natural mortality rate for predatory

species who must expend more energy catching prey with less nutritional value. In

some fisheries intense pressure on benthic organisms, such as filter feeding molluscs

can also lead to a gap in the ecosystem nutrient cycle and the possible eutrophication

* For more inlormation on this type of fishing known as "ghost fishing" refer to Brothers (1992).
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towed on a single wire. Dred-ees often have 'teeth' that dig into the sediment, and

some have depressor plates to increase their weight on the seabed". Thrush et al.

(1995) concluded that such impacts of dredging caused a significant decrease in

common animals at fished sites compared to non-fished sites in scallop beds off the

east coast of New Zealand's Coromandel Peninsula. Similar studies at larger scales,

such as in Auckland's Hauraki Gulf concluded that increased fishing effort led to

reduced sediment surface biodiversity (Thrush et al., 1998). Furthermore, Thrush and

Dayton (2002) describe how fishing effort. responsible for reducing the complexity of

seabed structure, has contributed to a decrease in biodiversity in the North Sea and in

the Adriatic. Exacerbating these affects, studies by Mayer et al. (1991) show that

trawling can disturb subsurface sediment transport patterns and alter biogeochemical

flows critical for ecosystem functions. In combination these studies illustrate that by

disturbing habitat structure: fishing practices can have negative affects on marine

biodiversity and can lead to increased rates of ecosystem change and that continuous

fishing pressure can precipitate fundamental change over a short space of time.

An ecosystems-approach to management: the only way forward?

Conceptually. the ecosystems-approach to management originates from within

ecological science. Ecosystems science developed in response to the population

ecology paradigrn from which traditional stock assessment procedures were

developed. According to Pickett et al. (1994) ecosystem science focuses on explaining

systemic change and examining the relationships that control material and energy

florv. Thrush et al. (1999:195) argue the specific goal of ecosystem science is to

further "understanding of how physical and biological processes influence the

distribution and abundance of individuals. populations and communities"l0. Thrush et

al. (1999) contend that such understanding is fundamental to predicting ecosystem

change and designing risk assessment criteria, both significant components of an

ecosystems-approach to management.

Throughout the literature growing numbers of marine ecologists, concerned

environmentalists and other commentators have emphasised an ecosystem approach

l0 By implication Thrush et al. (1999) suggest that in ecosystenl science human involvement in the

environment is considered with equal r,r'eighting as the involvement of any other species.
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to management as crucial fbr preserving biodiversity (Bengtsson, 1997, Symes,200l,

Massey, 2003). Furthermore, other authors also argue that the preservation of

biodiversity and habitat structure is crucial for the maintenance of fish populations

and viable marine ecosystems (Ragen 2003, Tumer et al., 1999, Jennings and Kaiser,

1998). Studies conducted at a variety of scales. in Nerv Zealand and overseas,

illustrate an amalgam of affects of fishing on species biodiversity and the viability of

marine ecosystems.

When combined with natural environmental change, predicting how individual stocks

are going to react to fishing pressure becomes difficult as the boundaries between

cause and effect are blurred. Consequently for Dayton et al. (2002) managemenl

models which rely on simple cause and effect mechanisms to predict the population

behaviour of single species present uncertain results and do not have the capacity to

describe the extent fishing impacts on marine ecosystems. Other authors (Massey,

2003, Symes,2001, Pauly, 1999, Wallace, 1998. Finlayson, 1994) concur, arguing

that the relative simplicity of stock assessment practices veil the inherent complexity

of marine ecosystems. For Thrush and Dayton (20AD such uncertainty means that

predicting rates of ecosystem change requires a broad understanding of the role of

individual species within ecosystems as well as the relationships between them.

Further, they feel (2002:465) the most fundamcntal question in marine management

should be "At what point are there ecosystem thrcsholds beyond which recovery is

unlikely?" Thrush and Dayton propose (2002) that fisheries management should be a

function of research that asks broad-scale ecological questions. For 'fhrush and

Dayton (2002:464) these questions should be based around the themes of "scale,

complexity, resilience and strong coupling of physical and biological processes".

Dayton et al. (2002), drawing examples from a North American context, claim that an

ecosystem approach to management must acknowledge the interaction between all

living species as well as the interaction between these species and the characteristic

structures of the seafloor. A key goal of ecosystems-approaches to management is the

maintenance of natural levels of habitat disturbance. Symes (2001 :325), similar to

other proponents of ecosystems-based management (Thrush and Dayton, 2002,

Dayton et al., 2002, Massey, 2003) also fbels that an ecosystems-approach to

management should focus on "broadening our understanding of the functioning of

marine ecosystems. rather than deepening our knowledge ol'commercial fish stocks".
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By implication these authors argue that an ecosystem approach to management

addresses overall ecosystem function as a key management goal. These authors

highlight that all fishin-a, and other socio-economic activities, rely upon the services

provided by a functioning ecosystem and that these services may be negatively

effected by the ongoing impacts of human activity. Consequently, for these authors

marine management has a broad tbcus and long-term goals that emphasise the

dependence of socio-economic wellbeing on the overall health of the marine

environment (Dayton et al., 2002).

Unlike other comrnentators. Symes (2001) outlines a need tbr change in the

institutional relationships that dictate how scientif-ic advice is formed and utilised in

the management of fisheries. Syrnes (2001) feels, that at least in a European context,

the precorrditions for implementing ecosystems-based management are lacking.

Syrnes (2001:325) states that within the current institutional milieu, ecosystems-

approaches to management should be presented as a series of objectives (Figure 3.1)

to increase avvareness that sustainable fishins should be thousht of in terms of

sustainable ecos),stems.

Figure 3.1:Objectives for developing a trajectory for sustainable ecosystems

Derived from Symes. (2001)

Marine resource economics, H. Scott Gordon and the economic theory

of a common propefi resource

The development of' the progressive paradigm ensured that by the 1950s biological

studies of specific fish species were relatively common (Burkenroad. 1948 and 1951.

Creating awareness of the likely ecosystem impacts of alternative strategies for

the exploitation of commercial fisheries

Making clear the intention to prevent any form of adverse environmental impact

except rvhere it is consonant with rational and responsiblc fishing practice

Action to protect essential habitats for commercial and non commercial species

through the establishment of 'no take zones'

Precaution through the setting of limit reference points for all keystone species
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Ricker, 1954). At this time logical positivism was still the basis of much ecological

science. At the same time economic analysis of actual fisheries were relatively rare.

According to Gordon (1954:124) "Owing to the lack of theoreticaleconomic research,

biologists have been forced to extend the scope of their own thought into the

economic sphere and in some cases have penetrated quite deeply, despite the lack of

the analytical tools of economic theory". Gordon's seminal article "The economic

theory oJ'u common properly resource: The ftshery" was one of the first to tackle the

economic theory of natural resource allocation. Gordon himself was concerned by the

epistemological blend of his paper's conceptual analysis suggesting that "the result is

neither fish, flesh, nor fowl, but perhaps it will nevertheless be a synthetic protein for

some food value, and not entirely unpalatable al that" (Gordon, 1954:124).

Marine resource economics emerged as a discourse as an outcome of the paradigm

shift towards progressive modern conservatism. In combination with fisheries science,

marine resource economics provides the ongoing ontological tiamework for the

analyses of fisheries management worldwide. Marine resource economics relies on

the traditions of logical positivism displayed by the biological research contributing to

Gordon's analysis. Gordon's (1954) paper was prompted by the belief that the

analysis carried out by fisheries biologists excluded the human element fiom fisheries

stock assessment. Gordon (1954) expressed concern that management regimes

devised solely by biologists were doomed to failure from both a biological and an

economic perspective since they paid sole attention to the reproductive capacity of

specific fish species and none to the costs and challenges facing actual fishers.

Gordon (1954:127) was also specilically concerned that biologists were losing their

progressive zeal for the management of resources and were returning to a "Huxleyian

faith in the inexhaustibility of the sea".

Gordon's (1954) paper was specifically concerned with integrating biological

information and the behaviour of individual fishers into a systematic bio-economic

theory. Consequently the paper is set in the behavioural and economically rationalist

mind set of micro-economics. ln this contexl rationality came to represent behaviour

that would lead to "the optimum degree of utilisation of any particular fishing ground

as that which maximises the net economic yield. the difference between total cost, on

the one hand, and total receipts (or total value production). on the other" (Gordon,

I 954: I 32).
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For trvo reason's. Gordon's paper was crucial lor the development of marine resource

economics. F'irstly. Gordon (1954) identified a problem with using the biological

parameter MSY to support fisheries management strategy. He showed that the

uncontrolled exploitation of a common property resource, using an identified MSY

threshold. leads to the net yields of individual hshers tending towards zero. Costs of

catching fish go up as more fishers attempt to catch smaller amounts of fish.

Consequently, to generate income, fishers had to engage in a race for fish and gamble

on large catches early in fishing seasons. Gordon (1954:133) cites the Pacific Halibut

fisher1' as evidence. suggesting: "ln 1933 the fishing season was more than six months

long. In 1952 it took just 26 days to catch the legal limit in the area from Willapa

Harbour to Cape Spencer. What has been happening is a rise in the average cost of

fishing effort, allowing no gap between average production and average cost to

appear, and hence no rent."

Secondly, Gordon (1954) established a theoretical level of fishing effort, maximum

economic yield (MEY), required to maximise seasonal revenue and defined by the

relationship betra'een landed value and total cost of fishing. He demonstrates that the

relationship between landed value and total cost does not exist in equilibrium as

fishing remains profitable lbr rational individual fishers at all levels where landed

value exceeds costs. even above MEY and MSY. Gordon (1954) identifies that this

relationship ensures that in open access fisheries, increased tishing efforts results in

dimirrished returns as fishers are forced to lish at levels that fail to maximise the

difference between total costs and total returns. Most crucially for this thesis Gordon

(1954:l3l) argues that this failure in perfect competition is due to the lack of

individual private property rights to fishing grounds, stating: "The individual

fisherman has no legal title to a section of ocean bottom. Each fisherman is more or

Iess free to fish wherever he pleases. The result is a pattern of competition among

fishermen that culminates in the dissipation of the rents of the inra-marginal

grounds".

For Gordon the application of individual property rights is the ideal mechanism

needed to increase the rent captured lrom the fishery and ensure perfect competition.

This thesis questions the applicabiliry of Gordon's universal ideals of property rights

and perfect competition. A property rights system is one of a number of ways to

organise production within a capitalist fishery. In this system competitive pressures to
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develop scale economies, which can be achieved through a number of strategies.

replace the race for fishll.

An evolving discourse

Gordon's identit'ication of the difference between maximum sustainable yield and the

optimal yield for the economic sustainability of a fishery lvas a critical formulative

moment in marine resource economics. His theory led to a level of academic dialogue

unprecedented in the field. Further work by Scott (1955) and Schaefer (1957) shaped

marine resource economics as a discourse. Marine resource economics became the

fisheries management discourse, replacing marine biology. Crean and Symes (1996:5)

assert that Gordon's work specifically has o'governed the basic parameters of fisheries

management" since its publication due to its "scientifrc legitimation, uncomplicated

form and ease of application and its guarantee of success in ensuring the maintenance

of stock levels". Anderson (2002: xiii) is more cautious suggesting that the work ol'

Gordon (1954), Scott (1955) and Schaefer (1957) rvhile providing a "good description

of the basic insights that are fundamental to the field, especially the problem ol'open

access inefficiencies" are more noteworthy for what they imply rather than what they

actually contribute | 2.

One element of the debate crucial tbr further analysis is Gordon's (1954) observation

that while fishers' can fish profitably at levels beyond MSY returns lrom an open

access fishery to dwindle as total fishing effort increases. Drawing fiom a variety of
earlier contributions Anderson (1977) uses the concept of MEY to explain Gordon's

observation (commonly referred to as the Gordon-Schaefer model. Figure 3.2). For

Anderson (1977) this return represents not only the highest net profit lbr the fisher but

also the optimal allocation of society's resorrrces. As a result f<rr Anderson ensuring

MEY is the sole aim of sound management practice and individual property rights the

only means lo achieve this end. The Gordon-Schael'er model emphasises that MEY

does not represent the yield that leads to the highest total revenue. While fishing at

levels above MEY may lead to increased total revenue. this will be balanced by

rr See Rees (2003) for more inlbrmation on how firms grow.

l: A complete analysis lies outside the boundaries of this study, for rnore information see Brorvn

(1974), Burt and Cummings (1969, 1970, and 1977), and Plourde (1970,l97l).
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increased costs as cost per unit effort escalates to the point where returns become

mareinal.

Figure 3.2: The Gordon-Schaefer model
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'l'he Gordon-Schaetbr model also explains how fishing above MSY is profitable for a

short time, as yields increase further, the decline in biomass results in increased cost

per unit effort to the point where profits become negligible and then disappear

altogether. The Gordon-Schaefer highlights how within marine resource economics

knowledge is constituted through strictly quantitative lneans. Marine resource

economics assumes not only that the calculation process itself is vital to ensuring

profit maximisation but also that maximisation is analogous with the best use of

marine resources and that this will generate the best results for all society.

An epitaph for maximum sustainable yield?

Larkin (1977) is perhaps the harshest critic of discourses that use MSY and MEY to

frame a conceptual appreciation of fisheries regulation. Larkin suggests that this

discourse developed as economists using science as a tool displayed a religious zeal in

applying the results of their research to biological populations (Larkin 1977). Larkin

questions the assumptions inherent within MSY, particularly those associated'w'ith the

statistical estimations of fish stocks populations using parameters such as those of

Beverton and Holt (1957). Larkin (1977) also suggests that the use of hypothetical

population data in yield calculation ignores the basics of population ecology. Larkin
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claims that natural mortality of fish is lowest around the time of first spawning and as

a result fish populations will predominantly consist of fish around this age group.

According to Larkin usually these first time spawners are less fecund than their older

counterparts and as a result the natural repopulation of flsh stocks may be much lower

than hypothetical predictions suggest. Moreover, Larkin (1977) rejects the species-

specificity of the MSY discourse, suggesting that predicting yields of single species is

unrealistic as the risks associated with recruitment failure are complex, dynamic and

often a function of ecosystem health. Larkin's (1977 10) work included the following

epitaph:

M.S,Y

1930s-1970s

Here lies the concept, MSY.

It advocates yields too high,

And didn't spell out how to slice the pie.

We bury it with the best of wishes,

Especially on behalf of fishes.

We don't yet know what willtake place,

But hope it's good for the human race.

R.I.P

In the 27 yearc since its publication, marine ccologists and others have produced a

vast body of theoretical literature, which builds on and further elucidates Larkin's

position. Despite this proliferation, Dayton et al.'s (200?) work suggest that little has

changed and while discourses relating to ecosystem-approaches languish. the MSY

paradigm still dominates marine management discourse. Other authors such as

Flifborn (2004:275) and Mace (2001 . 2004) are critical of this type of argument,

labelling it a "litany" and suggest that this position is overly critical of how MSY is

used incurrent management anangements. Mace (2001) notes that MSY still has a

vital role to play in fisheries management initiatives and that since the 1970s the

concept has been reconfigured as an upper limit of harvest rather than as a guide as to

suggested yield. Mace (2001:9) composed a parallel poem to Larkin's emphasising

the conceptual re-birth of MSY in the management discourse:
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Iv{SY Reborn 1990s

Up springs MSY.

No, it didn't die.

Itjust metamorphosed

To be better for those

Who rvrote of its woes.

Ahead ol his time was Larkin,

To him we wouid always harken,

But MSY has a cause,

It's the focus of many laws.

It finally discovered the key:

"Please, don't take all of me.

Just take a quarter.

l,eave more in the water.

(For my son and my daughter)

you know that you ought'a."

Now msy has found a new niche,

And all that's needed is to make the pitch

"[hat production from the oceans is finite,

And civilised people should not have a pie

fight.

Mace (2001) states that since its conception MSY has undergone a three stage

evolution and that Larkin's criticism is no longer relevant. For Mace (2001:9) MSY

has become 'oan integral part of harvest control rules designed to foster rational

exploitation of marine resources". Mace's comments confirm explicitly that while she

feels that fisheries management can only be conceptualised as part of a narrow

economic discourse it can still be interpreted as a first step towards a precautionary

approach to marine management (Mace,200l). Unlike Mace. this thesis argues that

this conceptualisation of fisheries management prevents the adoption of a more

precautionary marine management as the existing value rational ontological

environment prevents the translation of new ecological infbrmation that could bring

about change.

Fisheries management strategies: misapplying the tragedy of the

GOmmons

Since Gordon ( 1954), debate within marine resource economics has focussed on

methods of resource allocation. The debate was lbcussed by Hardin's (1968) tragedy

of the commons metaphor that assumes that in a common property situation of

unregulated access individuals have more incentive to maximise short-term returns

and discount tlre retums of others and the future of the stocks. Within fisheries

management discourse, fisheries economists have used Hardin's work as a
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justification for privatising the right to harvest. 'fhis section argues that such

prescriptive applications of the commons metaphor ignores the l'act that Hardin was

not concerned with finding technical solutions to problems of resource allocation.

Hardin emphasised (1968:7) that the tragedy cyf'cornmon property has no technical

solution and that .fisheries management is bound to ./ail stating: "They think that

farming the seas or developing new strains of wheat will solve the problem

technologically. I try to show here that the solution they seek cannot be found".

Hardin's article is imbued with neo-Malthusian sentiment and stems from a period

during which authors were beginning to question the social and environmental

implications of the unparalleled technical and economic development that had

occurred since the end of the Second World War. Consequently Hardin is not

focussed specifically on tjsheries management but rather the environmental problems

stemming fiom overpopulation and uncontrolled resource use. Hardin warns of the

moral implications of solutions to the tragedy of the commons. Hardin argues that

rights-based management approaches are far from ideal. stating: (1968:27)'"We must

admit that our legal system of private property plus inheritance is unjust but we put up

with it because \4'e are not convinced, at the moment, that anyone has invented a

better system. The alternative of the commons is too horrifoing to contemplate.

Injustice is preferable to total ruin".

Hardin (1968:21) rel'ers specifically to the world's fisheries stating "maritime nations

still respond automatically to the shibboleth of the'flreedoms of the seas'. Professing

to believe in the inexhaustible resources of the oceans, they bring species after species

of fish and rvhales closer to extinction". Hardin's comments ref'er specifically to the

geo-politics of deep-sea fishing during the period up until the United Nations

establishment of the 200 mile exclusive economic zone in 1977. Up until this time

national fisheries jurisdictions generally only extended 12 nautical miles from the

coastline making the jurisdiction of deep sea fisheries very difficultl3. For Hardin. it

'' Hannesson 1996A provides a more detailed description of the geo-politics of flsheries resources

leading up to the ratification of the 200 mile exclusive econonric zone. J-here are also a number of

authors who argue that the establishment of the exclusive economic zone represent a logical

progression towards rights-based management systems (Hannesson, 199 l).
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was the potential of any fishing fleet to exploit these deep-seas ftsheries that

represented the tragedy of the commons.

Marirre resource economics drew much support from the tragedy of the comlnons

metaphor. Most commentators use Hardin's argutnent to justify and support their

promotion of a fishery governed through output-based regulation and private property

rights. Anderson (1977) for example embraces and embellishes parts of Hardin's

theory. Following Gordon's logic (1977:32), Anderson contends; "the amount of

effort provided by an unregulated fishery will be sub-optimal to the welfare of society

as a whole". IVloreover, Anderson (2002: Xii) states: "Profit maximising individual

participants will base entry and annual operating decisions on private returns and

private costs. While such behaviour is rational from the private point of view, the

effects of their han'est on the current harvest of others and upon luture status of

stocks are not being considered". The parallels between both Anderson's statements,

despite the trventy' frve year gap between them. indicate the power of the assumptions

inherent withirr Hardin's tragedy of the commons metaphor. Furthermore, these

parallels indicate the potential for marine resource economists to misappropriate

elcments of Hardin's theory. using it's assumptions to build a totalising discourse that

excludes thc analysis of marine resource economics by any other means.

By reifying only a small piece of Hardin's argument as the basis for much of their

rvork, nrarine resource economists miss the thrust of Hardin's argument. By rushing to

proclaim a technical solution to Hardin's common tragedy, these commentators suffer

fiorn exactly the malaise that Hardin warns against. Hardin (1968:29) quoting Hegel

notes: "Freedom is the recognition of necessity". With respect to fisheries this

statenent implies thar despile technical solution.s such as private property rights, the

tragedy of over-fi.rhing v,ill remain. Through this statement Hardin is implying that in

fisheries, freedom o[action can only be accomplished if the capacity of the fishery is

reduced through cooperation. Despite this interpretation few within the discipline of

marine resource economics acknowledge this aspect of Hardin's thesis. The

progressive ethos of their discipline prevents this conclusion from gaining legitimacy.

Preventing the tragedy? Competing modes of regulation in fisheries

Hannesson, (19964.) like Hardin highlights the inevitability of the tragedy of the

commons metaphor. Hannesson (1996.4) contends that the tragedy metaphor
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manifests itself in practices as bellicose as the destruction of imported fish products,

the cutting of trawl wires and even the exchange of shots from difTerent groups of

fishers at sea. Consequently, for Hannesson, the primary concern of marine resource

economics has been proposing solutions to this apparent tragedy. Within marine

resource economics, there has been longstanding debate concerning the best

mechanism for optimising the allocation of fish stocks to ensure maximising the value

of production.

These mechanisms can be grouped into three broad categories, input-based regulation,

output-based regulation and the application of resource rentalsra. First, input-based

regulation systems are designed to limit fishing effort through the control of gear type

or vessel size. Input-based systems are primarily concerned with the politics of

accessing the fishery and prevent new entrants into the fishery unless these entrants

meet a variety of pre-established criteria. Theoretically such systems reduce the risk

of overexploiting the fishery by driving up the cost of fishing, hence limiting the

numbers of fishers. Consequently input-based regulation requires decision makers to

choose what limitations or restrictions to apply to specitic flsheries. For commercial

fisheries, decision makers must also judge whether reducing the risk of over

exploitation is worth risking the economic viability of the fishery.

Many marine resource economists are critical of input-based restrictions. Anderson

(2002:xii) is typical of such critics claiming that input controls "are not likely to be

biologically effective in the long run as participants find ways they can, at a cost, to

increase effective effort given the regulation constraints". Townsend (1985)

appropriating part of Hardin's (1968) thesis asserts that input-based restrictions do not

address the tragedy of the commons directly, because by driving up costs artificially

they lead to economic inefficiencies and continue to encourage investment in the

fishery risking over-capitalisation as returns continue to exceed costsls. While much

of this criticism is based on economic analysis it is also usually framed through a

't All modes of regulation are aftempts to constrain tendencies, which, in the case of systems of

capitalist organisation include over-concentration and the pursuit of income through achieving

economies of scale.

r5 Townsend (1985) pays no attention to Hardin's assertion that any attempt to regulate the comnrons in

any way is bound to failure.
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distinctive ideological lens. Input controls were part of a wider political philosophy

that stressed the benefits of government intervention in the wider agenda of nation

states economic development. Input controls create certain incentives to catch certain

fish in certain ways at certain times. typically these controls have been accompanied

by other government initiatives to encourage entry into the fishery such as tax breaks,

low interest loans species-specific subsidies and joint marketing arrangements.

Consequently by criticising input-based controls in the way that they do authors such

as Hannesson (1996A) make known their political philosophy as well as their

management pref'erence.

Output-based regimes represent the second category of fisheries management

regulationl6. Proponents of output-based regulation systems such as the application of

individual transferable quotas (lTQs) view these systems as the only way to prevent a

tragedy of the commons scenario and the c.nly viable mechanism to end the race for

fish. Typically output-based regulation systems limit the total allowable catch from a

specific fish stock over the tishing season. Theoretically, the total allowable catch will

be set at a level presumed to be biologically and economically sustainable for the

season in order to prevent the biological collapse of the stock and the economic ruin

of the individual. ITQs. a type of output-based regulation, allocate either specific

rveights of fish or shares in the fishery to stakeholders. ITQs use market-based

cornpetition to resolve issues of scarcity. Theoretically each fisher knows how much

fish can be caught and how long they have to catch it, making investment decisions

easier. allowing fishers to fish closer to MEY and ending the race to fish. For rights-

based systems to be eff'ective setting the correct level of total allowable catch is

crucial, as is the need for adequate reporting and compliance.

Once they are established. output-based regulatory mechanisms develop a procedural

momentum that is unidirectional (Wallace, 1998). By establishing ITQs, the riglrts of

quota holders enable and constrain the subsequent decision making processes

associated with fisheries management. The emphasis on private property rights and

the processes associated with output-based management often highlight the

'u There are a large number of papers which provide an outline and critique of both input and output-

based regulation systerns, including Rees (2003), Crafton (1996), Hannesson (1991, 19968) Shallard

( | 9e6)
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ideological influences on the political decisions that led to their creation. Generally

ITQ regimes are a feature of neo-liberalising states. In New Zealand and lceland, the

coming to power of regimes, which espoused neo-liberal political philosophies in

direct contrast to the interventionist regimes that they replaced were accompanied by

the introduction of output-based fisheries management mechanisms, In both contexts

the re-regulation of fisheries was part of a wider socio-political program concerned

with re-inscribing productivity on the economy in new and different wayslT. In New

Zealand decisions made early in the reform process raised issues that have proved

contentious yet may be irreversible. Hersoug (2002) notes that, once established,

output-based mechanisms are path dependent and frame the decision making process

within a specific trajectory which governs how outcomes are constitutedls.

Resource rentals, the third regulatory mechanism, tax fishers a specific amount of

their pecuniary gain for the right to harvest fisheries resources that previously

belonged to no one. There is debate concerning the economic and moral implications

of resource rentals as a management tool. Wallace (1998) l'eels fishers should be

obliged to pay a rental for the exclusive right to harvest a public resource, She feels

rentals are necessary, as apay back to wider society for the right to harvest a resource

that others may rvish remain intact. Hannesson (1993) criticises resource rentals as too

simplistic, claiming that to be effective they would need to be adjusted over time to

take into account the complexities of the marine environment and the vagaries

inherent in stock fluctuation. Talley (1999) criticises resource rentals from an industry

perspective stating that in New Zealand as access had historically been free, resource

rentals compromise the right of fisherman to operate and can only drive down profit.

Talley's criticism implies that commercial fishers created the resource through their

own labours and investments and as a consequence the government has no right to

" fn New Zealand output-based regulation systems economic were mean to re-inscribe productivity by

reducing levels of investment in the fishery by Iimiting the amount of species-specific fish quota

available to individuals. The subsequenl aggregation of quota at the levels that occurred was an

unintended outcome of this form of regulation. See Annala (1996) for more information.

'* Hersoug's (2002) account nray be a little too positivist. lt may be possible through the political

process to renegotiate the meaning of "harvest rights" to break down the path dependency of the

decision making process.
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charge a rental as a form of royalty. Talley's position overlooks that historically the

frcedom of access to frsh in New Zealand was part of a government led national

development project. As part of this project fisher"s tieedoms were created through a

series of loans, subsidies and catch incentives. Resource rentals are relatively rare

(Hannesson, 1991). In New Zealand resource rentals were removed from fisheries

management legislation between 1989 and 1995 (Wallace. 1998).

Rights-based management: ideological construct or the ideal solution?

Since Gordon's time, support has grown from within the discourse of marine resource

economics for rights-based fisheries management systems. Writing from a

Scandinavian context, Hannesson has been one of the long-time staunch supporters of

rights-based management. I-lannesson ( 1991, l9964.8) outlines how, theoretically,

rights-based nranagement regimes potentially alleviate both economic and

environnrental concerns relating to the fishery. Furthermore, Hannesson (1991) claims

that harvest rights themselves provide an incentive and inspiration for sound

management of all aspects of the resource. Hanncsson (19964.: l13) asserts that

rights-based regimes are an inevitability. stating: "our econornic history can be

viewed as a process of establishing exclusive rights to things and to resources, as well

as social systems that endorse. control and protect such rights". Hannesson (19964:

I l4) uses an imperative tense, suggesting that fisheries management must: "harness

the useful institution of property rights for the common good" and asserting that

property rights are a type of reward, which allow fishers "to enjoy the fruits of one's

own effort or resffaint". Hannesson's statement reflects his expectation that private

propeny rights are essential for the successful exploitation of fishery resources. In this

context Flannesson implies a nan'ow definition of success seemingly analogous with

profit maximisation and fiscal efficiency.

Mansfield (2004) examines horv private property regimes became embedded during

as the ideal solution to all problems facing fisheries management in the 1950s and

1960s. Mansfield (2004) 'u'iews the embedding process as a victory of a rapidly

developing and aggressively espoused economic theory over a biological precedent.

Mansfield (2004:316) argues that it was in the 1960s that economic theory came to be

seen as the onll,answ'er to the fisheries management problematic, stating: "ln this

view, economic efficiency is the key to social and environmental welfare: individual

rational decision making in free markets results in the greater good for all."
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A number of theorists from within marine resource economics and outside its

discursive boundaries question this entrenched position. These critics are sceptical of

the inevitability of output-based controls, their economic consequences, and of horv

some economic theorists have misappropriated Hardin's tragedy of the commons

metaphor to justify and legitirnate their position. Copes (1986). a noted marine

economist, illustrates the diff'erence between the economic ideals of rights-based

management systems and the difficulties in their actual implementation. Copes

(1986:288) questions the conventional wisdom of rights-based fisheries regimes.

claiming that "The advocates of the individual quola probably have made too much of

the property rights aspects of the scheme. The rights to the fish stock bestowed by the

individual quota even in the form of ITQ are still (ar fiom specified property rights".

Copes (1986:288) seems to be promoting a more flexible self critical and context

dependent form of marine resource economics stating that: "Experience so far

suggests that we should be non-dogmatic in our choice of management technique and

that we should select from the array of available fisheries management devices, the

combination that is most beneficial and least deficient in any particular set of

circumstances". Such statements show that for Copes an ewarene.ss of conlexl is vilql

.fbr successful .fisheries managentent. This thesis builds on Copes' statement to show

how in New Zealand rights-based regimes mitigates the potential for context

dependent management decisions. Boyce (1992:386) writing in response to Copes

suggests that while rights-based systems do address the common property

externalities outlined by Copes they do not address what he labels as 'production

externalities' such as spatial and temporal fluctuations in stock density. Boyce (1992)

implies that because a number of Copes's criticisms are not backed up by

mathematical analysis that they should be dismissed. Boyce's statements represent a

defence of the orthodox use of the tragedy of the commons metaphor within marine

resource economics.

Copes' challenge regarding how resource economists use the tragedy of the commons

is unusual as it comes from v'ithin marine resource economics. It has been more

common fbr discursivs challenges to originate from outside its epistemological

boundaries. Dasgupta (1982:8) indicates that problems associated with the tragedies

of the commons scenarios often stem from viewing common property resources from

a strictly empirical "market fundamentalist" position. Dasgupta implies that marine
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resource economics is a heterogeneous discipline, its complexity necessitating

analysis from a variety of subjective positions. Dasgupta (1982:6) questions the

necessity for the exploitation of a common property resource to result in tragedy,

suggesting: "freedom in the commons does not necessarily bring ruin to all; in fact it

may ruin none".

Since the 1980's a number of social anthropological studies of common property

theory reached sirnilar conclusions to Dasgupta (McCay and Acheson, 1987, Berkes

1989, Johanne s et al.. 2000). These studies have focussed on community based

cooperative management strategies that rely on forms of traditional ecological

knowledge. These studies show that in some common property resources there is no

tragedy of the commons. Mansfield (2004:318) refers to such cases as situations

where a "benefit of the commons" exists rather than its more traditional opposite.

Mansfield (2004) uses these studies to illustrate that rational social institutions can

modify economic thought. Studies such as Johannes et al. (2000) illustate the risks of

irnplenrenting new technologies of exploitation. either in the form of new

management regulations such as rights-based regimes or harvesting equipment.

Johannes et al. (2000) argues that these technologies disturb the institutions and

agreements that bind existing management regimes. leading to the development of a

'tragedy of the comrnons' situation b,"'. redistributing the benefits of the resource.

Buck-Cox (1985) contends that the tragedy associated with Hardin's commons

metaphor is in how it has been epistemologically appropriated by different groups to

suit their own rreeds. Buck-Cox (1985:50) considers the metaphor to be a form of

"tonypandy", a theoretical construct thal is reported and memorialised inaccurately

but consistently, until the resulting fiction is believed to be an established truth. While

not specifically focussed on fisheries Buck-Cox (1985:50) notes that economists

empirical considerations of a "value rational economic man" pursuing his self interest

without limits is unrealistic and clouds the inherent complexity in economic decision

rnaking concerning the use of environtnental resources.

McEvoy (1988) outlines another key challenge to how some economists apply the

tragedy of the commons metaphor. McEvoy (1988) contends that economists wrongly

use Hardin's argument to justify the use of profit as the sole measure of success in

rights-based management regimes. She (1988) questions the use of profit as an

indicator because it isnores environmental and social externalities and does not
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account for long-term values that are difficult to characterise. Palsson and Helgason

(1996) criticise the simple assumptions inherent within descriptions of rights-based

management that espouse assurances of sustainable fish stocks. They argue that a

market approach to fisheries management cannot ensure responsible resource use as

the commodification of fisheries resources ignores the complexities of how

management practices are constituted

Following Palsson and Helgason, Mansheld (2004) also questions the market

approach to the commons question. Mansfield (2004) traces the relationship between

private property rights and market rationality. Mansfield (2004) claims that there is no

natural relationship between property rights and market rationality, yet concludes that

"when property rights are tied explicitly to solving the tragedy of open access, they

are about market based resource exploitation". Moreover, Mansfield (2004) asserts

that within marine resource economics the discursive fbcus of private property rights

has, since the 1950s, led to the establishment of a neo-liberal trajectory in fisheries

and conflated the privatisation of a common property rcsource and the marketisation

of private property rights, Mansfreld (2004:314) rejects this conflation, stating:

"privatisation and marketisation are not the same thing, yet in neo-liberal approaches

they are tied together through the presumption that private property rights are

necessary for markets to work, and that markets are necessary for optimal economic

and environnrental behaviour", Manstjeld (2004:321) uses ITQ regimes as evidence

to support her hypothesis. She asserts that nation states use ITQs to "create a market

for access where one did not exist before and the method is to assign property rights

that can be held by individuals and groups and that can be sold or leased in the

marketplace". For Mansfield (2004) ITQs are crucial to her argument as they

represent a regime that privatises and marketises a previously open access resource.

A further misappropriation of the tragedy: rights-based approaches to

co-management arrangements?

To generalise, ongoing debate befween neo-classical econornists espousing private

property rights and social scientists advocating alternative approaches to the

management of common property resources is unlikely to abate. However, there have

been a number of attempts to synthesise thc arguments of the opposing camps and

form an inclusive discourse for continued scholarship. Brox (1990) provides an early

example of such work. LIe urges that critics of the appropriated epistemological status
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of the commons metaphor should not reject all the tenets of marine resource

economics, stating: (1990:228): "We can say goodbye to all participants in the debate

who consider common property theory as a true representation of the world. and those

who disrniss the same theory because it has been falsihed". Brox (1990) suggests that

the problematic is discursive and episternological. For Brox (1990:229) what prevents

social scientists fiom using marine resollrce economics as a tool are the: 'overy

different scientiflc traditions of the opposing camps". Furthermore, Brox (1990)

claims the homogeneous view of the assumptions that frame the tragedy of the

comrnons within marine resource economics has the potential to stimulate important

and interesting research rvithin the social sciences, Brox's statement is an early

indication of the intellectual space for a new and different trans-disciplinary discourse

that is accessible to all. Brox implies that by broadening their ontological scope,

social scientists and marine economists can achieve an integrated understanding.

Brox (1990:229) argues that altering the methodologies rvithin both fields could lead

to more useful outcomes, stating: "as soon as we agree that colnmon property theory

is part of the language in which we describe and analyse the world, we start to ask

nerv and more interesting questions". While Brox's suggestions encourage social

scientists and resource economists to form an integrated discourse, establishing a

tlajectory for action is more difficult. fhis thesis responds to Brox's challenge. It uses

a range of epistemological tools to highlight how the assumptions of marine resource

economics are constituted and how this discourse enables and constrains New

Zealand's fisheries n'lanagement. It highlights the possibilities that may stem from

integrated socio-scientific inquiry and how this discourse can contribute to new

management outcomes.

Co-management represents one mechanism that draws from both economic and social

science discourse. Conceptually, the co-management discourse in fisheries has

developed since the l980s.le This discourse emerged as authors questioned the role of

the nation state in resource management decision making. Hersoug and Ranes (1997)

contend that co-management regimes reflect an admission that centralised

management structures cannot ensure the sustainable utilisation of marine resources.

''' To trace the evolution of co-management discourse see Jentoft (1989) and Pinkerton (1989)
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For Holm et al. (2000:353) co-management "takes as its premise the crisis in the lack

of legitimacy of the top down approach, leading to low compliance, ineffective

regulations, and high monitoring and enforcement costs". Typically, the co-

management of fisheries refers nanowly to regimes that involve fishers themselves.

Hersoug and Ranes (1997:357) state: "the idea was quite simply that by engaging in

management they (fishers) would act more responsibly toward the long-term goal of

sustainability". According to Jentofl (1989) such engagement with fishers is crucial as

it enables co-management regimes to legitimise management decisions among a wide

range of stakeholders. Consequently such systems best ensure the interests of fishers

themselves are represented, resulting in enhanced compliance with the regulations.

Townsend (1995) asserts that Jentoft's (1989) examination of co-management is too

simplistic as it implies that co-management can only be thought of as stemming from

cooperative structures. Townsend, (1995:40) stresses that co-management is a

democratic process and as a result "is not explicitly tied to any particular set of

institutional rules". By emphasising that corporate co-management arrangements are

democratic processes, Townsend assumes that individual stakeholders have equal

rights in determining what the rules should be. This thesis questions Townsend's

assumptions and investigates how in the New Zealand context corporatist co-

management arranges have resulted in unequal opportunities for representation in the

management process.

For Townsend (1995:42) the transf'erability of harvest rights is the key to the process.

Townsend compares individual fishers to stock holders in a large company. He states:

"A stockholder can sell the future stream of benefits to another party by selling their

shares". Consequenlly Townsend (1995) implies that corporatist co-management

structures share a symbiotic relationship with rights-based management regimes that

extol the virtues of ITQ rights to lish stocks in perpetuity. Townsend's analogy

emphasises an assumed simplicity in economic decision making and may

underestimate the complexities of share market trading. More signiticantly,

Townsend's statements indicate how the epistemological misappropriation of the

tragedy of the commons thesis associated with rights-based regime legitimates a rigid

ontological position from which some resource economists advocate for the

widespread implementation of co-management strategies dominated solely by

commercial fishing firms, independent of context, as investment in these companies
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will provide the best lorrg-term returns to individuals. For Townsend, and other

marine resource economists. returns are measured narrowly in terms of capital gain.

Hersoug and Ranes, (1997) provide a further example of this type of reasoning. Their

work is infused with neo-liberal ideology and outlines two supposed "benefits" that

arise exclusively following the implementation of systems u'hich have adopted the

corporatist interpretation of co-management. First, they hold that corporatist

management regimes confirnr the legitimacy of decision making as stakeholders share

responsibility for the outcomes of this process. Second, they argue that only a

corporatist system of decision rnaking can ellsure the process is free from political

interferenc"tO. Th. outcomes that stem from the relationship between these 'benefits'

are mutually reinforcing and bene'fit certain stakeholders at the expense of others.

Furthennore, thel' establish a nalrow rationalist conception of successful management

outcomes and destabilise the legitimacy of alternate goals. Consequently those

stakeholders who do benefit use their 'success' to justify the legitimacy of the

decisions that led to the start up conditions being established.

Holm et al. (2000) further criticise the simplicity of Jentoft's original co-management

argument. They suggest (2000:354) that, by seeking to re-invent the community based

regulation of the past, proponents of .lentoft's argument view co-management as "if
modernity never happened". Holrn et al. (2000) believe that context is crucial to the

design of successful co-management regimes. Consequently such design requires an

exploration of the dif terent contexts bctween traditional and contemporary forms of

resource managernent practice. This thesis adopts a political economy perspective that

emphasises how the differences involve questions of how decisions are made, which

stakeholders are included and excluded in the management process and how the

returns tiom management decisions are conceptualised, produced and distributed.

Holm et al. (2000) call for a re-definition of the co-management debate. They contend

that the current discourse is too inclusive and has become bogged down in addressing

the wider issues concerned with the sustainability of the fishery such as conflict over

tn Hersoug and Ranes (1997) leave

possibility remains that they conflate

equitable distribution of rights.

the definition of political interference as an open question. The

such interference with any form of regulation designed to ensure
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resources or the structure of contemporary fish markets. Holm et al. (2000:362) feel

the co-management debate should focus specifically on the "institutional

arrangements that entail quite specific user participation". Holm et al.'s (2000) view

implies that a definitive and totalising version of co-management can be prescribed

independent of context. This view appears paradoxical with those who hold that a

more democratic ethos of co-management implies that it can take many forms.

The corporate approach to co-management of fisheries resources has been challenged

from two perspectives. First, Mansfield (2004) challenges Hannesson's (l9964,8)

concept that sustainable outcomes are an inevitable consequence of adopting a rights-

based management system. Mansfield questions whether by themselves, rights-based

regimes can ensure economic and environmental well-being, both of which, when

considered in tandem represent key parameters of the sustainable development

paradigm. Second. Symes (2001) questions whether it is possible for corporate

approaches to co-management to adopt a precautionary approach to decision making.

For Symes (2001) this type of approach is crucial to achieving sustainable hsheries

management. Symes (2001:325) delines a precautionary approach within a

commercial fishing context as implying "the adoption of radically diff'erent stralegic

objectives based on the assumptions that maintaining or enhancing the diversity,

productivity and integrity of marine ecosystems offers the best long-term guarantee

for the sustainability of commercial hsh stocks". For Symes (2001), ecological

integrity is more irnportant to the sustainable management of fisheries resources than

economic incentives designed to control access to the resource, increase profits and

promote competition between commercial stakeholders.

Such logic appears foreign to Townsend (1995) who implies that economic

imperatives can mitigate even the negative aft'ects of over-fishing on marine

ecosystems. Townsend's view of a precautionary approach is shaped by a series of

short-term concerns regarding the economic viability of fisheries. Townsend's

question appears to be: how can commercial operators survive if they adopt Symes'

definition of what a precautionary approach represents? Townsend (1995) asserts that

the environmental aft-ects of fishing should be addressed by environmental

organisations buf ing shares in the resource to ensure at least some of the commercial

catch remains untouched. Townsend, (1995:43) writes "such investments might be

rewarding both for the environmental goals and also for the endowment earning of the
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envirorunental organisation". Thus, Townsend's view appears fixed on a very narrow

interpretation of value maximisation in terms of sheer fiscal efficiency.

The problem of epistemological difference

The co-management debate developed out of a wider discourse concemed with the

concept of sustainability. While most authors acknowledge that co-management

strategies are primarily concerned with achieving sustainable futures, contention

surrounds what sustainability means and represents. Sustainability is a nebulous

concept, its interpretation by stakeholders, driven by their competing expectations and

opposing conceptual foci. Authors approach the sustainability debate from a variety of

informed positions. Social scientists, such as Mansfield (2004), use a holistic

interpretation of sustainability that incorporates a rvide range of economic and

envirorunental parameters into management decision making. Conversely some

economists such as Hannesson (l9964,8) use a narrower version of sustainability

based on providing economic incentivcs lbr the continued harvest of marine resources

irr the tuture.

The epistemc''logical diflbrences that frame how sustainability is constituted are a

source of contention in managenlent debates. Proponents of competing management

mechanisms use different philosophical perspectives to frame regimes of resource

allocation. l'his range of perspectives has made the outcomes of successful

management diffrcult to characterise. Different authors use different frames of

reference. Copes (2002:5). tbr instance uses normative analysis as a lens, frarned by

the assumption that "the value of any management system lies in meeting society's

policy objective for fisheries management. consisting of acknowledged goals in three

areas, widely accepted by political consensus. These are resourc€ cotT,serralion,

econontic e.ffciency and sociql consideration.r. Positions such as that of Townsend

(1985. 1995). Anderson. (1977.2002) and l-lannesson (1991. 1993. l9964.8) are

flrarned by ideals that rel]ect that "fishery regulation is the reallocation of resources

lrom that combination existing under open access to a controlled system designed to

tttaxirnise lhe nel value of the econonl)) as a v,ho[e';, even if this maximum value is

concentrated amongst a small number of individual institutions (Anderson, 1977:152

emphasis added). These differences are primarily discursive although they do have

tangible effects. These competing ideals cause frustration amongst stakeholders

involved in actual management debates. Philosophical differences may be a barrier to
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information transfer as they force stakeholders to. constantly defend their ontological

position. Consequently. these differences may hinder the development of an

integrated management discourse and limit the potential of alternate management

arTangements.

Fisheries science: informed prediction or a pragmatic response to

ma nagement req u i rements?

Within marine management there has been much debate surrounding the viability of

stock assessment science as a management tool. A number of authors. within and

outside of the fisheries science community have been critical of elements of slock

assessment science, including its single species perspective (Symes 2001, Massey,

2003), its reliance on a flawed political process (Finlayson 1994, Hutchings et al.,

1997), the f'laws inherent in the scientific practice (Hutchings, 1999), its ignorance of

traditional ecological knowledge (Neis et al., 1999) its socio-economic irrplications

(Sinclair et al., 1999, Pew Oceans Commission, 2003) or a combination of the above

(Wallace. 1998). Pauly (1999:355) summarises much ol the criticism, stating

"flsheries science has recently lost much of its hard won credibility. partly because of

its continued perception, in spite of several fisheries induced collapses, of narrow

industry interests as the only legitimate clients for its services and the apparent

unwillingness of many fisheries scientists to rely on broad ecological knorvledge so

l-ar accumulated to support management approaches based on precautionary

principles." Preikshot (1998:14) makes the observation that many of the failures of

fisheries science do not represent its inability to address scientitlc questions, rather,

"in the broad sense that advice generated from fisheries scientists' work has often

been misused, misunderstood, and misrepresented". Preikshot's argument implies that

monitoring the behavioural responses that comprise the outcomes of fisheries science

advice is as crucial as monitoring the stocks themselves.

Despite this criticism, f'rsheries science and single species stock assessmenls are

cornerstones of most commercial management regimes worldwide. In rights-based

management systems, single species assessments are fundamental. as harvest rights

are generally species-specific. In such systems. while quota can be purchased fbr a

number of species, rights are generally mutually exclusive. Stock assessment is

generally an iterative process, as monitoring operations are carried out from year to

year. Hilborn and Walters (1992) maintain that the key to developing a successful
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stock monitoring program is to ensure assessment is carried out early in the

development of the fishery before fishing distorts the age, size and sex structure of the

remaining biomass. [f these parameters are established early enough Hilborn and

Walters (1992) contend that stock assessment may act to make informed predictions

of how fish stocks will react to fishing pressure and provide an early warning signal

preventing over-fishing and over-capitalisation. Consequently, stock assessment can

be a catalyst for mana-qement action, but is not a fisheries management function in

and of itself. IManagement decisions still require judgernent calls to be made even

though these may be based on evidence drawn from fisheries science.

Alternative approaches to guiding management decision making

Bayesian statistical analysis and the stochastic rnodelling of individual fish stocks are

crucial guides to fisheries management decision making. However. these methods

generate information solely concerned with various individual species. A number of

authors have proposed a methodology for incorporating stock assessment practices

into a framework tbr supporting an ecosystems modelling approach to fisheries

management. I-ike single species stock assessment models, ecosystem modelling

remains a process of abstracting reality and are just one of many representations of

natural systems that shape human understandings of the environment. Pickett and

Cadenasso. (2002:5) describe other similes used concurrently to portray ecosystem

concepts including:'ecosystem as machine'"'ecosystem as an organism', and the

'ecosystem as an algorithrn', all ol'which reprcsent attempts by hunans to come to

terms with the complexity of environmental systems2l.

Pickett and Cadenasso, (2002) describe how ecological modelling draws information

from a wide range of disciplinary sources, including. ecology, environmental history,

economics and the social sciences. Such trans-disciplinarity emphasises the

complexity of ecosystems and the interaction between the biotic, abiotic and human

spheres. For Pickett and Cadenasso (2002) trans-disciplinary models hold three

advantages over other models in ensuring prudent management decisions. Firstly.

trans-disciplinary models focus on relationships between organisms rather than

individuals thernselves or individual stocks. Such a focus highlights the

t' For more inforrnation on the 'ecosystem as an organism" see Bunyard ( 1996)
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interconnectedness of marine ecosystems and human interests. By adopting a trans-

disciplinary focus, ecosystem models consider human impact on the environment as

part of a larger ongoing process driving environmental change. Secondly, trans-

disciplinary models foster communication between scientists, economists and olhers

who share different epistemological backgrounds and use a wide range of

methodologies while conducting research. Thirdly, trans-disciplinary models foster

communication between interested stakeholder groups. Such communication presents

a further opportunity for network realignment regarding the environmental affects of

fishing on marine ecosystems, Consequently trans-disciplinary models are ongoing

projecls rather than strict input output systems and can be designed to provide ample

opportunify for translation to occur. The shared understanding stemming from the

range of knowledges used in ecosystem modelling is an example of how translation

can lead to network realignment that may reduce unceftainty and result in better

fisheries management advice. By incorporating aspects of different discourses into

new forms of knowledge, trans-disciplinary ecosystems models can lead to those with

diff-erent interests, skill sets and experiences to work as part of the same network

towards the same goal.

Scientists and others build trans-disciplinary models in different ways flom other

interdisciplinary or disciplinary research approaches. These diff'erences are important

as they results in trans-disciplinary knowledge circulating in dift-erent channels or in

opposition to existing knowledge. Pauly et al. (19988) describe attempts to create a

trans-disciplinary model using an ecosystems-approach for the Georgia Strait in

British Columbia, Canada. This study modelled reconsructions of past and present

ecosystems using a range of scientific, anthropological and archaeological da1a, oral

histories and traditional ecological knowledge. Following analysis of this range of

data, this project's primary policy goal is to develop an ecosystem 'rebuilding plan'

based on the blueprint provided by past ccosystems. For Priekshot (1998) the trans-

disciplinarity of the reconstruction offers altemate perspectives on how fisheries

management could deal with ecological issues. Pitcher (1998) stresses that this

project's guiding ethos is environmental rebuilding, rather than sustainable

ecosystems or maximum sustainable yield. For Pitcher (1998:5) adopting this

approach is crucial to reversing "the ratchet-like ecological processes caused by
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human fishing. which have been largely ignored by a fisheries science primarily

concerned rvith single species population dynamics".

Priekshot (1998.t states that the key challenge facing inter-disciplirrary approaches is

their implementation into the management process. which, he holds in the past. has

been based on singie species assessments and a narrow definition of fisheries science.

Consequently. Preikshot implies that studies .focussed on under.slanding the

as.sentblage of relutionships lhal constitute an interdisciplinarlt approach may be

catalysts ./br change. Priekshot's key challenge essentially ref'ers to the lack of

aligrunent in e>listing networks of knowledge exchange. unintentionally Priekshot has

identitjed that the lack of translation within existing management paradigms prevents

potentialiy useful information from being used to bring about change. The thesis

examines the validitl' of Preikshot's claim u'ith reference to New Zealand's fisheries

management milieu and extends his interdisciplinary template to address translation

and create trans-disciplinary enquiry.

Conclusion: trans-disciplinary approaches, shaping the future form of

fisheries management discourse

Chapter three holds that current interpretations of marine management stem from a

combination of two emerging bodies of knowledge. Together, fisheries science and

marine resource econonlics have long dominated discussions that have shaped the

sustainable management of fisheries. This chapter examines both these discourses and

the linkages between thern. Both these discourses were originally pillars of modern

progressive conservatism and during the 1950s. 1960s and 1970s. marginalised

fisheries management as the sole responsibility of a political process guided by

scientific expert advice. The progressive paradigm proved a conceptual basis for a

number of national development strategies to facilitate the utilisation of natural

marine resources. Progressil'e conservatism replaced the earlier equilibrium paradigm

that was based on the concept of the inexhaustibility of marine resources. Stock

assessment strategies based on the concept of sustainable yield underpinned this

paradigm shifi. Conceptually these strategies were based on a simple relationship

between harvest rates and natural population increase and ignored the potential effects

of wider biological and environmental complexity.
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Fisheries science remains a vital part of fisheries management decision making. The

discourse has developed since the 1970s to incorporate elements of ecological and

environmental science. This theoretical expansion in scope reflects an increased

emphasis on the complexity of biological systems. Bayesian modelling that highlights

a range of possible outcomes have replaced stock assessment strategies based on

singular cause and effect. Despite this emphasis on complexity, single species stock

assessments remain the most widely used management strategy, A number of authors

have advocated for the adoption of a precautionary ecosystems-approach to fisheries

management, but these approaches remain rare, as for many individuals experienced

solely with management systems based on marine resource economics and fisheries

science, they are difficult to conceptualise let alone establish and implement. (Dayton

et al., 2002,Symes, 200 I )

Since the 1970s there has been a proliferation of economic discourse that argues that

the state's prescriptive role in input-based fisheries regulation encourage the over

exploitation of marine resources and prevent profit maximisation (Anderson, 1977,

Hannesson, l99l). These authors argue that ITQ based management systems

precipitate rights-holder participation in the management process and ensure

economic and environmental sustainability. This discourse has become entrenched as

the dominant language of management in many countries as marine resource

economists have misappropriated aspects of Hardin's (1968) tragedy of the commons

thesis. The economic origins of the dominant language of management not only limit

the aims of management practice to an epistemological terrain concerned with

rnaximising the fiscal return on investment but also legitimate the practices that

ensure this goal is realised. Despite this dominance, a range of alternate discourses

stress different management goals. Stakeholders who use these discourses to inform

their views on what management should represent may be marginalised as their views

are based on different economic and environmental goals. This chapter has

emphasised the conceptual battle in the theoretical literature over which approach is

best and the extent translation is required to align these divergent networks.

Chapter three argues that fisheries management has developed out of the progressive

paradigm and remains an epistemological hybrid. stemming from a heterogeneous

combination of socio-economic and scientific inquiry that has been constantly re-

constituted. In New Zealand and ol'erseas the progressive paradigm was justified as
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part of a state sponsored national economic development project during an ideological

era that emphasised goverrurent involvement in economic decision making for the

purpose of national development. [n contrast. when initiated, New Zealand's rights-

based approach was infused with devolution. While the ideological climate may have

shifled away from this viewpoint its legacy remains implicit within fisheries

management that remains focussed on promoting individual profitability through

sustainable utilisation. Quota holders use economic theory to justify this specificity by

highlighting how rights-based systems ensure sustainable economic and

environmental outcomes. 'fhis justification may be based on f'alse pretences as it uses

a strictly defined concept of sustainability as the sole indicator of management

success. An increasing volume of research suggests a number of potential problems

associated with using sustainability as a guiding principle for fisheries management

(Pauly et al., 19988, Priekshot, 1998).

Management debates have evolved considerably in the previous century and there is

little evidence to suggest this process will abate. Ilowever, despite the historical

precedent for change proposals regarding alternate management mechanisms remain

relatively rare. It remains to be seen if translation is possible and if these challenges

can affect the status quo. The factors influencing change are interrelated; and include

ideological shifts, a transformed rationale for management as w'ell as methodological

and theoretical development. These drivers of change remain implicit within the

management process as well as standing apart from it. A continued locus on how

these changes will influence the management process may prove crucial for predicting

future outcon:res. At present change is.sloved b),stakeholders'adherence to specific

discourses as the sole .solution -for complex management problenrs. Each of these

discourses is based on assumptions that are embedded in current management

practice. This discursive specifrcity limits translation and mutual understanding,

ensures path dependency and discourages the application of new management

approaches. The establishment of a trans-disciplinary management discourse that

incorporates elements of marine resource economics. fisheries science and marine

ecology may be needed for alternate management practices to be established.

Since the early 20th Century three competing discourses have driven fisheries

management in particular directions. Knowledge pertaining to management circulates

within an intellectual terrain derived fiom the relationship between fisheries
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eoonorniCIs, fishedes sciense and marine e.oolo.gy. The re-lationship, 6.**n these

diseoureEs is ongoulg and has been re-con-stituted many tirnes in response to

devetroprnents ,from within the milieu and outside of its epistemological boundaries.

This ohapter has emphasised the importance of context in fisheries management

discussions aud the historical traces in tlae key literature that translation is posrsible

Chapter four ge,es on to outline how the rclationohip belween the disco,nises has been

interpreted modified, apptied and, translated inthe New Zealwd context cubninating

in a sffong tradition sf how fisheries sc'ienee turd management is con$tituted. Chapter

four's rergul'anory histo-ry of fisheries science and management institutions presents the

tangible outc,oxnes of this tran:slation pr.oc€ss while chapter five and six dEscribes the

irnglications of these,outeom e$ for eco lo gic al informatio.r F.a,ns f€r.
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Chapter Four

Re-regulation in New Zealand: implications for

sciencefisheries management

Introduction: economic, social and scientific reform, a new rationale for
governing

Chapter four examines the affects of New Zealand's neo-liberal re-regulation during

the 1980s and 1990s on the fisheries science/management milieu. 'l'his re-regulation

reshaped the relationship between fisheries management and ecological science and

created the conditions that led to current management arrangements. Chapter fbur has

three intenelated goals. Firstly. it provides a chronological investigation of New

Zealand's fisheries management regulation focussed on the period leading up to the

1986 establishment of the Quota Management System (QMS). Secondly, the chapter

outlines the development of fisheries science and other marine research associated

with flsheries management to explain the current lack of alignment belrveen different

institutions involved in management. The discussion also focuses on the period of the

1980s and 1990s, leading up to and following the establishment of the National

Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research CNIWA) in 1992 and the advent of

contestable funding for sciencel.

The re-regulation of New Zealand's marine management and science systems has

meant that scientific knowledge circulates in seemingly exclusive networks of

'scientists', and'others'. Prior to 1990 most govemment sponsored marine research

had been carried out by scientists employed at the Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries (MAF), the same institution responsible lbr the implementation of fisheries

management policy. The re-regr"llation resulted in the separation of specific research

and management institutions and represented the lbrced realignment of the previous

' NIWA is New Zealand's larsest marine science service nrovider

the

and
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milieu2. Such re-regulation had a specific, ideologically informed focus on changing

what had come before. These changes in the way science was governed had a

fundamental eflect on how scientific objectivity was conceptualised and on how

scientitlc practices r,r'ere constituted. A number of authors have discussed the potential

of various govemance regimes to create bias preventing an objective scientific

researclr process (Wallace, 1998, Hutchings et aL.,1997).

The chapter's third goal is to examine the evolution of the discourse surrounding the

objectivity/subjectivity dualism in physical science. Chapter four outlines the social-

constructivist response tc positivist claims concerning objectivity in science and uses

a post-structural lens to unravel this discursive dualism. In post-structural discourse

objective science is a process of dialogue between stakeholders, the conceptual,

contextual and cultural constructs of science, and observable phenomena. A post-

structural approach acknowledges that scientific objectivity changes in response to

developments in the networks that determine its defrnition.

Through this tlree-tiered analysis. chapter lbur describes the changing rationale for

managing fishery resources and conducting marine research in New Zealand. The

chapter examincs the implications of neo-liberal governance on management

regulation and the research process. Chapter four reasons that New Zealand's neo-

liberal re-regulation of fisheries rnanagement and fisheries science has transformed

the governance relations between the disciplines informing these activities.

Consequently, re-regulation has redefined the conduct of 'doing fisheries' in this New

Zealand. The chapter examines the reasoning behind such transformation and

illustrates how fisheries are managed as part of a commercial govemance regirne.

Chapter four provides evidence of how, in a Ne"r' Zealand context, bounded systems

of knowledge and practice have been constituted in fisheries management. so

generating trajectories that make it harder for stakeholders to recognise the potential

value of translating cross-boundary conversations. Chapters five and six follow on

t In 1995 what had been the Ministry of Agriculture

Agriculture and the Ministry of Fisheries (MFISH).

personnel were reassigned from the MFISH to NIWA,

created in 1992.

and Fisheries was split into the Ministry of

Following this split, a number of research

the Crown Research lnstitute that had been
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from this discussion and examine how commercial governance has come to dominate

fisheries science and marine management.

A regulatory history of New Zealand fisheries management

A number of authors have traced the regulatory history of New Zealand fisheries

management (Cullen and Memon, 1990, Hersoug, 2002, Straker et al., 2002). This

section provides a succinct overview of previous work and makes no claim to be

exhaustive3. This section provides a historical context for the subsequent analysis.

The review begins in the period following European colonisation and the

establishment of the Colonial Government in 1840 and concentrates on changes in the

Government's involvement in fisheries manasement as well as the chanees in

rationale that underpin these moves.

The New Zealand Government has alu,ays been involved in the management of the

fishery to varying degrees, despite periods of seeming reluctance. Government

involvement in fisheries is comparable to a pendulum swinging between

interventionist and non-interventionist extremes. The early regulation of New Zealarfi

fisheries show that goverrrment in the lgtl'century, following Huxleyian tradition,

viewed fishing as a public right. Fishing was open to all and access to fisheries

resources was unrestricted (Nightingale, 1992). Following this period, and for most of
the twentieth century, the Government sought control of the fishery through input-

based controls, regulating what species were to be targeted, the appropriate levels of
catch, the capture processes, and responsibility for the marketing and destination of
exported catch. Following the establishment of the QMS in 1986 input-based controls

were replaced by output-based controls as the Govemment sought to devolve itself of
responsibility for aspects of fisheries managementa. Hersou g (2002:27) describes the

-' This review does not investigate for instance the relationship between customary fishing rights,

guaranteed under the Treaty of Waitangi and fisheries management. Prior to European arrival, Maori

groups had already established a series of long standing site specific management practices. These

practices were often very different from those established by the colonial Government. Despite the

signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, Maori traditional rights to fish and naditional management sysrems

were gradually eroded through the nineteenth and twentieth century before being reasserted through the

QMS process (See Russelland Campbell. 1999,1.

a 
See previous chapter for a description ofinput and ourput-based fisheries management controls.
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extent of these changes. noting: "Within 100 years of modern, government planned

and implemented fisheries management, New Zealand had gone full circle" (Figure

4.0).

Figure 4.0: New Zealand's fisheries management regimes 184O-present day

Legislative

developments

Mode of regulation Management

responsibilit-v

I 840/1908 Ad hoc approach to

management

Primarily unrestricted

access

Series of temporary

forms of input-based

regulation

Government

l 908/l 983 Fisheries Act 1908 Strict input-based

regulation

Govemment

1983n999 Fisheries Act 1983

QMS le86

Fisheries Act 1996

Strict output-based

regulation

Commercial

stakeholders

1999-

Government control of the fishery: clashing ideals of development and

conservation

As early as 1865 pressure on the fishery due to over-fishing led to calls for

government regulation to replace the existing regime of unrestricted access (Ackroyd

et al., 1990). Various governments passed a number of lesser Acts in an ad hoc

manner relating to aspects of fishing or specific fisheries in the later part of the 19th

Amended Fisheries Act

1999

Pri marily output-based

restrictions

Partnership

approach
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Centurys. Straker et al. (2002) note that these reactive attempts at fisheries

management displayed confusion between the conflicting objectives of industry

development and resource conservation. These early attempts at regulation were

superseded by the Fisheries Act 1908, New Zealand's first piece of legislation

designed to cover all aspects of fishing that remained in place until 1983. The original

Act was amended in 1945 fbllowing the 1937 investigation of the Sea Fisheries

Investigation Committee. This committee represented the first in a series of

subsequent investigations that concluded that the New Zealand fishing industry was

overcapitalised. In response the goverrrrent implemented many of its

recommendations to regulate fishing vessels through licensing and deter new entrants

into the fishery.

In the 1960s a number of developments shaped the future of New Zealand's tisheries

management. In 1963 a further amended Fisheries Act abolished the strict licensing

control of the past two decades in order to diversiff the commercial fishing industry,

improve its efficiency and boost its profitability. This amendment was the

Govermnent's response to mounting criticism of licensing arrangements lrom the

commercial sector that argued that existing arrangements stifled industry performance

and encouraged practices that over exploited existing fish stocks. Also, at this time,

the govemment established The Fishing Industry Board rvith a mandate to promote

and oversee the development of the New Zealand industry and ensure it tultllled its

economic potential (Nightingale, I 992)6.

While these developments lessened direct government conrol of the fishing industry,

other developments in the 1960s showed that the government still viewed fisheries

management as a core role of the state. The 1965 Tenitorial Sea and Fishing Act

established the 12 mile exclusive fishing zone around the New Zealand coast. This

Act nationalised New Zealand's inshore waters and prevented foreign vessels from

accessing inshore fisheries. Following the 1968 national development conference the

goverrrment was directly responsible for financing New Zealand fishing vessels initial

5 Straker et at. (2002:16) outline a number of these Acts including the Oyster Fisheries Acts

(1866,1869.1892); F'ish Protection Act (1877): Fisheries Conservation Act (1884) and the Fisheries

Encouragenrent Act (l 885).

u A pre-cursor ofthe current Seafood lndustry Council.
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involvement in commercial scale deep-water fishing. This move into deep-water

operations precipitated an expansion in the size of several fishing companies as New

Zealand operators experienced an especially profitable boom period (I..lightingale,

1992). Without government support this expansion would not have been possible. The

government provided loans and mortgages to suppor-t vessel and equipment purchases

with the aim to increase the local consumption of fish products and increase export

sales.

During the 1970s the state reasserted its managerial role of the fishing sector. The

Fisheries Act rvas again amended in 1977 in an attempt to preserve high value inshore

stocks such as craylish (Ackroyd et al., 1990). Government policy was spatially

difTerentiated. T'he state simultaneously encouraged New Zealand companies to enter

the deep water tishing fleet, w'hile inshore fishers were limited to operating in an

environment controlled by vessel permits, fishing licenses, and catch and area

restrictions. Such diflerentiation shows that in 100 years of fisheries management a

range of government policy had not resolved the contlicting objectives of commercial

expansion and resource conservation.

A precursor for change? The establishment of the 200 mile Exclusive

Economic Zone (EEZI

The developments of the 1960s and 1970s were part of subsequent New Zealand

goverrrments inrport substitution industrialisation strategy. During the 1960s and

1970s the Government continued to view the fishing industry as part of a nation-

building project trying to convert natural resource production to added value

industrial activity (Wade, 2001 ). Wallace ( 1998) suggests that government

involvement in the deep w'ater fishing industry r,vas typical of the interventionist

'think big' policies of the period designed to ensure New Zealand's economic self-

sufficiency. In 1978 the Minister of Fisheries J.B. Bolger highlighted the role of the

state in the development of the flrshery in the key note address at the 1978 Demersal

Fisheries Conference, stating: "For too long the potential of the New Zealand fishing

industry went unrecognised and it has only been in recent times that sufficient

encouragement has been given to the fishing industry for it to achieve anything like its

ultimate potential". However, while the offshore fleet was expanding in the 1960s and

1970s its catch capacity was limited compared to that of foreign vessels operating in

waters beyond the territorial 12 mile limit. Beyond l2 miles the government had no
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jurisdiction and was powerless to prevent foreign vessels fiom catching as much fish

as fast as possible with no regard fbr the sustainability of the resource (Rennie, 1997).

In 1977 the New Zealand government passed the Territorial Sea and Exclusive

Economic Zone Act in response to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea.7. The Act extended the zone of control surrounding New Zealand's coastline

from 12 to 200 miles. Following the Act, New Zealand's tenitorial waters

encompassed 1.2 million square nautical miles and stretched lrom tropical waters,

north of the Kermadec Islands, to sub-Antarctic waters to the south of Campbell

Island (Figure L0) (Rennie, 1997). Rennie (2000) states that the vast scale of New

Zealand's EEZ and New Zealand's isolated spatial location ensure that while the

marine environment is rich in biodiversity it is of relatively low productivity in terms

of total fish population. A number of authors have addressed the govemment's

motivation behind adopting the EEZ, Wallace (1998) states that the Act was aimed to

nationalise the deepwater fishery and improve the fishing sectors economic

performance. Straker et al. (2002: l9) outline that the Act: "Required Nerv Zealand to

conserve and manage fish stocks to avoid over exploitation but also required the

optimum utilisation of the fish stocks within theEEZ". Wallace (1998) implies that

the environmental considerations of this statement w'ere never adopted or even

seriously considered.

Despite development in the 1960s and 1970s, NewZealand's offshore fleet capacity

was still insufficient to fitl the latter requirement of the Act8. Initially, foreign vessels

were allowed to continue fishing in New Zealand's territorial waters as part

goverrlment brokered trade agreements. These policies enabled New Zealand firms to

form joint ventures r.l'ith foreign companies ltom Japan, the USSR, Korea and

Taiwan. Such joint ventures enabled New Zealand fishers to develop the skills and

familiarise themselves with the technology necessary for deeprvater fishing. A

number of authors have commented on the role of the EEZ regulation in nationalising

"fhe 200 mile EEZ was not established until April l" 1978. New Zealand did not ratiff the UNCLOS

agreement until 1996.

E Straker et al. (2002:19) note that government support for New Zealand's offshore fleet lasted into the

1980s and included: loans for catching and processing fbcilities, duty free imports, investment

allowances, tax breaks and subsidies,
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the New Zealand fishery. Rees (2003) notes a rapid decline in foreign licensed vessels

following the establishment of the EEZ, to be insignificant by 1990. Wallis, (1997)

more cautiously, suggests that between 1978 and 1986 catch was evenly shared

between the domestic fleet and foreign licensed vessels. The establishment of the EEZ

led to major increases in the commercial harvest of species such as hoki and orange

roughy that had hitherto been ignored (Straker et al., 2002). The scale of this

expansion was unprecedented in the history of the New Zealand industry. Foliowing

the declaration of the EEZ domestic fishing companies invested $77 million dollars in

vessels and processing equipment. Total catch escalated from 25,000 tonnes in 1963

to over 100,000 tonnes two decades later (Winder. 2000).

The 1980s: a fishery in crisis

The early 1980s forced a re-consideration of New Zealand's fisheries management

strategies as the biological and economic foundations of input-based control began to

collapse. Rennie (1997, 1998) implies that the establishment of the EEZ was the first

in a series of developments; pre-cursors of a move towards ITQ based fisheries

management. Moreover. Rennie (1997) implies that these developments reflected the

government's aim to provide a secure property right to sustain future economic

investment in the fishery. However, during this period declining inshore catch levels,

particularly of high value species such as snapper: meant the Government was forced

to refbcus its managenrent strategies to cnsure the biological viability of fish stocks

themselves.

Straker et al. (2002) affirm that by the 1980s the Government's involvement in the

industry had led to overcapitalisation and unsustainable harvest. Unlike Rennie,

Straker et al. (2002) imply that the stock crises of the early 1980s forced govemment

to consider abandoning management through input controls and adopt an output-based

system. In 1982 the Minister of Fisheries issued the following statement that

accompanied a general moratorium on the issuing of further fishing permits.

The dramatic increase in Lhe number of fishing permits issued over the last

ten years has meant there are too many fishermen competing for the
available resource. This has led to fish populations coming under stress

through heavy fishing pressure and fishcrmen receiving smaller returns as

the resource has to be divided amongst the greater number (Ackroyd et al.,
1 990: I 8).
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This statement intimates that both Rennie's and Straker et al.'s assessments are

accurate. Government was concerned with both the environmental implications of

declining stock numbers and concerned for the future economic sustainability of the

fishing industry. The moratorium that followed was an indication that by 1983

government had been unable to fulfil the conflicting aims of the Fisheries Act 1908.

An interventionist input-based regulation system, typical of a government following

an import substitution industrialisation strategy that had emphasised the development

of the national lishing industry, had failed to ensure the conservation of flsh stocks.

Initial responses to the apparent problems associated rvith overcapacity in the inshore

fleet included a 1982 amendment of the Fisheries Act, revoking the fishing licenses of

several thousand part time fisherse. Furthermore, in l98l the Government introduced

the first quota allowances (for orange roughl,) in a move that was a pre-cursor for the

more drastic changes to fisheries management that followed. Moreover. in 1982 the

goverrrment split the EEZ into l0 management areas and allocated annual transferable

quota for 8 species to 9 established companies, based on catch history in an attempt to

maintain fishing effort at 1983 levels (Straker et al., 2002)r0.

By the early 1980s input-based controls had becorne an expensive management option

for government. As more and more t-rshers joined the industry at a time ol rapid

inflation the government's tax breaks and other incentive schemes became a f-rnancial

burden. In a further attempt to remove capacity the government implemented a

moratorium on financial assistance to inshore fishers. This development was a root

source of tension between industry and government. Commercial hshers would not

accept reduced harvest without goverrrment buyback. Sharp (1997) citing Martin

(1984) outlines the irony felt by commercial fishers at the reversal of previous policy,

e Straker et al, (2002) highlight that in the period 1973-1982 the largest 50 boats landed 45 percent of

the catch. the smallest 3500 caught only 20 percent of the landed catch. Wallace (1998:65) outlines the

parameters of the'part time fisher' as: "Anyone who earned less than $10,000 per year or 80 percent of

their income from fishing".
r'' Wallace (1998) claims that such'grand parenting'of quota based on catch history was effectively

society's gift granted by government to fishers.
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noting that the Ministry had congratulated commercial fishers ibr their investment in

increased capacity only five years previouslyll.

Fisheries management plans and output-based control: inconsistent

fisheries policy

Straker et al. (2002) maintain that the period following the su'itch to an output-based

management system in 1982 was effectively a trial period for the QMS that followed

in 1986.'fhe government passed a new Fisheries Act in 1983, replacing the original

much amended t908 Act. Sharp (1997:51l), argues that the 1983 Act was "legislation

conceived and born during an era where a strong central govemment preferred to

regulale". fhis new Act made provision for Fisheries Management Plans (FMPs), a

form of cornmunity based planning to be administered by MAF (Rennie 1998). These

plans were part of what Wallace (1998) describes as a 'patchwork' of fisheries

legislation that prevailed before the introduction of the QMS. These plans were to

represent the final government management initiative that used input-based

management mechanisms in an attempt to conserve inshore fish stocks until 1997.

Most authors are critical of FMP's. These plans were inconsistent with other

prevailing legislation f-avouring output-based control mechanisms. Bess and Harte

(2000) claim that the simultaneous application of'dual management frameworks,

established by overlaying the QMS on the Fisheries Act 1983, lead to administrative

inefficiency that undermined commercial stakeholders economic performance.

Hughey (1997) outlines the confusion implicit within the 1983 legislation, stating that

while the legislation had clear biological and economic ends, and was explicit about

the means. the planning process proved impractical from the start.

FMPs were an attempt to enable all interested stakeholders to be involved in the

management process. Rennie ( 1998) notes that while starts were made on a number of

plans the concept was never fully operationalised. Following the establishment of the

QMS in 1986. community based planning was replaced with an effects based

planning mechanism, dependent on private property rights. Straker et al. (2002) imply

that the inconsistency these plans showed with other aspects of fisheries legislation

were responsible for their non-implementation. lJersoug (2002) cites former Minister

" This irony was felt in other resource sectors throughout the New Zealand economy.
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of Fisheries Doug Kidd's criticism of the relevance of the management planning

process. Kidd outlined fisheries plans as "a prescriptive system which owed more to

the planning developed for the new towns of England than any'thing to do with

fisheries management" (2002:136). Rennie is less critical of FMPs than other authors.

Rennie (1998) contends that their non-implementation was due to an ideological shift

in New Zealand's political climate rather than administrative inefficiency.

It is evident that from 1983 the predominant mechanisms for managing New

Zealand's fisheries resources were being dismantled and replaced piecemeal even if
the overall rationale fbr governing these resources remained the same. There was a

general perception that the fishing industry was in crisis and that the government

management agency responsible could not bring about a resolution (Dewees, 1998).

The shili to output-based management reflected the government's adoption of a new

economic management philosophy. Shallard (1996:6) outlines the tenets of this new

foundation for marine management.

o Fisheries are a public resource;

The government is resource trustee and manager;

The people, as resource owners, have fiee and open access to the resource,

subject to conservation conditions; and

Those people who derive direct economic benet-rt lrom the resource pay tbr

the cost of management.

Overall the new philosophy was designed to devolve government of the responsibility

for the direct management of the fishery. The government was to play a facilitative

role in management that was to be the direct responsibility of industry. Sharp

(1997l.512) describes the "perfect political timing" for the change in management

philosophy as it coincided with the election of a Labour goverrrment "with a mandate

to reform the economy".

The Quota Management System: sustainability, efficiency, equity and

ease of administration?

The Implementation of the QMS in 1986 was the most comprehensive re-regulation

of New Zealand's fisheries legislation since the Fisheries Act 1908. The QMS was the

policy manif'estation of the govemment's change in political philosophy. Connor

(2001) labels the QMS as the most comprehensive rights-based output controlled
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fishery in the world. Hersoug (2002:182) hints at the role of ideology and the scale of

change by referring to implementation as'oan experiment based on economic theory

with scant empirical backing". This notwithstanding, since 1986 the QMS has

reshaped fisheries management and governs the conduct of contemporary fishing

practice. The discourse surrounding the QMS is extensive and represents the work of

commentators who hold a range of positions. Hughey (1997:140) outlines the extent

of the range of opinion surrounding QMS: "To some these major fisheries policy

initiatives are the envy of the world, while to others they represent a continuation of

failed managen'rent systems". This section explores the goals of the QMS and the

discourse surrounding its implementation. The following section examines how

subsequent legislative developrnents have influenced fisheries management practices.

Like previous legislation the QMS has both economic and biological goals. Hersoug

(2002) states that similar to previous legislation; the dual aims of QMS are

paradoxical and represent conflicting objectives. In contrast, the ontological

foundations that underpin the QMS, the sanctity of private property rights and the

rnarketisation of fishery resources, differ from those of previous legislation. Hersoug

(2002) argues that the QMS is a path dependent system. and once initiated there are

few possibilities for reversal. Following implementation, transferable harvest rights

largely replaced input restrictions although Fisheries Management Plans were initially

retained. Resource sustainability replaced resource conservation as the guiding

environmental principal for management. There is a general level of consensus

regarding the reasoning behind the implementation of the QMS. Straker et al. (2002)

outline the four goals of the QMS as sustainability, efficiency, equity and ease of

administration.

The annual setting of total allowable catch (TAC) is the key mechanism ensuring the

sustainable utilisation of resources w'ithin the QMS. TAC is species-specific and

assigned separately by fisheries management area (FMA)12. TAC is split between a

total allowable commercial catch (TACC) available only to commercial fishers, and a

remainder available to recreational fishers and Maori fishers exercising their

customary right to harvest. The Minister of Fisheries is responsible for setting and

't Initially the QMS covered 26 commercially signilicant fish species. According to Clement (2000) the

system has since been expanded and by that time covered 45 species and 290 separate fish stocks.
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allocating TAC amongst the various stakeholders. To counter the depletion of the

inshore fishery. initial '|ACC levels were set well below pre QMS levels. In deep

water fisheries initial catch levels were set at or above pre QMS levels. Consequently,

ensuring accurate estimates of species abundance was crucial if lishing was to prove

sustainable in the long-term. Annala (1996) notes that initial allocations were often

arbitrary due to the lack of infbrmation regarding the state of the stocks. The annual

process established lbr establishing catch limits has proved contentious. Shallard

(1996:11) states that implementing the QMS required "A higher level of scientific

analysis of fisheries capability and sustainability, requiring in depth scientific stock

assessment processes to be developed". Ile maintains that since the introduction of

QMS the level of assessment has generally been adequate citing the recovery of New

Zealand's inshore fish stocks from their low levels in the 1980s as evidence to support

his claim. Wallace (1998) is more ambivalent and argues that the overall lack of data

fbr the majority of stock species means that their sustainability is still in question.

As an economic instrument the QMS emphasised the use of private property rights as

policy tools. Under the QMS quota holders are granted harvest rights in perpetuity.

Wallace (1998) stresses the difference between a right to harvest and an actual

property right over fisheries resources. She implies that the QMS has encouraged

quota owners to increasingly conflate the two rights to the point were a distinction is

practically impossible. Dewecs (1998:134) claims that the I'fQ regime designed as

part of the QMS was 'onearly identical to that described by Moloney and Pearse

(1979) in their pioneering arguments for the benefits of ITQs". While Moloney and

Pearse's work is not the first extolling the benefits of output-based fisheries

management, its use illustrates the type of work influencing the policy makers that re-

designed New Zealand's marine management systemll.

ITQ was initially allocated to fishers as a set tonnage although this was changed to

proportionate shares of TACC following the collapse of the orange roughy fishery in

the mid 1980s due to the over allocation of quota.'I'his change, typically resulting in

quota allocations being reduced, was costly for the government who were forced to

spend $45 million dollars on quota buy-back schemes to reimburse the cost of quota

'' For an analysis of marine resource economics see chapter three.
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reductions to rights holdersr+. Despite the cost, Straker et al. hold that that quota bu1'-

back vras essential for ensuring the transition to a rights-based system, concluding that

buy back schemes were "an efficient and elfective way for the government to deal

with the economic and biological legacy of their earlier fisheries development

incentives" (2002:22). Part of the cost associated with quota buy-back schemes was

recovered through resource rentals resource rentals in 1989. Resource rentals had

originally been assigned to quota holders as a payment to society for the use of what

had been public ,.rources't.

Rees (2003) implies that through the QMS, economic efficiency came to be defined in

two ways. Firstly, as a nrechanism for placing {ishing rights in the hands of those who

could realise the most profit from the resource. and secondly. to ensure that local

fleets c<luld dominate rent capture. Three aspects of the ITQ regime established under

QMS were seen as crucial in ensuring its economic efficiency. Firstly, quota rights are

fully tradable, quota owners can enter or leave the fishery as they see fit and the

market determines the capital value of rights. Secondly. the permanence of harvest

rights has rneant that rights-holders have been able to adopt a long-term business

outlook and make strategic decisions based on the market value of their quota

holding. 'fhirdly ITQ rights ensure that rights holders can fish to their quota limit at

any time during the year. Theoretically this aspect of the QMS prevents the race to

harvest as much fish as quickly as possible to stay competitive and ensures the

economic value of the resource.

Bess and Harte (2000) note that when it was first introduced, the QMS was seen by

industrl' as a relatively simple system, and regarded as a pragmatic response to the

problems facing fisheries management prior to 1986. Boyd and Dewees (1992) stress

the importance of data logging procedures to ensure the viability of the system. The

QMS depends on catch reports that accurately detail species composition and the

amount of catch against individual quota allocation. Moreover. Boyd and Dewees

(1992) highlight that such data is crucial for enfbrcing the system and that data error

can prove costly. as errors need to be sourced and accounted for. Shallard (1996)

ra Whether this reduction in quota led to a reduction in the levels of investment is a moot point, see

Rees (2001) for nrore infonnation.

't Resource rentals were scrapped in response to mounting criticism from industry (Waltace, 1998).
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implies that the implementation of the QMS facilitated an improvement in the

administration, information systems and auditing procedures associated with fisheries

management. Despite this however, Bess and Harte (2000) contend that the continual

revision of the QMS has led to an increased bureaucratic administrative component

that rights holders feel is an unnecessary financial burden.

Fisheries management since QMS: assessment and further

developments

Since its implementation the QMS has been subject to scrutiny within economico

environmental and policy literature. Predominantly, this scrutiny has focussed on the

govemance regimes that developed as outcomes of the implementation process. In

turn these govemance rcgimes have influenced the subsequent evolution of fisheries

management legislation that has been updated regularly as problems in its application

became apparent (Hersoug et al., 2000). Hersoug (2002) argues that the creation of

ITQ in perpetuity effectively prevents government frorn making major changes to

marine management regimes as single species harvest rights have become

increasingly valuable. Moreover, most commentators suggest that ITQs actively

encourage the devolution of responsibility for marine management from government

to some form of stakeholder organisation (Hersoug,2002, Harte,2001, Talley, 1999,

Hughey et al., 2000). There is consensus that commercial stakeholder groupings such

as quota owner associations and species-specific management companies have

assumed a dominant role in fisheries management. Hughey (1997) describes this role

as stemming fiom a commercial realisation that the collective management of

fisheries resources is in the best financial interests of quota owners themselves.

Since 1986 a distinctive fisheries management environment has emerged in New

Zealand. This environment has taken the lonn of a trajectory with distinguishable

commercial governance. The current governance relationships of this management

environment stem from the l99l visit and subsequent analysis of the QMS by noted

Canadian fisheries economist Peter Pears.lu. Although Pearse praised the intentions

and form of the QMS he noted a number of problems that stem from a lack of clear

'o Pearse was invited to New Zealand by the New Zealand government
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management objectives't. Pearse (1991) emphasised that the QMS could not function

properly as remnants of previous legislation encouraged government involvement in

management and excluded commercial interests from assuming control of fisheries

management.

Soon after [tearse's visit. a government appointed 'Fisheries Taskforce' reached

similar conclusions regarding QMS'*. The taskforce made several recommendations

regarding fisheries nlanagement. Of these, the most significant indicator of the

floweling of coqporate governance was that environmental concems should be

addressed through economic incentives. At the time environmental groups were

advocating fbr strict state regulation to counter potential environmental problems

(Hersoug, 2002). The recommendations and the five years of policy debate that

followed led to the crafting of the Fisheries Act 1996. This Act entrenched corporate

governance and reaffirmed the state's intention to devolve management to rights

holders. Then Minister of Fisheries Doug Kidd sumrnarised the Fisheries Act 1996 as

a mechanism for industry to actively promote collective decision making and

managemerrt. The Fisheries Act 1996 made manifest the premise that those that own

the rights to harvest marine resources are in the best position to manage those

resources sustai nably.

The reintroduction of fisheries plans

Further legislative review fbllowed the implementation of the 1996 Act as attempts

were made to realign the roles of government and other stakeholders involved in

management. This revierv led to several amendments in the Act in 1999 designed to

increase voluntary compliance and provide greater flexibility in the delivery of

management sen,ices. A k.y f'eature of these amendments was the 1997

reintroduction of fisheries plans in an attempt to simplify commercial stakeholders'

involvement in fisheries management. As such the latest fisheries plans developed out

" Hersoug 12002:39) notes three major problems: l) Environmental concerns are not well handled. 2)

Users are given too little responsibility tor managenlent of the resources.3) The need for a thorough

reform of the whole legislative franrework.
l8 Including that all fishers, commercial, recreational and customary be allocated specific quota, and,

that there should be a separation between ITQ, the right to harvest fish and Annual Catch Entitlement

(ACE). the right to actually catch fish.
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of collaboration between the Ministry of Fisheries (MFISH) and commercial

stakeholder organisationsle. Unlike their predecessors the most recent version of

fisheries plans devolve management responsibiliry, primarily to commercial

stakeholder organisations. Theoretically any parties interested in fisheries

management can be involved in the genesis of specific plans. However. non-

commercial interests are often precluded as their organisation can be time consuming

and costly. Fisheries plans have no fixed form yet must be approved by MFISH

before they can be operationalised20. Conceptually these plans reintroduce different

forms of input-based controls to fisheries management. Wallace (1998) notes the

potential of the planning process? arguing that the logic behind these plans implies

that stakeholder groupings will develop rules, within which peer pressure, contractual

arrangements and other internal controls will promote compliance.

Despite the logic, in practice, problems surounding stakeholder identitlcation have

prevented fisheries plans from being rvidely adopted. Rennie (1997) describes the

problem as a function of the corporate governance of New Zealand fisheries

management. Rennie (1997:126) states: "'l'he rhetoric of 'user pays user says' as a

basis for stakeholder identification, has f'eatured in many discussions as to who has

the right to participate in management. Stakeholder management therefore finds

special favour among commercial fishers concerned at the role of environmentalists

or recreational fishers in the management process". ln the situations where fisheries

plans have been adopted they have been primarily organised by commercial groups to

suit their own needs. Those who support the planning process often refer to the

success of the few plans that have been instiruted2r. Pfahlert (1998) praises the

pragmatism of this commercial involvement in the management process and notes

that it is crucial if the QMS legislation is to work as it was intended. A number of

authors (Pfahlert. 1998, Townsend, 1995, Shallard, 1996) justify this ethos of

corporate govemance as the only strategy to provide fishers with an economic

ln MFISH was establishecl as a stand-alone institution on July l" 1995 and reccntly celebrated its 10"'

anniversary; previously it had been part of the Mrnistry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

to Often MFISH plays a tacilitative role in establishing a fisheries plan. See for example the Friends of

Fiordland strategy implemented for the management of rock lobster (rvww.mfe.govt.nz).

t' The example most often referred to is the fisheries plan surrounding the Tasman/Golden Bay scallop

fishery organised largely by the Challenger Scallop Enhancement Company, See Hughey, (1997).
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incentive to ensure that positive economic and environmental outcomes accrue from

fishing.

Such praise is not surprising given these respective authors' positionality at the time

of their publications. In 1998 Pfahlert held a position at the Seafbod Industry Council

(SEAFIC): in 1996 Shallard was a fisheries management consultant specialising in the

introduction of ITQ systems, having worked at MAF during the QMS implementation

process while Townsend remains a classical narine resource economist applying

theories originally developed by Scott and Gordon in the 1950s. Hersoug (2002), an

independent commentator, notes that fisheries plans may represent a shift in

management trajector/, away from a strict rights-based approach, and towards some

sort of co-management arrangement. Flersoug's (2002) commentary is notable for its

agnostic position on the fisheries planning process while other authors are much more

critical of the planning approach or any other approach that emphasises any

government involvement in the fishery22.

Environmenta I governance a nd fisheries re-reg u lation

Sissenrvine and Mace (2002) argue that specific governance regimes are necessary for

establishing an ecosystem-approach to fisheries management. They stress (2002: I ) the

importance of self-govemance for all stakeholders involved in the management

process stating:

The fishing industry should govern itself to accept responsibility for
providing fisheries information, embrace collaborative research. participate
in the fishery management process and live with the outcome, comply with
regulations and develop training to instil a responsible fishing ethic. The
pubtic (including environmentalists) should also participate in the fisheries
management process and live with the outcome.

Sissenwine and Mace (2002:l ) also stress that government has a key role to play in

providing legislation with clear guidelines and intentions that ensure "self

governance" is possible. Sissenwine and Mace view self-governance as an essential

precursor to developing an ecosystems-approach lbr managing fisheries in the long-

term. By emphasising both the role of individual fishers and the role of government in

:l In April 2005 MFISH announced a return to a system of fisheries management plans, very similar in

approach to the planning approach announced in 1983.
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fisheries management, Sissenwine and Mace advocate for a partnering approach,

similar to that espoused through the fisheries planning process.

As outlined above Sissenwine and Mace's (2002) concept of 'self governance'

implies a sense of collective responsibility amongst individual fishers and between

individual fishers and the government agency responsible fbr designing fisheries

legislation. Sissenwine and Mace do not consider the potential for fisheries self-

governance ro encourage individualistic behaviour amongst commercial stakeholders,

who may strive to achieve short-term financial benefit at the expense of the entire

industry and other stakeholders. While quota holders have espoused the value of

fisheries plans as a mechanism to ensure the voice of all stakeholders in management

decision making, most commentators suggest that there has not been enough time to

assess their viability (Hersoug,2002). Potentially the fisheries planning process could

lead to a partnering approach to management between govemment and other

stakeholders that would include greater consideration of the environmental effects of

fishing on marine ecosystems.

The contestation that currently surrounds the environmental affects of fishing suggests

that New Zealand's fisheries management legislation lacks the clarity of purpose

required to develop a collaborative approach to management. Historically, confusion

surrounding the aims intentions and purpose of New Zealand's fisheries management

legislation has been the norm rather than an exception. The implementation of the

QMS, the transition to an output-based ITQ management regime, and the legislative

amendments that have followed subsequently went some way to clarify the purpose of

New Zealand's marine management legislation. The move towards fisheries plans has

re-introduced uncertainty into the management discourse. While the purpose of

management plans is clear for those directly involved in the management process,

those stakeholders indirectly involved with marine management decision making are

critical, and suggest that such clarity is lacking (Wallace, 1998).

Fisheries plans are largely instruments of corporale governance; with government

approval they allow management organisations to manage the resource as they see fit.

Consequently it is unlikely that environmentalists will ever accept fisheries plans as a

legitimate management mechanism. For Sissenwine and Mace (2002) the failure of

environmentalists to 'live with the outcome' of management legislation is of their

own making and is not the responsibility of policy decisi<ln makers. However, by their
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very nature governance regimes have distributive effects (Juda, 2003). In New

Zealand fisheries managcment governance regimes have developed alongside

legislative re-regulation. This re-regulation has resulted in a specific asyntmetric

distribution of porver, access to resources, and opportunity to participate in the

management process. In the short term. while re-regulation has resulted in a more

protitable fishing industr), the long-tenn environmental outcomes of these changes

remain unpredictable (Hersoug "2002, Massey and Rees, 20044,).

Oceans policy: the 'public good' and the value of scientific research

The government has taken the lead in the design and implementation of "Oceans

Policy" a national level integrated oceans management system. Potentially the Oceans

Policy project could bc a translation device, bringing stakeholders together to express

their views to achieve some sense of commonality. The design process has featured

input, over several years. from a range of Ministries and the Parliamentary

Comrnission for the Environment (PCE). The Oceans Policy project stresses a need

for dialogue amongst all stakeholders who interact with the marine environment in an

attempt to provide a "clear. fair and equitable process for allocating access to the sea

and associated resources that reflects the wide range of values held in relation to space

and resources of the marine environment" (Ministerial Advisory Committee on

Oceans Policy 2001:2). Marine research holds an important role in the design process

and will be a crucial component of the system following its irnplementation

(Ministerial Advisory committee on Oceans Policy 2001). The Advisory Committee

emphasise the irnportance of marine research specilically targeted at trying to fill

existing gaps in the knowledge base.

The Ministerial Advisory Cornmittee (2001) identifies a number of challenges to

irnplementing an integrated oceans management system. Specifically, they note

(2001:3) "economic dependence on the sea, direct and indirect" is a barrier to

implementation. fhis challenge has ramifications for the research goals of the Oceans

Policy project. Through the QMS commercial operators have a legal right to harvest

species-specific fish stocks in perpetuity while through the cost recovery system they

are obliged only to pay fbr research that identifies the state of these stocks.

Commercial operators are not obliged to spend research dollars on projects that do not

directly af fect the state of their harvest right. If targeting the gaps in the knowledge

base is in eftbct a public good. the crucial question for commercial stakeholders
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remains: who should pay? This position is summarised by Pfahlert: (1998:24): "while

industry makes a significant contribution to management and research costs, there is a

public good interest in fisheries management that dictates that the crown should pay a

greater share of those costs". This funding predicament remains a barrier preventing

the implementation of the Oceans Policy project.

An integrated management system as encouraged by the Oceans Policy Strategy has

so far failed to be implemented in New Zealand despite a four year development

process. Identifying that some stakeholders are dependent on the sea for their

economic wellbeing is not a sufficient explanation of why implementation is being

stymied. Juda (2003) argues that integrated policy developments must be based on an

understanding of environmental governance and are context dependent, New

Zealand's Oceans Policy strategy does nothing to change the governance regimes

inherent within marine management, even if it had the legal basis to do so.

Consequently an integrated approach to marine management remains distant. The

path dependence of corporate governance regimes within New Zealand's marine

management means that non-commercial stakeholders have little influence on marine

research. Corporate governance limits marine research to providing specific answers

to known questions, particularly regarding the biological characteristics of individual

fish species. More significantly corporate governance prevents dialogue concerning

the value of the marine environment from influencing management decision making.

Such dominance stymies Oceans Policy's potential for translation and may be

responsible for ongoing damage to the marine environment leading to its degradation.

The origins of corporate governance: economic, social and scientific

reform

The re-regulation of fisheries management did not occur in isolation. lt was part of an

ideologically infused reform package designed to revitalise the New Zealand

economy and re-constitute the role of the public service. l-his section examines this

contextual background, the impacts of reform on the science system, and the effects

these impacts had on science service provision in fisheries. This section has two

objectives. Firstly, it reviews the institutional changes in New Zealand marine science

up until the introduction of QMS. These changes involved the creation of Crown

Research lnstitutes and the application of aspects of political economy to the

administration and funding of scientific research. Secondly, it describes the origins of
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the neo-liberal re-regulation on New Zealand's science system. This section

concludes with a wider discussion of how thesc refbrms have challenged scientists in

a number of fields to collaborate with one another to ensure funding and the potential

such research has in forging new approaches to solving management questions. Such

collaboration is an example of the incidental alignment of previously distinct

scientific networks resulting in translation due to the mutual need for all scientists to

justify their work in an increasingly competitive funding environment.

A history of fisheries science service provision

Regular attempts at gathering fish stock population data began follorving the Second

World War (Nightingale, 1992). The scale of data acquisition was small relative to

current levels, and due to the small size of the research Vessel Ikatere, predominantly

limited to inshore species. 'fhe 1968 national development conference was a catalyst

for the Fisheries Management and Research Division of what was then the Marine

Department to increase the lcvel of marine research. Nightingale (1992) stresses that

following this conference the government accepted that if it wanted commercial

ventures to utilise the economic potential of fisheries resources, more research rvas

needed. ln 1972 in response to this increased emphasis on research the Marine

Department rnerged with the Ministry of Agriculture to form the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries. Throughout the 1970s research effort focussed on

deepwater species, particularly those that showed potential to become a New Zealand

owned and operated commercial fishery tbllowing the adoption of the EEZ.zt These

efforts were consistent with the import substitution industrialisation strategy for

economic development employed by successive regimes until the election of the

fourth Labour Government in 1984.

Science funding had been under review since the establishment of the National

Research Advisory Council TNRAC) appointed after the 1963 general election2a.

During the 1970s, this funding system was beset by a number of problems ostensibly

t'This expansion ofeffort was enhanced by the government purchase ofa larger research vessel, the

James Cook, in 1969. Nightingale (1992) notes that by the late 1970s a joint venture with a German

vessel helped quantifu a significant number ofdeepwater fish species.

2u See Massey (2001) for more information on the foundation and role of the National Research

Advisory Council.
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arising from fiscal shortages in a time of rapid inflation. While an NRAC review in

1974-75 recommended the expansion of publicly funded scientific staff at levels of

5.8 percent per annum commencing in 1976-77, the Government responded in the

opposite manner, introducing the 'sinking lid policy'. This resulted in the reduction of

staff numbers within all government departments by 1.5 percent annually in an

attempt to restrain public sector spending (Palmer 1982:18). Between 1968 and 1980

expendirure on fisheries research increased from just under 3 million New Zealand

dollars to just under 6 million dollars. relative to the value of the New Zealand dollar

in 1980, this at a time where inflation had reached 15 percent by 1982 (Palmer, 1994).

During this period the industry's capacity to add value to its exports through research

was limited as previous goverrrments had concentrated primarily on research

concerned with agricultural production. Such low levels of expenditure illustrate that

the goverrunent's promotion of the deepwater fishery was a gamble based on the

presumption that large fish stocks existed that were previously unknown2s (Figure

4.1).

The decline of publicly funded science in New Zealand was symptomatic of an

obsolescent import substitution industrialisation strategy and the failure of successive

govemments to adapt to changes in the global political economy. The New Zealand

economy had grown at half the OECD average befween 1960 and 1985 and as a result

was faced with significant economic problems including high levels of

unemployment, an expanding public debt, high levels of inflation, a downgraded

international credit rating and investment write offs (Scott 1996)26. The period that

followed was arguably the most ambitious period of economic and social reforms in

New Zealand's history and confirmed that the political and intellectual accord that

formed the foundation of New Zealand's past economic success and more recent

demise had finally dissolved.

2i Nightingale (1992) asserts that the research vessel James Cook was small and largely unsuited to

deepwater nawl surv-eying, a key practice in the science of stock assessment. Funding issues meant that

the James Cook was not replaced until 1991, after more than 20 years of service. In 2005 the James

Cook lies derelict and abandoned at Miramar wharf, Wellington.
tu In lg8l government write offs totalled over seven billion dollars following the t'aihue of the'thin}

big'projects. This accounted for l0 percent of GDP, public debt had increased to 41 percent of GDP,

see Massey, (200 I ), Scott, ( 1996) and Crocombe, Enright and Porter, ( I 99 I ) for more inibrmation.
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Figure 4.1 Research Investment by Sector 1968-1982 ($NZ million 1980)
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The reforms initiated by the fourth Labour Govemment, and continued by the

National Government after the 1991 general election. reflected the collective ideology

of a group of politicians different from any in the country's previous political history.

Their ideology demanded a reconstruction of the previous regimes of govemance that

the reformers viewed as having led to a decline in New Zealand's economic

perfornance and standard of living. The govemment was determined to quickly

revitalise the entire public sector including science and the economy. As Roger

Douglas, the frnance minister of the reforming government implies, the scale of the

reforms and their hasty implementation was crucial to the process: "implement reform

by quantum leaps. Moving step by step lets vested interests mobilise. Big packages

neutralise them... Delay will drag you down before you can achieve your success.

Once you stop the momentum rolling, never let it stop; set your own goals and

deadlines" (Douglas 1989, in Peters 1993:10). Douglas's comments imply the almost

military zeal of the reform process and that the reformers largely ignored the long-

term implications of change on New Zealand's economy society and environment.
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ldeological change: new theories of public management

The re-regulation aimed at introducing corporate governance structures to the public

sector and the reduction of public spending. The reforms were shaped by a number of

theories of public management. The first was agency theory, one of the major

developments in institutional economics during the 1970s (Scott 1996). Agency

theory suggests that contractual relations, between principals and agents, minimise the

need to monitor transaction costs inherent within the relationship and ensure fiscal

efficiency (Scott 1996). The public service ethic of previous governments had been

the antithesis of this type of doctrine. Most public sector institutions drew funding

advice from the same institutions that determined funding levels, rather than on a

contractual basis. The reformers saw this funding arrangement as inefficient, as

through agency theory efficient governance depends on competition of service

provision. Agency theory reconfigures the ontological and physical relationships

between the public service and the state, and similarly the relationship between the

public and public institutions (Lewis 2000). Relationships are defined through

contracts and the public service disappears as an entity. I'hrough agency theory the

only allowable outcome for the public service is to fulfil individual contracts.

Individuals and institutions become clients who must pay in order to use the physical

and intellectual resources of service providers.

A second public management theory, public choice theory, was influential in shaping

the reformers ideology. Public choice theory stipulatcs that the transparency of any

contracting system is a clear indicator of an organisation's relevance to a policy

direction. In New Zealand this resulted in organisations being given much more

specific roles than previously. Performance monitoring, tlrrough a series of output

indicators, is a crucial component of public choice theory and was introduced across

what had been the public sector. An intended consequence of applying public choice

theory to management is that it generates an atmosphere of institutional

competitiveness, as output indicators are comparable across sectors. Output indicators

quantify pertbrmance and identifv sectors that are outperforming others. Based on

these theories the reformers devolved responsibility fbr ensuring high perforrnance

from central government lo managers. Furthermore, the reformers used incentive

based contracts to encourage high quality service provision.
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In order to ensure transparency, policy advice rvas separated from the organisations

responsible for its implementation. Furthermore, funding decisions were similarly

separated from those responsible for service provision. In fisheries this meant that

prior to the reform process funding levels for marine research had not only been set

by MAF but also carried out by scientists employed by government. either in MAF's

research diyision or those employed in the Department of Science and Industrial

Research (DSIR). The 1991 Fisheries Task Force emphasised the importance of the

explicit separation of the purchase and provision of research. Wheeleret al. (the Task

Force's report) (1992:38) stated that such separation "has the benefit of forcing clear

objectives to be developed by purchasers, particularly the government, and of

irnproving accountability for purchase of appropriate research".

The leforms resulted in massive and long lasting changes in New Zealand's economy

and society, many of which lie outside the scope of the thesis. From this point the

relationship between the structural changes in the science and fishing sectors since the

advent of neo-liberal reform becomes crucial to the ongoing analysis. While a number

of authors have considered a more comprehensive assessment of the effects of the

reform process, to this point the relationship between the science reforms and the

changes in Nerv Zealand's fisheries management has been largely overlooked in

geographic literature that has had a more terrestrial focus ", Comparing the relative

merits o1'diff'erent modes of governance remains a difficult task as the parameters of

what constitutes successful outcomes and how these outcomes are quantified usually

differ from one regime to the next. Moreover, in New Zealand, as in other countries

during periods of neo-liberal retbrm. indicators of success have been imbued with

moral implications and designed to ensure that previous regimes became synonymous

with antiquated process and anachronistic doctrine. These changes in the morality of

scientific conduct are crucial elements to the thesis research as they continue to

influence the attitudes and behaviour of scientific and fisheries personnel whose

employment history extends across the period of the reform process.

-'See Le Heron and Pawson (Eds.) (1996) for a comprehensive analysis of the effects of the reform

process.
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The science reforms: a three phase process

The reformers instigated an 8 year, 3 phase process of change. 'I'he establishment of

the Science and Technology Advisory CommitteetslStaC; in 1987, following the

1986 report of the Beattie Commission, marked the first phase of change. According

to Palmer (1994), STAC was mandated to provide guidelines that would allow New

Zealand to reach its scientific potential, which had lain dormant, stitled by earlier

goverrrment policies. In November 1988, STAC produced a review of the entire

scientific process in New Zealand.Its recommendations included:

. Separation of the national functions of policy development and funding

allocation from operational R and D institutions;

r Making S and T funding available to research organisations of all kinds on a

basis of contestability;

. Giving its operational R and D institutions a full range of commercial powers

to compete in the deregulated environment; and

r Reducing the involvement of central government in the allocation of funds and

management of operational R and D institutions (in Palmer, 1994).

The government responded by implementing all of STAC's recommendations. This

move illustrates the extent of ideological influence on the reform process. The

recommendations exactly matched the institutional economic rhetoric. Massey

(2001:62) states that the recommendations were "always going to be accepted in a

political climate dominated by an ideology that made simple and dogmatic

prescriptions of the future". Just as in other sectors of the economy, govemment

policy emphasised the need to lessen bureaucratic control and expose New Zealand to

the global free market.'Ihe Government's strict application of an ideologically driven

regime change effectively excluded other policy options from consideration.

The second phase of the reform process involved the creation of the Ministry of

Science Research and Technology (MORST), responsible tbr. amongst other things,

attributing funding to dift-erent science service providers2e. This strategy ensured that

tt STAC had sinrilar functions to the old NRAC see Massey, (200 I ) for more information.
ro Funding was actually to be distributed through a process devised by the Foundation ol'Research

Science and Technoloey (FORST).
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the tenets of agency theory rvere fulfilled. The creation of MORST meant that the

governrnent had successfully separated policy advice from funding decisions

(Benidge, Sissons and Penny, 1996). This phase of refbrm had a fundamental impact

crn the way science was conducted in New Zealand. Research funding was made

contestable and could be sourced either through research contracts or by bidding for

public funds olfered through the Public Good Science Fund (PGSF). The combination

of research contracts and the bidding process ensured that science sen,ice provision

was not only driven more by demand than previously but also that only projects that

had the best bids r.l'ent ahead.

In fisheries. cost recovery levies and user charges were used to fund research crucial

for nrarine management. Nightingale (1992:64) implies that cost recovery had an

ideological role in testing the limits of what was and was not government

responsibility: "User charging will help identify mandatory vs. discretionary

goverrrment services and provide momentum for reorganisation and the achievement

of economies'' Alongside the PGSF, the government established the Marsden Fund,

lbcussed on initiating scientific fundamental 'blue skies' research with a primary

purpose to expand the boundaries of existing knorvledge. As with the PGSF the

Marsden Fund u,as only made accessible through a bidding process to ensure

contestability and quality of results.

'fhe third phase of retbrm began following a change of government in 1991. On July

1'r 1992 the National government established l0 state owned Crown Research

Institutes (CRIs). Walker (1991) notes each institute has its own operating ethos.

management structure and administrative capacity. Furthermore, Walker (1991)

suggests that this phase of reform resulted in the inculcation of a competitive

corporate culture in New Zealand science. Walker's comments provide an early

illustration of an awareness that the refbrm process had led to the development of

coryorate governance within sciencc. CRIs are an extension of the state owned

enterprise concept but differ from them in one important way (Peters, 1993). Unlike

other state owned enterprises CRIs are mandated to not only operate as a financial

success but also to illustrate social responsibility and ensure public benetit through the

application of long-term research (Duncan and Bollard, 1992. in Peterso 1993). This

difference showed that the state was wary of the potential forcorporate governance to
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ensure the short-term interests of the research contractor and ignore long-term

research as an unnecessary expenditure.

This anomaly highlights that the government was not willing to devolve total

responsibility fbr the allocation of research funding and management of the research

process. There is consensus amongst authors that this anomaly ensures that while

CRIs appear to be completely commercial operations their mandate also acts as a

buttress to ensure research remains beneficial to New Zealand (Peters, 1993).

According to Peters (1993:17) the existence of the PGSF and the bidding process:

ls an admission on part of the government that markets do not always deliver the products

that are necessary fbr society to function for the good of all. The PGSF is based upon the

concept of market failure, a concept that states quite explicitly that when markets fail to

deliver what is needed the government must intervene and use public funds to overcome the

failure of market forces and ensure that the product, in this case scientific research, is

delivered.

As far back as 1988, Simon Upton who at the time was opposition spokesperson on

science and technology noted that the user pays principle was not applicable to all

areas of science (Upton, 1988). Upton (1988) emphasised that public investment in

long-term research operations should be encouraged and rvas crucial to irnproving the

rvay New Zealanders lived their lives. Since its establishment during the third phase

of reform the Marsden Fund has experienced subsequent increased levels of lunding

allocation. These increases highlight that like Upton, successive governments fiom

across the political spectrum have viewed long-terrn research as a key to New

Zealand's scientific and economic development. Upton (1999) notes that key

diffbrences exist between CRI's regarding their level of commitment to long-term

research. Upton (1999:9) holds that CRls like NIWA. which are involved with

"classic public good research of say. an environmental natureo' are expected to

develop along different lines than those involved in other areas of research. Upton

(1999:10) confirms that he believes that it is still a core govemment responsibility to

"fund truly high quality, long-term, blue skies work (and of course, research related to

solving problems that only the public sector can sensibly tackle, such as climate

change or hazard mitigation)." With specific regard to fisheries Upton's comments are

consistent with Pfahlert's (1998) regarding the state's role in funding long-term

marine research.
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Collaborative research: the new norm

The shift to corporate governance has triggered an increased emphasis on

collaborative research within New Zealand science. Research providers often employ

the specific skills of a range of individuals to maximise retum on research investment,

According to Harte (2001) collaborative research is commonplace in New Zealand

hsheries for two reasons. Firstly, the processes of fisheries management provide

incentives for commercial operators to take responsibility for stock assessment

science. It is in commercial operator's financial best interests to ensure the assessment

advice is of the highest quality. Secondly, corporate governance has ensured a

transparent environment of science service provision, and given industry led research

a chance to prove itself. Harte (2001) is critical of government policy and argues that

govemment has not been proactive enough in fostering an environment so that

collaborative research can flourish. In making this claim. Harte (2001) appears to

overlook commercial stakeholders' role in tunding scientific inquiry. The re-

regulation of fisheries management and the reform of the science system have in

cornbination created an environment where commercial stakeholders and scientists

themselves are responsible for y'rou,research is conducted. Upton (1999) argues that it

is industry's role to invest in collaborative research yet concedes that government may

need to adopt a more collaborative and negotiated approach to the public funding of

research in an attempt to shift the attitude of the private sector.

Harte (2001) stresses collaborative scientific research is crucial for ensuring a

sustainable fishery. Furthermore, Harte (2001) points to the success of collaborative

research with specific reference to seabird and marine mammal by-catch reduction

programs. For Flarte (2001) collaborative research prograrns develop in response to

the economic incentives of the QMS. The implications inherent within Sissenwine

and Mace's (2002:l) concept of "se[[governance" underpin Harte's understanding of

the goals of collaborative research. Harte (2001) implies that collaborative science

will only flourish if all stakeholders accept that future research will be driven by

commercial imperatives. For Harte the inability of some stakeholder groups to

understand the commercial realities of the current research environment is a

sisnificant barrier to collaborative research.
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Corporate governance: cost recovery and the objectivity of marine

research

Despite the consensus that collaboration is vital to ensuring the scientific and

economic value of marine research, a number of authors hold that the level of

research collaboration has not met their expectations (Wallace, 1998, Hersoug,2002).

Wallace (1998:69) contends, "lndustry commitment to research is not strong,

especially if the research in question might reveal unwelcome facts such as stock

declines or environmental damage". Wallace points to the declines in marine research

investment in the 1990s as evidence; and highlights that rnuch of the private sector

investment was concerned with product development and exploratory frshing rather

than collaborative attempts to understand how marine systems f'unctioned3O. Despite

the macro-economic evidence to the contrary. Wallace's statement underestimates

industries commitment to fund research. Commercial stakeholders are obliged to

conduct stock assessment studies to fulfil the legal obligations of the Fisheries Act

1996 and ensure the sustainability of specific fish stocks. However. Wallace's

argument also implies that the specific politicisation of marine research in New

Zealand has determined how collaboration in the research process is constituted.

Through cost recovery's 'user pays-user says' ethos, stakeholders who hold a

commercial interest in the fishery feel justified in preventing those with other interests

from entering into dialogue with them. Consequently these marginalised stakeholders

resent that commercial stakeholders seem unconcerned rvith the direction and extent

of research not directly concerned with species-specific stock assessment or the direct

environmental affects of fishing on the marine environment.

Hersoug (2002:152) notes the importance of the politicisation process, stating: "lf
sustainable utilisation is the name of the game, science is the most important currency

and the ones having the best science are therefore at an advantage. whether the

conflict is within the commercial fisheries or between sectors". Flersoug's specific use

of the term 'sustainable utilisation' is significant as this term is defined in fisheries

legislation. Its use implies that Hersoug considers the commercial funding of

collaborative research unlikely if not conducted under the specific guidelines laid

down in the Fisheries Act 1996. Hersoug (2002) is critical of Harte's (2001) argument

r0 See Wallace ( 1998) for more information.
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regarding collaborative research noting that there is "a lack of representation for

stakeholder groups other than comrnercial opcrators, and a rather skewed input in

terms of biological scientific advice". Hersoug's comment illustrates his scepticism of

the value of commercial stakeholders definition of collaborative research that lirnits

collaboration to a narrow range of industry sponsored scientists. If Flersoug's view is

accurate. the potential for such narrowly defined collaborative research to generate

translation across the milieu is limited.

The Fisheries Act 1996 recognises that a wide range of stakeholders have a right to

play a role in marine management. Furthermore, both fisheries plans and Oceans

Policy tacitly suggest the transparency of the research process and the opportunities

tbr all stakeholders to be involved in research if at all possible. The Ministerial

Advisory Committee on Oceans Policy (2001:7) suggest that all New Zealanders

should be in a position to "take responsibility for the well being of the seas and to

have access to appropriate information to allo"l' them to act responsibly and to

participate constructively in decision making". Despite this, in most management

regimes. as power is exercised through corporate governance structures, what

constitutes constructive participation in research is a function of its relevance to

financial gairr. Moreover, any stakeholders who question the appropriateness of the

commercial interpretation of 'participation' are marginalised as disruptive influences.

Pfahiert (1998:24) describes the development of NCOs involvement in the research

process as "a tuture where non-government organisations meet regularly with

industry... rather than barracking trom the sidcline...a frrture where they can progress

important debates in a reasoned manner rvithout continual recourse to the media and

the use of non-scientific rhetoric". Pfahlert's comments highlight the self-legitirnation

implicit r.l'ithin collaborative research defined through corporate governance and the

limited potential for this constrained version of collaboration to generate translation.

Collaborative research: industry sponsored science and scientific

objectivity

A number of authors from New Zealand and overseas have discussed the relationship

between changing governance regimes and an objective research process (Hutchings

et al. 1997, Symes 2001, Wallace 1998, Gaffney 1997, Finlayson 1994). [n New

Zealand this debate has been particularly controversial as many of New Zealand's

current cadre of senior fisheries scientists who began their careers' as parts of the pre-
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1984 public service have had to reconsider their conduct in the post-reform period.

All commentators hold that the process through which research is politicised is crucial

for determining research outcomes and that the intentions of specific marine

management systems drive the expectations that determine the role of research in

management practice. For example, Hutchings et al. (1997:l198/9), contends that in a

Canadian context: "Political and bureaucratic interference in government fisheries

science compromises the DFO's efforts to sustain fish stocks and thereby, the socio-

economic well-being of fishing people and fishing communities. IJutchings et al.

(1997:1203) is particularly wary of the implications of a political body conducting

scientific research, stating it can "permit analyses presented by that body to be

portrayed as being based on science, thereby Iegitimising government policy and

departmental obj ectives"

In New Zealand, Wallace (1998) suggests that commercial fishing companies

interfere with the research process by agitating fbr the elevation of catch limits while

simultaneously reducing their research budget. Flersoug (2002) is less accusatory than

Wallace yet contends that a combination of the government's ideological investment

in a devolved fisheries management system and the commercial sectors financial

investment in the research process has an influence on how research outcomes are

used. For Hersoug (2002:152) "The buying of expertise is also a buying into the

system of scientific advice. Having paid thousands of dollars in a contested

assessment, it is hard to scrap both models and process and revert to sheer political

lobbying". Not surprisingly, those scientists employed by commercial stakeholders

hold different views. Starr, a Canadian fisheries scientist, who has worked as an

independent research contractor providing advice to New Zealand fishing companies

holds that by buying into the process, industry is actually ensuring quality of analysis

and an objective research process (Starr et al., 1998).

Starr implies that the commercial view of scientific advice as'product' is of benefit to

both government and the managemenl process. Commercial operators can choose

where they invest their research dollars and as such are responsible fbr ensuring that

they receive the best retLlms on their investment. Starr et al.'s (1998) comments, like

many of those from commercial sector interests, underestimate the role of the state in

facilitating the commercial govemance of New Zealand's science service provision.

Consequently Hutchings et al.'s (1997) warning regarding how science advice should
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be treated has resonance in the New Zealand context. despite the ideological

diffbrences in the management systems. The incorporation of flsheries science within

a series of institutions organised around comrnercial principles has the potential to

permit analyses presented by that body to be portrayed as based on science, yet

legitimate thcir commercial goals. The ethos of 'science as service' calls into question

how scientific objectivity has been conceptualised. The following section traces the

theoretical developrnent of the objectivity/subjectivity dualism within science and

how it can be re-constituted in process terms. Through this analytical lens a singular

conception of 'objective science' is difficult to justifo, objectivity is context

dependent. contested. ongoing and stems from multiple narratives.

The objectivity/subjectivity dualism in science

The debate concerning how governance regimes influence the scientific process calls

into question the constitution of scientific objectivity. Longino (1990) claims

questions concerning objectivity in science often refer more specifically to one of two

problems that are interlinked. Longino (1990:62) describes the first problem as an

issue relating to the "referential character of scientific theories", and is concerned

with the mode of enquiry used to investigate f'acts and entities. Longino summarises

the second problem as an issue of truth and relates it to the description of discrete

lacts and entities in the environment. Lorrgino (1990) argues that in combination these

epistemological problems are part of a more wide-ranging debate concerned with how

science itself is defined. Longino (1990:4) holds that science is defined by both its

goals concerning explanations of the natural world. and its governing values to satisfy

criteria such as "truth, accuracy, predictability, and breadth."

Within this debate an objective mode of research enquiry has traditionally been

presented as a crucial precursor of explanatory science. A defensible methodology

and lack of any biases are crucial in preventing research from being labelled as

subjective. Typically the debate surrounding research methodology has wavered

between two extreme positions. At one extreme a positivist interpretation of the

discourse holds that only objective research methodologies can uncover a close

representation of factual truths. Pickett et al. ( 1994\ hold that Popper's concept of

falsifiability has been crucial to reinfbrcing this position as it enables a clear

demarcation between science and non-science. Through applying the principles of

falsifiability objective science stems from identi$'ing a consistent relationship
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between a conceptual construct and an observable phenomenon. At the other end of

the discursive spectrum, social constructivists such as Law and Lodge (1984) hold

that there is no demarcation between science and non-science. They summarise the

social-constructivist view of scientific knowledge as a view that: "science is neither

more rational nor closer to reality than other forms of thought.., Rather it suggests

that all forms of thought select from what is observable and construct observations on

the basis of that selection".

ln this view science becomes an open system of understanding, framed by a process

of "transformative intenogation by a diverse community of investigators" (Pickett et

al., 1994:158). Longino (1990) labels this position as the strong form of social

constructivism and questions the extent to which those who adopt this position can

identify the specific properties that determine the difl'erences between discrete entities

fundamental to determining an objective truth. Longino (1990) holds that truth

develops as a result of a dialogue process between individuals who may hold difl-erent

views concerning the best method for determining the relationship between theories

and objects. Longino (1990:10) favours a position of "weak social constructionism"

which emphasises the "social character of scientific knowledge that protects it from

and renders it vulnerable to social and political interests and values". To unravel the

subjectivit,v/objectivity dualism Longino employs a lbrm of post-structural network

analysis. Longino (1990:74) argues that objective science can only be produced as

part as a community of common practice, as o'once propositions, theses, and

hypotheses are developed. what will become scientific knowledge is produced

collectively through the clashing and meshing of a variety of points of view".

Demeritt (1998) argues that these relationships exist as a series of heterogeneous

actor-networks. Demeritt uses heterogeneous constructionism to explain scientific

objectivity (Demerritt 1998). Heterogeneous construction removes the hermetic seals

that traditionally have separated science from politics and emphasises how

relationships influence and are influenced by power. Demerritt (1998) argues that the

ontological slide rule between positivist and social constructionist definitions of

scientific is an inadequate analytical tool. Consequently heterogeneous

constructionism, unlike other constructivist arguments does not adopt an instrumental

view of the governance structures that frame how science is politicised.
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Demerritt (2001) argues that instrumental views lirnit understandings of the effects of

governance and how individuals or institutions distort scientific results to serve their

own ends. Heterogeneous construction takes a much more open-ended view of

science in the political process. Demerritt (2001) adopts a process-based, post-

structural political economy perspective. holding that while politics can influence how

science is constittrted. science, in turn can influence the process of how issues are

politicised. Dememitt argues (2001:308) that: "politics - involving particular cultural

understandings, social commitments and power relations get built "upstream" through

the technical practices of scierrce itself." Further. Demerritt (2001:308) contends " the

dernand for and the expectation of policy relevance has subtly shaped the formulation

of research questions, choice of methods, standards of proof, and the definition of

other aspects o['good' scientific practice". This shaping process is not necessarily

negative as it can lead to objective scientific practices that are particularly relevant to

the context in which they were formed within or outside the policy sphere.

The thesis rejects both positivist and the strong social constructivist interpretations of

scientilic objectivity and adopts a view closer to Demerritt's heterogeneous

constructivist position. The thesis contends that political imperatives influence the

outcomes of scientific study to the extent that they determine the relative importance

of specilic fields of inquiry while acknow'ledging that scientific analysis can shift

what type of research is considered politically relevant. Consequently, while scientific

research exists as part of a complex amalgam of socio-political relationships, specific

scientific practices can be carried out to fulfil Popper's principle of falseafiablity. In

this sense rvhile scientists all share a range of dift'ering subjectivities, by following a

set of common epistemological principles they can still conduct objective research.

ln New Zealand the PCE (20034) have adopted a view of science that holds that only

through acknowledging the influence of multiple subjectivities can science be

considered objective enough to be used as a policy guide. According to the PCE

(2003A: 22), scientific evidence can be influenced by

The individual standpoint of the researcher derived from his or her values and

experience of'life and learning:

Political and economic pressure from f'unding agencies and research

institutions;
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o The politics that accompany decisions about selection of an inclusion of

articles and research data in reputablejournals;

The politics and economics that determine the reputable joumals; and

An individual researcher's desire for academic and economic advancement.

'fhe PCE contends that widespread debate regarding specific issues. far from

introducing bias into scientific research, actually contributes to ensuring its objectivity

and relevance. Demenitt contends (2001) that ongoing dialogue concerning

objectivity is crucial to scientific development as the way knowledge is organised and

communicated underpins debate concerning contentious issues. This thesis expands

upon Demeritt's claim in subsequent chapters. It investigates the fisheries

science/management milieu as a knowledge community and examines the interactions

of key individuals and organisations. Moreover, the thesis moves on to examine the

processes through which scientific objectivity is constituted and the extent of

reciprocation between science and politics.

Gonclusion: re-regulation of the state, corporate governance in New

Zealand marine management and science service provision

Commercial fishing has been a significant part of the Nerv Zealand economy since the

late l9th century. Chapter tbur has highlighted the relationship between the state and

commercial operators concerning the rnanagement of marine resources. Government

involvement in fisheries management has varied since the late l9'l' Centur), as have

the regimes used to manage the fishery. Up until the early 1980s successive

governments favoured management through a series of input controls. These

regulations controlled the amount of capital investment in harvesting and processing

equipment. Since the establishment of the QMS in 1986 an ITQ based management

regime has been established. At present New Zealand's fisheries management system

remains largely output-based despite the re-introduction of fisheries plan co-

management arrangements in 1997. Despite the extent of administrative change,

management legislation has always had two foci and aimed at ensuring the

protitability of the tishery as well as mitigating the environmental affects of fishing.

This chapter shows how these tw'in fbci have been a source of tension betrveen the

state and commercial fishers and the subject of vigorous debate.
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This chapter has exanrined the development of New Zealand's deepwater commercial

fishery. 1'he deepr.t'ater fleet developed in the 1960s and 1970s in response to a state

funded development program aimed at increasing New Zealand's economic capacity.

This program w'as typical of other strategies adopted by a Keynesian welfare state

favouring imporl substitution industrialisation. Following the implementation of the

EEZ in 1977 state investment took on a geo-political dimension as the Government

looked to ensure that New Zcaland fishing vessels replaced foreign vessels within the

200 mile limit. While catch levels significantly increased following the

implementation of the EEZ, by the early I980s fisheries management was facing

crises associated with a depletcd inshore fishery and an industry challenged by

overcapitalisation.

Such crises rvere mirrored in other sectors of NewZealand's economy and society. In

cornbination these crises precipitated a rethink of New Zealand's economic strategy in

an attempt to renrain internationally competitive. Chapter four has explored the

ideological origins and extent of the refbnn process that followed, and its effects on

fisheries management and science sen'ice provision. the re-regulation of the

economy included fundamental changes to fisheries management processes. The

private ownership of ITQ has resulted in the corporate governance of the marine

management process. Ideologically this shift in philosophy was driven by a

combination of institutional economic theories, stressing the importance of

contractual relations, competitive service provision and the perils of the 'bureaucratic

capture' of economic performance gains.

This shift has had a range of effects on the process and practices of fishing that enable

and constrain management decision making. QMS had a range of tangible outcomes.

It reduced the number of flshers involved in the fishery and initiated a process that

nineteen years later have led to unprecedented levels of quota aggregation. Quota

aggregation amongst a select group of large commercial stakeholders has mirrored a

similar aggregation of influence amongst the agenda establishing priorities for

research. The cost recovery process that links these allocation outcomes to the science

reforms has a narrow focus and has ensured that some commercial stakeholders have

little interest in paying for research not specifically necessary under the terms of the

Fisheries Act 1996. These outcomes hinder the translation of new scientific ideas

within the management milieu.
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This narrow focus has meant that while some commercial stakeholders emphasise the

importance of a wider ranging research agenda to ensure sound management practice

they continue to support studies that have a narrow focus on increasing their

profitability (Talley, 1999). This debate has raised questions regarding how the

objectivity of the scientitlc advice used for fisheries management has been politicised.

Chapter four argues that while scientific objectivity is an ongoing process in New

Zealand fisheries management it has been dcfined through the modus-operandi of

corporate governance. Post-structural interpretations of objectivity, however, argue

that objective science represents a series of truths, constituted as a heterogeneous

arnalgam of the multiple subjectivities of the researchers involved. Through this lens,

as long as a dialogue process remains open to all. through translation, the

heterogeneous construction of scientific objectivity is possible.

Chapter four highlights the key concepts that shape economic and scientitic thinking

concerning the management of New Zealand's fisheries. The chapter describes the

relationship between f-isheries science and management in the New Zealand context

and emphasises that these areas of knowledge have been embedded in a distinctive

institutional milieu over a long period of time, This chapter also describes how a

range of factors with multiple sources have always pushed fishing investment patterns

and fishing practices in different directions at different times, These changes in

direction are reflected in developments within the milieu and ensure the dynamism of

the embedding processes. Such change has raised a serics of questions as to what

knowledge is relevant for management and how this knowledge is used, disseminated

and legitimated through translation. Moreover, these questions concern the practices

of individuals involved in the management process, they probe the limits of

acceptable behaviour and seek to determine how credibility is formalised. Chapter

five describes the specifics of the milieu in more detail and examines the irnplications

of these questions on ecological information transfer. Chapter five seeks to show how

this embedding process shapes communication in ways that both enable and constrain

ecological information trans fer.
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Ghapter Five

Fisheries science and fisheries management:

confused ideals, contention and ambiguities in

process

Introduction: mapping the fisheries management process

Chapter five is framed by two key research questions. Firstly, it examines the./isheries

managsment process. The investigation outlines the extent of the llsheries

science/management milieu, the key institutions. and the role of specific individuals.

Secondly, chapter five explores how ecological information noves within the

management process and describes the barriers that hinder its translation. The analysis

is based on primary sources, synthesising the data acquired during the interview

series. The following chapter investigates the power relations that mould the milieu

and describes how different stakeholders champion or challenge the status quo.

Chapter five describes the cognitive and practical barriers to intbrmation transfer and

examines the extent to which emotions such as trust enable and constrain information

transfer. The chapter identifies the differences between emotive and capacity trust and

how these differences influence ecological information transfer, Chapter five

describes how individual's reputations develop and how mutual credibility is crucial

to ensuring successful dialogue. The chapter uses the scampi fishery as a case study to

describe how uncertainty, liustration and a misunderstanding of how scientific

objectivity has been politicised are key barriers to information transfer. preventing the

alignment of the science/management milieu. Despite sections 8 and 9 of the Fisheries

Act 1996, which define uncertainty in legislation, stakeholders still understand

uncertainty in different ways. These dif'ferences shape how stakeholders believe

uncertainty should be used to guide management decisions. prevent translation, hinder

network realignment and are a major barrier to ecological infbrmation transtbr.
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From this point chapter five investigates how large-scale politico/ideological changes

are impacting on the management milieu. science service provision and the effects

these changes have had on ecological information transfer. Chapter five investigates

the implications of the Fisheries Act 1996, devolution and the entrenchment of the

Quota Management System (QMS) as well as the ideological sea-change since 1999

that has refocused government involvement in fisheries management, to the dismay of

some cornmercial stakeholders.

Following from this, chapter five highlights the role of individual's disposition in the

communication process and emphasises how at times individual differences in

outlook and personality inhibit translation and are tangible barriers to ecological

information transfer. The chapter highlights that within fisheries management it is

often difficult to correlate all facets of different stakeholders' decision making process

within one distinctive category and that attempts to do so often furrher stifle

information transfer. The chapter concludes that the decision to communicate, to pass

on and receive ecological information is complicated and reflects individual's

positions as members of complex networks within which their ideals, intentions and

their decision to act may be mutually exclusive.

The target of investigation: the fisheries science managemenUmilieu

Chapter five is focussed on institutional culture and individual's behaviour. The

analysis concurs with Jentoft's assertion (2004:138) that "institutions are as essential

to fisheries as the fish and fishers themselves" and that inslilutions contain within

lhem the parlicular sources and solutions to .fisheries management problems.

Institutions mould the potential translations of ecological information across the wider

fisheriesiscience management milieu and will shape the trajectory of any alternate

fluture management system. Jentoft (2004) states that further research in fisheries

management must concentrate on identifying institutional purpose, asking questions

concerning institutional culrure and analysing if institutions have both instrumental

and intrinsic values. In New Zealand the institutional milieu is broad but lacks depth.

Three key institutions, the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research,

(NIWA), the Seafood Industry Council, (SEAFIC), and the Ministry of Fisheries

(MFISH) are crucial nodes in the science management milieu. Each of these

institutions employ individuals who have training and experience with some aspects

of fisheries science, management, policy analysis or resource economics but few who
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have an in depth understanding of how to link these discoursesr. These institutions are

crucial to this thesis, as barriers to information transf'er are anchored within them, as

are the solutions to the fisheries management problematic. Like Jentoll's (2004)

analysis, this section exarnines the nature and functions of these three institutions,

distinguished within the milieu by their different viewpoints and their diflerent roles.

This section asks questions of individuals, holding that individual's decisions are

simultaneously shaped by, and autonomous from, the institutions of which they are a

part. Further, the section argues that institutions themselves constitute. and are

constituted by individual's values and decision rnaking, Moreover, this section

contends that institutional cultures are a major component of how ecological

information travels and is utilised. Within the milieu communication includes both the

.formal and informal aspects of knowledge exchange. Both types of infbrmation

transfer are intensely personal and emphasise individuals' personality, beliefs.

intentions and future goals. The rnilieu is anchored tenitorially. Wellington is the hub

of the network. The head offices of two of the three key institutions: SEAFIC and

MFISH are located in this cit-v. NIWA's head office is in Hamilton. but the general

manager of fisheries management is based at NIWA's Wellington office at Greta

Point. Other science service providers, commercial stakeholders, management agents

and other interested stakeholder groups are located throughout the country,

particularly in larger centres such as Auckland, Hamilton and the greater Nelson

region. The transfer of statTbetween organisations is relatively common and results in

a complex network of knowledge exchang.'. Mor.ouer, individual statT members of

different institutions are in regular contact with one another via e-mail or the

telephone. Throughout the netu'ork there is a general awareness of who has what role

and how they may communicate.

I Each of these organisations employs specialist staff who do have a general knowledge of the entire

system, but this knowledge is gerrerally a by-product of their experience cornbined with their specialist

expertise, rather than part of their specilic job descriptions (although there are a f'ew notable

exceptions).

t Unlike Henry and Pinch (2000), this dissertation ntakes no claims as to suggest that this intimacy

displays distinctly regional characteristics, while most respondents noted that a "Wellington scene"

does exist and this was confirmed by personal observation this dissertation does not investigate the

specific defining characteristics of this particular network.
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Trust is one of the most important individual values embedded within institutions.

The fisheries science/management milieu highlights Ettlinger's (2003) hypothesis that

trust is a heterogeneous phenomenon. The fisheries science/management milieu is

characterised by high levels of background stress, frustration and low levels of

emotive trust. Despite this, in most circumstances. most individuals display a high

level of competency trust in others. even if they misunderstand the intentions of other

stakeholders' actions. The fisheries science/management rnilieu is characterised by

institutional distrust. Stakeholders misconstrue the goals of the key organisations

involved irr fisheries science/management, and as a result frustration is a major part of

the conduct of 'doing fisheries'. Respondents could not envision a fisheries

science/management milieu characterised by anything other than misunderstanding as

v,ell as personal and protbssional tertsions. Such tension hinders network realignment,

prevents translation and creates an adversarial atmosphere throughout the

management milieu. Consequently the fisheries science/management milieu

represents a 'cognitive battlefield', typified by individual and institutional combatants

who believe that their views concerning fisheries management are the most practical

and best intentioned. At present the transfer of ecological information within the

milieu is limited. the intentions of those that seek its propagation questioned, and its

contribution to positive economic and environmental outcomes far less than what it

could be.

The scope of the network

This section presents an outline of the fisheries management milieu, the scope of the

netw'ork and the extent of communication within and between institutions and

individuals. This section is split into three parts. Firstly, the section outlines the stock

assessment process, describing the series of meetings which lead up to the Minister

making species-specific quota decisions and the opportunities that stakeholder groups

have to participate in the decision making process. Secondly, the section presents a

description of the institutional culture and role of NIWA, SEAFIC and MFISH. These

institutions fbrm a'core of expertise' in the fisheries science/management milieu and

are bound together with formal and informal ties. Most of the science/management

information that originates within or passes through the wider milieu passes via

individuals through one or more of these institutions. The third section presents a

close analysis of three individuals: .lonathan Peacey, a chief policy analyst at MFISH,
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Kevin Stokes, chief scientist at SEAFIC and Daryl Sykes, executive officer of the

Rock Lobster Industry Council (a commercial stakeholder organisation). These

respondents generously allowed their identities to be revealed. This greatly assists in

providing authentic voice to how networking actually occurs and how information

transf'er. particularly relating to ecological information has failed to occur. From this

point the section explores the views of a combination of NIWA science and

management personnel and moulds them together to represent the persona of a senior

scientist and a science manager. This analysis outlines how an individual's specific

role shapes their understanding and use of ecological infbrmation. Moreover, this

analysis illustrates the extent of inter-institutional communication within the milieu

and underlying sources of professional tension.

The role of the key institutions in New Zealand's fisheries management:

SEAFIC, MFISH and NIWA

In combination, SEAFIC, MFISH and NIWA are largely responsible, for the design

and implementation of New Zealand's fisheries management process and fisheries

science service provisionl. Within the fisheries science/management milieu these

three institutions compete with each other on three distinct levels.

Firstly, NIWA and SEAFIC are often in direct financial competition for research

contracts. When not competing against each other for research f'unding, individuals

from NIWA and SEAFIC often debate the methodological rigour and objectivity of

each other's research. This debate is a crucial part of the management process and a

crucial site of information transfer. This debate represents an opportunity for dialogue

where translation can occur. Secondly, these three institutions compete on an

ontological level. Representatives of each institution generally espouse opinions based

on similar cognitive approaches to particular issues. These ontological 'thought

blueprints' differ betw'een institutions and inform activity in different ways. Thirdly,

t There are other institutions involved with some aspects of flsheries management, science service

provision and the transfer of ecological information responsible for management including the Ministry

for the Environment, the Department of Conservation, the Parliamentary Commissioner for the

Environment and others. SEAFIC is not directly responsible for management; however, it is an

umbrella organisation representing the interests of commercial fishing organisations responsible for

manae.ement.
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these institutions compete for influence within the New Zealand fisheries

management milieu. Much of the dialogue that surrounds management strategy and

implementation also represents network realignment through the renegotiation of

institutional power relations. Consequently the processes that lbrmalise and make

management decisions tangible simultaneously represent ongoing opportunities for

institutional jockeying.

The Seafood Industry Council

SEAFIC is an umbrella organisation and represents the interests of a range of

commercial stakeholder organisation. Respondent 33, a SEAFIC staff member, noted

that SEAFIC had two roles (pers.com 10102). Firstly. SEAFIC ensures the QMS

delivers the opportunity for commercial stakeholders to maximise harvest within

sustainability bounds. SEAFIC's second role involves assisting commercial

stakeholders in achieving economic growth. SEAFIC's website notes that the

organisation is funded: "through a statutory levy on all fish landed and processed by

New Zealand industry" (www.seafood.co.nz). SEAFIC's website describes the

organisations role as: 'oTo promote the healthy development of the New Zealand

seafood industry. This occurs through advocacy, policy development and the

educational seruices to the commercial seafood industry (www.seafood.co.nz).

Respondent 21, a distributor of seafood products, notes SEAFIC developed following

the disbandment of the Fisheries Industry Board in the mid 1990s. At that time

SEAFIC's aim was to give industry a unified voice at a time when disparate

companies were trying to come to terms with the implications of devolved

management responsibility (pers.com 04/03). Respondent24 explains that SEAFIC's

members are predominantly rnajor quota owner organisations such as the Rock

Lobster Industry Council or Orange Roughy Management Company. SEAFIC's

constitution states that voting rights at the eight meetings held annually are weighted

based on quota ownership, with the votes of larger quota owners canying more

weight than those who have smaller allocations (pers.com 04/03). This structure

means that as quota has continued to aggregate since the implementation of the QMS

voting rights have been concentrated amongst fewer operators.

SEAFIC personnel are split into four distinct but interrelated teams, science policy,

business policy, trade and information and the Seafood Industry Training

Organisation (SITO). Both the science policy and business policy teams to have links
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to government organisations and rnany staff have past experience working within

government institutions. SEAFIC is characterised by the high levels of intra-

institutional communication. Furthermore, most respondents who work at SEAFIC

note that at a personal level it is relatively stress free. Most SEAFIC personnel fill a

more general consultative/analytical role as well as their set job description.

Consequently most have well-developed information transl-er networks and note that

staying connected is an important part of their job. Despite this, the basis for

individual communication remains SEAFIC's role as an advocate for industry. 1'his

advocacy forms the basis ol most staff members' cognitive approach towards

information transfer. Collectively, SEAFIC staff build their world view around the

belief that by facilitating devolved management responsibility, they are representing

the 'most legitimate' stakeholders in the management process (commercial fishers)

and upholding the principles and intentions of lhe Fisheries Act 1996.

The Ministry of Fisheries

MFISH is New Zealand's primary fisheries management institution and has a number

of bureaucratic, administrative. facilitative and advisory functions{. Primarily the

Ministry is an instrument o1' government. Its mission statement states a desire to

"work collaboratively with other central and government agencies in the

Government's collective interest" (wwrv.fish.govt.nz). Ministrl'personnel conduct a

wide range of activity and have a number of specific goals associated with

information transfer. These include to both: "Actively involve Tangata Whenua,

stakeholders and the public in our work in cost-elfective ways" and to "Create an

organisational environment to maximise the contribution of our people, quality of our

relationships and the cost et'fectiveness of our services" (www.fish.govt.nz). The

Ministry emphasises communication as one of its core values and employs staff not

only to specifically manage relationships between stakeholders but also employees

who ensure the Ministry is informed of developments throughout the fishing sector

(pers.com, Respondent l9 09/03, Respondent35 12104).

Since 1986 a series of major legislative and administrative changes has lead to

development of a dynamic institutional culture. characterised b), changes

u For more information see the Ministrv website www.fish.govt.nz

the

in
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successive goverrrment's strategic direction and rapid staff turnover. Respondent 14, a

fisheries consultant, outlined that the Ministry is still tinding its niche in the

management process and developing its institutional capacity (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 14 outlined during the 1980s and 1990s the decision making process was

ad hoc and arbitrary relative to the present. At that tirne decisions had to be made

despite Ministry staff not knowing the full extent of the future implications (pers.com

09/03). Respondent l4 holds that during the period 1988-1995: "the scary part of it

was that the decisions I made and why you did things in a certain way was because of

other things were lTappening around you. It was a case of learning on the job; no one

had done it before" (pers.com 09/03).

Respondents working within the Ministry emphasised that since its formation in 1995,

they have adopted a facilitative role towards the management of t-rsheries resources

rather than prescribe actual management programs. Much of the Ministry's activity

reflects the influence of this devolutionist ideology. Respondent 34, a former Ministry

employee, outlined that while devolution has been on the Government's agenda since

the introduction of QMS it has only become a defining characteristic of its ontological

approach since 1996. This transition was marked by the Fisheries Act 1996 and the

genesis of "project X", the initial phase of a return to a fisheries plan based

management approach (pers.com 10102). Respondent l9 implied that 1999 marked the

high water mark of the devolutionist approach and since that time the Ministry has

been more actively involved in facilitating management outcomes (pers.com 12104).

Respondent 34 also noted this emphasis on devolved management responsibility

existed concurrently with a Ministry rvide emphasis on ensuring sustainability and

upholding the Treaty of Waitangi. Respondent 34 also noted that at times these two

emphases tended to clash as tangata whenua were sometimes more interested in

consen,ing their customary harvest rather than the ongoing extraction of fish stocks

and other marine resources (pers.com l0/02).

When asked to describe the Ministry's institutional culture. the responses of current

employees and others concurred with Respondent 34's. Respondent 19, an analyst,

noted priority setting was a major challenge for the Ministry as it often struggled to

draw together the different components of its responsibility to the fishery, and to

stakeholders using marine resources (pers.com 12104). Furthermore, Respondent 19

outlined that at times there was confusion regarding the weighting that should be
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assigned to the development of strategic policy, relative to the weighting allocated to

implementing current policy initiatives. Respondent l9 indicated that this debate was

part of a larger problem concerning the Ministry's institutional focus. Respondent l9

indicated that since 1996, there has been a shift from a specific tbcus on the

implementation of management processes to an increased emphasis on management

outcomes. Respondent 19 implies that while this shill has allorved commercial

stakeholders to propose pragmatic solutions to management problems and given these

stakeholders more opportunity to take over responsibility lbr management it has also

sharpened the Ministry's awareness of the need to ensure positive environmental

outcomes (pers.com 12104).

Primarily, respondents from the Ministry base their rvorldvierv around two

interrelated beliefs. Firstly, most Ministry personnel have a strong faith in the entire

management system. They emphasise that they are part of a larger system trying to

achieve positive outcomes. While their specific beliefs and the wellbeing of

individuals are important, the overall integrity of the entire system is more so.

Secondly, as Ministry respondents tended to emphasise the importance of the overall

system they also tended to depersonalise stakeholders' conflicting beliefs. Through

this view confiontation between stakeholders becomes advantaseous as it reveals

potential points of conlention in the overall process.

Respondent 10, a manager at the Ministry, noted that conflict itself is positive because

it shows people are interested enough in the issues to feel strongly enough to get

involved (pers.com 09/03). Some other stakeholders find the Ministry's outlook on

the management process frustrating. They suggest thal the Ministry is largely

indifTerent to their problems despite their emphasis on consultation (pers.com,

Respondent 9 10/03). Ministry respondents justif,v their indifference by implying that

they have a responsibility to adopt an objective position when confronted with the

grievances of individual stakeholder groups and that it would be corrupt tbr Ministrl'

officials to be seen to favour one stakeholder group over another (pers.com,

Respondent l0 09/03).

Respondenl 12, a policy analyst, summarises the views of most other respondents

concerning the Ministry's institutional culture: "The Ministry involves a collective

balancing of views, but there seems to be so much isolation and no collective

balancing of views across departments" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent l9 concurs that
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while those outside the Ministry may view it as insular and isolated, the mix of

fisheries specialists and policy generalists encourages staff cooperation and that most

staff come to appreciate the skills their peers have to offer. Both respondents' views

appear valid. These views reflect these respondents' positionality within the

science/management milieu. Respondent l2 works outside the Ministry, but has a

range of contacts with past and current Ministry employees. Respondent l2's view

highlights that throughout the Ministry. staff are employed in specific management

teams and work on specific groups of issues. even if their skill sets are not ideally

suited to these matters. Respondent l9's view is that of a long time Ministry

employee. Respondent 19, while being nominally employed to conduct analysis in a

particular area of fisheries management has a wide range of expertise and makes

relevant contributions in a number of areas. As a result, for Respondent 19, the

internal barriers refered to by Respondent 12 are of little consequence. Despite this

Respondent 19 (pers"com 12104) is aware of the potential negative effects these

internal barriers might have on information transfer within the Ministry, particularly

for new staff that are relatively inexperienced and not confident enough to ask for

help outside of their own management team.

Respondent 14, a consultant, notes that while the Ministry provides a positive

working environment it is common for staff to leave for jobs in the private sector.

Respondent 14 implies that working for the Ministry requires a special sense of

purpose stating: "l don't believe it's possible to be a public servant in fisheries. It's

different to other relationships in that you have to be deliberately objective" (pers.com

09/03). This range of views indicates that a number of stakeholders, both within the

Ministry and outside its institutional boundaries, have had difticulty defining the

organisation's role in a management milieu characterised by devolution. The

ideological belief in commercial stakeholders' philosophies of governance was

originally espoused by Ministry officials during the 1980s in the lead up to and

implementation of QMS. Many of the officials involved are still major players in New

Zealand's fisheries managements and despite the strategic level ideological sea-

change their thought pattems remains anchored within a strict neo-liberal paradigm

(pers.com, Respondent 36 10102).

-t Some are senior officials in MFISH.
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National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research

Of the three major institutions involved in the NZ fisheries/science management

milieu, NIWA has the most distinctive institutional culture. Most NIWA staff share a

common history and have had similar training, in similar fields at similar times6

(pers.com, Respondents 1. 7). Furthermore, most NIWA respondents have a passion

for understanding the marine environment and enjoy that their research allows them to

observe the interactions within marine systems (pers.com, Respondents 1,3, 6,7,15,

2l). NIWA scientists and science managers are both acutely aware of the role

commercial stakeholders have in the research process. A number of these respondents

have concerns regarding the potential for commercial stakeholders to exploit marine

resources leading to unnecessary environmental degradation (pers.com. Respondents

l, 3, 6, 7). Consequently few NIWA respondents hold the tenets of commercial

stakeholders' sustainability rhetoric in high regard; most consider it an ineffective

measure on an inappropriate timescale (pers.com, Respondents l, 7). As a group,

NIWA respondents take a long-term view on the environmental affects of fishing and

are concerned that those directly responsible for management have placed too much

emphasis on economic rather than environmental outcomes (pers.com, Respondent 7

09/03).

Another aspect of NIWA's institutional culture is the general awareness of its

personnel regarding their specific role in the management process. NIWA staff view

themselves as information providers and are obliged to ensure that they fulfil this role

but don't go beyond it (pers.com, Respondent 6 09/03). Most NIWA respondents

noted the importance of this line of demarcation in protecting the objectivity of their

results (pers.com, Respondents l,3,5.7). Of all respondents, those from NIWA were

the most anxious to defend their own credibility'. Simultaneously respondents fiom

NIWA were most likely to cast aspersions at the credibility of others who used

different methods to judge their orvn professionalism. Some NIWA respondents were

particularly critical of scientists employed at other institutions. Those scientists that

they referred to rarely responded in kind but were well aware of the prevailing attitude

NIWA employees had towards their rvork (pers.com. Respondent 2 09/03).

u A number of prominent NIWA staff received their initial training at the Portobello Marine l-aboratory

at the University of Otago.
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Respondent 2, a scientist working for SEAFIC. proposed two possible explanations

for such visceral responses. Firstly. Respondent 2 noted that these reactions are a

response to the potential threat of competition for research contractsT. Secondly,

Respondent 2 also explained the prevailing attitude of some NIWA scientists may

stem from the resentment they feel towards their relative inability to influence

management decisions compared to rvhen they were employed at the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) before the retbrm of science service provision 8

(pers.com 09i03).

The age and experience profiles of most NIWA scientists confirm Respondent 2's

proposals. NIWA respondents were generally between 40 and 60 and have had a

minirnum of l5 years experience working within the fisheries science/management

milieu. A number of these scientists have been a part of the milieu since before the

introduction of the QMS or cost recovery and have seen their role in making

management decisions diminish over time. Respondent 3, a NIWA science manager,

notes that since l99l commercial stakeholders desire to purchase their own research

has made the position of scientists previously employed at MAF to offer management

advice redr.urdant (pers.com 09/03). Furthermore, Respondent 3 argues since the

creation of NIWA in 1992 and the splitting of MFISH from MAF in 1995, NIWA

scientists have been "put out at arms length" in terms of making management

decisions (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 3, who remains uncomfortable with the

principals of devolved management and the cost recovery system notes that

commercial stakeholders are not in the position to purchase research objectively or act

as the custodian of the resource for the good of the nation (pers.com 09/03).

Generally NIWA scientists see themselves as having a protective role. Respondent 7,

a NIWA scientist, contends that the management process needs changing to allow the

w'ork of scientists to benefit the entire country rather than specific individuals.

7 Respondent l7 outlines that the origins of this anitude precede QMS: "Back in 1983 we were still a

government department and in terms of research we were it. We were number one and had an open

cheque book t suppose... that was the mindset then" Respondent l7 concurs noting that NIWA

scientists are particularly protective of what they see as 'their patch' and while working relationships

are developing NIWA has parochial views on who should be responsible for environmental research

(pers.com 09/03).
t For more information on these reforms refer to earlier chapters.
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Respondent 7 holds that the ideal management system would: "Remove the

constraints which force us to do things which aren't that useful for the whole of

society and enable us to focus on our real job as scientists" (pers.com 09/03).

Furthermore, Respondent 7 argues the management agency has a responsibility to

ensure there is a range of perspectives informing the advice they generate and not just

pay lip service to the ideals of consultation. Most other stakeholders view such

feelings as nostalgic and characterise NIWA as an institution that bears a grudge

towards the changing ideals of fisheries management (pers.com Respondents 2, 14,

and 17). It appears as if there are elements of latent bitterness within NIWA towards

the changes in fisheries management and science service provision since the

implementation of QMS. This bitterness has negative effects on information transfer

within the management milieu and prevents ecological information from doing all the

work that it could. NIWA personnel are making efforts to change their mindset but it

seems that within the scientific community the legacy of previous regimes will take a

long time to fade.

Information transfer and the policy process: mapping power relations in

New Zealand fisheries management

This section has both a descriptive and an analytical purpose. Firstly, it describes the

series of meetings and information transfer that lead to the Minister's decisions

regarding an appropriate species-specific TACC. Secondly, it examines the

opportunities specific stakeholders have to influence the process and illustrates how a

cornbination of scientific and management advice from a range of stakeholders

influences the Minister's decision. Thirdly, this section emphasises that the power

relations controlling information transfer have more influence on the Minister's

decision making process than the relevance of the information presented, its relative

urgency, accuracy or source.

All respondents emphasised that the stock assessment process could be broken down

into a series of juxtaposed and overlapping meetings. These meetings followed a

relatively flexible timetable, were dependent on specific funding arangements and on

priorities set by the Minister at the time. Respondent 8 provides a precis of the entire

process describing a three-tiered management system (pers.com 10/02) (Figure 5.0).

The first tier involves a research planning process that decides on specific information

needs and identifies how much the research is likelv to cost. The second tier involves
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the research itself and the dissemination of this information to stakeholders for

review, critique and discussion. The third tier involves the actual passage of the

information regarding the state of the stocks and the possible environmental and

economic implications of change to the Minister who makes the final decision

(pers.com 10102). Other stakeholders describe a similar process but in different terms.

Figure 5.0: A schematic representation of the quota setting process
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Respondent2l, an MFISH scientist, described in detail the annual research planning

process (Respondent 8's first tier) noting the specifics of how stakeholders are

brought together to discuss what research is going to be purchased (pers.com l0/03).

Respondent 2l emphasised that these meetings. while specifically organised by

SEAFIC or a specific commercial stakeholder group, were generally quite open

(pers.com 10/03). Respondent 2l notes that the research planning process is an
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important part of the overall system since: "ln these meetings we create a medium

term research plan and put it in front of the Minister. From there we rvrite tenders,

evaluate them and manage projects right through to completion" (pers.com 10/03).

Respondent 2l noted that the main constraint on the research planning process was

justifying the relevance of the proposed research to those stakeholders who were

paying to have it commissioned (pers.com 10/03). Consequently from its earliest

phases commercial stakeholders usually dominate the research process due to their

status as its financiers.

Respondent 2l outlined the second phase of the management process where research

results are discussed in a series of technical working groups (pers.com l0/03). In

these meetings other stakeholders, including scientists funded by commercial fishing

companies. review how methodological problems and experimental design may affect

the results of the investigations. A number of scientists who are regular attendees at

working group meetings were defensive when asked to describe the type of behaviour

that occurred within them. Some respondents suggested lhat some scientists used their

position in these meetings to do little more than cast aspersions on the work of others.

This second tier of the process includes another group ol plenary meetings, also

focussed on discussing the pragmatics of the scientific research and its methodology.

Respondent 5 describes the plenary sessions as more important than working groups

and noted that these sessions could turn into "real dog fights" as different stakeholders

fought lbr influence (pers.com 10/03). Respondent 5, formerly employed at the

Department of Consen'ation (DOC). noted the difficulty that faced stakeholders at the

plenary who had not been at the working group meeting as they were often not up to

speed on being able to contest research that was "pushed through the process".

Respondent 5 stated that at the plenary sessions the debate remained an open tbrum

although the meetings outcome, the report that would go to the Minister, was at times,

somewhat a ./itit accompli. Respondent 5 stated that the perfunctory role of

stakeholders without strict scientific training during debate in plenary meetings was a

reason for this sense of inevitability, as these stakeholders found such meetings a

dillcult Ibrum to validate their point of view (pers.com l0/03).

F'ollowing the plenary sessions the final reports are presented to the Minister for

approval. Respondent 19, a policy analyst, outlines that the reports themselves

symbolize the transfer of responsibility from scientists to managers. Typically these
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reports present a number of options, each at different level of uncenainty for the issue

at hande. Before the reports are handed to the Minister they are scrutinised by the

MFISH policy and management teams. During this internal review phase. the process

is a more secretive, with NGOs and other stakeholder groups precluded from the

discussion of the data's management implicationsr0. It is at this stage that the policy

team makes the suggested recommendations that go through to the Minister for

approval. Theoretically, frorn this point setting levels of catch is at the sole discretion

of the Minister. However, at this late stage the process is opened up again as

individuals who have access to the Minister can lobby for catch levels to be adjusted

to one they feel is more appropriate. Respondent 5 suggests that commercial

stakeholders are a most effective lobby group due to funding status, although at times

NGO's or other environmental advocates can also play a role (pers.com, 10i03).

Respondent l4 outlined that some Ministers have proved more difficult to lobby than

others, noting that while Pete Hodgson, Minister of Fisheries during 2003 was

difficult to lobby, during the 1990s, when Doug Kidd was Minister, decisions were

often made over a few drinks with the Minister in his office (pers.com, 09/03)t l.

Following the Ministerial announcernent, levels of catch cannot be changed through

the management process itself. However, opportunities remain for TAC to be changed

tlrrough other means. At times TAC and TACC levels have been the subjects of

scrutiny from cabinet committees. Stakeholders from outside the public sphere are

prevented fiom attending these meetings but representatives of other Government

departments, such as the Department of Conservation (DOC) or the Ministry for the

Environment (MFE) can seek to get their Minister to argue against the recommended

levels on specific grounds. Similarly the opportunity exists for the public to get

n Typically these reports will focus either on attributing a TAC and TACC to a specific fisheries

management area (FMA) or identifuing a level of environnrental damage that can be an acceptable

consequence of the sustainable utilisation of a fishery in a specific FMA.

'o These groups, or anyone else can request the information discussed during this review process under

the Official lnfornration Act.

" Respondent 3 outlined that this final frantic stage of lobbying during the 1990s could become "a real

bun fight in the minister's office" with individuals shouting and waving paper in an attempt to gain the

ear of the minister.
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involved through a petition to Cabinet fbr levels to be reassessed. This type of action

is relativelv rare.

The meetings that lead to the Minister setting the relative levels of catch are the

lynchpins of the entire QMS. These meetings shape stakeholders views of the

fisheries management process and in turn are shaped by stakeholders competing

expectations of how science should fit into the decision making process. l'his section

is an 'off the shelf blueprint of the quota setting process. Surprisingly, given the

rancour that surrounds these decisions, most respondents hold that the meeting

process itself is well designed. Most respondents agree that the extended series of

meetings and opportunities for lobbying during the process grant all stakeholders

ample opportunity to express their point of view. Respondent 14 notes that the New

Zealand system is vastly different fiom those overseas due to the excellent quality ol
the research and the relative openness of the procestl'. Despite this positivity,

Respondent 2 remains unconvinced. arguing: "There is a degree of frustration, despite

the confidence, despite what is professed there is a belief that a truly open system

does not exist".

While some stakeholders are unhappy with the level of openness during quota setting

meetings, others hold that these meetings do not include enough ecological

information relating to the envirorunental affects of fishing that may be relevant to

management. Catch limit meetings are generally based around a discussion focussed

on the analytical methods of research designed to identify biological and population

statistics. This meeting process is designed with one outcome in mind. to generate

species-specific TAC and TACC levels. Information regarding the wider

environmental implications of these levels is not considered in these rneetings. This

intbrmation is discussed in a parallel series of meetings running concurrently with

those concerning individual stock assessments. Respondent 8 is critical of this parallel

meeting process suggesting that commercial stakeholders are not really too concemed

'' Respondent l4 contends that the successes of the system are a function of the levels of expertise

amongst scientists and managers stating: "l guess it's the New Zealand approach in that most of us are

generalists and that works for us. It's difllcult to know all the right questions but rvith the scale of the

issue can the Ministry know any better?" (Pers.com 09/03)
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about the aquatic environment working group meetings and that these meetings are

relatively unimportant compared to those concerned with stock assessment.

This s/rzclural separation of the quota setting process from a wider discussion of the

environmental affects of fishing is significant and highlights the lack of integration in

the current process regarding whal science is used in which ways. Such separation

ensures that information strictly concerned with the environmental affects of fishing

gains little traction in determining the levels of catch and goes some way to

explaining why this information 'wont move' in the way sonre stakeholders argue it

should. This structural separation exemplifies how disciplinary knowledge is used to

guide management decisions that have a range of complex outcomes. This thesis

argues that the application of such singular knowledge is inappropriate to the analysis

of the complex amalgam of issues involved in fisheries management and that a new

trans-disciplinary approach that translates the information discussed during these

meetings may realise improved management outcomes.

The role of key individuals in facilitating information transfer

This section examines how the institutional culture of the three major management

institutions shape the views of key personnel involved in marine management and

highlights how these individual's views reflect their positionality. New Zealand's

fisheries management and fisheries science network is relatively small in terms of

absolute numbers. Most stakeholders are of similar age and experience, being in their

40s or older, and have been involved in fisheries management and science service

provision since at least the implementation of the Fisheries Act in 1996. Many of the

architects of the Fisheries Act 1983 and QMS are still active members of the fisheries

management community; some now fill key management roles. Most respondents

have been involved in some aspect of fisheries, fisheries management or science

service provision since at least 1986. some for much longer. T'he cohort currently

involved in fisheries management has matured alongside the QMS and competitive

funding allocations for science. This level of familiarity ensures while there are high
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levels of background stress, there is a genuine faith that the QMS is in fact an

excellent management system 
ll.

Only a few people have a nuanced understanding of the entire fisheries

science/management milieu. Despite this, several individuals do have an intimate

understanding of the scope of the network and of how the relationships involved

enable and constrain ecological information transf-er. This section examines the roles

of three individuals, and a range of NIWA stalf, who all occupy dift-erent niches in the

science/management milieula. Analysis of their interaction with others highlights

three elements crucial to developing insight into how an individuals positionality.

Firstly. such analysis emphasises that the typical processes involved in knorvledge

exchange are shaped by interactions with a range of different stakeholders across a

wide ranging network. Secondly, this inquiry illustrates how individual's dispositions

are crucial for information transfer. Thirdly, such study illustrates thal the translation

processes that shape how individual relationships evolve are most significant and

reflect the milieu's dynamic institutional setling and the importance of individual

credibility to information transfer.

Jonathan Peacey: chief policy analyst, Ministry of Fisheries

Jonathan Peacey has tilled a variety of roles in fisheries management since 1985. The

first decade of Peacey's career was spent lilling various roles within the old Ministry

of Agriculture and Fisheries. These roles, predominantly concerned with resource

management, included a variety of topics including: regional fisheries management.

quota allocation. developing management strategies for shellfish and lobster fisheries.

and issues relating to Maori fishing rights. Peacey left the Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries in 1993 to work lbr the Fisheries Industry Board. His primary role was

helping commercial tishers to participate efl'ectively in governrnent f'tsheries

management processes. From 1996-1999 he worked as a consultant. Major projects

included writing tisheries plans for a range of species, working for the Ministry on the

quota balancing regime, aspects of the Fisheries Amendment Act 1999, and

''Even Respondent 8, the harshest critic of the QMS an"rongst respondents noted: "when the QMS is

disentangled from other institutions, it has some strenglhs" (pers.com l0/02).
la Jonathan Peacey, a Chief Policy Analyst at MFISH, Kevin Stokes, Chief Scientist at SEAFIC and

Daryl Sykes, Executive Officer of the New Zealand Rock Lobster lndustry Council.
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undertaking the role of science manager at SEAFIC. tn 1999 Peacey moved overseas

to work for the Marine Stewardship Council in London before being appointed in his

current role in 2001. Since 1986, Peacey has gained a broad base of fisheries

management experience, including international experience, particularly concerning

stakeholders decision making. Peacey attributes his depth of connections within the

milieu. in part, as a function of his wide employment history.

Peacey highlights how communication is crucial to fisheries management practice. He

emphasises the importance of ensuring communication channels with stakeholders

remain open and the need tbr Ministry staff to have an appreciation of what different

types of fishers are doing and what fisheries stakeholders consider important. For

Peacey, maintaining good relationships with fisheries stakeholders is vital to good

fisheries management and often does not receive the priority it should.

Peacey implies that successful fisheries management is characterised by a

cornbination of sound processes and an institutional assemblage that guarantees the

separation of science advice and management responsibility. Peacey explains that

since the management environment is light on rules governing hov, decisions are

going to be made. ueclibility becomes crucial for establishing trust. Peacey notes that

a wide range of skills and experience, working together, is necessary for the

successful management of fisheries. Such a wide range of expertise inevitably results

in tensions, but that should be viewed positively. It takes time for those involved in

management of fisheries to appreciate the important contributions that other

disciplines offer. Peacey's comments reflect a guarded positivism for the future of

tlsheries management. Furthermore, his responses indicate that he has a genuine

enthusiasm for his role and combines this with the desire to improve both

management processes and outcomes for the benefit of all other stakeholders.

Peacey's views reflect his position as a senior MFISH policy analyst. Peacey's role,

like that of other policy analysts employed at the Ministry involves developing

proposed legislation and policies and does not involve the specific management of

fisheries resources. Some stakeholders are critical that such separation shields policy

makers from appreciating the pragmatism required to implement management

strategies. These respondents hold that Ministry ofticials are hamstrung by their

mandate to give all stakeholders equal opportunities. Furthermore, these respondents
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imply that as rights holders commercial stakeholders should have more input in the

developrnent of future policy strategies (pers.com, Respondent 12,13,14 9/03).

Peacey holds that resolving these tensions is a balancing act between maintaining the

integrity of the current system and developing improved processes fbr fisheries

management in the future. For Peacey, sound management reflects a balance between

process and outcome. Peacey argues that the property rights system only exists within

a wider social, environmental and economic context, and that wider society, not rights

holders are responsible for determining how this context should be constituted.

Peacey's response characterises 'intervention logic'. the strategic shift in management

policy direction in favour since the election of the Labour Government in 1999. The

implications of this shift reflect a move towards a system with more potential to

constrain rights holder's aspirations. These stakeholders feel their rights enshrined

through the QMS in 1986 and legitimated under the terms of the Fisheries Act a

decade later are being compromised by subsequent Ministry activity (pers.com.

Respondent23 09103).

Peacey has a flexible mindset concerning political philosophy and displays a degree

of ontological pragmatism and an approach to managing fisheries that can encompass

the politico-ideological ideals of subsequent govemments. For Peacey, further

changes to management are inevitable. This tlexibility is relatively rare amongst

individuals involved in fisheries management. Peacey's comments imply that many

commercial stakeholders are not sufficiently aware of the ramifications of large-scale

ontological-ideological shifts in political thought. By implication, Peacey's comments

suggest that he feels commercial stakeholders need to recognise that the Fisheries Act

1996 and QMS were outcomes of a distinctive ontological/ideological paradigm, and

will be amended and or implemented in ways that reflect the current cognitive regime.

Peacey's comments indicate he feels entrenched ontology's are difficult to shifl and

he expects ongoing tension as the nature of commercial harvest rights are determined

through legislation, policies, and probably inevitably litigation. Peacey's observations

highlight the overlap between the debate surrounding how private property is

constituted and the debate surrounding the need for an ecosystems-based approach to

marine management. Peacey's commenls indicate that he believes property rights are

in a permanent state of becoming and that society itself is a driving factor of change.

For Peacey the meaning of property is never clear unless explicitly defined in
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legislation, Consequently, property rights exist as social relations and their strength

waxes and wancs: at any one time this strength is determined by the socio-spatial

specificities of individual stakeholder groups'

Kevin Stokes: chief scientist, Seafood Industry Council

Dr Kevin Stokes is a relative newcomer to New Zealand's fisheries

science/management milieu, Prior to arriving in New Zealand Stokes worked as a

scientist at a variety of institutions in Europe and has 15 years experience as a

fisheries scientistls. Stokes has occupied his current position at SEAFIC since

September 2000. Stokes has an interdisciplinary background in biology and

psychology and expresses an interest in why things change. Stokes suggests that he

was attracted to a role at SEAFIC due to its small size and the opportunity to be

involved in a range of research areas. Stokes highlights the key role of the science

group at SEAFIC is to help industry develop their own capability as rvell as doing

direct contract work for stakeholder organisations. Stokes notes that working at

SEAFIC can be frustrating if not stressful. He holds this frustration is driven by the

relative inability of commercial stakeholders to influence the management system to

the extent that they expected following the implementation of the Fisheries Act 1996.

Stokes opines that the entire fisheries scienceimanagement milieu is characterised by

a "perception problem" as fishers are still seen as environmental "rapers and

pillagers" despite scientific data on the state of the environment being paramount to

their profitability.

Stokes holds that while ecological information transfer is crucial to fisheries

management the research climate in New Zealand is such that the linkages are not

what they could be. He outlines a number of barriers to infcrrmation transfer, all of

which appear to stem from within the wider perception problem outlined above.

Despite this, Stokes notes that he is in regular contact with NIWA scientists such as

.lohn McCoy and MFISH scientists such as John Annalla and that communication is

relatively comfortable amongst the scientific communityl6. Stokes feels that a number

r5 Immediately prior to being appointed at SEAFIC Stokes held the position of senior fisheries advisor

at the Lowestoft Fisheries Laboratory in the UK.

'u Stokes explained tlrat communication between stakeholders is improving as key individuals

familiarise themselves rvith each other.
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of established processes are slowly bringing some stakeholders closer to consensus.

Stokes notes that adaptive management plans have been reasonably successful at

bringing together a wide range of stakeholders to engage in debate. While describing

these plans Stokes outlines while: "People are really comfortable to trade quota for

information gathering" that these plans do not always work as well as they were

intendedlT.

Despite these small successes. Stokes describes a communication process generally

tempered by a series of biases. Stokes holds that despite the rhetoric suggesting a

transparent management system, the level of consultation with commercial

stakeholders amounts to little more than lip service. Stokes holds that fisheries

management is overly political and is convinced that some off-rcials are too concerned

with entrenching their own power and influence as a part of the system. Stokes holds:

"Regardless of the propeny rights regime, MFISH has not facilitated the use o1'the

resource". Stokes. like Peacey, also notes the ongoing ideological sea change in the

political process. He feels this change is not consistent with the principles of the

Fisheries Act 1996. Unlike Peacey, Stokes holds that under the current management

model commercial stakeholders must be allowed to get on with the business of

managing the fishery. Despite these feelings Stokes is also critical of some

commercial stakeholder groups, and argues that the majority are not used to working

together to reach a common goal. Stokes' comments highlight that while different

stakeholders can share similar understandings of management processes they often

have widely different expectations of what outcomes should result.

r7 Respondent l7 explained the thinking behind adaptive managernent planning and the rationale of

cooperation that underpins thenr: "An AMP is an opportunity, rvhen a fishery is stable, for industry to

enter its own research and provide data to MFISH who will review it to make a decision on TAC"

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent l7 noles adaptive management plans are an opportunity to build rapport

between officials from several Ministries (MFIS[{, DOC. MFE) and commercial stakeholders and

notes "lts an opportunity lbr industry to manage the stocks themselves- but you have to do fhe work-

you have to perform to a level to get to a level where you canjustiff your science, so there is a peer

review process involved with adaptive management planning" (pers.com 09i03). New Zealand's

adaptive management plans are comparable with the passive adaptive management plans described by

Hilborn and Walters (1992).
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Daryl Sykes: Executive Officer Rock Lobster Industry Council

Daryl S1,kes is ditflcult to characterise. In addition to his 2l years as an inshore

fisherman, he has a wide range of experience within fisheries science/management,

and is well known and held in high regard by most other stakeholders. His experience,

position as general manager of the commercial stakeholder organisation contributing

to the research and management of one of New Zealand's most valuable export

species, and a specific interest in research and development gives him special insight

into ecological information transfer within the science/management milieu. Sykes is

atypical of most other commercial fishers. He is open to talking about his personal

and financial goals and views science as an essential part of management rather than

as an imposition. Sykes advocates for changes in management regimes that will add

value to the rock lobster industry. He also sees scientific research as a crucial element

of improved management outcomes as long as those involved adopt "an agnostic

position'' on how their advice is used in decision making.

Sykes describes information transfer as a bottom up process driven by a range of data

sources including vessel log books. recording and reporting size, fecundity and other

statistics as well as information generated by Ministry observers on commercial

vesselsls. Sykes holds that scientists contracted to industry, either from NIWA or

frorn other science service providers, are essential actors in the management process

as they facilitate the design and implementation of information transf'er to the level of

Ministerial advice.

Sykes notes that catch setting and research planning meetings are a crucial aspect of

rock lobster hsheries rnanagement. Sykes describes these meetings as a dialogue

process characterised by communication and response. As a result Sykes suggests that

it is easier to communicate with identifiable and properly representative stakeholders

rather than those with an interest but no real constituency. Sykes believes that being

"proactive as possible" in terms of establishing relationships with other stakeholders

is an importanl management component. Sykes holds that relationship building is a

crucial part of sound management outcomes in 'shared fisheries' and is fundamental

't Sykes holds that the information that is collected is particularly informative on the environmental

affects of rock lobster fishing and has published on this topic.
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to managing your own destiny", what he feels is the basis of the current property

rights frameworkle. For Sykes trust and goodwill must characterise successful

fisheries management, as there is little formal structure or prescriptive planning on

how to organise an operation.

Sykes holds that since the introduction of Annual Catch Entitlement (ACE) fisheries

managers have had to re-focus on aspects of resource stewardship and custodial

attitudes vested in rights holders. Sykes claims that the separation of the ownership

rights (lTQ) from the annual catch entitlement (ACE) has resulted in an increased

emphasis on the need for respective rights holders to cooperate with one another.

Despite this, Sykes implies that the management environment is still developing. He

describes two major barriers he f'eels prevent commercial operators from fully

grasping the opportunities the QMS provides. Firstly, Sykes describes how as a group,

commercial stakeholders have struggled to come to terms with the need to adopt a

long-term view of the resource and the full potential of their commercial property

rights. He believes that, for commercial stakeholders: "short-term ambitions have cost

us a lot of efficiency gains". Secondly. Sykes outlines how government officials have

t'ailed to understand the implications of what 'sustainable utilisation' might mean. For

Sykes commercial stakeholders need confidence in their harvest rights if they are to

adopt a proper stewardship ethic. Sykes sees little chance of a stewardship ethic

becoming more ingrained unless commercial stakeholders perceive fisheries managers

giving more emphasis on 'utilisation' rather than marine environmental protection

including marine reseryes or'freaty obligations.

Sykes' willingness to criticise the prevailing attitudes of other commercial fishers is

atypical of other stakeholders in similar positions. To this end Sykes notes that while

fisheries management is not a particularly stressful environment, he is often dismayed

by the lack of vision amongst some other commercial stakeholders who do not know

how to grasp the opportunity for improvement. Typical of other commercial

stakeholders Sykes is also frustrated by bureaucrats who are too distracted by resource

management theory rather than being knowledgeable about the business of fishing.

le Shared fisheries are those such as NZ rock lobster t'isheries where commercial and non-commercial

interests (amateur and customary) have been allocated shares of the yield and all have strong interests

in extractive use.
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Sykes holds that management is a constant juggling act and that communication and

consensus is made more difficult by the Ministry's intention on'Justifying its position

in the scheme of things". Sykes is further dismayed by the fishing industry's poor

public relations and holds that this is a major obstacle to meaningful communication.

Like a number of other commercial fishers, Sykes argues that communications from

many scientists can be inaccessible to those in the fishing industry. He feels that some

scientists don't understand that iishermen are only interested in information that

relates directly to their own observations and their own interpretations of

sustainability2o. He holds that there are a body of scientists who "no longer have an

agnostic position" as they act as the unofficial guardians of the resource and in spite

of their research contracts are rnore focussed on conducting experiments that support

an agenda that sustainable fishing practice is actually unsustainable. Stokes' views

highlight the breadth of ontological division within the wider fisheries management

milieu and the difficulty disparate stakeholders with divergent views have in

establ i shing dialogr-re.

A NIWA scientist: a collage approach

As outlined previously NIWA staff have no formal fisheries managernent

responsibilities yet paradoxically, a nurnber of NIWA staff are crucial parts of the

management process. The following analysis is a collage that emphasises specific

behaviours, aspirations and attitudes toward fisheries management and research. The

collage places a 'model' NIWA scientist and manager within the milieu. 'Ihe collage

emphasises the frustration felt by both scientists and managers at their largely

unsuccessful attempts to ensure the implications of their research gain traction within

New Zealand fisheries management.

This sectioll uses a collage approach for two reasons. First, the interview series

showed that thc different experiences of scientists and science managers were crucial

determinants of how individual participants responded to questioning. An individual

profile would not take the complexities inherent within NIWA's institutional set up

into account and leave a view biased in one direction. Second, a collage approach is

used is to ensure the safety of the respondents. The information provided, while not

!0 ln this sense sustainability is analogous to sustainable utilisation as defined in the Fisheries Act 1996.
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overly contentious, reveals information about a management system designed to

prevent NIWA scientists from having management responsibilities. NIWA personnel

are involved in management on a case-by-case basis that is determined by research

contracts. The collage approach prevents individuals from being singled out within

NIWA and prevents their views from jeopardising the relationships they share with

their prospective clients.

This collage draws specifically from interviews conducted with six diff-erent NIWA

staff. Three of these individuals cunently occupy management positions; the other

three are employed as scientists at a senior level. All three management personnel

have had experience as practicing scientists in New Zealand since 1992. Four of the

six have been at some stage of their career been directly involved in the quota setting

process, the other two have been interested observers. All six stafT members were

asked a range of questions concerning NIWA's institutional culture and the role of

scientific information in the management process. These six staff were identified

through the standard snowball sampling strategy outlined in chapter 2. This section is

a collaborative piece. While the information represents the author's views. two of the

six NIWA staff involved reviewed drafts of the text. In these reviews. these two staff

members clarified the statements they made during interviews, and added or deleted

information they felt was inappropriate.

Placing the NIWA scientist and science manager

Through the auspices of cost recovery. NIWA scientists' involvement in management

is most often limited to stock assessment studies on a case-by-case, species-by-species

basis. Other NIWA scientists, while not directly involved in stock assessmenl work,

examine the environmental affects of fishing on marine ecosystems. Collaborative

work is very common, and a range of fisheries scientists, marine biologists and

ecological scientists often work together on specific projects. Within NIWA,

individuals develop distinctive reputations lbr their work on specific tisheries or

ecosystems. Olien individuals outside NIWA label NIWA scientists according to the

work they have done or associate specific fisheries within specific scientists. Once

such reputations are established individuals become well known due to the range of

different stakeholders that use NIWA services. Respondent l, a NIWA scientist,

highlights that these reputations give NIWA scientists a human face and break up its

image as a monolithic fee for service institution (pers.com l0/03).
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Some scientists emphasise that many NIWA staff share a range of characteristics,

particularly regarding their thoughts concerning the intrinsic value of the marine

envirorunent and the role of science in guiding decision making (pers.com,

Respondent 1,7 09/03). Despite these similarities an attention to status emphasises

the importance of internal distinctions within NIWA (pers.com, Respondent 6, 7, 15

09/03). These distinctions have a dual basis. Firstly, most scientists apply specific

labels to colleagues when describing their job descriptions. These scientists ernphasise

the dift'erences in job description, philosophy and training of individual staff

(pers.com, Respondent 7 09103). Within NIWA, specialist labels such as marine

ecologist, fisheries scientist or marine biologist are important signifiers and a source

of pride. Scientists suggest that while individuals have a specific specialised field

most have a general interest in marine management and the role science has in

ensuring pertinent management decisions. Secondly, most NIWA personnel hold that,

psychologically, a clear demarcation exists betw.een how scientists and science

managers view their role and carry out their day{o-day activity. At a practical level it

is often more difficult to separate the responsibilities of senior scientists and

management personnel. Respondent 7 suggests that all science stafT are involved in

proiect management that often involves being responsible for personnel decisions and

a range of staff (pers.com 0l/05).

Unlike in the Ministry where senior officials and managers are generally older and

nlore experienced than other staff, within NIWA these distinctions are less clear.

Olten both scientists and management staff have similar age and publication profiles.

Within NIWA there is no natural progression from scientist to manager and the

demarcation between scientist and manager is context dependent. During

conversations conceming specific issues relating to management, managers reinforce

the line of demarcation between themselves and other staff. Conversely when

involved in conversation concerning issues relating specitically to science or

interaction with more senior staff this line of demarcation is far less apparent

(pers.com, Respondent 7 1105).

The decision to apply for management positions appears to be the result of personal

preference, the motivation behind which differs depending on the individual. The

dichotomy between science and management staff is problematic. Respondent 15, a

science manager. holds that most management staff remain practicing scientists but
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adapt their skill set to encompass extra responsibilities (pers.com 04/03). Some

scientists have a more cynical vierv and believe that. by making the decision to get

involved with management, they have left behind the challenge of finding out new

things, making new discoveries and probing the boundaries of their chosen field

(pers.com, Respondent 6 0l/05). Conversely, NIWA managers identify the

differences between 'scientists' and 'science managers' in another manner.

Respondent 15, typifies management staff as: "big thinkers, scientists with

aspirations, strategic thinkers, who can identit.v governmental directions", and staff

scientists as those that may generate a very high quality of science but are never going

to make fundamental changes to the way their discipline is structured (pers.com

04103). Given this response this NIWA manager may be implying that while he is no

longer really in a position to change the discipline from a scientific perspective his

decisions can lead to specific outcomes in particular areas and can facilitate or inhibit

interactions and collaborations with different end users.

Despite these distinctions, some NIWA managers feel that the decisions they make

mean that they are still extensively involved in conducting field research (pers.com.

Respondent 6 09/03). Respondent 7 notes that some of NIWA management staff

remain the best scientists, but have moved on in an attempt to influence the regimes

that control their professional behaviour. Respondent 6 notes that while enjoying

aspects of managing the science process. he would rather have the opportunity to

conduct research without having to worry about ensuring income sffeams and/or

having responsibility for making personnel decisions. This manager linds these

aspects of the job the most stressful and suggests that the administrative burden of

management is difficult to deal with (pers.com, Respondent 6 9/03). Some NIWA

scientists, particularly those at a senior level, express similar concerns, noting that

their administrative performance is an important determinant of their career prospects

(pers.com, Respondent 7 0l/05).

NIWA scientists are acutely aware how funding regimes control their research

agenda. Despite this they go to some length to justify their employment as both a

practicing scientist who is expected to publish internationally, as well as appearing

proactive in ensuring contractual obligations are lulfilled (pers.com. Respondent 1,7

05-09/03). Consequently both scientists and managers are especially concerned with

research outputs. These outputs are measured in terms of papers, final reporls,
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seminars presented. and attendance at conferences as well as the administrative

techniques associated with a fee for service organisation. Despite having worked in

this sort of financial environment for over a decade. NIWA scientists have two

specific concerns regarding the corporate governance of science service provision.

First, the focus on outputs means that scientists are constantly trying to prove their

worth, even to the extent where they feel their job security is compromised. Secondly

some NIWA scientists argue that the cost recovery system has the potential to set up

situations which may force them to compromise their 'scientific integrity' in order to

recover costs (pers.com, Respondent 7 09103). Like their managerial counterparts,

individual scientists are critical of the amount of administration they are required to

undertake. Scientists hold that such administration is an unwelcome imposition that is

unnecessary. Scientists feel as ifthese procedures should be left to the accountants as

it gets in the way of the tasks that they have been trained to accomplish (pers.com,

Respondent 7 09103). This attitude seems a product of frustration, although it may

also reflect the animosity independent personalities feel towards being forced to carry

out unwelcome tasks.

Such feelings highlight that NIWA scientists tend to feel as if their expertise should

be seen as a particularly valuable component of the management milieu, more so than

the contributions of other stakeholders. NIWA scientists are frustrated that while the

management process ostensibly gives all stakeholders the opportunity to express their

views. scientists, those with perhaps the most nuanced understanding of the possible

outcomes of management decisions. are effectively unable to comment (pers.com,

Respondent 7 0l/05). While scientists can see the value in the principles behind all

information been given equal weighting in the management process, they question

whether decision makers have the experience to consider what information is the most

credible.

All NIWA scientists revere objectivity and hold that if researchers adopt a particular

position on their work they become advocates and undermine their own credibility

(pers.corn. Respondent 3. 6, 7 09103). Consequently NIWA scientists argue that

discussing the potential implications of their research in a public forum, such as a

quota-setting meeting or plenary session will destroy their credibility as objective

scientists (pers.com, Respondent 7 9103). It remains possible that the reluctance to

discuss the potential implications of their research f,rndings also stems from the
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knowledge that this type of activity may jeopardise future research contracts. Despite

this negativity, NIWA scientists hold that the separation betw'een science service

provision and management advice ensures a more objective scientit-rc process. These

feelings highlight a contradiction implicit within NIWA scientists' collective world-

view. For some NIWA scientists, contractual relations are potential obstacles to

objective research, yet also frame an understanding of objectivity around the

separation of science advice and management decision making. This contradiction

highlights that 'scientific objectivity' is a dynamic process, constituted through

translation in response to individuals' ideological frarnework and specific contextual

situations.

Most NIWA scientists are aware of this contradiction and emphasise the complexity

inherent in building an objective argument. These scientists emphasise that other

stakeholders views are biased and stem fiom research resnlts, mobilised in order to

ensure specific management outcomes. Some NIWA scientists believe that these

practices are unethical and that those that carry out such research have no credibility

(pers.com, Respondent 6,7 09103). NIWA scientists are prepared to let what they see

as 'the facts' do the talking in management debates, even if this means that their

views when called upon are ignored or marginalised. In this sense NIWA scientists'

conviction to stand by their own principles of objectivity prevents their ideas from

gaining traction in a management milieu designed to foster pragmatic solutions to

complex questions in a short space of time. In this sense, some NIWA scientists may

view pragmatic solutions as being based on poor quality data and a function of the

limited understanding of interactions befween bio-physical and human induced

influences. Some NIWA scientists take long-term views toward improving

management outcomes that discount short-term management solutions. This view

ignores that proposed solutions are often temporary, tenuous, and organised around

the good will of stakeholders who view scientific data as only paa of the process.

Compared to other stakeholders, NIWA scientists emphasise the use value of

scientilic information in the every day practice of managing a commercial marine

fishery.

Most NIWA scientists have strong personal views on how information should guide

fisheries management and the information requirements needed to mitigate risk. At a

personal level most NIWA scientists have mixed views on commercial fisheries, and
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while some fishers are great people, and fishing crucial to New Zealand's culture,

economy and society. other commercial fishers hold an exploitative mentality, and are

prepared to exhaust the resources with little regard for the environmental implications

of their conduct (pers.com, Respondent 1,7 09/03). Some scientists argue that some

commercial fishers pay lip service to the ideals behind sustainability, only to disguise

their true intentions regarding their treatment of the resource (pers.corn, Respondent 7

o9/03).

Some NIWA managers argue similarly, noting that cornmercial fishing groups were

reluctant to recognise that sections 8 and 9 of the Fisheries Act 1996 meant anything

more tharr a mechanism to maximise the value of their granted harvest rights

(pers.com, Respondent 16 8/03). Management staff note that current regimes

encourage commercial stakeholders to minimise their research requirements, in tum

rninimising their financial expenditure, and that if there is a risk that information will

lead to reduced catch that commercial stakeholders are prepared to go with the

uninfonned decision rather than having to conduct fuflher research (pers.com,

Resporrdent l6 08/03). As a result, NIWA managers tike NIWA scientists, view cost

recovery as a powerful banier to information transfer (pers.com, Respondent l6

08/03).

Given the mixed views of the different stakeholders outlined above it is not surprising

that communication within the milieu is often lraught with difficulty. Despite this, all

stakeholders agree that ecological information describing the environmental affects of

fishing is a critical component of the management process. While ecological

infonnation is not used specifically to guide decision making during the catch limit

setting process, it remains a crucial contextual component of all t'isheries management

arrangements. Individuals views on marine management shape and are shaped by how

these same individuals interpret ecological information. Consequently ecological

irrlbrmation is a crucial component of these stakeholders positionality.

Knowledge requirements for marine management: random sampling,

uncertain data and a precautionary approach

All aspects of fishcries management must be carried out in a manner consistent with

the environmental principles of the Fisheries Act 1996 (outlined in previous chapters).

Within the stock assessment process, scientific information, primarily concerning the
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methodology and implementation of specific experiments used to calculate fish stock

population statistics, tiames the debate that occurs. Within the Aquatic Environment

Working Group Meetings debate is underpinned by ecological information concemed

with specific aspects of the environmental affects of fishing. These meetings are

particularly concerned with the atfects of specific fishing techniques on charismatic

mega-f'auna such as sea lions, other marine mammals and seabirds. These meetings

rarely take into account the wider environmental affects of fishing such as the aflbcts

the large-scale removal of marine biomass may have on trophic interactions or

ecosystem services.

During stock assessment working groups, data indicating the health of single species

tish populations is crucial. These data are based on techniques of random sampling,

which itself is a complex assemblage of different observations. Respondent l, a

NIWA fisheries scientist, refers to the attitude of some industry stakeholders towards

random sampling in the scallop fishery: "Random sampling certainly causes

industry's beef with scientists; they say that random sarnpling is not viable. They sort

of have a point, I mean if you fished randomly you wouldn't be in business long

would you, yet if you don't sample randomly you end up with a biased result. Our

response is well why don't you tell us where the scallops are, I mean you could have

told us (pers.com 09/03)". Respondent I implies that some commercial stakeholders

withhold information that would reduce uncertainty while using uncertainty as

evidence to support their arguments tbr n'raintaining unchanged quota levels. Given

this behaviour it is not surprising that some scientists, t'isheries managers and

commercial stakeholder can not understanding the motives behind each other's

positionality.

Within the stock assessment working group meeting uncertainty in various guises is

the principal cause of much debate. Respondent 2 noted that few stakeholders

involved in marine management fully understood whal uncertainty means or the

implications of uncertainty on management decision making. Respondent 2 (pers.com

09/03), a fisheries scientisl, contends that policy makers and the general public have a

false expectation that science can deliver specific outcomes when l'aced with complex

questions. Respondent 2 states that o'ln reality in natural systems like fisheries,

interactions are non linear and dynamic, we have very little ability to predict the

f'uture, even though rve can sometimes mention probability, risk bounces all over the
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place. fisheries management becomes an exercise in risk management" (pers.com

09/03).

Respondent 3 (pers.corn 09/03), a fisheries scientist, also emphasises that stock

assessment is only a guide for fisheries management decision making and that it is the

analysis of what the data might mean that underpins management decision making.

Respondent 2 (pers.com 09/03), another fisheries scientist, emphasised the distinction

between science being used to support the decision making process and science being

used to support decisions. Respondent 2 highlighted that science was a tool to guide

process rather than outcome and that "in a fair objective process of decision making

the risks can be assessed by decision makers and a decision made". However,

Respondent 3 also explains that while the decision making process appears clear cut,

it is actually characterised by confusion and complexity. Respondent 2 states: "lt is a

fuzzy area, and this fuzziness is not well understood by decision makers partly

because they don't have the technical scientific knowledge". Respondent 7, a NIWA

scientist, holds different views holding that science can be used as a wake up call for

fisheries managers and that the management agency has a role to ensure a breadth of

perspectives. Respondent 7 emphasises that "l am quite happy to be convinced that I

am rvrong, but, for me, to see the process is sound means more than just

consultation".

These scientists' different views regarding how science should be used in fisheries

management is not surprising given their respective positionalities. Respondent 2

works for SEAFIC, an organisation that advocates that commercial fishers should be

left to manage their own affairs, Respondent 2's views that science should be used to

guide process rather than influence outcome is in line with SEAFIC's advocacy role

and supports the ontological position that commercial fishers should be left to manage

their own af fairs. Respondent 2 irnplies that using science solely as a guide to process

is in line with the cost recovery system ensuring commercial fishers only pay for

research that is related to the direct environmental affects of fishing. Respondents 3

and 7 are NIWA stafT members, with previous experience at MAF, these respondents

are more open to using scientific information as a reason to change the management

process, potentially opening it up to include information regarding the wider

environmental af'fects of fishins.
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The limits of knowledge: enshrined in legislation

Implementing the views of Respondent 3 and 7, as outlined above, may go some way

to mitigating the wider environmental affects of fishing, Despite this, in the current

management environment, if implernented into management these views would be

highly contentious and subject to likely legal scrutiny as they compromise elements of

the Fisheries Act 1996 and the principle of cost recovery. Section l0 of the Fisheries

Act 1996 is specifically focussed on uncertainty. Section l0 refers to uncertainty

under a set of terms known as "the information principles" outlining:

AII persons exercising or perlorming functions, duties, or powers under this Act, in relation to

the utilisation of fisheries resourc€s or ensuring sustainability. shall take into account the

following information principles:

r Decisions should be based on the best available informatiorr

r Decision makers should consider any uncertainty in the information available in any case:

r Decision nrakers should be cautious when information is uncertain. unreliable, or

inadequate:

r The absence of,, or any uncertainty in. any information should not be used as a reason tbr

postponing or f'ailing to take any measure to achieve the purpose ol'this Act.

(The Fisheries Act, 1996)

Within the quota setting process these four principles are a major source of tension.

Debate has centred on the implementation of a precautionary approach to the

sustainable utilisation of New Zealand's marine resources. Respondents interpret

these principles in different ways and often base their arguments on the implications

of specific principles at different times, but rarely all of them sinultaneously.

Respondent 5 (pers.com l0/03), formerly employed by the Department of

Conservation, outlined how dift'erent stakeholders used uncertainty in different ways

during quota setting meetings to support their views on what quota levels should be

set at. During these meetings Respondent 5 points out industry stakeholders used the

fourth information principle to support the position that too much uncertainty meant

that quota cuts could not be justified. As a DOC employee, Respondent 5 held an

alternate view based on the third information principle. Respondent 5 claimed that a

lack of information requires a cautious response and that a quota reduction would be

the only appropriate course of action. Respondent 3 (pers.com 09/03) highlights the

confusion surrounding the information principles of the Act stating: "ll is possible to

exploit uncertainty in that you can argue for a higher or lower TACC depending on
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how uncertain you are". This confusion surrounding the information principles

outlined in section l0 of the Fisheries Act 1996 is an example of how individuals with

differing positionalities will interpret the same information differently and have

different understandings of how knowledge can be used.

Uncertainty in practice: the case of the scampi fishery

The contention surrounding how uncefiain scientific intbrmation is used in the

management of the scampi fishery is an ideal case study to explore why translation is

limited within the science/management rnilieu. The scampi case study gives real time

insight into the day-to-day practicalities of negotiating around, and occasionally

across, the barriers that hinder ecological information transfer'

Scampi (Metanephrops challengeri) are a burrowing crustacean that inhabits areas of

sandy/muddy seabed around New Zealand's shelf-break at a depth between 300-500

meters. Scampi have been the target of commercial trawls since the 1980s (Annala et

a1.,2002)2'. Fishers catch scampi by towing a bottom trawl across the sandy/muddy

substrates of the shelf break on which the anitnals live, Scampi boats usually range

from between 20 metres and 40 metres in length and deploy multiple rigs of two or

three trawl nets at one time to maximise the area of seabed towed. Multiple rigs allow

vessels to cover a width of between 50 and 80 metres of seabed per trawl. The

multiple rigs are held open by two trawl doors on either side of the amay, while rubber

trawl skids separate the individual nets. Unlike other deepwater bottom trawl gear,

tlrere are no heavy bobbins attached to the guide rope of the trawl array, as the

sandy/muddy substrates would cause this type of gear to foul. Bottom trawling for

scampi is not a particularly efhcient method for catching scampi as the animals spend

most of their lives in shallow burrows where they can not be targeted. Sullivan et al.

(2005) state that trawling techniques are also an unaccounted source of mortality in

the scampi fishery as the trawl gear (the trawl doors and rubber skids) may bury or

crush scampi they don't catch22. Trawling for scampi also results in the by-catch of

t' For rnore information see Annala et al, (2002).

22 Respondent | (pers.com 08/05) states that when looking at photos ofrecently trarvled seabed. the

rubher skids leave smail striations in the sand rvhereas the doors themselves leave large furrows similar

to a plough. Respondent t also states that compared to deep water bottom trawling where bobbins are

used to break up surface substrates. trawling for scarnpi is relatively benign.
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other bottom dwelling marine organisms, damage to benthic communities and an

increase in the turbidity of the water near the seabed surface.

During its history the management affangements governing the scampi fishery have

changed substantially. Sullivan et al. (2005) outline two distinct phases of

management in the scarnpi fishery. During the first phase, betw'een October 1991 and

September 2004, scampi remained outside the QMS, and instead was subject to a

series of different input-based restrictions, such as lndividual Catch Entitlements

(ICEs) and competitive catch limits, more typical in open access fisheries t3. The

Minister of Fisheries first announced that scampi were to be introduced into the QMS

on 30 October 1997 the proposed introduction date was to be I October 1998 yet was

postponed several times before scampi were finally introduced into the QMS in

October 2004. Since then, a second management phase has developed with ITQ

replacing input-based restrictions. The changing regulatory environment in the scampi

fishery has been the subject of confusion within the wider fisheries/science

management milieu and a source of acrimony between some commercial fishers and

MFISH.

Some stakeholders struggle to understand why others hold particular views regarding

scampi management arrangements. Respondent 9, a commercial fisher, who primarily

targets scampi, holds that there has been a long history of mismanagement in New

Zealand's scampi fishery (pers.com I l/03). Respondent t holds that uncertainty is

used to vindicate current fishing practice that may be unsustainable given current

declining refums in SCI2 (pers.com 1l/03). Respondent 9 cites the introduction of

successively larger scampi trawl vessels as an example where uncertainty has been

discounted to ensure increased financial retum. Respondent 9 notes that in 1990 the

scampi fishery was characterised by vessels of between 22 and 27 meters in length.

Since that time various fishing companies have brought in larger and larger vessels,

including a vessel 63 meters in length. Respondent t holds that as progressively larger

vessels have been introduced the risks of damaging the seafloor through trawling have

increased concurrently (pers.com I li03). Respondent 9 fails to note that the decision

to introduce progressively larger fishing vessels is a typical corporate response to an

" Between October 2001 and September 2004, competitive catch limits were innoduced to all scampi

managemenl ar€as.
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input-based fisheries management environment such was the New Zealand scampi

fishery during the 1990s where there was a financial incentive to maximise catches

over a short period of time.

Figure 5.1: Quota Management Areas for scampi

From www.fish.govt.nz

In a series of letters to MFISH Respondent 9 cites three pieces of evidence to

highlight that uncertainty may be leading to unsustainable fishing practice. Firstly,

Respondent 9 refers to conversations conducted with NIWA's Martin Cryer, a

fisheries scientist with specific expertise in scampi stock assessment, ffid Simon

Thrush. a marine ecologist employed by NIWA, who both noted the potential for

heavy fishing gear to damage benthic communities on the sea floor2a. Secondly,

Respondent 9 cites anecdotal evidence from a range of inquires world-wide in an

2a In June 2005 Martin Cryer was appointed science mana-qer at MFISH.

scls I
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attempt to illustrate that larger vessels, with heavier guide ropes and more trawl nets

may cause more damage to the marine environment than smaller vessels trawling with

lighter gearts. Thirdly, Respondent 9 cites personal experience as a scampi fisher as

evidence that the scampi fishery, at least in specific areas is already depleted.

Respondent 9 states: o'For over four years I have been talking to John McCoy (A

senior manager at NIWA) at management meetings that area two has to be closed. We

don't even fish in (SCI2) anymore, we were only catching 4s and 5s (undersized

juvenile scampi). I don't think it's ever been as bad as it has been now" (Figure 5.1).

The following section explores how Respondent 9's positionality has entrenched his

three views and explores the contention surrounding the scampi hshery to emphasise

some of the obstacles preventing translation within the fisheries science/management

milieu.

Respondent 9 is convinced that the letters that were sent to the Minister never reached

their intended target and MFISH scientists or other Ministry personnel wrote the

responses generated. Respondent 9 prof'esses: "Look at the letters I have written to the

Minister. Chris O'Brian has been responsible tbr drafting insane replies suggesting

the size of the boats doesn't matter. he suggests that big boats using heavy gear over a

short time might be a better option" (pers.com I l/03). Whether Pete Hodgson or

Chris O'Brian was responsible for drafting the responses is a moot point, yet the

responses are evidence of confusion surrounding the third and fourth information

principle of section l0 of the Fisheries Act and how stakeholders struggle in

translating others ideas. The replies themselves never actually suggest that large boats

with heavy gear cause less damage than small boats with light gear. or vice versa, yet

Respondent 9 interprets the replies as rebuttal of the evidence he has presented.

The replies in question counter arguments to Respondent 9's points by emphasising

the fourth information principle, contained in section I0 of the Fisheries Act 1996.

One of the replies, datcd 4tl'November 2003 and signed by Pete Hodgson proceeds as

follows:

I am advised that despite your personal convictions, the relative magnitude
of such impacts (on marine benthos) in the Scampi fishery is equivocal.
Until such time as we have evidence of the differential impacts of different

25 See Jones (1992) or Cryer et al. (20024) for more information.
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size trawl gear in the scampi fishery, there is no sound basis for prescribing
limitations based on vessel lensth.

You assert that larger vessels are more harmful to the benthos. but there is

a counter argument that larger vessels may be more efficient, and therefore
expend proportionally less time on the grounds. I will reiterate my earlier
statement to you that MFISH has no scientific data to verifu either
assertion. To prescribe gear or vessel restrictions in the absence of such
information is unjustifiable. However. in the absence of information on
impacts of fishing in the scampi fishery, research will need to be planned
and undertaken. I have asked the Ministry to work with stakeholders
during this fishing year on management options for 2004/05

Respondent t has been disillusioned by the Ministry's responses and contends that the

Fisheries Act 1996 was deliberately drafted to favour large commercial fishing

operations at the expense of other stakeholders (pers.com I l/03). Respondent 9, a

relatively small quota holder, believes fisheries management is a .fait accompli and

that scientific and management decisions are made in line with the needs of large

commercial operators. Respondent 9 expresses disappointment with the legislation

stating: "lt all stems from the Fisheries Act 1996, Vaughan Wilkinson (of Sirnunovich

Fisheries Ltd) rvas heavily involved in writing the Act. Look at some of the clauses

especially those suggesting a lack of information is not a justification for using the

precautionary principle26. I can't understand why these two considerations should be

at odds. To me sustainability is not about keeping us in money and in food, we are

killing all the by-catch and damaging the environment. Look at (scampi) area two

(SCI2), it can no longer be fished it's simply money in exchange for the sustainability

of the environment" (pers.com I l/03) (Figure 5.1).

Respondent 9 is further frustrated that the only commercial stakeholders that will be

consulted during research planning groups are the ones that are going to be paying

directly for the research. Respondent 9 feels these stakeholders only pay for research

that confirms their current fishing practices as sustainable. Further, Respondent 9

holds that these stakeholders would never consider paying for research regarding the

aff'ects of trawl gear on marine benthos as this research has the potential to lead to

management outcomes that might limit their activities. Respondent 9 feels unable to

change current scientific practices, despite numerous attempts, including seeking out

previously undiscovered scientific information about the affects of trawling on marine

toThe Fisheries Act 1996 never explicitly states that a lack of information is not a justification for

using the precautionary principle, refer to section l0 for more inforrnation.
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benthos. Respondent 9 begrudges that despite his best efforts to cause change, such

change is unlikely in a cost recovery environment. Respondent 9 is angered by what

he views as a particular stakeholder group defining the lirnits of sustainable utilisation

and feels that current tishing practices are unsustainable in the long-term. Respondent

9 is further upset that section l0 of the Fisheries Act allows cunent practice to

continue until new information is fbrthcoming even though, as a result of cost

recovery the research required to generate new information regarding the relative

affects of trawl gear of ditferent weights on marine benthos is unlikely to ever be

carried out27.

The issue regarding the relative damage caused by different weights of trawl gear in

the scampi fishery is an example of how stakeholders' positionalities aff'ect their

decision making. When asked to explain the relationship between the weight of gear

and the damage to the marine environment Respondent I replied: "All things being

equal a single pass with heavy gear will cause more damage" (pers.com l1/03).

Despite this, Respondent I noted: "it is clear from the work that we do that smaller

boats certainly do cause damage"(pers.com I l/03). Respondent I argues that vessel

size alone is not a ma.ior tactor in explaining declining catch rates for scampi as the

relative difference in damaged caused befween the two is fairly small. Respondent I

argues that while vessel size has not changed to any great extent. "catch rates have

been coming down since 1995 in areas one and two (SCII and SCI2) but going up in

areas three and tbur (SCI3 and SCI4)." Respondent I was not impressed with

Respondent 9's statements and suggests that his personal involvement'with the quota

allocation issue has affected the ability of Respondent 9 to treat information

objectively since the relative size of scampi trawl boats has not changed markedly

since 1995 (pers.com 08/05).

Respondenl 9 also holds that the relative weight of gear affects the amount of by-

catch caught during scampi trawls (pers.com I l/03)28, Respondent I concurs. noting

that coarse gear reduces the amount of by-catch per hour but also the amount of

-'Respondent I (pers.com 01i05). a fisheries scientisl, implies that a lack of information regarding the

full extent of this problem prevents the limits of 'precautiorr' fiom being established, as the weight of

gear is not the only issue.

tt By-catch refers to marine biota, other than scampi, caught while fishing for scarnpi.
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scampi per unit of by-catch so you would have to trawl lbr longer so causing more

damage to the marine environment to catch the same amount of scampi. Conversely if
you use fine gear to catch a given quota you will catch less by-catch overall (pers.com

I 1/03).2e Respondent I holds that the issue surrounding the amount of by-catch taken

during scampi trawls demonstrates that management measures, such as mesh size

stipulations on scampi trarvls can be counter-intuitive. In this case a single tow with

coarse gear will yield less by-catch than a single tow with fine gear, but spread over

an entire season of many tows coarse gear will cause more damage because to catch

the same amount of scampi it will need to be deployed more often'

The wrong point of engagement: ministerial correspondence' and

confl icting pos itionalities

The Minister's replies highlight that. even when engaged in dialogue. stakeholders

mutually exclusive expectations can prevent translation from occurring. The replies

specifically state that it is not known whether large boats with heavy gear cause more

damage than small boats with light gear, yet never state that larger vessels don't cause

rnore damage to benthic communities than their smaller counterparts. These replies

introduce two new elements into the debate, time and efficiency, both of which had

been irrelevant in Respondent 9's original questions. It remains an open question

whether in this context efficiency refers to trawling practices that minimise the

damage to the marine environment, the ability of large trawl vessels to scoop up more

scampi per tow than small trawl vessels, or that trawling with larger vessels may

result in increased relative economic benefit to users in the current management

regime, It is also possible that the letter's author used the term "efficient" deliberately,

due to its range of meanings. in an attempt to ease Respondent 9's concerns, in the

knowledge that the Ministry was not going to act upon the management

recommendations that werc put forward.

For w'hatever reason the use of the term 'efficient' in a reply to Respondent 9's letter

indicates the lack of reflexive awareness amongst stakeholders regarding others'

tn Coarse gear refers to gear with a larger mesh size that is lighter. Fine gear has a smaller ntesh size

and is heavier requiring more horsepower to pull it through the rvater. Despite this respondent one

notes that the differences between coarse gear and fine gear are not enough to require a major

differentiation in vessel size.
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positionalities within the science/management milieu. The author of the response

would likely have seen Respondent 9 as jusl another commercial fisher whose

questions would be answered best through language imbued with the ideals of value

rational behaviour. That the author would likely have expected Respondent 9 to be

satisfied by the replies indicates the depth of misunderstanding within the fisheries

science/management milieu. F'irstly, Respondent 9 wrote the letters to the Minister

with the expectation that due to his fishing experience, his advice should cany some

r.veight, he views the lack of action by MFISH as an admission that his experience and

his views are irrelevant in a rnanagement environment he believes is dominated by the

views of larger commercial stakeholders. Secondly. Respondent 9 is angered due to

his feeling that the Ministry has failed to separate his views from those of other

commercial stakeholders, the group he t-eels is responsible for damaging the marine

environment beyond what is acceptable rvithin sustainable utilisation.

Respondent 9 can not accept that the replies are not really a point of engagement with

the Minister as they were likely rvritten by a bureaucrat following due process.

Respondent 9's sees language imbued with the logic of value rational behaviour as

representing only the interests of large quota holders. the same stakeholders that

introduced large vessels into the scampi fishery in the early and mid 1990s,

threatening the economic viability of Respondent 9's tishing operation. Conversely

the Ministry would likely not be able to understand why Respondent t had used

letters to the Minister to try to get his points across, when ostensibly they would have

been better suited to an aquatic environment working group meeting. The Otficial

who wrote the letters would not have known that Respondent 9 felt these meetings

were pointless, or that he believes they were set up to benel=rt large commercial

operators.

The dialogue between Respondent 9 and the Minister highlights the depth of

problematic surrounding the lack of translation irr fisheries. That the Ministers counler

ar-quments to Respondent 9's position largely ignores 'damage', the key theme of

Respondent 9's argument, is evidence of how diff'erent stakeholders currently lack the

reflexivity necessary to ensure translation within the fisheries science/management

milieu. It is likely that no matter the number of letters Respondent 9 writes to the

Minister concerned with the affects of trawling on marine benthos, the replies he gets

will be written similarly. Neither Respondent 9, nor the person responsible for the
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replies, can see that each others positionalities are being shaped by the ongoing

dialogue they are involved in, as a result any future exchange and opportunities for

translation will likely be tainted by the established atmosphere of negativity.

While Respondent 9 emphasises that specific ecological information regarding the

negative environmental affects of scampi trawl gear of different weights is crucial to

the continued sustainable harvest of the scampi fishery the Minister's replies state that

no specific research w'ill be conducted on investigating the environmental affects of

different scampi trawls, as all research must be designed in consultation with

stakeholders for the following year as part of a research planning process. This

position still holds and since 2003, no further research regarding the relative affects

on marine benthos of different weights of scampi trawl gear has been conducted in

New Zealand (pers.com, Respondent l, 08/05).

To date. it is doubtful whether Respondent 9's suggestions have been considered at all

in a research planning groups, or raised with the relevant stakeholders, much less put

into practice. Such gaps in knorvledge are not unusual in the scampi fishery, Sullivan

et al. (2005:612) conclude: "For QMA I, QMA 2, QMA 3, QMA 4, QMA 64. and

QMA 68 it is not known if recent catches and current catch limits are sustainable in

the long-term or will allow the stock to move towards a size which will support the

maximum sustainable yield." The extent to which this statement is consistent with a

precautionary management approach in the face of uncertainty remains an open

question in the minds of some stakeholders, for others, including Respondent 9, the

answer to this question is an unequivocal no.

The contention surrounding the environmental affects of gear type and vessel size in

the scampi fishery highlights how individual's positionality affects how they treat and

use ecological information. Moreover, this contention also belies that some

commercial fishers are unsure of scientists' role in the management process or how to

use scientific information to support their decision making. Respondent 9 appears to

have misinterpreted the role of scientists such as John McCoy, Simon Thrush and

Martin Cryer. rvho are employed to conduct scientific research in a fee for service

organisation rather than act as advocates for a specific fishing company who they

believe has been olfended by the quota allocation process. Further the wider

confusion surrounding the management of the scampi fishery shows that commercial

fishers can exploit scientific uncertainty to ensure their short term goals and that the
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change over from input-based to output-based regulatory regimes can be fraught with

difficulty.

The environmental consequences

questionable state of the SCl2 fishery

of misunderstanding: the

There is evidence suggesting the accuracy of Respondent 9's forecast regarding the

depleted state of SCI2 fishery. Respondent I states that the 2001-02 fishing year was

a watershed for scampi trawling in SCI2 (pers.com 08/05). Levels of total scampi

catch have fallen in SCI2 relative to the assigned catch limit since 1993-94, this

decline in catch is mirrored by a decline in the rate of scampi caught per hour towing

(Figure 5.2). Respondent 1 stated that while declines in total landed catch, when

combined with declining catch rate statistics usually suggests a fishery is in trouble,

no management action was taken at the time due to the high level of turcertainty

regarding the natural variability of scampi stocks. The 2001-02 fishing year stood out

from the established pattern. That year landings in SCI2 totalled 247 tonnes, 101

percent of an assigned total limit that had not been caught in the previous decade. This

large total catch was caught at a rate so low that fishing for scampi hardly covers

costs, (16 kg/hr, Figure 5.2) (pers.com, Respondent 1,08/05).

Respondent I and 9 offer no explanations of why fishers would catch such a large

amount of scampi, even when the catch rates were so low as to generate a marginal

profit. While scampi fishers were potentially profiting from holding fishing permits

for by-catch species or were gambling on the deemed value market remains unknown.

The timeline of changing management arTangements offers another possible

explanation. From October 7997, all scampi fishers knew of the Minister's intention

to introduce scampi into the QMS. Between 1997 and 2001 the SCI2 fishery was

managed through a series of ICEs, preventing specific hshers from catching more

than an established limit based on uncertain scientific information. On 1l October

2001, the Court of Appeal ruled ICE regulations invalid, reinstating the competitive

status of the SCI2 fishery. Therefore the 2001-02 fishing year would have been the

only chance for scampi fishers, unhappy with their catch history records and limited

prospective quota allocation under a future ITQ system, to pressure the resource,

maximising their return, before effectively being shut out of the fishery.
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While this explanation is simply speculation, the unprofitable levels of resource

exploitation in 2001-02 highlight the importance of context in commercial operators

decision making The decision to fish SCI2 heavily in 2001-02 fishing year was

brought about by the specific timing of judicial and legislative developments,

combined with rapidly evolving management arrangements and exacerbated by

uncertain scientific information. The fishing practices in SCI2 during the 2001-02

fishing year show how multiple rationalities inform fisher's decisions. In this dynamic

management environment it seems likely that the complex combination of incentives

for fishers to maximise their return over a short period ounveighed the financial

incentive to fish below a sustainable yield level to maximise their long-term profits.

Figure 5.2 Total Landings, Catch Limit and Catch Rate of Scampi in SCl2 by Fishing

Year

Fishing Year Landings (tonnes) Catch Rate (kg/hour)
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The returns from the 2003-04 fishing year seem to confirm Respondent 9's fears. ln

2003-04 total scampi landings in SCI2 totalled 64 tonnes. only 26 percent of the

assigned catch limit that had not changed in the previous l0 years. In 2003-04, total

landings have remained relatively constant in other scampi management areas

(Sullivan et al., 2005) (Figure 5.2). That very few fishers considered it economically

viable to trawl SCI2 in 2003-04 due to the low catch rate (12 kg/hr towed). is further

evidence of depletion in the SCI2 fishery (pers.com. Respondenl I, 08/05) (Figure

5.2). While the scientific information regarding the state of the SCI2 stock is

uncertain, and there may be other explanations, the most likely cause of decline in

SCl2 was the heavy fishing pressure applied to the resource in the late 1990s,

exacerbated by the highest total catch in a decade in 2001-02. This evidence supports

Respondent 9's claims that the tishing pressure on the SCI2 stock was unsustainable

in the period leading up to the 2000-01 fishing year. even though this fishirrg was

conducted under the auspices of sustainable utilisation.

Within the fisheries/science management milieu an individual's positionality shapes

and is shaped by the ongoing dialogue they are involved in. The dialogue between

Respondents I and 9 expose a series of misunderstandings concerning how different

stakeholders expect ecological information to contribute to the management of the

scampi fishery. Respondent l. Respondenl 9 and the officials responsible fbr drafting

the Minister's replies, all have different positionalities inf'luencing how they build

their knowledge regarding the wider fisheries management problematic. The scampi

case study also shows that individuals build their knowledge systems in conjunction

with understandings ol hov' this knowleclge should be u.sed.lndividuals reinforce their

beliefs regarding horv knowledge should be used by connecting related but

autonomous pieces of information in specific ways. Others can view the same pieces

of information, but as they view them as having different purposes, they hnd making

the same linkages between them extremely difficult. Sr"rch difliculty of interpretation

hinders individual's rellexive development, preventing translation and network

realignment.

Further, the scampi case study shows that stakeholders feel threatened by what they

do not understand, making them even less likely to communicate with others in an

atmosphere characterised by the threat of litigation. The current lack of alignment

within the fisheries science/manasement milieu makes it difllcult tbr stakeholders to
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imagine how other's views are formed. Consequently, individuals with competing

worldviews are denied the capacity to contribute to the wider problematic as they can

not appreciate the vvider context of how their knowledge is situated. This lack of

reflexivity emphasises that uncertainty is a heterogeneous process, and despite the

dialogue that does occur. the wider dimensions of what is or isn't an agreed fact

remain uncertain. Consequently the economic and environmental implications of

decisions stemming from these 'facts' remain unpredictable and difficult to

comprehend.

Scampi management area six: misunderstanding, conflicting intentions

and rancour

The confusion that exists how science is used in management of the scampi fishery is

indicative of a wider problematic within fisheries management. While a number of

individuals are concemed with improving how science is used in rnarine management,

the lack of translation may mean that these individuals are trying to solve the wrong

thing. This section explores how stakeholders' different positionalities influence how

they interpret scientific information relevant to the management of the scampi hshery.

In 1999 the Minister of Fisheries requested a review of the existing stock boundaries

for scampi prior to the species introduction into the QMS in October 200330. NIWA

scientists conducted experiments to ascertain average catch rates, trends in catch per

unit effort, average size, sex ratio, bathymetry, and by-catch amount and composition.

This infbrmation was analysed to assess the biological basis of the existing scampi

management area boundaries (Sullivan et al., 2005). The analysis of the catch and by-

catch of commercial scampi trawls conducted along the boundary between quota

management areas SC164, and SC168 have been a point of contention (Figure 5.3).

There is much uncertainty surrounding the scientific information that contributed to

the management advice that lead to the boundary change. Sullivan et al. (2005:608)

state: "lt should be noted the relationships between fish by-catch distributions and

scampi distributions are uncertain, but similarities in species mixes across areas may

indicate the continuance of a particular habitat or environment". 'fhis debate is a

tu This date was later set back bv a vear until October 2004.
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further example of an individual misunderstanding others positionality that has have

led to conflict within the milieu.

Figure 5.3: The SCI6ASCI6B Border (From www.fish.govt.nz)

Regarding this debate concerning management area boundaries, Respondent t holds

no doubt that scientific analyses were conducted to ensure the increased management

influence of Simunovich Fisheries Ltd (pers.com 11/03). Despite having no evidence

to support his view, Respondent t holds that scientific advice was used to support

moves by Simunovich Fisheries Ltd to exploit their catch history data in the

southernmost scampi quota management area (SCI6B).

Respondent 1 conducted a series of analyses investigating the biological properties

and ecological role of scampi in this area and concluded that there was little evidence

to suggest that the fishing done to date in quota management area SCI6A and parts of

SCI6B had been exploiting different stocks or populations and that these areas could

be joined together to ease the management process. The final research report (Cryer,

2000) had the brief to examine the adequacy of current management areas for scampi.

Cryer (2000:2) reached the conclusion that:

The information on catch rates of scampi is equivocal, but the size and sex
ratio of Scampi are consistent either side of the boundary (although there
are strong trends with QMA 6.{). There are few records of scampi being
caught outside the Auckland Islands area in QMA 6, suggesting the
boundaries of any new nnnagement area are unlikely to be straddled by a

dense population of scarnpi or any future scampi trawl fishery in this QMA
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Respondent I reaffirmed Cryer's conclusions and holds that based on the biology of

the animal and the ecology of the location, SCI6A and those parts of SCI6B that have

been fished to date are fairly similar3r (pers.com l1103). Respondent t holds that by

making these conclusions Cryer has stepped outside the role an independent scientist

should adopt as he has effectively recommended a shift in management area boundary

(pers.com, 11/03). Respondent 9 feels that these conclusions were concocted to match

the catch histories of Simunovich Fisheries Ltd that had regularly fished just outside

the border of SCI6A and thus established a precedent for being allocated more quota

when the two areas were joined (pers.com 1l/03). That Simunovich Fisheries Ltd

were duly allocated more quota following the boundary shift further entrenched

Respondent 9's views of science as little more than an additional strategy used by

large quota holders to acquire more quota. Respondent 9 is unwilling or unable to

conceptualise that other stakeholders may be of the opinion that Simunovich Fisheries

Ltd were acting prudently by targeting scampi in the areas they did during the years

leading up to the introduction of scampi into the QMS. In doing so the management

staff at Simunovich fisheries Ltd were likely doing little more than exploiting their

positionality and knowledge of the science management milieu in order to ensure

larger quota allocations in the future. In this sense exploiting their prior knowledge of

the science/management milieu became a legitimate business practice.

Moreover, Respondent 9 is unwilling or unable to admit the possibility that while

commercial stakeholders pay scientists to conduct research through the cost recovery

system, the issue of quota allocation is ostensibly unrelated. Respondent 9 uses an

accusatory tone and criticises the results and the scientific process which led to the

analysis: "The paper (Cryer) wrote is making conclusions on area change that he had

no right to make, particularly the SCI6A/SCI6B border, that's not science. If they did

that there would be no point in actually going into 6B at all (as the vast majority of

scampi caught in SCI6B are caught near the boundary between SCI6A and SCI6B).

Respondent I offers the counter that the research was conducted to Ministry

specifications and was required to investigate the biology and distribution of scampi

and assess whether the management areas are sensible or adequate (pers.com l1/03).

-'r Respondent I does note. hou'ever, that there may be a difference on different ocean platforms such

as the Pukaki rise and Bountv nlatform.
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Respondent I suggests that Respondent t has interpreted the results of the analysis

incorrectly and that the biology of the population and catch history issues are not

related. Respondent t highlights that Respondent 9's interpretation is based on his

specific window on the fishery and that other windows, such as sex ratio, burrow

density and growth rates that also provide crucial information. Respondent I suggests

Respondent 9 is more concerned with the personal implications of management

regime change rather than with the ecology of the animals (pers.com I l/03).

Respondent I's suggestion regarding Respondent 9's position appears valid. During

the interviews Respondent 9's statements often betrayed a sense of desperation and

anger. Respondent 9 felt there was a conspiracy by Ministry officials in combination

with NIWA scientists and commercial stakeholders to ensure the scampi fishery was

shrouded in uncertainty in order to entrench the role of prominent stakeholders and

ensure current management practice remained unchallenged (pers.com 1 l/03).

This sense of desperation stemmed from Respondent 9's position as a relatively minor

player in the scampi fishery, without the quota allocation. catch history or sutficient

knowledge to express scientific evidence in a credible manner, all of which are pre-

requisites of active and meaningful participation in the management process.

Respondent 9's views on SEAFIC indicated this feeling of conspiratorial exclusion.

Respondent 9 stated:

SEAFIC is the weakest organisalion that exists, it is rveakly managed, it is
only there to serve the interests of the industry and really-only the interests
of the big seven, this can be seen through its constitution". It's generically
very weak. Peier Talley has told me personally "you're wasting your time
here' you will never win". The fact thal voting is determined by percentage
quota effectively excludes us. It has kept us out, it is just a little club, no
more than that.

" The 'big seven' is a colloquial ternr for tlre seven largest fishing and flsh processing companies in

New Zealand. Despite their differentiation in terms of quota holding, profits and fixed investments, the

'big seven' is a generic term used to describe an assemblage of any of up to the ten largest fishing

companies in New Zealand. In 2003 different respondents suggested that eight companies were in fact

members of the 'big seven'. These included: Sanford's, Sealord's, Simunovich's, Talley's,

lndependent, Moana Pacific, Amatil, Vela and Anton's fisheries. The 'big seven' is also commonly

referred to as $e G-7, or'the gang of seven'. The term'gang' implies a degree of collusion between

these companies, to whal extent this collusion exists is a contentious issue.
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Respondent 9's statement highlights the personal sense of frustration and anger felt by

a smaller quota ow'ner in an industry where the big 7 are increasingly defining the

forms and extent of commercial activity. Respondent 9's frustration has rvider

implications. In an industry characterised by unprecedented levels of quota

aggregation and tl're dominance of large commercial operations wider questions

remain regarding horv thcse companies are addressing the increased environmental

responsibilities that comes w'ith their status. This thesis emphasises that these

questions remain far from resolved.

Respondent 9's description of key NIWA personnel further emphasises the personal

nature of his grievance with the management process. Respondent 9 describes John

McCoy of NIWA: "l like John, but I will never go to him and speak about my

problems. I have tried to influence the system through both scientists and MFISH, not

one of the science people will support me" (pers.com I l/03). Respondent 9 seems

unaware that John McCoy as NIWA's general manager of fisheries research is not in

a position to be seen as pushing the claims of one particularly disgruntled fisher,

particularly if being seen to support these claims has the potential to detract from his

reputation as a credible scientist and NIWA's role as an objective fee for service

institution.

Just as it is difficult for Respondent 9 to see why NIWA scientists cannot suppon him

on this issue, it is equally difflcult for NIWA scientists to understand why Respondent

9 can not help but continue to push for changes to current management regimes.

Respondent I cannot conceptualise why Respondent 9 adopts an adversarial position

and is of the view that further dialogue would be unproductive. Respondent 9 views

fisheries scientists as potential allies and science as one of the only ways to bring

changes to the management process (pers.com I l/03). Respondent 9 cannot

understand why NIWA scientists cannot advocate for management regimes to be

changed lllpers.com I l/03). Respondent 9 does not appreciate that if NIWA scientists

tt While effectively prevented from discussing the management implications of their work in an official

capacity in New Zealand, some New Zealand scientists have commented on the management

implications of the environmental affects of fishing in overseas contexts. See for example Dayton et al.

(2002) or Pew Oceans Commission (2002) flor examples of such commentary from an American

context.
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are seen to support his views publicly, not only will they jeopardise future research

contracts but they will also jeopardise their reputations as objective scientists by being

seen as advocates of a specific cause. Moreover, Respondent 9 is unaware that while.

as individuals at a personal level, NIWA scientists may actually support his views

regarding the negative environmental affects of scampi trawling. at a professional

level they are unable to push his claims lbr a change to the management system.

Respondent 9 can not fathom the cause of his rejection and now believes that NIWA

scientists are in-fact advocates for the dominant commercial stakeholders who he

believes control the management process.

The scampi enquiry: the institutional culture of New Zealand fisheries

management called into question?

Respondent t has not been alone in his calls questioning the legality of the scampi

management process yet his willingness to speak openly about these issues has proved

especially valuable. During 2003-04 a range of other stakeholders challenged the

government to investigate supposed corruption in the scampi quota allocation process.

These stakeholders. usually independent commercial operators from outside the 'big

seven' accused Ministry officials of corruption and Simunovich Fisheries of

attempting to gain favourable treatment, including increased quota allocation through

bribery and the deliberate misreporting of catch. The story became headline news in

the popular media and exposed MFISH to a series of attacks from a range of

stakeholders. In December 2003 a parliarnentary inquiry cleared Simunovich fisheries

of any illegality. In July 2004 the State Services Commission released a report which

cleared Ministry officials of corruption but noted that during the 1990s "there was a

history of inconsistent and poor administration by the then Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries that unfairly impacted on some fishers and undermined trust in New

Zealand fisheries management" (cited in Tunnah 2004:15;3{. The report also suggests

that MFISH was too defensive and did not have processes in place to deal with

legitimate complaints or grievances. In this context, the report justified and

legitimated Simunovich Fisheries' corporate strategy to speculatively fish for scampi

stocks before the species was introduced into the QMS to give the company the

3r The report recommended that almost $3 rnillion to be paid out to a range of commercial operators

including Respondent 9.
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precedent of catch history. As a result when scampi was introduced into the QMS, in

areas where they had been fishing such as SCII. SCI2 and SCI6B Simunovich gained

the largest quota allocation. Simunovich Fisheries Ltd exploitation of the catch history

provisions of the quota allocation system to their own advantage highlights fisheries

management as a contingent and ongoing process. Now. all commercial operators

acknowledge the importance of catch history in determining quota allocation.

Simunovich's strategy, allegedly stemming from what some considered ethically

questionable conduct, and that at the time of the scampi enquiry was held up as

potentially illegal, has become standard, and is held up by some commercial operators

as a model of intelligent business practice.

Tunnah (2004: l5) notes that the State Services Commission report emphasised that

institutions involved in management need to become more self-aware and highlighted

the importance of ethical practice. The implications of this report and the scampi

inquiry more generally had a particular impact on the Ministry. Warrick Tuck the

Ministry's outgoing chief executive officer devotes five paragraphs, a significant

section of his two page oven,iew of Ministry operations in the 200312004 Ministry

Annual Report to assessing the impact, responses, cost and implications of the Scampi

inquiry on the Ministry (Ministry of Fisheries, 2004A)3s. Tuck outlines that the

recommendations of the State Service Commission report "are being actively

addressed, both w'ithin the Ministry and also, insofar as they have wider application in

the public service''. Despite this, Respondent 14. a fisheries consultant with extensive

management experience, believes that the scampi inquiry has caused a stand off

between Ministry and some industry representatives and made communication

between stakeholders even more difficult. This wider implication highlights how

institutional distrust can adversely alfect the transfer of information that is relevant to

management and the levels of frustration within the management process.

35 Tuck notes that the total financial cost of the inquiries came to $5 million of which $3.8 million was

in the 2002/2003 fi nancial year.
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New Zealand fisheries management: frustrated people, a frustrating

process

!.espondent 10, a senior MFISH official, notes that the most serious implications of

the scampi inquiry concern public relations and the damage the inquiry has had on the

Ministry's image (pers.com 09103). The scampi inquiry and the accusations of

comrption indicate a more widespread problem throughout New Zealand fisheries

management. While arrogance does not typify a// stakeholders within New Zealand's

marine management the sector is characterised by individuals who display an

unbending sense of will, a selfrighteous attitude, an inflexible approach and an

inability to appreciate the validity of the views of other stakeholders. These personal

characteristics frustrate meaningful communication within the fisheries sector,

prevent translation and network realignment and create an atmosphere typified by

antagonism, apathy and cynicism.

An atmosphere of frustration permeates the entire fisheries management process. The

interview with Respondent l2 indicated the levels of frustration felt by many of those

involved in fisheries. This interview represents a key case study. and highlights the

culture of frustration associated with the development of fisheries management

policy. Respondent l2 works as a senior policy analyst in Wellington and has worked

in the policy field since the early/mid 1990s. When asked the question: "What do you

enjoy most about your job?" Respondent l2 made the deadpan reply: "Do I look like

someone who enjoys their job?" The next question: "What do you frnd most stressful

about your job?" prompted a more lengthy response:

It's the utter futility, over most of these things that you do, like crafting
cutely phrased memorandum, where you worry about the wording and the
like, ultimately... you know, you just know its not going to work, 95

percenl of what we suggest is ignored, 5 percent is accepted, and it ignores
the philosophical aspect of what we said. Decisions behind lhe scenes are

made before the consultation; it's just an unsatisfying way of spending
your time. lt's characteristic of a job working tbr the Government, and

although it has changed through time, it is definitely one perspective on

governmentjobs; you get a bit cynical

(pers.com 09/03).

A number of stakeholders had similar I'eelings regarding many aspects of fisheries

management but lacked the candour to admit their feelings. Others were more

comfortable with the levels of frustration and appeared as if while employed in

fisheries management had never known anyhing diftbrent. Respondent 13, the CEO
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of a commercial stakeholder organisation, explained the difficutties of getting

stakeholders to agree on specific management regimes, comparing his job to trying

"to herd three legged cats with three legged dogs" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent l3

emphasised the point by showing a brief mpeg movie on his laptop of a satirical

advertisement from the United States. It showed a group of diligent cowboys actually

trying to herd cats as if they were cattle. Not surprisingly the task was challenging and

fraught with rnisadventure. The advertisement ended with one of the 'cowboys'

intimating that it was a difficult job but someone had to be responsible for carrying

out the task. Respondent l3's responses belied a mixed sense of pride and

exasperation concerning frsheries management while the mpeg movie was typical of

the cynicism and futility f-elt by many respondents.

Respondent 12 emphasised that v,hile the QMS has removed the race lo fish it has

encouraged a race .for i4fornation on hov' to successfully exploit lhe managenrenl

process (pers.com 09/03). The scampi case study illustrates that the stakeholders who

leam how to exploit the science/management milieu quickly are often some of the

most profitable. Respondent 12 views this race for information as ultimately counter

productive. as different stakeholder groups are limiting the potential for a cooperative

approach to knowledge managementl6. The fisheries science/management milieu is

characterised by a series of knowledge silos. Many stakeholders suggest the need for

developing mechanisms to bridge the gaps between these silos and facilitate the

sharing of crucial information. Despite this, while many stakeholders were quick to

suggest that the behaviour of others tends to encourages insularity and prevent

knowledge transfer, few displayed the reflexivity to identify how their institutional

culture and personal practices were actually port of the problem.

'o 
'fhis sense of foreboding was reiterated in an international context at the IIFET 2004 conference in

Tokyo Japan. During a panel group discussion, Alistair Mcllgorn an Australian fisheries consultant

with a wide range of international management experience noted that fisheries management worldwide

had reached a point where the industry itself had to come to terms with questions relating to its long-

term sustainability and that if it did not, other groups such as environmental NGO's would take it upon

themselves to pose these questions to industry and government. Mcllgorn suggested that this issue was

perhaps the most pressing issue facing fisheries management.
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Cognitive barriers to communication: conflicting aspirations, €go,

personality, embarrassment and competition

The remainder of chapter five examines the origins of the tensions that characterise

the fisheries management process and the practices that ensure ecological knowledge

remains bound in distinct institutional silos. Following this analysis the chapter

examines a series of cognitive barriers to infbrmation transfer and highlights how

these barriers obfuscate an already confused communication process. Fisheries

management brings together a diverse range of individuals in a series of complex

relationships. These individuals hold a range of positions and have a range of

backgrounds, experience. training and personality. This amalgam of factors

contributes to how specific individuals approach their role and determines how other

stakeholders view individual's behaviour and interaction. While individuals often

display a diverse range of skills the fbllowing analysis groups individual stakeholders

based on their generic job description. The analysis considers the characteristics of

scientists separately from those that work with management policy and separate again

Iiom commercial operators or the representatives of commercial stakeholder groups.

Following this separate analysis, the chapter presents sorne conclusions regarding

how the conflicting intentions of various stakeholder groups have been misinterpreted

by others, leading to distrust that prevents the uptake and ransl'er of ecological

information.

This section emphasises how the development of an ontological meta-narrative of self

justification, stressing the narrow fiscal efficiency of property rights. the need for

devolved management responsibility and intense competition between individuals,

limits the potential for cooperation within New Zealand fisheries, ostensibly a

community of common fate. This ontological meta-narrative is crucial in explaining

not only the motivation behind individual's actions but also for determining how

individuals find their motivation for action. As the fisheries management community

is heterogeneous this meta-narrative is interpreted differently by dilferent

stakeholders in different contexts. Nonetheless lhe neo-liberal ideological principles

of competitive science service provision and devolved management responsibility.

which frame both fisheries managemenl and marine research, have been bestowed

with a sense of virtue. ln New Zealand these ideological virtues have up to this point

never been officially questioned and represent a common sense approach to the
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conduct of fisheries management. Some commercial stakeholders have assumed that

their economic successes are a direct result of these ideological principles and that

without them flsheries management and science service provision would be rendered

untenable.

When considered independent of any specific context, competition, when framed by

neo-liberal ideology implies a mutually exclusive set of wimers and losers. To this

point in fisheries management, there has been little need for major commercial

stakeholders to assess the implications of what 'losing' might mean. To this point the

Fisheries Act 1996 has ensured the institutional support for the virtues of

ideologically driven competition and the devolution of management responsibility.

Respondent l2's attitude hints at the possibility of impending crisis and suggests the

need for a reassessment of the role of ideology in determining management outcomes.

There has been a history of widespread and entrenched distrust between key

institutions and individuals involved in fisheries management at least since the

separation of science service provision and management advice following the

establishment of NIWA in 1992. This legacy influences individual's decision making

and the willingness to share information. Furthermore, distrust manifests itself

through misunderstanding, closed mindedness and an inability to accept the views of

other stakeholders as valid. Since 1992 this legacy of distrust has developed in a

distinct trajectory guided by the ideological premise that competitive science service

provision will ensure successful management. This sense of distrust is a key barrier to

ecological information transfer and both the perpetration of the prevailing view and

the absence of ecolosical irrformation transfer have had economic and environmental

implications.

The implications of scientific debate: sowing the seeds of distrust

As a group, fisheries scientists and marine ecologists share a common mechanism for

establishing and ensuring their credibility amongst their peers. A number of

respondents noted that 'scientific objectivity' was a hallmark of a credible scientist

(pers.com. Respondents 1,2, 3,6,7.15). Respondent 15. A NIWA science manager,

nr:ted that good science was characterised by reliable data, the ability to interpret

meanings from the data and to be flexible to new investigative approaches (pers.com

03/03). Similarly most respondents noted that while publications, especially in
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international journals were indicators of a scientist's quality. that science in New

Zealand was mainly demand based and not all scientists got the opportunity to publish

widely. Furlhermore, most respondents hold that in modem institutions scientists had

to be good communicators and be able to illustrate the results of their research in

simple language for a wide ranging audience.

The outcomes of the stock assessment and aquatic environment working group

meetings can be just as crucial for scientists' credibility as they are for the economic

bottom line of rights holders themselves. These processes forge an individual's

reputation. The credentials established during working group and plenary sessions are

vital for future communication. Most scientists are aware of this distinctive

competitive atmosphere within quota setting meetings management. Most

commentators describe the meetings as being very personal (pers.com, Respondent l,

2,3,6,7). Davies (1999:250) highlights the personal nature of scientific debate,

stating: "scientists. particularly those dependent on public funds, operate in a fiercely

competitive milieu. Cornbine this rvith the fact that the successful scientist is impelled

as much by ambition as by curiosity. and the environment gets a weighty emotional

charge to it". Scientists, like all individuals, have ambitions and other character traits.

which contribute to a defensive stance when challenged within meetings. 'fhese traits

prevent the dialogue that is essential in robust debate. Davies (1999:250) describes

scientific debate like that found in stock assessment meetings as symbolised by:

"Petty jealousies, overweening self-regard, desperate insecurities both of tenure and

personality, all these intensified by the ever nagging quest fbr funds".

A number of respondents noted that the tensions during quota setting meeting result in

the dispositions of individual stakeholders coming to the fbrefront of debate.

Respondent 6 (pers.com 09/03), a NIWA scientist, holds that scientists need a good

degree of selt'-belief if they are going to come tluough meetings unscathed.

Respondent 6 explains that while meetings are no place fior an arrogant scientist, a

scientist needs a good degree of self-belief to have confidence in lhe '*'ork they are

presenting (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 7 (pers.com 1l/03), a NIWA scientist, noted

that scientists often express self confidence as a stubbornness to stick to personal

convictions and ensure their research is precise and analyical. Respondent 7

distinguishes between self confident scientists and arrogant scientists who are not

prepared to change their opinion when presented with sound data derived from
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experiments with a defensible methodology (pers,com I l/03). Respondent 6 holds

that self-belief is a pre-requisite for establishing credibility within working group

meetings. Respondent 6 claims that if a credibility threshold is not met, competing

stakeholders, whose role it is to contest their rivals' research, adopt a more adversarial

approach in an attempt to exploit thc potential weakness in their contemporaries'

position (pers.com 09/03), Consequently Respondent 6 emphasises these meetings

can be characterised by "extreme antagonism and belliger€nce" that often precipitates

personnel changes (pers.com 09/03),

A number of respondents noted that debate within meetings could get very personal

and revolve around deliberate attempts to shame other stakeholders into submission

by forcing them to admit flaws in their research design or experimental procedure.

Most respondents hold that although critical feedback is an essential part of scientific

development, the competitive aspects of science service provision and the commercial

focus of most science providers ensure that, particularly in stock assessment working

group meetings, being proved wrong can have negative financial consequences.

Davies (1999:250) holds that scientific debate is typified by regimes where "proving

other people wrong wins brownie points, while admitting you're wrong yourself can

carry a burdensome price tag". Davies (1999:250) describes the position of the

scientist who has been found to err as being "marvellously humiliating". This overt

atmosphere of competition and the stigma of shame associated with being proved

wrong during management meetings is a major barrier to information transfer. It

encourages scientists to view their science as a specific tool used to make the

intentions of commercial stakeholders manifest. This instrumental view of fisheries

science in New Zealand encourages scientists to work u,ithin the confines of their

discipline rather than challenge its epistemological boundaries or bring in new

information that may have particular relevance in the future. Consequently this

instrumental view of science encourages the status quo, and hinders ecological

information transfer.

Research as currency: the consultant's dilemma

Through cost recovery, commercial stakeholders can choose to purchase research

from any available science service provider. Occasionally commercial stakeholders

employ overseas research provide rs with specific expertise and international

credibility to attend working group meetings. The presence of overseas scientists in
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stock assessment meetings is a root source of much tension. Stakeholders from

competing institutions have different opinions on the role of these scientists in the

policy process. Respondent 2, a scientist employed by SEAFIC, holds that NIWA

scientists generally interpret all critique as either personal criticism, or as critique of

their quota recommendations instead of a critique of their scientific proficiency.

Respondent 2 (pers.com 09/03) holds that within meetings: "technical debate is fair

and objective it is sirnply lazy scientists who interpret disagreement as a desire for a

particular outcome".

Respondent 15 argues that in the current climate of science service provision,

scientists were often faced with a "consultant's dilemma". that requires them to

produce the best most objective science. even if the results are not liked by their

clients (pers.com 05/03). Respondent 16, a NIWA manager, explains the consultant's

dilemma in more detail stating: "lf you rely on that work for money, that's going to

influence your objectivity. Any client has a perspective and that will be inherent in

what they ask, but there is a definite line" (pers.com 05/03). As Respondents l5 and

l6 both work for NIWA. they both suggest that the size of the CRI protects them from

being exposed to all ramifications of the consultant's dilemma. Respondent l6 notes:

"lt could well be that some interests see us as working for the industry, the flaw in this

argument is that we have the choice, its our strength. here anyway, we have the

capability to say what we do. we c,an ask ourselves, do we have to dcl this?" (pers.com

05/03).

Conversely NIWA scientists have different views on the role of scientists working for

commercial fishing institutions. whether they are New Zealand based, or brought in

from overseas to fulfil specific research contracts or provide intellectual leverage at

management meetings. Respondent 7, a marine ecologist, implies that scientists

employed by commercial stakeholders to question work conducted by NIWA

scientists are "sell outs", little more than advocates for specific commercial

stakeholders. Respondent 7 holds that advocacy and impartiality are mutually

exclusive, and that once a scientist becomes an advocate, their credibility must be

called into question (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 2 denies that scientists employed

by industry are advocates for commercial stakeholders (pers.com 09/03). Respondent

2 is critical of commentators who hold this position and regards it as a t'undamental

misunderstanding on the parl of rival scientists. Respondent 2 holds: "That sort of
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criticism comes from within NIWA who have become isolated from marine

management decision making" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 2 turns the criticism

around, noting that NIWA scientists see themselves as guardians of the fish and their

unolflcial advocates (pers.com 09103). Respondent 2 claims that the attitude of some

NIWA scientist's stems from "the ghost of the old Ministry" where there was no

separation between science funding, science service provision and those responsible

tbr the implementation of fisheries management programs (pers.com 09/03).

Despite having no data to support his claim, Respondent 2 holds that some NIWA

scientists are not as used to being exposed to overseas expertise as they could be and

that these NIWA scientists feel threatened by the presence of foreign experts during

management meetings (pcrs.com 09/03). Respondent 2 notes that the feeling of threat

exists at a prolbssional and personal level and that NIWA scientists resent the

presence of outside expertise being involved in management (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 2 holds that the presence of overseas scientists and scientists sponsored

by industry is crucial for maintaining the objectivity of the management process

stating "working with industry we have to be whiter than white, cleaner than clean"

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent 2 believes that it is in industry scientists' best interests

to pay extra attention to ensuring the credibility of their work and the objectivity of

their research methodology and critique. Most are well aware that they will be under

increased suutiny due to their employment status (pers.com 09/03).

Scientific objectivity and contractual relations: the key source of tension

The influence of contractual relations for science service provision on the objectivity

of the science advice used lbr marine management is a key source of tension. This

tension pervades inter-personal and inter-institutional communication within the

management process and is also crucial for shaping informal communication

regarding fisheries outside of the management process. This tension is one of the key

barriers to ecological information transfer within the fisheries milieu. Most

respondents had very strong views on the effect of contractual relations on scientific

objectivity. Stakeholders' personal experience is crucial in moulding their views. This

section presents the conflicting range of opinion regarding scientific objectivity and

contractual relations to illustrate the depth of feeling that exists within the milieu.
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Respondent 5. a fbrmer DOC employee, holds in complete contrast to Respondenl2,

that the objectivity of experimental design is compromised by the pragmatics of

incorporating the desires of commercial stakeholders (pers.com l0/03). Respondent 5

outlines a debate which occurred in one plenary session concerning the appropriate

methodology for conducting a paua stock assessment: "A commercial operator who

wanted to develop the fishery wanted them to take enough Paua to limit the cost of

covering the research, this influenced the sample design and the methods for

determining the levels confidence" (pers,com l0/03). Respondent 5 continues, noting

that while other scientists at the meeting suggested the assessment could be done in a

way that would have less impact on the environment, the original method was chosen

as that had the most support tiom the commercial tlshermen. Respondent 5 argued

that while, in this instance, the outcome created the impression that commercial

interests swayed the scientists who conducted this research, such behaviour did not

apply to all scientists in all situations (pers.com l0/03).

Respondent 5 concluded that such behaviour stemmed from the structure of New

Zealand's science funding regime (pers.com l0/03). Respondent 5 holds that these

regimes lead most fisheries scientists to ignore the question whether their design is the

best way to conduct research? Rather they consider if their design is the most

appropriate given the practicalities of their funding arrangement (pers.com l0/03).

Respondent 5 intirnates that this dilemma results in misunderstanding, as the scientists

themselves do not and can not be expected to fully appreciate the conflict of interest

apparent when the decision is made to go with the commercial data set, even though

this might not be the best data set (pers.com l0/03).

Fisheries stock assessments world-wide are characterised by apparent conflicts of

interest irrespective of the funding regime or mode of governance. From a Canadian

context both Hutchings et aI. (,1991) and Finlayson (1994) question the motivation of

goverrrment controlled flsheries stock assessments and infer that the collapse of the

Newfoundland cod fishery resulted from the mixed motivations of the Department of

Fisheries and Oceans3t. Similarly, Respondent 2 outlined an overseas experience

where fisheries science had been used to support decisions rather than guide decision

st Both Hutchings et al. (1997) and Finlayson (1994) suggest that the social agenda of the Canadian

governnlent influenced the analysis ofstock assessment data.
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making (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 2 outlines that at that time in that context these

decisions were made in the knowledge that: "God help the official that doesn't

support the Minister" (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 8, a member of an environmental NGO who frequently attends working

group meetings. holds that tension within meetings can result in the chilling of

scientific debate. Respondent 8 notes that on more than one occasion, NIWA

managers, themselves experienced scientists, have had to restrain individual scientists

from expressing information in a way that could upset commercial stakeholders

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent 8 implies that NIWA managers are more concerned

with maintaining the financial relationship between contractor and service provider

rather than the objectivity of the data being presented (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 8

holds that the desire to maintain science contracts is a key source of tension

preventing the translation of ecological information into management decision

making. Respondent 4, an environmental advocate, holds similar views and suggests

that during meetings there is usually a subtle pressure that influences what science

providers do or say (pers.com 03/03).

Respondent l, a scientist, highlights this tension by referring to the prevailing

attitudes of commercial stakeholders within stock assessment working group

meetings, stating: 'obecause there are real effects for industry on how much they can

catch... as a biologist there is a feeling that you are taking something from us by not

allowing us to fish" (pers.com 07/03). Respondent 8 implies that commercial

stakeholders resent scientists who present data suggesting that a reduction in TACC is

necessary fbr ensuring sustainable utilisation (pers.com 09i03). Respondent 4, who

has been present at a number of working group meetings, has a contemptuous view of

contractual science service provision. Respondent 4 (pers.com 03/03) holds there is:

"an unconscious level of giving the chief executive what they want" and that client

driven research is relatively common.

Stakeholder positionality and specific cognitive systems

The views of Respondents 4 and 8 reflect their positionality within the current marine

management framework. Both these respondents participate in the marine

management process but have no direct responsibility for implementing marine

management policy. Furthermore, '*,hile legally entitled to be a part of stock
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assessment process, neither Respondent 4 nor 8 have trained as a fisheries scientist. or

have a nuanced understanding of the affects of fishing on the marine environment

relative to the knowledge base of an established marine ecologist. Despite this, at a

personal level, their hypotheses regarding the effects of contractual obligations on the

objectivity of scientific research remain valid. These respondents feel as if they are

telling an unabridged version of what goes on in quota setting meetings. Moreover,

these respondents are convinced that their views are analogous rvith a singular

specific truth. Respondent 4 implies that commercial stakeholders have subverted this

singular truth. Respondent 4 states that these stakeholders, using the Iogic of

continuous repetition, have successfully altered the views of others involved in stock

assessment regarding what constitutes objective scientific research (pers.com 03/03).

Respondent 4 holds that commercial stakeholders have adopted the mantra: "lf you

repeat opinion often enough and loud enough people will accept it" (pers.com 03/03).

Respondents 4 and 8 usually ret-er to all commercial stakeholders with a blanket term:

"industry" (pers.com 03/03, 09/03). By labelling all commercial stakeholders as a

homogeneous group, these respondents alienate some commercial stakeholders who

hold views similar to theirs. Within industry a heterogeneous range of stakeholders

hold diverse views on science service provision. Some commercial stakeholders hold

that major fishing companies control both what type of research is conducted, w'here.

as well as experimental design and data analysis. For example. Respondent 9, a

commercial scampi tishermen holds that Simunovich Fisheries Ltd Company had an

undue influence on stock assessment research, conducted in quota management area's

SCI2, SCI3, SCI4, SCI6A and SCI6B (pers.com 10/03). Respondent 9 considers that

the results of some of these research trawls, conducted between 1999-2A03 should be

discounted as a joke, stating: "All the scientific research trawls done in area I are

done on Simunovich boats", and that "it is rare to do research trawls in areas SCII

and SCI2 anyrvay. The ones they did do, it was imnraterial because when they did the

research trawl they did it in area rvhich had never been fished regularly before"

(pers.com 10/03). Respondent 9 is adamant that Simunovich Fisheries Ltd has paid

NIWA scientists to conduct research that will vindicate their catch histories and

ensure their commercial future as dominant quota holders in the scampi fishery.
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Misunderstanding positionality: a barrier to information transfer

Within fisheries science and marine management a number of individuals share

common background and training. Most hold postgraduate degrees that relate to some

aspect of nrarine science, ecological science or marine biology. A number are of

similar age and share common interests. Furthermore, the fisheries science and

management community is characterised by its breadth. not its depth. As a result key

individuals have, at different times, fulfilled a range of roles in a number of

institutions. Additionally, the careers of a number of respondents have been

juxtaposed with the restructuring of fisheries management and science service since

1986 and have witnessed a series of institutional changes. Despite these

commonalities the science and management communities are characterised by an

implicit distrust and typified by individuals who excel at misreading the intentions of

their peers.

This distrust manifests itself in two ways. Firstly, the inability of scientists to discuss

the management implications of their work in public indicates the insecurity of the

stakeholders involved. With regard to the management of the scampi fishery

Rcspondent I notes: "lt's the Ministry's prerogative to make management decisions

and not mine. I wish it was mine sometimes" (pers.com l2l03). Respondent I is an

experienced scientist, by all accounts an excellent communicator who could

contribute constructively to the management debate. Despite this, Respondent I is

reticent to comment in public due to the effect it may have on his credibility as an

objective scientist and his job security. Such reticence is widespread amongst all

scientists despite their potential contribution to management decisions. Respondent 6

notes that some Ministry officials acknowledge that sometimes scientists can

comment on the management implications of their work at an informal level

(pers.com 09/03). A number of scientists are accustomed to discussing the

implications of their work in private but are not prepared to step outside their mandate

as a service provider in an official capacity.

A number of other factors contribute to scientists' relative silence on the management

implications of their work. Firstly, to some extent the current climate of science

service provision is a reaction against the regime that preceded it. Before QMS,

scientists had much more management responsibility while the role of commercial

stakeholders was much more understated. Respondent 17, a SEAFIC employee,
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described the power relations implicit rvithin the fbrmer management system:

"lndustry just used to bob about under the strings of the puppet master" (pers.com

09/03).

Secondly, a number of stakeholders argue that independent scientists can not

comment on fisheries management as they lack an understanding of the business of

fishing, or what it means to fish for their livelihoodls. Furthermore, fishers themselves

suggest that often, despite their best intentions some scientists cannot communicate

effectively with fishers in their own terms. Respondent 18, refers to the "alchemy of

stock assessment where scientists explain things in hieroglyphics" and the need for a

"full time translator, big time!l')" (pers.com 09/03). Given this lack of understanding it

is hardly surprising that some commercial fishers feel frightened an angered rvhen

scientists present data suggesting the need for quota reductions. These fishers often

rationalise the scientists' data as a product of an imagined conservationist ideal. In

this context Respondent l8 uses a simple definition of translation, acknowledging that

he does not as yet fully understand the methodologies of how some stock assessment

surveys are conducted and would like scientific guidance on the issue. Respondent

" When asked what it means to be a fisherman Respondent 18. a Lobslerman replied: "it takes a certain

kind of personality, it's somewhat a solitary endeavour, to fish is to seek, to hunt, to anticipate, to

predict, its an inherent skill. I could not tell anyone how to catch rock lobsters. I just knew every rock,

every gutter, you get to know these things. To be a fisherman is to bear the burden ofresponsibility, for

the catch, the crewman. the machinery" (pers.com 09i03).
3e At the 2003 Seafood lndustry Conference held in Auckland. Ted Loveday, an Australian consultant

explained the depth of the comnrunication problem using the following example: " l asked one

particular fisherman, who was particularly keen to help out with r.r'hat we are doing how he got his

information regarding sustainable management. He said "he didn't get any infbrmation and wished

scientisls produced more". I asked ifhe got any industry magazines and he said: "yeah sure I get them

every month". I then said that a few months ago there had been an insert in the magazine that described

the benefits of a turtle exclusion device. He said "oh well then that's rvhy I wouldn't have got it

because when I get the magazine I shake it over the rubbish bin so all the inserts fall out because most

of them are adverts that I don't want to read any'way". I then told him that the same inserl had been

expanded and published as an article in the same industry magazine the next month. He then said "oh

that is interesting because as soon as I have finished shaking the inserfs out of the magazine I then

usually drop the magazine in as well". What you have to remember is that this was one of the guys who

was interested in what we were doing to come and talk to us about it, so just to think what the other

guys are doing, it boggles the mind (Loveday, 2003).
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l8's definition of translation is unlikely to extend to dialogue that might change his

ontological position on hou,science could be used in the management process and

provide him with a full understanding of the implications of how ecological

information could contribute to fisheries management decision making,

Thirdly, there is a widespread conception that fisheries scientists, particularly those

trained in New Zealand lack an 'utilisation ethic', and are more concerned with

ensuring the protection of marine resources rather than their sustainable use. Like

most stereotypes, this caricature of a typical New Zealand scientist has a historical

precedent and some factual basis. At the 2002 New Zealand Marine Science Society

Conference held in Nelson it was clear that most marine scientists and their students

certainly had a'green agenda', many were active members of NGO's such as Forest

and Bird or Greenpeace and some considered themselves activists for the

environment. However, interview data indicates that while this may be the case, in

their official capacity, most scientists are mature enough and professional enough to

acknowledge the role of commercial stakeholders in the management process.

Respondent 7 emphasises: "We can see the role of industry too. A lot of natural

scientists do have an interest in nature. We are observant and see changes and

comment on stuff. it doesn't mean we can't recognise alternative values or work

towards finding solutions or compromises" (pers.com l0/03). Furthermore, when

pressed on his political leanings, Respondent 7 (regarded by some stakeholders as

supporting a stronger 'green agenda' than most other scientists) responded: "l care

about the planet so I always have to debate which party is going to do best for the

planet against what party is going to do the best fbr science" (pers.com l0/03).

These respondents assert that it is the government's responsibility to not only ensure

the objectivity of the science used to guide management decisions but also that the

goverrunent is responsible for conducting scientific research for the public good,

Respondent 4 emphasised that since the adoption of a pay for service approach to

science. large areas ofthe public good are being under-represented (pers.com 03/03).

As a scientist working for an industry organisation, Respondent 2 has very clear views

on the reasons for the lack of public good research conducted in the marine

environment. Respondent 2 explains: "lt seems to me if the govemment wants to live

up to the reputation it wants to live up to it must be prepared to stump up with public
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money. Compared to other areas in New Zealand in absolute terms there is very little

public funding for environmental research" (pers.com 10102).

Counter to the caricature of a government overtly concemed with implementing

regulations on fishers, or that of the commercial fisher as a responsible steward a

number of stakeholders have typified key Ministry ollicials and commercial operators

as enthusiastic ideologues who favour market based solutions to any or all apparent

management problems (pers.com, Respondent 3 09/03). fhis stereotype also has a

basis in fact. At the Seafood Industry Conf'erence, held in Auckland in 2003. Roger

Beattie spoke enthusiastically of privatising the seabed, dividing it into distinct areas

for purchase by quota owners. Furthermore, a number of prominent Ministry oltlcials

involved with designing and facilitating the QMS such as Mike Arbuckle and Tom

McClurg were taught resource economics under the tutelage of Rodney Hide, the

leader of New Zealand's ACT party that operates to the right of New Zealand's

political spectrum. Respondent 3 describes how as a result most fisheries policies in

New Zealand were designed under the intluence of "a good slice of the Flide

Manifesto" (pers.com 09/03).

Politico-ideological difl'erences are a key banier to ecological information transfer.

Most environmental NGO's suppon more government involvement in fisheries

management and most commercial stakeholders and commercial representatives

favour devolution and stakeholder responsibility. As a group, scientists locate

themselves somewhere between these two extremes with most having an agnostic

position regarding government involvement in fisheries management, while fbvouring

the development of an integrated oceans management strategy organised and

implemented by government representativesao. To some extent stakeholders who

favour government regulation are arguing for a return to a situation similar to that

which existed before the implementation of the QMS.Respondent l4 rel'ers to these

views, as expressed by Respondent 8, as those of "an old school Fabian socialist"

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent l4's response not only implies that these views are

largely anachronistic, impractical and could never be implemented but also that

au Similarly mosl scientists also lbvour increased governlnellt firnding fcrr environtnental research

outside of the cost recovery program.
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Respondent 8 is wrong to think this way and deserves to have only a peripheral role in

the management process.

Within fisheries management neo-liberal doctrine is deeply entrenched as the

cognitive basis for decision making. Respondent 19 summarises the views of

Respondent 14 and those expressed by Roger Beattie in terms of a political slide rule

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent l9 suggests that between 1984 and 1999 New Zealand

moved frorn the left to the right of this slide rule. Since 1999 most elements of New

Zealand society have tended to gravitate towards the centre of the rule whereas those

involved in fisheries management have remained out to the right (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 19 explains that at the time the QMS was being assembled and

implemented during the 1980s, the politico-ideological climate of the time meant that

few stakeholders questioned the wisdom of the implications this clirnate would have

on future decision making (pers.com 09/03). If Respondent l9's reading of the

politico-ideological climate is accurate, the politico-ideological shift back to the

centre should have exposed hidden questions concerning the economic and

environmental ramifications of the QMS. However, as key stakeholders within

fisheries management decision making remain enthusiastic supporters of neo-liberal

doctrine, finding room to explore these questions objectively is difficult in what is a

largely hostile and threatening intellectual environment.

Competing expectations: conflicting ideals

Within the Ministry there is the feeling that some commercial stakeholders don't

understand that politically. progress is measured at a number of levels, and that their

expectations of rapid progress towards devolution are not shared by all (pers.com,

Respondent 10, l9 09/03). Respondent l0 confirms that ensuring the integrity of the

management process is paramount and that the Ministry's performance wilt be judged

against its own expectations rather than that of one specific group of stakeholders,

even if these stakeholders have the right to harvest marine resources (pers.com 09i03).

Respondent 10 holds that "We want to agree a degree of consensus, between the

Minister and the stakeholders. There is always a trade off, with the rate of reforms,

there are a number of high priority projects, we are always stretched for resources,

there is little time to sit back and analyse what is going on" (pers.com 09i03). The

difference in expectation regarding the speed of implementing regime change is a

significant barrier to information transfer. This issue is exacerbated by the difference
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in politico-ideological beliefs between commercial stakeholders favouring less

government involvement in economic decisions and a series of Ministers who since

1999 have been representatives of a centre-left social democratic government{1.

The MFISH Annual Report for 2004 outlines the extent of the change that has

occurred since the implementation of the Fisheries Act 1996. Warwick Tuck, chief

executive of the Ministry, outlines that the Ministry's goal for the sector is to

"Maximise the value New Zealanders obtain through the sustainable use of fisheries

resources and protection ol the aquatic environment" (Ministry of Fisheries, 20044:

3). Three key strategies for the Ministry are to:

o Protect the health of the aquatic environment:

r Enable people to get the best value frorn the sustainable and efficient use of

fisheriesl and

o Ensure the Crown delivers on its obligations to Maori with respect to fisheries.

(Ministry of Fisheries.20044: 3)

The separation of the first two strategies is crucial. By explicitly separating the

protection of environmental health from the sustainable and efficient use of fisheries

resources, the Ministry seems to be advocating for an increased level of

environmental awareness" above and beyond the constraints of 'sustainable

utilisation'as defined by the Fisheries Act 1996. The extent to which these strategies

are implemented as the Ministry intended remains to be seen. These strategies are

lundamentally at odds with the position adopted by some commercial stakeholders

who view the Fisheries Act 1996 as a virtual guarantee of their right to harvest within

the bounds of sustainable utilisation.

There is a consensus amongst all stakeholders that the QMS provides the mechanisms

lbr ensuring adequate levels of formal communication. Despite diff-erent expectations

regarding the speed of implementing management change. and stakeholders' politico-

ideological diff'erences, it seems surprising that litigation remains the only channel

through which stakeholders can communicate eff'ectively. A lack of faith in the

'' Respondent 14 referred to Pete Hodgson the previous Minister of Fisheries as being "quite

progressive... for a labour minister" (pers.com 09/03).
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management intentions of other stakeholder groups is another contributing factor to

the unsatisfactory level of communication.

This lack of faith is particularly pronounced in respect of managing the environmental

affects of fishing. Respondent l0 presents a Ministry perspective and holds that some

industry organisations are not well developed in this area, and in particular, have not

emphasised cooperative behaviour to the extent that was expected (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent l0 holds that this competitive element comes across in industry

interaction with the Ministry and prevents sonte commercial stakeholders tiom taking

a long-term view of sustainable utilisation. Respondent l0 explained that: "We

shouldn't expect that industries management performance will be up to what the

ministry can achieve" (pers.com 09/03). The way Respondent 10 framed his reply

indicated he was well aware of the Ministry's reputation as an over zealous regulator

and determined to avoid giving off this reputation. Respondent l0 outlined that

overall the Ministry would like to encourage a return from the fishery that maximises

value across the spectrumat lpers.com 09/03).

Respondent 14, an independent ilsheries consultant, presents an alternative position

and suggests that most commercial stakeholders have taken the view that the

"ministry is hamstrung by the fact that they have to give everyone face time"

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent l4 is also critical of commercial stakeholders, stating

that most have a narrow focus on preserving their own self-interest rather than on

developing methodologies for cooperative behaviour. Respondent 14 holds: "we need

to see a number of disparate companies working together, fishing companies are at

each others throats, yet no firms are better off because it is difficult to get the

competitive advantage" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 23, a policy analyst working

for SEAFIC, expresses similar views stating that while competition has made the

industry strong there needs to be a balance between rivalry and cooperation (pers.com

09i03).

ar Respondent | 0 states that the best strategy to realise this goal would be for an industry rationalisation

characterised by "not necessarily less players but more efficiently organised" (pers.com 09/03).
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The unbending will of self made 'men': preventing cooperation In New

Zealand's marine management?

As a group, commercial stakeholders share a common bond. As fisher's their actions

are shaped by the industry's legacy. Historically, fishing has been an intensel.v

competitive industry and successful fishers can be characlerised as sharing a range of

similar characteristics. Firstly, fishing has been and remains a predominantly

masculine occupation, The virrues of a successful fisherman have been associated

with images connected with the pioneering entrepreneur such 4s, fortitude,

independence, and strenglh of will as well as a canny knack for sensing an

opportunity. While the economic organisation of the industry has changed completely

since the introduction of the QMS, the image of what typifies a successful tisher is

evolving more slowly. The disparate pace of change between the management

legislation and the cultural/cognitive tradition of what characterises successful

'fishermen' is a significant barrier to information transfer, Respondent l2 holds that

the industry is full of " people who believe they can dispose of barriers by sheer fbrce

of will" (pers.com 09/03). The high levels of mistrust. misunderstanding and the sense

of failed expectations implicit within the management process indicate that this belief

in the capacity of individual's will is unfounded.

Respondent 13 comments on the mind set of individual fishers stating: "There is

always an awareness that individuals are looking after number one as well as the New

Zealand fishery" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent l3 continued suggesting that there

was a need for individr.rals to be adaptable and change the way they think about

themselves and the way that they do business: "You are never going to change people

unless they get a fundamental understanding of the need for change" (pers.com

09/03). Respondent l8 notes that the spirit of independent thoughts and actions is

unlikely to ever disappear completely and that while the QMS brought discipline to

the majority of fishermen most still have divergent views on how to improve t'isheries

management (pers.com 09/03). Respondent l8's response hints at one of the biggest

barriers to information transt'er within fisheries management. To individual t-tshers,

improvement in the management process implies improvements that will have

positive affects al a personal level. There remains a lack of industry wide vision of

how, as a group, the industry can go forward to achieve a more cooperative style of

management that will have positive economic and environmental implications.
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Conclusions: ldeology, ideals, intentions and actions- constituting

barriers to information transfer

New Zealand's fisheries/science management milieu is a cognitive battleground

within which professional and personal rivalries are played out through a confused

ideological terrain. The tensions implicit within the milieu restrict information

transfer. At an individual level this tension is multi-faceted and has a diverse range of

origins. Furthermore, individuals express the effects of tension differently. Frustration

is typical. and many respondents at times displayed a sense of angry desperation.

Nonetheless, the science/management milieu contains a number of gifted

communicators whose key skills and experience ensure they understand the origins

and implications of cognitive conflict and are reflexive enough to outline how their

position may contrast with that of other stakeholders.

At an institutional level. confusion veils the milieu in a shroud of misunderstanding.

Despite the best eflbrts of specific individuals, most respondents showed a lack of

awareness concerning how others would interpret their behaviour and decision

making. Some respondents gave the impression that they neither cared that their

actions and inactions would cause consternation amongst others, nor that their

decision making would be labelled deliberately provocative or indolent. In this

atmosphere it is not surprising that ecological infbrmation, particularly that which

suggests current fishing practice may have unsustainable environmental affects has

little persuasive traction. Individuals and institutions resent that others have different

opinions and alternate agenda's. Within this atmosphere most stakeholders view

meaningful communication as too much effort for the limited return that will result.

There is a general consensus that meaningful communication will usually result in

self-inflicted grief. As a result most stakeholders give the impression that

communication. particularly regarding contentious issues, is just not worth the effort.

Stakeholders' unwillingness to communicate exacerbates the confusion already

implicit with the fisheries science/management milieu and creates a conspiratorial

atmosphere within which, barriers to ecological information transfer can flourish. In

this atmosphere stakeholders' reticence to engage with others prevents translation and

encourages individuals to adopt a non-reflexive mindset that discourages self-

analysis. Throughout the fisheries science/management milieu, few stakeholders make

the distinction between their ideals, their intentions and their actions, or those of
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othF,r6" Few sJakeholders e@ actually explain why they act in a particulaf, way or

interpret iffinmation w,i'thin a fixed set of inflexible paramsffis. GoldhagBn (1996)

holds that separatir,rg tlrese three aspects of the decision rnaking pr-ocess is crucial for

explainirag ftow aud w&y individuals make their dwisjons. Goldhagen (1995:134)

outlines tho differences ae folloryvsr

. Ideals: The opimal images a person has of what is desirable in a world

uneucuurbered by the constraifis of so.cialt and phlrcical qristerroe;

r Intentions: The real world plans that people forsrulate rander a variery of real

or possible oonditions and oonstrsints; and

r Policies: The eourses of action tfrrat a persCIn actually decides upou at a sp,eeific

rnomsru,for agivon setof existing conditions srd constraints.

Goldhagen's catogoiisation san be. applied to New Zealandrs f,sh€ries/scienoe

msnagpmerrt milieu. Ivlost stalGholder respolrs€s seenred to be based 'on the

assu,nrption that there is a togical oognitivelbehaviour,al prcgression within which

ind-ividraal's decisio-ns maki:ng re{ects their idEals and intontione (Figure 5.4).

Goldftragem's analy-sis emphasises that often one behavioural ehanicFrisfic does not

necesearilyrcflect another to any gltsaf extent and thar ideals au individuals ido-als can

be distinot from theii decision uraking. Goldhagenargues, that the expeotation that

ideals should trqrslafe iato, actior,r is sirnplistie and that eontext arid Outside factor

conditionsn limit this translatio-n prooess (Fieure 5.5).

Figure 5.4; The assumed progression beftireen ideals, intentions and decision making

Figur'e- 5,5: The actual progresslon beilurcen ideals, intentions and decision making
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Goldhagen outlines ( 1 996: I 34):

Unless blocked by barriers, a person's intentions tend to follow his (sic)
ideals, and his actions. namely the policies he pursues. tend to be
formulated in order to achieve his intentions. Nevertheless. ideals often are
rvildly at odds with any achievable reality. Intentions, therefore. often
approximate the ideals they are based on but poorly.... And policies often
barely reflect intentions. not to mention ideals. because the formulation of
courses of action must make still greater concessions to reality then even
the formulation of prudential intentions. Moreover, policies may be
formulated with a variety of competing ideals and intentions in mindal.

The fisheries science/mana*qement milieu is characterised by a series of baseline

realities, including the relative size of fish populations, the affects of fishing on the

marine environment, the sunk costs involved in harvesting and processing fish stocks

as well as the capital returns of fishing, the Fisheries Act 1996, and the QMS.

Nonetheless, stakeholders have significant freedom of action and responsibility.

Individuals have constructed causal chains linking their ideals, their intentions and

their decision making based on whatever barriers they feel are most appropriate to

them or the institutions they represent. These causal chains are built on a type of

reverse engineering of belief. As individual staheholders have significant freedom of

action to operate, there are few restrictions on what individuals can do and even less

on what individuals can believe. Most stakeholders follow the logic that their

behaviour justifies their ideals as appropriate even if these ideals may be unrealistic

given the baseline factor conditions that exist. The appropriateness and applicability

of these causal chains has been entrenched by a relative lack of communication.

Consequently others have commonly interpreted individuals' decision making as a

deliberate attempt at antagonism.

Chapter five has made three key contributions to the thesis. Firstly, it has described

the extent of the fisheries management milieu, labelled the key institutions. identified

key stakeholders within the management process and examined the extent of and

purpose behind their communication. Secondly chapter five has described the

cognitive and practical barriers to ecological information transfer within the milieu

using case studies based on stakeholders' descriptions of the stock assessment

working group and aquatic environment working group meetings. This examination

'3 In this context Goldhagen's use of the word "policy" refers to an individual's actions only, not that

ofthe nation state.
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of how thpse bariers are eonstituted is crucial as following chapters are more

explicitly coneerned with developing a trajectory for evErcoming them. Finallyn

aha,Bter five investigates issues ste'maring from the unc,ertainty surrounding searnpi

$toek assessrnents and draft environmental strategy policy rdocument to highlight the

distrust thar pervades the mafiagement milieu. This conspiratorial atmosphere beli,es

stakeLrolders' nirutuiil misunderstanding of each other's role, their ideals, intentions

and decision naking prgee.ss€s. Chaptsr five argues that in frsheries management and

scienee seryice provision, decision making is boundcd by an ideologically informed,

capitalist oognitive meta-narrati:ve stressing that oorn'p-etition always ensures effieieut

and sucoessful outcomes. Chapter five propoees that: these assumptio.ns stem ftom

wittrin this rr-eta-narrative, are not an inherent within fisherias,marnagernent and may

not hold tiue in altemate management sy$tems desi,gned to ensurE cooperation

sfakeholders in order to facilitate more positive esonomie and environmental

outeomes.
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utilisation: power relations in

management

the fisheries science/

milieu

Introduction: corporate governance and sustainable utilisation,

imagined conceptions of sustainable fishing?

While chapter five was concerned with identifying barriers to ecological information

transfer chapter six is explicitly concerned with horv these barriers have been

established and perpetuated. Power relations are an essential part ol the analysis.

Since the implementation of the Quota Management System (QMS) and cost

recovery, commercial stakeholders have dominated the management process. f'hese

stakeholders have lramed networks of ecological information transfer through

techniques of corporate govemance. This specific liaming has enabled and

constrained the possibilities for translation and network realignment and defined how

ecological information is used in the management process. While some stakeholders

contend that ecological information is a crucial element of fisheries management.

such specific framing may mean it is assigned a subsidiary role. Chapter six contends

that for some stakeholders, an incomplete understanding of how power relations

frame the management process is a source of extreme frustration. Specifically, this

lack of understanding rnitigates attempts by ditferent stakeholders to introduce and

propagate new ecological information. More generally. this lack of understanding

limits how stakeholders can use ecological inlbrmation to disturb the management

process and so ensures that the status quo prevails.

Chaptersix uses three case studies to examine the implications of this framingprocess

in more detail. The first case study examines the delay surrounding the

implementation of New Zealand's Oceans Policy to illustrate horv debate concerning

the definition and legitimacy of an ecosystems-approach to fishing as a policy tool

Chapter Six

Ecological information transfer and sustainable
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leads to an intellectual environment which mitigates against information transfer and

ensures dissenting voices remain marginalised. In this example the established power

relations encourage discursive competition rather than synthesis and propagate a self-

legitimating discourse of rule. This case study introduces the concept of sustainability

as governmentality and describes how conflicting conceptions of sustainable fishing

prevent translation and stifle opporlunities lbr ecological information transfer.

Although the management process allows all stakeholders an opportunity to express

their viervs, it provides no guarantee that these concerns will influence management

decisions. F-or some stakeholders this lack of influence is a source of rancour. The

second case study examines the assumptions used in scampi stock assessment work to

highlight that such disappointment can lead individuals, unhappy with the process, to

make scapegoats out of scientists in order to vent their frustration. This behaviour

simply exaggerates internal antagonisms and deflects energies away fiom designing

constructive research proposals or finding management alternatives. T'he scampi case

study shows that most stakeholders not directly involved in management do not

understand the power relations that explain why their views are largely ignored.

More{rver, the scampi case study illustrates that most stakeholders cannot understand

why other stakeholder have differcnt positionalities and view points.

Chapter six contends that disparate stakeholder groups have different specific

imagined conceptions of sustainable utilisation. Since QMS some commercial

stakeholders have propagated a specific version of sustainable utilisation that has

shaped and been shaped by the management milieu. These stakeholders use this

specific versiorr of sustainable utilisation as a technique of rule to mitigate contention

sunounding management debate. Sustainable utilisation infuses all aspects of frsheries

management with a commercial ethos of enterprise ideology and has implications for

scientific research and the economic and environmental affects of fishing. Chapter six

illustrates how sustainable utilisation, the imaginary, is constituted through a

cornbination of theory, rhetoric and practice and examines how these governmental

techniques protect the status quo. The chapter's third case study examines a Seafood

Industry Council (SEAFIC) commentary piece on a Ministry of Fisheries (MFISH)

draft environmental policy strategy. This case study illustrates how the threat of

litigation is an established part ol' management discourse used by commercial
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stakeholders to defend the pre-eminence of their imaginary and ensure sustainable

utilisation remains central to New Zealand's fisheries management system.

Chapter six concludes by emphasising the limits of the current order and discussing

the potential development of alternate fisheries management approaches. The

conclusion stresses that the competition for the ontological dominance of what

constitutes sustainable fishing is ultimately counterproductive for fisheries

management and has contributed to a policy stasis surrounding the development of an

integrated fisheries management system. The chapter argues that a trajectory for

development requires attitudinal as well as institutional and legislative change.

Process-based, trans-disciplinary inquiry may be a key tool in the development of

alternate management systems as this form of study removes the dualisms that lead to

conflict within the different discourses relevant to management. Trans-disciplinary

inquiry merges these discourses to bring about a more unified form of analysis in

tisheries based on improving translation and ecological information transl'er.

Power relations: defining the practices of knowledge exchange

This section focuses on the governance regimes that influence the form of

management debate and control its implications. The theoretical componentry of New

Zealand's fisheries management problematic was introduced in chapter three, though

some key terminology and phrasing is re-examined here. This section is a study of

power relations, embedded within the institutions introdr-rced in chapter five. Levi

(1990: a07) highlights the centrality of power relations to any study assessing how

institutions are organised:

Some institutions serve the interests of the many, some lhe interests of the
few, but all facilitate and regulate the resources of power, A definition of
institutions that ignores this fact fails to capture part of what is distinct
about institutions, namely that the mechanisms for limiting choices,
including the contractual choices, reflect the distribution of power

Knowledge is a cnrcial aspect of any debate concerning power relations. Within

fisheries management most stakeholders agree that expert knowledge is a source of

power and credibility that grants individuals opportunities for their ideas to gain

traction. However, few stakeholders emphasise that within fisheries expert knowledge

is not enough to make the institutional or behavioural changes that these stakeholders

think may be required. Jentoft (2004:142) states that while knowledge is power, more

often power is knowledge, "because those who are in a powerful position can define
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the knorvledge that is valid and relevant in the decision making process". Jentoft

(2004) continues that within fisheries worldwide, traditionally scientists and fisheries

managers have excluded fishers from positions of power and their opinions on

management issues have typically been ignored. In New Zealand the opposite holds

true. Since QMS, fisheries management has been de-politicised, power within

fisheries management has been placed in the hands of quota holders, despite effbrts by

governnent to introdLtce a partnership approach since 19971. Debate surrounding

power relationships between institutions within fisheries management is contentious,

a number of stakeholders are f,rghting for the influence required to change the overall

management system to one they see as more appropriate.

The Fisheries Act 1996: the centrepiece of the management debate

Stakeholders' conflicting interpretations of specific clauses in the Fisheries Act 1996

cause much of the dispute surrounding power relations in fisheries management.

Section 8 of the Fisheries Act is particularly contentious. The purposes and principles

of section 8 contain all the elements that allow for a holistic interpretation of

sustainable utilisation. This interpretation emphasises wider social, cultural, economic

and environmental concerns as well as the input of a wide range of stakeholders

(Fi-uure 6.0)2.

Within management debates" different stakeholders emphasise different principles of

section 8. Stakeholders' specilic weighting of these individual principles reveal their

ditterent agenda's. The management actions that stem from these interpretations

indicate the relative mindset of individuals and promote disagreement within the

management milieu3. These actions polarise stakeholders' opinions and encourage a

sullen atmosphere r.l,ithin the fisheries/science n"lanagement milieu and are a double

disincentive to information transf'er. Specitic stakeholders management actions can

' The conrparison with Jentoft's statement is not completely accurate as in New Zealand quota holders

do not necessarily' fish their holding.

: Presenting the wider sustainability debate as a problem of conflicting interpretation is not new. Using

similar logic, Grundy (2000) outlines two competing interpretations of the Resource Management Act

l99l .

I This confusion is similar to that surrounding the apparent contradictions between the infonnation

principles in section l0 of the Fisheries Act. These contradictions are outlined in the previous chapter.
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not only offend other stakeholders, making them less likely to engage in meaningful

dialogue but also conceal from other stakeholders those individuals who may be

receptive to new ecological infbnnation but lack the opportunity to pursue such

knowledge due to their specific role.

(The Fisheries Act. 1996)

While the parameters of sustainable utilisation are clearly' laid down in section 8 of

the Fisheries Act, two competing interpretations of what sustainable utilisation might

mean still intluence marine management. First, most comtnercial stakeholders adopt a

narrow interpretation of sustainable utilisation and eschew many of its socio-

economic or environmental considerations. This individualised view of sustainable

utilisation Ibrms a free market environmentalism that internalises environmental

externalities. This interpretation stems from within a politico-ideological fiamework

that constructs the environment through the extractive use value of single species fish

stocks. Second, other stakeholders hold that sustainable utilisation should represent a

meaningful attempt to link wider economic and environmental concerns. Respondent

8, an environmental advocate, outlines that a nanow interpretation of the Fisheries

Act confuses "what you manage with how you manage" (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 8 points out that the Act refers to managing fisheries resources rather than

Figure 5.0: Purpose of section 8 of the Fisheries Act 1996

(l) The purpose of the Act is to provide for the utilisation of fisheries resources

while ensuring sustainability.

(2) In this Act- "Ensuring sustainability" means

(a) Maintaining the potential of fisheries resources to meet the rcasonable

foreseeable needs of future generations; and

(b) Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse affects of fishing on the

aquatic environment:

"Utilisation" means conserving, using, enhancing and developing fisheries

resources to enable people to provide for their social, economic and cultural rvell-

being.
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the explicit management of harvest, and also that the Act has a wider jurisdiction than

dealing specifically with commercial fishers' extractive focus (pers.com 09/03).

New understandings of what sustainability might mean are being forged through

debate between stakeholders who share different ideological/cognitive appreciations

of the tcrm. Generally stakeholders can be categorised into two groups either

supportirrg paradigms of sustainable utilisation or a sustainable ecosystems approach

to management (Figure 6.1). Classifying the worldviews of some stakeholders in

binary fashion is unproblematic. Some stakeholders are convinced that their practices

or the practices they are advocates for are the only way to ensure the sustainable

management of fisheries resources. On Figure 6.1 Respondents 8. 4 and 7 could all be

placed far to the right in the light grey shaded area on most issues. These respondents

advocate that at present the scope of fisheries management is too narrow! is overtly

focussed on utilisation and ensures increased profits for commercial stakeholders at

the expense of marine ecosystems (pers.com 03/03-10/03). Conespondingly

Respondent 31's views on most elements of the sustairrability debate would generally

fall to the left of Figure 6.1 in the light grey shaded area (pers.com g/B)4. Given the

rigidity of their views these stakeholders are unlikely to change their position

regardless of circumstance. These respondents can be thought of as actively

championing the cause of one discourse over the other, such advocacy introduces and

element of cornpetition between the management paradigms.

Such competition is ultimately a barrier to ecological information transfer as it

classifies ail respondents with labels that are not always entirely appropriate or

accurare to describe their position towards different aspects of the sustainability

debate. Such competition reflects human behaviour rather than the any specific

problem with the management system. lt is likely that some stakeholders would

exploit the purpose and principals of the management process to meet their own

needs, irrespective of the system in place, or the debate sunounding how sustainable

management is made tangible.

o These views include that fisheries management should not

marine mammals as they have lirnited market value (pers.com

be overly concerned with the by-catch

Respondent 31,09/03).
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While the binary approach described above is a useful way of grouping some

stakeholders, for ruosl others it is inappropriate. For mosl stakeholders, sustainability

can be thought of as an evolving process that stems from multiple narratives. Within

each group, individuals have differing subjectivities that are historically and

geographically contingent. As a result individual stakeholders may support some

aspects of sustainability through 'sustainable utilisation' and other aspects of

sustainability through a 'sustainable ecosystems approach'. At different times, these

stakeholders espouse elements of both approaches. Most stakeholders therefbre do not

adopt strict positions on any of the elements of the sustainability debate and instead

display a flexible positionality. These stakeholders fall somewhere within the dark

grey faded area in the centre of Figure 6.1, and often display worldview's that shift in

response to context and new information and incorporates elenrents of both

management paradigms.

(Derived from Massey and Rees, 20048)

Most often, fbr most elements of the sustainability debate. most stakeholders locate

themselves somewhere near the discursive boundary (indicated by the area shaded the

darkest grey in Figure 6.1). Respondent 18, executive officer of a comnrercial

stakeholder organisalion. exemplifies this typical positionality. Respondent l8

promotes elements of both the sustainable utilisation and ecosystems management

discourses (pers.com 09/03). Respondent l8 holds that sustainable management

should be focussed specifically on fisheries while ensuring sustainable ecosystems

(pers.com 09i03). Respondent 18 also explains how sustainable management must

Figure 6.1: Taxonomy of the "sustainability debate"

Large commercial operators
Fisheries scientists
Manistrv of Fisheries

Singular
Sustainable fisheries

i:
:.

$

Short term seasonal basis

Enlerprise ideology i A precautionary approach
Risk aversion

Ease of understanding
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cater for both the intrinsic value of the resource as well as add value to its capital

value on the global rnarket (pers.com 09/03). As most stakeholders adopt a variety of

positions on the sustainability debate this would seem to imply that they are amenable

to meaningful debate on the issues. However, within the New Zealand fisheries

managernent milieu the potential for this debate is lost, stymied by the power relations

implicit within management. While most stakeholders hold a nebulous view on

sustainable management commercial govemance regimes have ensured sustainable

management is analogous with sustainable utilisation.

Single species stock assessment: the cognitive construct of commercial

stakeholders

Most commercial stakeholders largely build their understanding of management

around sustainable utilisation and the extractive value of a single species fish stock.

All commercial stakeholders support the phrasing of the Fisheries Act 1996 and the

management process, partly because these regimes largely confirm their current

practices. The growing confbrmity of management practice is a govemmentality that

enables a narrow interpretation of fisheries legislation and path dependency of

process. Consequently single species approaches to management and unknown

questions relating to how much of a single species is available for harvest are bound

to notions of economic efficiency, the short-term use of capital and the growth

strategies of commercial stakeholders' specific firms.

It is likely that single species regimes will continue to dominate marine management

for three reasons. Firstly, quota rights are species-specific and are primarily mutually

exclusive. For commercial stakeholders. the prinrary goal of management is to ensure

the sustainable utilisation of individual fish stocks and not the sustainability of marine

ecosystems. Secondly, fishing appears to be an industry steeped in self-verification,

within which. sustainability and its associated discourses have become a part of the

strategy for maxirnising companies' returns. Thirdly, commercial stakeholders' efTorts

at addressing environmental problerns address solely visible challenges. and usually

involve charismatic mega-fauna.

Grieve (2003:l) an experienced environmental scientist, notes that commercial

stakeholders' responses to environmental issues are often perfunctory. Grieve holds:

"There is a general tendency to ignore anl.thing that is small and to assume that the
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microscopic part of the ecosystem will ahvays deliver what large animals need".

Grieve implies that commercial initiatives at addressing the impacts of fishing on

marine ecosystems are undertaken primarily to meet the expectations of wider society

within the constraints of a single species approach to management.

Events during the SEAFIC 2003 conference in Auckland emphasised Grieve's

findings. The promotional material at this conference illustrated the way some

commercial stakeholders appropriate elements of the natural environment aS

marketing tools used to advertise the environmental performance of their specific

companiest. This material included an advertorial publication describing the Southern

Seabirds Solution project. A number of commercial stakeholders are involved with

this venture that aims at reducing incidental take of marine seabirds as by-catch

during long line fishing operations. At that same conference Bruce Young, then

executive officer of Moana Pacific Fisheries, made the comment that the primary

reason for not catching a bird, is that it takes up a hook on which he could have

caught a fish. Young's attitude illustrates the explicit extractive fbcus and dismissive

attitude of commercial stakeholders with regards to environmental issues. Young's

comments undermine the credibility of Moana Pacitlc's involvement in the Southern

Seabirds Solutions project. These views highlight that the original intent for joining

this project was most likely a direct attempt to generate additional revenue in the

short-term through advertising Moana Pacific's good intentions, rather than a genuine

attempt to discover techniques that mitigate the direct negative impact of lishing

practices on the marine environment. Young's comment reveals the hollow logic that

informs commercial stakeholders' environmental rhetoric and suggests their strictly

financial motivation lbr action.

These issues emphasise both discursive and tangible evidence suggesting the QMS is

path dependent and that single species regimes will continue in the future unless the

advent of economic or environmental crises leads to their disbandment. Commercial

stakeholders have two main criticisms of arguments that challenge the status quo.

Firstly, these arguments have the potential to corrode their future economic security.

Secondly, these stakeholders view opposition as a move against the spirit of

'Massey and Rees (2004A8) discuss the influence of Triple Bonom Line reporting on commercial

stakeholders' env ironmental performance.
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enterprise6. Under this regirne, quota owners have come to view marine management

as little rnore than a mechanism to preserve the value of their harvest rights.

Commercial stakeholders use opportunities such as conferences to reinforce their

conterrtion that perpctual harvest rights and single species stock assessment will

pre,terve the rnarine environmenl in order lo en.sure i/s conlinued economic

productivity.

The debate at an impasse: sustainability as governmentality

The debate surrounding sustainability in the marine environment has reached an

impasse. Management practices have dragooned discourses of sustainable

management within a comnercial argot and imbued tnanagement practice with a

corporate managerial philosophy. The expectations of some commercial stakeholders

now drive the donrinant interpretation of sustainable management. A neo-liberal

politico-ideological framework legitimates these expectations and ensures the

conflicting views of other stakeholders are marginalised. The commercial lexicon

surrounding sustainability acts as 'oa vocabulary of motives through which power is

exercised" (Armstrong. 2001:526). This ideological interpretation of sustainability

has. using Armstrong's (2001:526) terms, "through authoritative repetition...acquired

a patina of facticity which tends to conceal the contestable nature of interpretation''.

Sustainability is a form of governmentality that transforms stakeholders into subjects

bound within a commercial discourse. The practices of stakeholders involved in

'sustainable management' are primarily constituted through their potential for profit.

This hegemonic interpretation of sustainability as governmentality renders marine

management in New Zealand amenable only to those who have an interest in

preserving the status quo (Figure 6.2).

Those stakeholders who have questioned the status quo have all experienced

animosity from stakeholders intent on defending its ontological supremacy (pers.com,

Respondents 4, 5, 9). These respondents all express feelings of despair and frustration.

They are concerned that their views will never be given the opportunity to gain

traction. Respondent 6 summarises the negative views held by many stakeholders

o Massey and Rees (2004A8) conclude that in this case such spirit reflects little more than the socially

constructed reit'ication of a quasi property right.
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concerning these dissident stakcholders' efforts to bring about change. Respondent 6

holds stakeholders such as Respondent 4 and 8 bring nothing to management

meetings and that their lack of prot-essionalism can be disruptive (pers.com 09/03).

Furthermore, Respondent 6 also notes that in working grollp and plenary meetings

these stakeholders are primarily concerned with the management implications of the

science under review rather than its methodological rigour and potential sources of

uncertainty (pers.com 09/03).

Figure 6.2: Sustainability as Governmentality

(From Massey and Rees 20048)

Respondent 6's criticism is specific to stock assessment working group meetings,

within which technical review rather than the management implications of the

research results are subject to debate. Respondent 6's criticisms appear well founded.

Respondent 8 is aware that stock assessment working group meetings are primarily

designed for technical review, yet views them as one of the only forums to share

alternate views regarding possible management options (pers.com 09/03). The lack of

other opportunities means for dissidents, stock assessment working group meetings

become opponunities that are too good to miss. They are one forum whcre all

interested stakeholders have the opportunity to attend. Respondent 8 contends rather

than being unprot'essional, a lack of lunding and other commitments often hampers
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attelnpts by stakeholders indirectly involved with management from attending all

relevant meetings (pers.com 09/03). 'fhis perceived lack of professionalism highlights

the importance of establishing a credibility threshold based on competency early in

the dialogue process. Most respondents categorise Respondent 8 as someone who just

doesn't have the time to make meaningful contributions to fisheries management

(pers.com, Respondent l4 09/03). Respondent 14, a fisheries consultant. notes despite

repeated attempts at trying to get Respondent 8 to contribute, and despite personal

assurances of action Respondent 8 "always has something more important to do"

(pers.com 0glB)7.

Credibility is an essential part of defining power relations within the management

milieu. A number of stakeholders hold contemptuous views of Respondent 8's

credibility (pers.com, Respondents 9. I4). Respondent 5 explained that during

meetings this contemptuous attitude is often on display and leads to personal attacks

on Respondent 8 rather than the viervs expressed during the meeting (pers.com

l0/03). Respondent 5 argues that these attacks stem from stakeholders who feel as if
Respondent B and other stakeholders with similar views have no place in attending

meetings (pers.com l0/03). Legally stock assessrnent working groups are an open

forum and part of a transparent management process. Despite this scientific expertise

acts as a gatekeeper to parlicipation within working groups. A number of respondents

noted that while a range of stakeholders, other than scientists, did attend meetings,

very l'ew of these others questioned the state of the science being discussed as they

lacked the conceptual basis to do so (pers.com, Respondent 5, 8, 2l). Most

respondents suggested that these others attendance at meetings was relatively random

and fcrcussed on specific issues rather than on the process itself. Respondent 5

suggests that few of these peripheral attendees at meetings had the technical expertise

to engage with scientists at the level necessary for comment. Respondent 5 admitted a

lack of knowledge and an accompanying sense of powerlessness while attending

meetings:

? Despite this categorisation Respondent 8's perceived lack of involvement in management may srem

from most stakeholders unwillingness to broaden their interpretation of how meaningful involvement is

constituted.
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We were discussing the merits of the science, this was the issue we kept
looking at, the facts, the models, and the maths was way beyond me. As a
result there was not a lot of contestation, in the groups I chose to
participate in. I musl say I have never been strong in maths or the models,
not the 'ins and outs' of how they are made, but I did learn a few things
about them. The key things were to tackle the assumptions and ask
yourself and the group, do these assumptions hold? Where is the proof
behind these assumptions? What are the limits of confidence behind these

findings? These meetings were really a justification of the science process

and they were undeflaken in the best Popperian tradition in terms of their
positivist tradition, this is what I found the most interesting

(pers.com l0/03)

Respondent 5's response reveals the narrow scope of scientific debate within

management meetings and the inability o1' stakeholders who adopt a generalist

approach to marine management to make meaningful contributions in this fbrum,

Defiance, inflexibility, deliberate ignorance and despair: the mitigation of

alternatives

Respondent 8's defiant attitude and direct attempts at participation are atypical of

working group meetings. Respondent 8's views are contentious, in this specific

context, not only because of their difference but also due to the way they are

expressed with a disregard of established power relations. Respondent 5 highlights

Respondent 8's maverick views are further alienated as those of an extremist as they

challenge much of the economic decision making implicit to management at a

conceptual levels (pers.com I 0/03).

Respondent 8 frames participation in management in terms of expectations,

suggesting there is a need to: "break the expectation that the industry has to control

research" (pers.com 10102). Respondent 8 views the key challenge facing fisheries

management is changing the expectations of commercial stakeholders with regard to

scientific research (pers.com 10102). Respondent 8 notes: "As long as industry is

expected to commission research it will have a chilling etTect. We need alt

institutional set up that doesn't provide incentives to chill robust debate" (pers.com

09/03). Respondent 8 holds that the limits of debate within Stock Assessment

Working Group Meetings ensure that when compared to what they could be they are

relatively sterile (pers.com 09/03).

E Respondent 8 is a trained and practising economist as well as an environmental advocate,
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Respondent 8 argues that defining a common set of values is crucial for irnproving

fisheries management outcomes. Respondent 8 feels that their role in the process is to

"slow down change in a democratic society" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 8's

comments display an inconsistency in reasoning. Respondent 8 is unhappy with the

status quo. and actively trying to make the management process more inclusive.

Respondent 8 holds that there is a need for change in three specific areas of fisheries

management to retlect a more holistic interpretation of sustainabilitye (pers.com

l0/02). Despitc this, others see Respondent 8's combative style as an obstacle to

potential changes to the management process as it undermines atty opportunities for

dialogue that may arise. Moreover. Respondent 8 seems unable to adapt this approach

and adopt an attitude that might rnake their ideas travel beyond their own established

network of environmental advocates.

The lack of engagement between stakeholder groups was further reintbrced at several

conl'erences throughout the research. Potentially a conference is an opportunity for

translation, a place of mutual engagement for disparate stakeholders that could be

crucial in establishing a dialogue process. At the llth International Institute of

Fisheries Economics and Trade (llFET) conference in Wellington in luly 2002

Respondent 8 gave a presentation concerning how the ethos of sustainable utilisation

had led to the fishing down of specific orange roughy stocks to unsustainable levelsro.

The title and content of this presentation was confrontational, yet despite this, was

greeted with inditference rather than consternation. Most attendees, particularly those

familiar with the New Zealand fisheries science/management milieu had been

conditioned to Respondent 8's message and delivery method. It seemed a number of

attendees were cynical of Respondent 8's method and motivation. Respondent 8

proposed that other stakeholders assigned them a confrontational role to classify them

' Respondent 8 suggests that I ) Ensuring sustainability would beconre a priority by act rather than the

current priority on ensuring sustainable utilisation.2) Sustainabiliry would mean sustaining the harvest

and by proxy sustaining the resource. 3) Sustainability would have a broader meaning and would also

ensure increased well-being but not only in terms of market values, in terms of access. participation

and living within the carrying capacity of the environment.

'u In this presentation Respondent 8 suggested that such explanation of the commercial applications of

'sustainable utilisation' had been labelled a product of 'malicious questioning'of current management

rep.imes.
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as deliberately disruptive. Respondent 8 outlined that such classit-ication undermined

their position at the IIFET conference and more generally. Respondent 14 implies that

these feelings are mythical rather than reality.

Some commercial stakeholders adopt a position of deliberate ignorance regarding

how ecological information could be used in the managemenl process, At the IIFET

conference in Wellington, Respondent 33, who works for SEAFIC, was asked if any

members of the science team were to be attending the annual New Zealand Marine

Science Society conference (I{ZMSS) in Nelson the following month. Respondent 33

replied that he was not aware that the conference had been scheduled and that it

would be a waste of time to send any SEAFIC staff to such an event in any case

(pers.com 07/02). The NZMSS conference provides an international forum where a

number of notable marine scientists come together to discuss a number of topics. In

2002 the keynote address at the conference in Nelson was specifically targeted on

mitigating the environmental affects of the Australian prawn fishery. Respondent 33's

dismissive attitude towards what proved to be an extremely relevant event was typical

of the lack of engagement between different stakeholders with an interest in fisheries

management.

This sentiment was echoed at the SEAFIC annual conl-erence held in Auckland in

May 2003. This conf'erence had a number of apparent objectives. Foremost, it

appeared to be a marketing exercise for commercial stakeholders as well as an

opportunity for these stakeholders and Ministry officials to build networks and engage

in debate. During the conference, several delegates from the National Institute of

Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) made presentations concerning the

potential aflbcts of environmental change on flture fisheries management. These

presentations were generally met with indilference and an attitude that implied that

most commercial stakeholders were not really interested in what these scientists had

to sayll. The inditference displayed at this conl'erence is often made manifest during

rr lt is notable that these presentations suggested that environmental affects could increase the natural

variability found in specific fish stocks over the long-term. These oscillations would make making

specific species more vulnerable to over-fishing during particular time periods. Further reports indicate

that the latest decline in Nerv Zealand's Hoki stocks could stem from a combination of hunlan induced
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the management process, with a number of stakeholders not interested in

understanding horv others come to hold their views. Such indifference belies the

probability that it is in all stakeholders' best interests to understand the viewpoints of

others who may be involved in future management debate.

Such disregard for potentially useful ecological information highlights the affects of

sustainable utilisation as governmentality. This governmentality is a crucial barrier to

ecological information transfer within the science/management milieu. A lTegemonic

interpretation of sustainable utilisation renders marine management arnenable only to

those who have an interest in preserving the rhetoric that endorses current practice.

Consequently the arguments and analysis of stakeholders unwilling to conflate

sustainable management into just sustainable utilisation, or view fisheries science and

rnanagement practices tluough a lens of enterprise ideology are ignored, pilloried or

dernonised.

Ecosystem- approaches to fisheries management: a dialogue of knowns

and unknowns

Chapter three focussed on explaining the tenets of an ecosystems-approach to

management. Wheeler et al. (1992:14) provide a comprehensive review of the

discourse and outline a series of summary points, explaining that this approach

considers:

The basic lil-e supporting capacity of air, water, land, seabed, bio-physical

processes, and ecosystemsl

The essential characteristics that detennine each ecosystem's integrity.

Potential alterations to the natural rate of evolution or extinction;

The cumulative affects of all activities and environmental changes upon

resources and ecosystems in light of cunent knowledge;

Matching the scale of activities to thc state of knowledge on likely impacts

and having contingency measures ready to accommodate unforeseen affects;

and

changes and environmental affects on the population. For more information see lVater and Atmosphere

online, Vol.l2. N.4, December 2004. www.niwa.cri.nz
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o The need to monitor the affects of resource use and undertake research to

improve scientific understanding of the marine environment.

Internationally, many studies extol an ecosystems-approach to management. During

the interview series a number of respondents felt similarly and held that in the long-

term an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management may be needed to ensure the

continued viability of the fishing industry and the integrity of New Zealand's marine

ecosystems (pers.com, Respondents 6, 7, l9).

Individual stakeholders hold a range of expectations of what an ecosystems-approach

to fisheries management should represent and how such an approach would function.

Some stakeholders feel that this approach should involve a re-think of the entire

management process. Other stakeholders view an ecosystems-approach as vital to

successful management bul are specitically concerned u'ith problems concerning its

implementation and maintenance. For Respondent 2, a fisheries scientist, an

ecosystems-approach to management involves the incremental improvement of

current practice rather than a radical departure from the status quo (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 2 holds: "ln a pragmatic sense we can say 'we don't know about

ecosystems' we are better at putting ecological objectives into operation where we are

weighing up changes from place to place and time to time" (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 16, a NIWA manager, expresses similar sentiment stating an ecosystems-

approach to management emphasises that fishing impacts on a range of species and

combines with other influences to accelerate ecosystem change (pers.com 08/03).

Respondent 16 believes that despite the unknowns an ecosystems-approach to

management is vital and the next step involves translating the concept into processes

and procedures (pers.com 08/03).

An ecosystems-approach to management remains context dependent and is open to

conceptual ref-rnement. Consequently the mechanisms for implementing ecosystems-

approaches to management are largely untested and explore the boundaries of current

ecological knowledge. Khachatourians (2001:14) applies a dialogue framework to the

process of scientific development, statin-e: "New questions emerge when we discover

something unexpected and new answers are found through further research. In both

cases things that were unknown drive the search for answers, or new knowns". Using

this fiamework, ecosystems-approaches to management may develop as a result of

discursive exchange between observations of actual events and the ontological
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foundations of ecological theory (Khachatourians. 2001). Knowledge gaps may be

filled in the futr.rre as understanding changes through the application of new ideas.

new technologies, new scales of measurernent. conceptual developments and new

responses to catastrophe (Pickett et al., 1994).

Analysis of what is knou'n is crucial for assessing the risks associated with particular

management regirnes. The information principles of the Fisheries Act do not outline

the extent of information needcd belbre decisions must be made other than specifying

that decisions must be made based on best available information. Using the

information principles of the F-isheries Act it is illegal to make management decisions

based on unknown information let alone on information that may arise from questions

that to this point remained unexplored (box 4 in Figure 6.3). For Khachatourians,

(2001) this type of thinking limits the potential for new knowledge to influence the

implementation new management regirnes. Khachatourians (2001) places more

emphasis on hitherto unknown questions. arguing that attempts to define new

unknowns should drive investigations of how science can support systems of

governance (box 4 in Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: The known/unknown matrix

Derived from Khachatourians, (2001 )

Khachatourians (2001:21) also warns: "we mighl assume that science speaks a

universal language of truth, but it does not". This warning can be extended. Science is

not a totalising discourse. Neither knowns nor unknowns are universal or built in
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ontological isolation. Rather, within New Zealand's marine management fiamework,

not only do individual knowns and unknowns differ depending on the shifting

subjectivities of the stakeholders involved but so too does their relevance in

management debates. As a result what is known is a function of the changing

expectations of individual stakeholders involved in the management process.

There is uncertainty surrounding the extent of research needed to identify new

unknowns. All commentators emphasise a lack of information regarding the complex

workings of the marine environment. Grieve (2003) highlights that despite a general

lack of understanding over the potential for environmental research to uncover new

unknowns, commercial stakeholders deliberately ignore advances in the development

of ecological science and the relevance this may have for improving fisheries

management. Grieve is of the view that commercial stakeholders are primarily

concerned with asking known questions to uncover unknown information, (box 2 in

Figure 6.3) and consider asking hitherto unknown questions (boxes 3 and 4 in Figure

6.3) conceming the environment as financially expedient. Grieve holds that the

funding mechanism for science used during the management process ensures a clash

of opinions conceming the use value of new potential research avenues. Grieve

(2003:3) holds this clash: "is probably a predictable result of the now very tight

science funding situation and the different pressures that these 1wo groups come under

in relation to balancing stakeholder pressure and the need to talk up relevance".

Despite this consensus, attitudes towards the uncertainty that this imperf'ect

knowledge generates are the root source of much tension (Ludwig et al., 1994).

Stakeholder attitudes are based on their expectations of current marine management

Iegislation. Contradicting expectations prevent stakeholders from engaging in

meaningful dialogue concerning the relevance of new unknowns within the

management process. Some respondents emphasised that the current regimes of

governance within fisheries management prevent scientists from conducting research

designed to reveal new unknowns. These stakeholders argue that current research is

explicitly focussed on asking narrow questions relating to specific issues such as the

by-catch of charismatic mega-f'auna or lirnited to updating knowledge ol fish stocks

through ongoing monitoring (pers.com, Respondenl 25, 26 09/03).

Respondent 26, employed at the Parliarnentary Commission for

(PCE), emphasises that MFISH should be held responsible
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management policies which, due to the climate of extreme uncertainty surrounding

the environmental affects of fishing builds in a provision for new research directions

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent 26's views are a possible starting point for building an

alternate management systern in the future. Respondent 26 believes current

management policy does not address thc complexity of the situation: "it's a case of

policy being made on the run. without adequate research behind it. We build up a

cenain picture and it points to a very short-term perspective". Respondent 26 is

largely ambivalent on the question of who should pay for this research although

supports the contention that the crorvn could make a greater contribution. Chapter

seven examines Respondent 26's views on management in more detail and makes

recommendations designed to address some of these concerns.

A clash of values surrounding ecosystems-approaches to management

In 1996 MFISH affirmed the dangers that this lack of certainty regarding an

ecosystems-approach to frsheries management held for all stakeholders, noting:

"Without agreement on a common direction, there is likely to be an increasing

conflict among stakeholders contributing to undesirable environmental outcomes"

(Ministry of Fisheries, 1996:17). In 2001 the N{inisterial Advisory Committee on

Oceans Policy acknowledged little had changed and there remained no "clearly

defined points of reference that allow choices to be made when confronted with

competing and conflicting aspirations and values" (Ministerial Advisory Committee

on Oceans Policy,200l:10). Respondent 27, employed at the Ministry for the

Environment, outlined that different conceptions of value were crucial when it came

to managing fish populations in the context of their own ecosystems (pers.com 09/03).

Respondenl 27 made a clear distinction between his organisation's views on what

constitutes an ecosystems-approach to management and what other stakeholders

might think this approach entailed (pers.com 09/03). This clash of values has

polarised stakeholder groups and prevented meaningful communication between those

who fhvour a nanow definition of sustainable utilisation measured in terms of

financial retums and those who favour broader definitions of an ecosystems-approach

to fisheries manaqement.

Overlaying this clash of values is a lack of clarity regarding the environmental

objectives of an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management. Through the auspices

of the Fisheries Act 1996 there is no need to explore wider environmental questions
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through the cost recovery processlt. Consequently some stakeholders question the

wider value of the environmental research that is being conducted. These stakeholders

imply that as this research is not aimed at making new discoveries it is not really

contributing to improving knowledge of how to manage fish stocks in an ecosystem

context (pers.com. Respondent 20 09/03). Respondent 20, an MFISH scientist, holds

that this uncertainty is a barrier to using ecological information within fisheries

management stating: "lndustry and MFISI{ haven't come to an agreement in what

they are looking for and there are ongoing issues, the question should be what is it

you trying to protect and why?ll" lpers.com 09/03)

The PCE (20038: 33) highlight that the lack of trust between stakeholders is

"severely inhibiting the advancement of sustainable management". Stakeholder

groups espousing different understandings of sustainability and an ecosystems-

approach to management bring about this endemic lack of trust. Disharmony results

from an ongoing struggle between commercial fishing interests, recreational fishers,

environmental NGOs and other oommercial interests. The Fisheries Act 1996, through

cost recovery and a user pays user says ethos, allows for but does not require the

management of the marine environment to be passed onto commercial stakeholder

organisations with a specific fbcus on extractive value. In the currenl management

milieu, science is an instrument for reinforcing the status quo of sustainable

utilisation. Commercial stakeholders have used the ambiguity tbund within sections 8

and 9 of the Fisheries Act 1996 to clarify the meaning of sustainable utilisation, as a

means to control marine management fbr their own purposes, Other stakeholders have

expressed anger and consternation not only as a result of commercial stakeholders'

behaviour but also at the loopholes within the legislation.

'= These questions, when exarnined, are funded by other sources.

r3 Respondent 20's use of the word 'protect' is crucial. A number of commercial stakeholders argue

that protection is not part of the lexicon of New Zealand's fisheries management landscape and that

those that associate ecological science with environmental protection lack an awareness of the purpose

of the Fisheries Act 1996. By implication, they refer lo a very narrow conception of the purpose of

section 8 of the Fisheries Act 1996.
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A lack of objectives and conflicting values: procrastination and New

Zealand's stillborn Oceans Policy

Some commentators hold that an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management must

be multi-disciplinary and multi-focussed, catering for the needs and values of all

interested stakeholders (Wallace. 1998). Furthermore, these commentators imply that

an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management must be integrated across both

terrestrial and marine jurisdictions (Rennie. 1998). New Zealand's Ocean's Policy

project is one such attempt at integration. Up to this point, Oceans Policy has been the

primary responsibility of the Ministry lbr the Environment (MFE) rather than MFISH.

Respondent2T, an MFE official, notes that the project has involved stakeholders from

a u,ide range of groups, not all of whom have a specific interest in commercial fishing

(pers.com 09103). Respondent 27 states that access to a u,ide range of stakeholders

ensures that MFE has the "best of both worlds'" when it comes to information relevant

to policy development (pers.com 09/03).

In 2003 the Oceans Policy project was still very' much in its infancy despite having

been begun two years previously. Respondent 27 holds that despite the lag: 'oOceans

Policy is a project for the future we are still working at developing baselines for

ecological standards and the extent of certain habitats. Most of these have not been

developed yet" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 27 states that another reason for delay

has been the lack of a culture of integration between stakeholder organisations, each

of whom have different expectations of what the policy is going to deliver.

Respondent 27 holds that stakeholders' expectations are often dynamic: "things can

change quite a lot, priorities might change and that's a little stressful" (pers.com

09/03). Respondent 27 identifies the potential for information silos to form around

specific organisations. These Silos prevent buy in regarding the relevance and

implernentation of the overall policy direction. Describing these silos, Respondent 27

states: "There is a situation between The Department of Conservation @OC) and

MFE in that sometimes the legislation that involves both Ministries doesn't mesh well

at all and this can lead to conflict" (pers.com 09/03).
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These responses are symptomatic of a more complex problemla and highlight a lack

of understanding regarding two key aspects of the science/management milieu.

Firstly, these responses indicate that some stakeholders lack an awareness of how

translation shapes stakeholders' competing expectations. Secondly, such responses

show that some stakeholders, particularly within governrnent departments

underestimate commercial stakeholders' ability to constrain policy development if
they feel those policies may challenge their pre-eminence. Despite the possibility that

collaboration between MFE, MFISH and the DOC may address the milieu's

symptomatic problems, these solutions have no effect on the underlying causes of the

lack of integration. Such specific attempts at integration, like the Oceans Policy

project, do not address the underlying causes preventing translation within the

science/management milieu and make no attempt to renegotiate the role of

commercial stakeholders within management or alter existing power relations.

Consequently, other than their potential for establishing capacity trust, they are likely

exercises in futility.

Respondent 28, A PCE staff member with specific experience in fisheries, notes that

there are two ways to develop integrated policy, either from the top down, where all

relevant information is moulded around specific policy goals. or fiom the bottom up

where policy goals are moulded around relevant information (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 28 holds that as it stands the Ocean's Policy project is a piece of top

down policy development. Respondent 28 argues that Oceans Policy has foundered

not because of its developmental approach, but because commercial stakeholders can

no longer be described as a typical stakeholder group, as to a large extent, they control

the crafting of marine management legislation (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 28 sees

t-ew potential solutions to the problem of competing expectations, stating: "1 guess we

need a sort of values stock take. This would enable us to find all the different values

of different people. You would need to build a framework for activating the rights of

ra The ability of most stakeholders to see symptoms rather than the underlying cause of procrastination

reflects their positionaliry in the management milieu. Furthermore. often, proposed solutions to

individual symptoms may further entrench the ontological positions of stakeholder groups and sustain

an acrimonious atmosphere.
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all stakeholders to participate, not just those that can afford to fly' to Wellington"

(pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 28 emphasises that an integrated approach to management remains an

elusive goal since: "no actual opportunities for a broader in everyone's best interest

type approach" exist and: "people see each other as opponents not collaborators as

there are large amounts of mone)' at stake" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 28 also

notes the futility of localised attempts at trying to strengthen competing arguments

concerning changes to the management system: "The best solution would meet

everybody's interest, that may be idealistic. but the current stand off pattern is

inelficient, you waste time making your point stronger than your opponents. What is

important is trying to get people a sense of the bigger picture; everyone has their own

values on how the marine environment is important" (pers.com 09/03).

Symes (2001) lbund for European hsheries management, potential pathways towards

integrated management are complex and will involve cognitive, legislative and

administrative change. Some stakeholders hold that environmental research has the

potential to reveal unknowns that will precipitate the adoption of a new paradigmatic

approach to fisheries management (Dayton et al., 2002). Consequently it is likely that

fisheries science lvill play a key role in any future developments. Yet due to the

obstacles that have been identified the possibility remains that only a series of stock

collapses may fbrce changes to the established regimes of governance.

Assumption based inquiry: scampi stock assessments

Science service provision and the cost recovery process are pillars of the emergent

governmentality. All stakeholders within the management process rely on scientific

data to guide management decisions. Competing stakeholders spend large amounts of

money to ensure scientific best practice. As a result management is tramed by two

interdependent questions, firstly, 'u'hose besl .science' and secondly, 'which science is

hest?'

Respondent l, a fisheries scientist, highlighted some of the potential problems with

scientific inquiry based on a set of assumed expectations with specific reference to

photographic sampling techniques, introduced to the scampi fishery in 1998.

Respondent I noted that since that time the Ministry has emphasised the value of

photographic evidence rather than catch per unit effort data (pers.com 07103). Initially
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the introduction of a new sampling technique was problematic. Respondent I

explains: o'On our tlrst use of this technique we got results we didn't really expect to

see at all. When we started we were keying in on different things. we used a northern

hemisphere model which was for a different species of scampi" (pers.com 07103).

Respondent I noted that this model, based on counting the number of scampi burrows

on the seabed to derive population statistics, assumed that scampi burrows were

universally similar and observers knew what they were looking for even if they had

never seen a bunow before (pers.com 07/03). Respondent I emphasised that at first,

the group of observers involved in the analysis and examining the same photographic

data, came up with results that differed by up to an order of magnitude (pers.com

07/03). Respondent I notes that these inconsistencies stimulated the development of a

more rigorous protocol for burrow identification and that this, in addition to technical

improvements in the photographic equipment have led to more consistent analysis

since thenlt lpers.com 07103). 'fhe science of stock assessment in the scampi fishery

is an example of 'learning by doing' where scientists were forced to reconsider their

assumptions due to widely varying results.

Respondent I also noted that the scampi population statistics varied depending on the

model used to derive their population. Specifically the relative biomass estimates for

scampi have always been higher when a model based on counting burrows rather than

those based on counting individuals is used. Respondent I explains the discrepancy

by reasoning that some of the scampi will be in their burrows and invisible for

purposes of observation (pers.com 07/03). Despite this, Respondent 1 also highlights

that the level ol'knowledge regarding scampi is very low and that the uncertainty

regarding scampi stock fluctuations makes accurate forecasting difficult (pers.com

03/05). This response ignores the potential economic and environmental aftbcts of the

alternatives and depends on the individual scientists involved basing their forecasts on

the best available information.

The problems encountered with sampling the scampi fishery indicate that such

forecasts rely primarily on scientists' judgements regarding the resource rather than

the state of the resource itself'. Respondent I notes that all attempts at classilying the

't Burrow identification is based on a continuously database of photographs of Nerv Zealand scampi

associated with particular burrow types For more specific infbrmation see Cryer et al. (20028)
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state of the resource can only ever be based on a combination of specific observations

regarding the ecology and biology of the animal and how these mesh with the existing

nathematical models and theories (pers.com 0l/05). Respondent I identifies that in

the scampi fishery, scientists use techniques such as photographic surveys, trawl catch

rates, measurements of caught and photographic animals and estimates of growth rate

from borh tagged and released and aquarium held scampi to form a window on the

world to judge the state of the resource (pers.com 08/05). Respondent I acknowledges

that although trying to make management decisions based on the existing levels of

information could result in negative long-term environmental affects that basing

management decisions based solely on what fishers catch in their nets is even more

spurious (pers.com 08/05).

Respondent I is confident that the methods used to estimate scampi population

statistics are consistent with best practice under the fiscal restraints of the cost

recovery system. Due to cost recovery, Respondent I does not doubt that some

commercial stakeholders favour photographic techniques to generate scampi

population estimates due to its relative cost compared to actual trawl surveys. Despite

the expense of the camera, photographic analysis requires less research time on the

water, rvhich is much more expensive than time spent in the laboratory conducting the

analysis.

Respondent I notes the discrepancy between the population statistics derived through

scientiflc analysis and those derived prirnarily from the observations of fisherso such

as Respondent 9. Respondent I argues tl'rat fishers primarily base their judgement on

the state of the resource by what they see while at sea atrd the contents of their trawl

nets. Respondent I notes that this view is incomplete as it leaves out environmental

factors that may influence why animals are not appearing (pers.com 0l/05).

Respondent I holds that some commercial fishers automatically assume that if fish are

not being caught that there are no tlsh to be caught and that wider ecological

information is essential in proving that this is or is not so (pers.com 0l/05).

Respondent 9, a scarnpi fisherman, is convinced that over time photographic stock

assessment has repeatedly overestimated scampi populations, particularly in scampi

Management Areas SCII and SCI2. Respondent 9 notes that he does not even fish in

SCI2 due to the lack of scampi and that the stocks have never been in a worse state

(pers.com l0/03), Respondent 9 is critical of photographic assessment and feels there
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is no justification for its use. He suggests that such sampling methods are based on

judgement not science and that the results of these surveys are arbitrary and do not

give any indication of the true state of the stock (pers.com 10/03). Respondent 9's

views are the exact opposite of Respondent I's. Respondent I holds that Respondent

t has based his judgement on the state of the resource based on the assumption that

scampi abundance is proportional to catch rate (pers.com 0l/05). Respondent l,

despite agreeing with Respondent 9 regarding the depleted state of the SCI2 fishery,

argues that this assumption does not always hold and that there are many biological

and behavioural reasons why this might not be solu. Respondent I highlights that the

modelling strategy associated with scampi stock assessments is specifically designed

to emphasise the inconsistencies between different sampling strategies and that it is

difticult to build any population model which conoborates exactly with the

fluctuations found in the catch per unit eftbrt statistics (pers.com 0l/05).

Respondent I notes that it is a scientist's responsibility to examine the robustness and

potential sources of error in any investigation (pers.com 0l/05). The scampi case

study shows that the assumptions that underpin scientiflc inquiry do not hold in all

cases and need to be updated as new inforrnation comes to hand. This case study also

shows that the lack of information surrounding the true state of scampi stocks means

their relative health remains an open question and that only time will tell. Despite this

Finlayson's (1994) study of the collapse of the Atlantic cod fishery show the potential

ramifications of basing population fiorecasts on a.$e, ofJalse assumptionr. Respondent

I suggests that despite continuing uncerlainty, the scampi stock assessment process

has developed quite considerably over 15 years and that in the 7 years since 1998

photographic techniques have become much more refined (pers.com 01i05)'

Respondent I holds that Respondent 9's dissatisfaction with the science of scampi

stock assessment stems from his dissatisfaction with issues of quota allocation and

that this is an autonomoLls but not mutually exclusive matter. Respondent 9 criticises

the stock assessment scientists as having been "bought out" by commercial

stakeholders and suggests that their narrow focus on specific sampling techniques and

'd Respondent l notes that scampi can avoid capture completely by staying in their burrows and that

scantpi's movement on the surface varies with time of day, by sex, with time ol years and between

vears.
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a "fee for service'' style science is inappropriate as knowledge surrounding scarnpi

stock assessment is so limited (pers.com ll/03). Respondent 9 remains unaware that

scampi population forecasts are made following a range of assessment techniques, to

mitigate biases fbund in any one particular research methodology.

Respondent I states that he can see Respondent 9's point of view but simply does not

agree with it fiom a scientific standpoint (pers.com 1/05). Conversely Respondent 9

wants nothing more to do with Respondent I at a personal or professional level

(pers.conr 10i03). Respondent 9 uses the management process as a scapegoat for his

frustration. It aprpears that Respondent 9's criticism of stock assessment scientists is

sirnply a defensive response indicating his disgust and frustration with his inability to

infiuence management decisions in a fishery dominated by much larger commercial

interests. Respondent 9's despair manifests itself as an unwiliingness to justity the

legitimacy 1rf Respondent I's analysis and as anger felt towards fisheries scientists

more generally.

The status quo: commercial dominance and the extractive focus of

marine management

The lack of clarity regarding the treatment of uncertainty within the Fisheries Act

1996 was first raised in chapter five. This conceptual vagueness has enabled dift'erent

stakeholders to draw different conclusions regarding the extenl of commercial harvest

rights. The confusion that arises from this coupled with the lack of opportunity for all

stakeholders to discuss their differences openly has meant that commercial

stakeholders have used their harvest rights to advocate for increased control of the

implementation of management practices. Wallace (1998) suggests that since the

introduction of the QMS a management lramework has evolved which has fostered

commercial stakeholders' assumption of pre-eminence. Such dominance is

encouraged by a policy landscape characterised by the devolution of particular

management responsibilities to commercial stakeholders (Harte. 2001). A number of

authors have been critical of aspects of this commercial dominance, suggesting that

the expectations of commercial fishermen were too dominant in shaping aspects of the

Fisheries Act 1996 and that the Act conflates marine management with ensuring their

financial needs (Wallace, 1998, Willis et a1.,2002, PCE,20038).
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Wallace (1998: 72) labels such conflation as "industry capture". This metaphor belies

the mindset of confrontation apparent between stakeholder groups, which have

effectively become rivals competing for representation in the management process.

Most commercial stakeholders frame their ontological security and their financial well

being on their own implicit understandings of what they feel their harvest rights

represent. Consequently given the centrality of harvest rights to the management

process, and that the system was established with the intention of devolved

management responsibility, it is not surprising the intentions of commercial

stakeholders dominate the management process. Despite this, the implications of this

dominance remain contentious and open to critique.

The flsheries science/management milieu remains a confused terrain of conflicting

ideologies. Within the milieu, the commercial interpretation, with sustainable

utilisation having the affects of a governmentality, remains the dominant hegemonic

management discourse despite the latent potential of an ecosystems-approach to

fishing. This hegemony is being shaped as an object by the dominant network of

social, political and economic relations. Such ontological hegemony retards the

potential for uncovering new scientific unknowns and the revelation of new or

alternative ways of understanding marine management. Attempts at criticising the

status quo are frar"rght with difficulty as the govermnentality's inherent regimes of

governance prevent translation and subsume or ignore points of dift-erence.

Transforming critics into manageable subjects silences those opposed to the

goverrrmental regimes surrounding sustainability,

Frustrating sustainable fisheries: fisheries imaginaries, the QMS and

sustaina ble utilisation

This section contends that New Zealand's fisheries science/management milieu is a

domain of contested imaginaries. Each group of stakeholders conceptualises

sustainable fisheries in different ways, based on their ideals of rvhat management

should represent. Within this group a commercial imaginary, referred to here as

'sustainable utilisation' has blossomed at the expense of all otherslT. Sustainable

r7 Competing stakeholder groups propagate different imaginaries. For example, environmental activists

build their imaginary of how the fishery is constituted through an ontological framework within which

'sustainable fisheries' and 'sustainable utilisation' are mutually exclusive rather than analogous.
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utilisation is the tey instrument of governance, formed by an amalgam of theory,

rhetoric and calculative practices. Sustainable utilisation frames fisheries management

as envirorrmentally and economically sustainablels. This section examines calculative

pracrices as a method fbr governing and illustrates how commercial stakeholders use

calculation to legitimise their authority. The section goes on to highlight how these

practices form a specific language of management surrounding stock assessment and

fishing practice that is difficult to penetrate. From this point the section develops the

ccrncept of sustainability as governmentality and explores how sustainable utilisation

empowers the sole application of rights-based management systems and discounts

ongoing chalienges to fisheries management.

This section also examines the practices used by commercial stakeholders to

formulate, justify and insure the status quo against potential criticism. Furthermore,

the section examines &ou' comnlercial stakeholders govern the "conduct of conduct"

within the science/nranagement milieu and the rnethods used by these stakeholders to

enact their specific version of truth (Rose, 1999:l9i re. The analysis considers how

commerclal stakeholders have operatiorralised the ir regimes of governance within the

milieu. 'fhe section also illustrates how' comrnercial stakeholders have enlisted

specific aspects of lisheries sciences as part of their discourse of rule yet have ignored

others that are not in their best interests or unnecessary under culrent legislation.

Building the dominant imaginary through calculative practice

Calculative practices, data analysis, and the techniques of measurement are crucial

components of the mana-qemcnt process. Within fisheries, calculative practice is a

method of governing. Commercial stakeholders use scientific data and mathematical

models to legitimise their authority. I'hese devices are used to fortify commercial

stakeholders' dominant worldview. Within sustainable utilisation these devices are

't Massey and Rees (2004C) examine the uses of this imaginary beyond the science/management

milieu and contend that internationally the imaginary is a propaganda device used by both local and

international actors to perpetuate the spread of rights-based management regimes and by individual

firms as a strategy for growth.

lq In this context, other versions of truth include those that involve alternate conceptions of key

management terms such as 'sustainable utilisation', 'an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management'

and a'precautionary approach'.
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qualitative instruments of truth as well as quantitative indicators used to explain

observed phenomenontO. The legitimising power of calculative practices such as

models, audit procedures and contractual arrangements rest in the way their use in

combination magnifies their affects. Strathern (2000:257) holds that calculative

practices are so persuasive since they describe phenomena irrespective of their

specific context. Strathern holds: "Like a ritual, audit tries to persuade participants of

the way the world is without acknowledging its own particular perspective".

Strathern's simile. comparing calculative practice to a religious ritual gives specific

insight into commercial stakeholders' use of these techniques. The label 'ritual'

introduces a moral character into two aspects of making fisheries management

decisions. Firstly. management decisions can only be validated through calculative

practices and all other forms of substantiation are rendered illegitimate. Secondly, the

label 'ritual' introduces a reverence into the use of calculative practices that can be

interpreted as an act of faith. Such faith confirms the resolute belief in the legitimacy

and effectiveness of the practices that maintain the imaginary irrespective of any

evidence suggesting the contrary. Contentiousness becomes an act of heresy,

unacceptable and inappropriate not only to commercial interests in fisheries but also

in wider society.

Power (1997) states that institutions use calculative practice as a defensive response to

mitigate financial risk. Power (1997) describes how calculative practices replace real

risks with financial risks that face both the institution under audit and the auditors

themselves. Power's idea has resonance in flsheries. Data derived to guide

management decision making and the calculative practices of the managemenl

process obfuscates ecological risk and replaces il with financial risk. Within the

science/management milieu, commercial stakeholders are more concerned with how

calculative practices will increase their hnancial bottonr line and not how these

practices will be used to maintain the ecological integrity of the marine environment.

Moreover, the collection and presentation of data has become more important than its

interpretation and analysis (Power, 1997). Through calculative practice knowledge is

r0 In the New Zealand context Le Heron (20038) argues that calculative practices are re-forging how

the economic processes of the agri-food sector are constituted.
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represented solely as a set of indicators that stakeholders have to assume accurately

represent the complexity of the marine systems they are used to describe.

The process of measuring and codifying relationships transforms these interactions

into indicators. In fisheries management, a specific language of management informed

by indicators and other standardised procedures of measurement justi$ decision

making. By definition indicators are an abstraction removed from the context of their

production and accessible only to those who are experienced in their analysis.

Through calculation a fishery is simultaneously no particular fishery and any fishery

and is reclassilied as an object for scrutiny. This discourse of management presents

sustainable fisheries as stemming from a series of homogenised and standardised

procedures. meetings, experiments, analytical techniques and forms of data

presentation independent of any local specificity.

Within the milieu, these procedures are crucial in producing and sustaining the

imagirrary that makes 'sustainable utilisation' manifest. As a result these procedures

tend to conform to the expectations of those stakeholders responsible for their

funding. Intbrmation generated outside their methodological boundaries cannot gain

intellectual traction. The marine management debate is at a point where commercial

stakeholders' ideological/ontological worldview enables and constrains how scientists

can express their findings. The current process ensures that calculative practices

confinn sustainable utilisation and the validity of how commercial stakeholders'

constitute risk. These practices are part of a hegemonic discourse that prevents other

stakeholders from participating in the management process.

Entrenching the imaginary: visual representations of data, indicators

and population modelling

Willems-Braun ( 1997) holds that any representation of the environment acts as a

metaphor that frames how society views the component parts of ecological systems.

Furthermore, Willerns-Braun (1997:6) argues that visual representations of nature

possess identities that work to "authorise certain voices while simultaneously

marginalising others". For Willems-Braun specitic textual data, such as photographs,

maps, graphs, models and charts simultaneously represent an objective account of

specific phenomena and a subjective representation of political power. This section

uses Willems-Braun's theory of 'data as metaphor' to examine why scientists use
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specific techniques of data representation to describe the state of the marine

environment. This section holds that these techniques authorise scientist's authority as

truth experts as well as the cognitive worldview of those that fund their research.

In combination the calculative practices used by different truth experts create

particular realities through measurement. By creating a version of reality the

presumption is that this version existed prior to the measurement process.' Thus

calculative practices have moral implications. An audience is expected to understand

the reality made tangible through data interpretation, presume its legitimacy, and

should be able to comprehend the implications of changing the measurement

parameters. Again the metaphor of ritual is appropriate. Those that query the

transformative manipulation of data into a tangible and objective reality are

dismissed, marginalised and pilloried as ignorant, incapable of grasping the nuances

of the measurement process.

Respondenl 2, a SEAFIC scientist, holds that the scientif-rc language of management

that surrounds stock assessment means new scientific discoveries must be verilied in

specific ways and tbllow established practices (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 2

continues stating that the models that were used to verify new findings assume certain

structures and have levels of error built into their outputs (pers.com 09/03). However,

Respondent 2 also states that despite their accuracy nothing can be verified as truth

and that there is a lot of speculation involved in making predictions (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 30, a fisheries economist, outlines that this speculation is a source of

contusion as Bayesian stock assessment models provide a range of possible outcomes

yet do not provide the qualitative information that most stakeholders expect (pers.com

09/03). Respondent 30 outlines how most stakeholders expect stock assessment

models to identifo a singular "most likely outcome" but fail to understand that finding

one such singularity is not what the model has been designed for (pers.com 09i03).

Consequently, only those stakeholders with the requisite training and experience can

understand the implications of what the model has expressed'

Within the science/management milieu, most respondents had post graduate training,

in resource management, marine ecology. marine resource economics or biological

science, most commonly to doctoral level, or had the experience to be comfortable

with the nuances of mathematical models as part of a specialised management

discourses. Respondent 31, a resource economist who recently completed a PhD
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imptied that theoretical training is essential to modelling and within economics a

ntodel is the standard method tbr expressing data (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 3l

implied that rnathenratical models rvere almost a natural part of resource economics

stating: "lf you are working with resources you are dealing with inputs and outputs,

you are under certain constraints as you are always looking at optimising something"

(pers.com 09/03). Respondent 32, an analyst also with a PhD in economics goes

further, suggesting that rnodels not only indicate the state of specific systems but are

also crucial tools for thinking and communicating ideas (pers.com 09/03). Respondent

32 states that models are "like writing something really well but in a more formal way

as language tends to be ambiguous". Respondent 32 highlights that a model's clarity

is a crucial component of its utility but also notes that models assume a familiarity

with specilic intellectual discourses. Respondent 32 holds models "are not always

ideal for communication, they are used as shorthand for certain concepts you cannot

explain, people sometimes must take models on faith" (pers.com 09/03). Respondent

7, a scientist, has sirnilar f'eelings regarding biological and ecological models, noting

that these techniques are a form of expressing ideas and are simply another form of

language used by those with the requisite training (pers.com 09/03)21.

Neither Respondent 32 rror Respondent 7 challenged the assumptions behind how

models are built. In their discussion of the role models played in scientific inquiry

both respondents implied that modelling was the most pragmatic way to manage the

data needed to make management decisions. These respondents both felt that, when

well constructed, most models tended to precisely predict possible futures within

constraints that are factored into the analysis (pers.com, Respondents 7, 32 09/03).

Most respondents noted that by necessity models did remove much of the background

noise that could complicate the decision making process but that the outcomes they

did generate were far from arbitrary. In this sense these stakeholders adopt a positivist

approach to management, real world events are adapted to fit within the parameters of

l Respondent 7 emphasised that there are only semantic differences between how physical scientists

use mathematical models to express their data and how social scientists use theoretical ideas as tools to

bind their data (pers.com 09/03),
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various models, the models themselves are not modified to fit with unusual

circumstan"ertt.

Models are part of fisheries management, within the milieu they are seen by most

stakeholders as crucial tools for data analysis in fields as diverse as marine ecology

and marine resource economics. Models are particularly cmcial in the science of stock

assessment. These models provide population forecasts for a range of yield estimates

to guide management decision making. Consequently stock assessment models are the

lynchpin of the cost recovery process, as commercial stakeholders tend to only invest

in research that will generate tangible results.

lncomplete knowledge: the implications for regime change

As Respondent 2 outlined aboveo occasionally strictly quantitative analyses' uncover

unexpected results (pers.com 09/03)23. Most respondents hold that new discoveries do

not always immediately lead to a change in management regime. Amongst scientists

the general consensus is that ollen what appear to be anomalous results are actually

part of a large scale pattern, the full dimensions of which has yet to be discovered.

Respondent 2 implies that the analysis of new findings is not enough to cause change

by itself: "There are techniques of using intbrmation of that kind which can change

behaviour. In the New Zealand system infbrmation circulates in typical channels, on

the internet, into the media, through the usual scientific process too" (pers.com

09/03). These comments highlight that scientific information and the scientific

process are only part of a larger heterogeneous network of intbrmation transfer that

drives behavioural change. Respondent 2's comments highlight that there is a specific

skill in knowing how information travels and that this knowledge is crucial for

enabling or preventing change. Such comments also hint at Respondent 2's intimate

knowledge of the system and are a tacit admission that current scientific practice

primarily reinfbrces the status quo.

r2 See Olsson and Could ( 1982) for more information on how phenomena are squeezed to fit within the

parameters of a model.

tt Barry (2002) argues that different quantitative analytical techniques can be used in combination to

form a discourse of calculative practice that he calls a managenlent metrology that is difficult to

disassemble.
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Respondent 29. an MFISFI employee" concurs with Respondent 2. Respondent 29

notes that a key role of a fisheries manager is to manipulate scientific inlbrmation

(pers.com 09/03). Furthermore, Respondent 29 also holds that most stakeholders feel

uncornfortable that such manipulation is a pre-requisite of scientific information being

integrated into management processes (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 29 cites stock

assessment as the best example of this manipulation process and holds that often,

stakeholders u,ho are not aware of the scientific process are disappointed that new

information has not brought about instant change (pers.com 09i03). Respondent 29

refers to the disillusionment of many stakeholders indirectly involved in management

and suggests that they feel the management regime is trying to achieve the wrong

thing (pers.com 09/03).

Such opinions notwithstanding, ail stakeholders state that improvements in the way

science is used to guide management are preferable. Despite this consensus the form

of these improvements and their potential affects remain an open question.

Respondent 2 holds that systematic improvement is an incremental process and that

revolutionary change is unlikely in the near future (pers.com 10102). Currently most

scientists hold that ideally. incremental improvements will lead to a more open system

of understanding. Respondent 2 holds: "science has got itself into a tangle. It has

beconre an industry; to nle n'e will look back at this period and say 'we needed a

wider view of science to understand how the world works"' (pers.com 09/03).

Chapter seven develops these ideas further, and argues that because of its focus on

translation. trans-disciplinary rcsearch may be needed to ensure a wider view of the

fisheries management paradigm.

Respondent 2's comments underline the tensions felt by many scientists concerning

the potential affects of management based on the current nan'ow system of data

interpretation and the entrenchment oi a fee lbr service style science. Respondent 1

holds through cost recovery it is relatively easy to persuade commercial stakeholders

of the need to conduct biomass surveys but it is difficult to justify the need for

research exploring the implications of what any variety in these assessments might

mean (pers.com 0l/05). Some scientists label the current system of investigation and

reporting as inadequate due to its focus on trying to prove what is not true (pers.com,

Respondent 2 09103). Despite these concems. most scientists are aware that that they

themselves, their conduct, and their recommendations are pillars of the management
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process. Most scientists suggest that the current system embodies trade offs and

discounts discovering new unknowns to ensure its funding and direct applicability to

management. However, these scientists also note that these trade offs ensure that the

cost recovery system for science service provision will continue to have a narrow

focus and remain dependent on the commercial sectors research needs (pers.com,

Respondent 1,2, 6,7 09103).

The political and anti-political effects of calculative practice in New

Zealand fisheries management

Barry (2002) describes a binary where actions and discourses can have either political

or anti-political effects. Actions that have political effects open up spaces for debate

and contestation while those with anti-political debate suppress debate and limit

confrontation. This section contends that the dominant commercial imaginary,

'sustainable utilisation'o has primarily anti-political effects. Furthermore, it can be

argued that the discourse of calculative practice within the management process

stultifies the political potential of alternate approaches to fisheries management.

Barry Q002l labels the discourse of calculative practice as a management metrology

and identifies how the anti-political effects of such metrologies stem from two

interrelated sources. Firstly, Barry (2002) highlights that contractual relations between

the measurers. and those using the results of measurement to guide prospective action,

give these anti-political regimes a market value, Research providers are solely

responsible for data collection and may be unaware of, and certainly not responsible

for, actions stemming from its analysis. As a result, and despite having the specific

knowledge to illustrate not only the weaknesses in the data itself but also the

assumptions behind its collection, those conducting the measurements have little say

in how the information is used. Secondly, contractual relations have financial

implications for both those conducting the research and those funding it. These

relations are based on the assumption that those conducting the research will refrain

from questioning the implications of the metrology they are creating.

Respondent l, a fisheries scientist. confirmed the relevance of Barry's argument has

within the New Zealand fisheries science/management milieu, contending that

scientists are prevented from presenting a united front regarding how scientific

information could be used to being about change in hshing practices, as they
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primarily relied on governnent contracts, paid for by commercial operators (pers.com

07/03).ln this sense the cost recovery system is not only a legislative device but also

an ethical base for individual rather than collective action.

The dominant imaginary: theory, rhetoric and practice

Sustainable utilisation and the managenent metrology that supports it are politicised

so that commercial stakeholders can constitute specific versions of normality, danger

and risk that take priority over other goups alleging to project alternate conceptual

positions. The management metrology underpins commercial stakeholders' imagined

conception of sustainable utilisation that is appropriated to achieve certain ends. The

notion of the 'imaginary' is metaphorical and emphasises that 'sustainable utilisation',

the 'QMS', 'fisheries management' and 'ecological information' are not only

products of human action but also of human imagination. Moreover, these key terms

mean diff'erent things to different stakeholders who 'imagine' that each has a different

purpose. This reasoning pays specific attention to the role of discourse in human-

environment relations. The argument presented here draws on Braun's (2002)

process-based investigation of the Canadian rainforest. Braun (20A2:4) argues that the

rainforest has emerged as "an emergent set of ideas and practices forged in the

crucible of culture and politics". This section explains the theories that inform

sustainable utilisation, the rhetoric that promotes it and the practices that defend its

supposed ontological superiority. Using Braun's logic, this investigation is crucial in

explaining how and why a specific interpretation of 'sustainable utilisation' dominates

New Zealand's science/management milieu. Within the science/management milieu

'sustainable utilisation' is made tangible through the dominance of a commercial

imaginary that represents a complex system of meaning that shapes institution's

practices and subjectifies the identities of those involved in the management process

(F-igure 6.4).

Sustainable utilisation provides a politico-ideological framework for continued

economic growth and an ontological rnindset that suggests ecological information

should be treated warily or with disdain, as it may be a barrier to achieving increased
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short-term profitability24. Crucially, the imaginary creates both the dominant

ontological base for management action and underpins commercial stakeholders'

central role in the management process.

Figure 6.4: Sustainable utilisationo the dominant imaginary
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Marine resource economics: theorising sustainable fisheries

A developing body of economic theory lies at the core of the fisheries imaginary.

Fisheries managers and marine resource economists have emphasised the sanctity of

private property rights within fisheries specifically in order to harness natural market

oriented behaviour uniting privatisation and marketisation under a distinctive form of

neo-liberal governance (Mansfield, 2004). As discussed in chapter four, economic

analysis entered into fisheries management in the 1950s and since that time economic

effrciency has been portrayed as the key to socio-economic and environmental

t' This framework also marginalises other forms of knowledge not specifically concerned with

ensuring maximum financial return-see Figure 6.4 for more information
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welfare. Conversely common property has been portrayed as a market failure. In

fisheries management when property rights are tied to solving the tragedy of open

access they solely concern market based resource regtlation (Mansfield, 2004,

emphasis added). Economists writing on fisheries management leave little doubt for

their advocacy of rights-based systems. Amason (1995:2) notes: "There has now

emerged a fair consensus among fishery economists that this (lTQ) management

system offers the most promising general approach to managing ocean fisheries".

Scott, a doyen of frsheries management literature since the 1950s, is even more

positive. concluding that (1986:95): "l have become convinced that quotas are what

most fisheries should have".

Since the introduction of the Fisheries Act 1983 the re-regulation of New Zealand's

fisheries management system has involved replacing input-based control with an

output-based system and emphasising the role of individual transferable quota (ITQ)

harvest rights. These rights serve both an ideological and practical purpose. A goal of
the QMS and ITQ was to create a market for the transfer of rights between

stakeholders. Consequently the QMS resulted in a simultaneous privatisation and

marketisation of fish stocks. Moreover the QMS encourages the conflation of harvest

rights and property rights, as theoretically rights holders will behave rationally and

strive to preserve their financial best interests. In New Zealand, fisheries management

regimes exist within an ontological context defined by several decades of economic

theory regarding the tragedy of the commons. private property rights and a neo-

liberalising socio-cultural context.

Hersoug (2002) observed that too often New Zealanders have been too busy doing the

business of fishing to comment on fishing practice or reflect on fishing histories2s.

Hersoug's (2002) emphasis on the business of fishing is both descriptive and

metaphorical; most authors who have written on the QMS and ITQ base their work

upon the assumptions inherent within neo-classical economics and neo liberal

political philosophy. By publishing works within key multi-disciplinary journals such

as Marine Policy and Reviews in Fish Biology and Fisherias that have a diverse

35 Annala (1996) notes: when it comes to the pertbrrnance of the QMS. the literature is long on

perceptions and short on hard data.
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readership, these authors have helped perpetuate the imaginary of sustainable fisheries

through sustainable uti li sation26.

At times these authors have had a vested interest in maintaining the status quo. Harte

(2001) for example, published a key article focussed on the commercial and

management benefrts of industry led research. Such praise is not surprising given

Harte's position at that time as the general manager (policy and science) of the

Seafood Industry Council (SEAFIC). an advocacy organisation for commercial

stakeholders. Harte (2001) never identifies the key reason commercial stakeholders

fund research. Through cost recovery, these stakeholders can control what research is

conducted, where and by whom. Harte (2001) implies throughout the article that

commercial stakeholders should lead scientific research on sustainable fisheries. Harte

(2001) is more ambiguous on complex research questions that may not reflect the

short-term goals and commercial stakeholders' accumulation ethic, as these projects

have no guarantee of direct profits to industry.

The rhetoric that sustains the QMS

There are both discursive and performative components to the rhetoric that sustains

the QMS and the irnaginary of 'sustainable utilisation'. First, rhetoric includes

commercial stakeholders' power to dellne the boundaries of fisheries discourse and

the form of discursive practices. Second, rhetoric includes the writing and language

designed to persuade and impress; the advertorial slogans and phraseology that

promote 'sustainable utilisation' and ensure the continued dominance of commercial

stakeholders. In combination these elements of rhetoric surround QMS and ITQ and

foster an environment where the actions of commercial stakeholders are self-

legitimising. Moreover, as these practices are made manifest they subsequently

infonn future theories that sustain the imaginary and encourage further sycophantic

management publications. Such rhetoric is part of an iterative process orchestrated by

commercial stakeholders and focussed on marginalising alternative views of fisheries

management.

The rhetoric that informs sustainable utilisation shares intimate relations w'ith the

theory that frames rights-based fisheries management. There is no strict line of

ro For a comprehensive bibliography see Straker et al. (2002).
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demarcation betrveen the two discourses. Oftcn publications, in both academic and

popular literature include elements of theory and rhetoric, some implicit (Arnason,

1995) many more quite explicit (l{anneson. l9964'8. Townsend, 1995, Grafton et al.,

2000. Grafton. 1996" Scott, 1986). This literature indicates the self:legitimising

tendency of the dorninant imaginary. Much of this rhetoric implies that fisheries

management should be primarily concerned with the management of./ish in lhe fishery

not of the Jishery itsel,f. Hersoug (2002:l) refers to the fervour of property rights

zealots in tlre foreword of "Unfinished business, y'y'eil, Zealund's experience with

r i ght.s-b as ed fi s he ri e s ma nageme nI;".

For the last fifteen years the New Zealand example has figured high on the

agenda, together with lceland...tnore interest was attached to New
Zealand, it being sufficiently far away so that few could check the detail!
The message, conveyed by local and international "missionaries" was

simple: Convert to l'IQs and get the incentives right and you have a near
perfect management system

Respondent 19. a policy analyst at MFISH, echoed l{ersoug's sentiments, further

emphasising the blurred boundary that separates theory from rhetoric (pers.com

07104). Respondent l9 stated that New Zealand's implementation of an 'out of the

text book' management system meant that ideas generated in this country relating to

Frsheries management had the tendency to 'travel well' internationally and were quick

to gain intellectual traction. Respondent 19 implied that this traction was often not a

tunction of the information's intellectual rigour. theoretical insight, or universal

applicability but rather that it simply originated in the New Zealand context. The title

of Hersoug's work: 'UnJinished Business' is perhaps the best indicator of the

ontological haze that surrounds both the theories and rhetoric of fisheries management

literature. 'Unfinished Bu.giness'alludes not only to the hegemony of the commercial

ethos that imbues fisheries management but also the potential outcomes that may stem

from the continued privatisation and marketisation of New Zealand's fish stocks.

Respondent l9's comments regarding'intellectual traction'also refer to the

pertbrmative characteristics of New Zealand's fisheries management rhetoric that

stem from academic sources, industry' publications and the popular media. A key

tunction of this literature is to broadcast thc supposed successes of the QMS in order

to suppress contentious issues. Stringleman (2004:19), publishing in the National

Busines.s Reviev,, New Zealand's largest popularvveekly business periodical, notes the

QMS has a sound international reputation, and world-wide o'is now held up as the best
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example of sustainable management" Stringlernan's work makes no reference to the

context specificity of fisheries management regimes or the ideological origins of

QMS.

Eric Barratt. managing director of Sanford's Ltd; New Zealand's only publicly listed

seafood company expresses similar sentiment, maintaining: 'oNew Zealand is doing

the best in the world at managing its resource". Barratt implies that commercially, the

QMS ensures sustainable business. rvithout defining what sustainable business

represents and despite Sanford's 20 percent decline in sales in fish and tish products

in the last financial year (Massey and Rees, 2004A.E}). Statements like Barratt's

reinforce the dominant imaginary of sustainable fisheries thlough sustainable

utilisation. Such statements conflate fisheries management with successful business

practice and ignore the capacity for possible contradiction. The implication is that

because Barratt is a successful businessman, his views regarding the sustainability of

marine ecosystems and fisheries management more generally are the only valid

interpretations, regardless of linancial returns and scientific evidence that might

indicate otherwise. The evidence that qualities Barratt's statement is contentious.

Such statements reflect solely their author's interpretation of what 'best' represents.

Thrift (2001) argues that rhetoric acts as a mechanism tbrthe mass motivation of the

wider public. Thrift's argument can be applied to New Zealand's fisheries

management regimes. Opposition to the status quo in fisheries management is

constructed as vitriolic and heretical and its authors are often labelled as

environmental extremists. For example George Clement, executive officer of the

Orange Roughy Management Company, went on national radio in .lune 2004 to label

the statements of environmental protestors demonstrating outside his Nelson oft-rces

as "green lies". Clement continued and implied that the actions of environmental

NGO's are part of an international environmental agenda. Clement's declarative

statement makes any contrary position untenable. Clement implored the general

public to believe that frshing practice was hardly harmful to the marine environment

highlighting:

Most of the sea bottonr we fish over are flat areas, just sand and mud so if
you're concerned with a few little marks and a bit of mud at a 1000 nleters

ofdepth then you can call that danrage, we wouldn't.
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Clement continued to beseech the general public to support commercial stakeholders

and preserve the industry:

We think all New Zealanders should feel proud of the fishing industry. It's
a wonderful dynamic industry... It's probably the greenest and most
sustainable of our natural resource industries in New Zealand. And we
should all be supporring it and saying lets get on and make it even better.

(Clement.06104)

Clement's request for continued supporl seems to be srictly propaganda. It is unlikely

to be a request designed to influence consumer's investment decisions. Local

consumers are unlikely to be a decisive factor to commercial stakeholders overall

profitability as 92 percent of fish landed by value in New Zealand is sold in overseas

markets (Rees 2003). It is more likely that Clement's request is effectively a call for

individuals to leave the business of fishing to commercial fishers and not get involved

in management debates. Clemcnt's statements reflect the contention that much of the

management rhetoric has a tone that suggests commercial stakeholders should

obviously tnanage lhe resource as they see.fit. Additionally, Clement's use of rhetoric

implies that commercial stakeholders are better informed than any others regarding

tlre sustainability of marine ecosystems and that as a consequence these others have

no perl to play in lhe management process.

Welcomes, websites and working groups:

'sustainable utilisation'

practices informing

This section addresses how commercial stakeholders and their supporters use four key

methods to defend the dominant imaginary and advenise its ontological supremacy.

Firstly, the section contends that fisheries conferences are a forum fbr indoctrination,

where commercial stakeholders and the theoretical architects of rights-based systems

combine to propagate the hegemonic discourse of 'sustainable utilisation'. Secondly,

the sectiorr examines how the dominant imaginary is packaged on individual

companies' websites and in annual reports as a marketing tool for a more diverse

audience. 'fhirdly. the investigation emphasises that some commercial stakeholders

use working group and plenary meetings as a technique, not only to ensure the status

quo. but also to determine what sustainability means and represents. Finally, a case

study involving the proposed development of policy guidelines concerning the

envirorunental affbcts of fishing is introduced, to highlight how commercial

I
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stakeholders and their advocates use the threat of litigation to prevent changes to the

status quo and reinforce their position of supremacy,

Conferences: preaching to the (un)-converted

Fisheries Conference's in New Zealand are opportunities to rvitness the combination

of theory rhetoric and practices that sustain the dominant fisheries imaginary. Peter

Pearse's keynote address to the 2002 IIFET conference in Wellington was notable for

its hyperbolic language and specificity of message. Pearse presented ITQ systems as a

fisheries management panacea and New Zealand as a fisheries management utopia.

Pearse (2002) asserted that ITQ regimes are much more than a passing fad and that

ITQ systems always precipitate greater financial returns from the fishery. Pearse

(2002) attacked opponents of the fTQ system, dismissing their arguments as

stemming solely tiom "a lack of appreciation of transferability and exclusivity in

business". Pearse's keynote address confirmed the level of academic and commercial

consensus regarding the value of ITQ systems. Pearse's speech was a governmental

moment, fuither entrenching the dominance of the imaginary that surrounds

sustainable fishing, The position of this address, the first of a major conference rvith

the theme "fisheries in the global economyr', had associated anti-political effects. The

address combined with the theme of the conference challenged those who question the

authority of rights-based management systems and simultaneously dismissed their

arguments.

During the conference Pearse's challenge was reissued many times. At conferences

like IIFET, the imaginary is the ultimate fbrm of intellectual advertising. The

economic and environmental benefits of rights-based management were outlined

again and again by a number of different delegates. In this context the imaginary was

not only self-sustaining but also a product, subject to a saturation marketing

campaign. Such over-exposure ensured that the large number of delegates from

developing countries could not help but gain a detailed understanding of how to

design and implement a management system similar to New Zealand's QMS,

independent of their own national context.

Advertising the imaginary: sustainable utilisation as a marketing tool

At a different scale, commercial stakeholders use the rhetoric implicit within the

dominant imaginary as a marketing tool tbr a more diverse audience, The success
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rhetoric of 'sustainable utilisation' is packaged onto web pages, industry magazines

and other forms of advertisement, signage and annual reports. An introductory

passage on Moana Pacific's website describing the state of the fishery in New

Zealand provides a typical example2T :

Famous for the beauty of its land and pristine waters. lts cool environment
and dramatic unspoiled coastline provides a fishery haven abundant with
high quality seafood. New Zealanders value their environment and lead the
world in nlany areas of environmental conservation including fisheries
management. Access to New Zealand's fishing resources is protected by a
1986 Act of Parliament. The sophisticated Quota Management System
conrrols the harvesting ofthe natural fish resources to sustain the resources
for future generations of New Zealanders. This long+erm care of our
fisheries also guarantees the sharing of this quality with the world.

ww\4'. moanapaci fi c. com

This passage is notable for its contradictions. Firstly. it appeals to the emotive

imagery commercial stakeholders associate with environmental fringe groups

proposing an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management. Nonetheless, the passage

also emphasises the efficiency of the QMS and the associated single species approach

to fisheries managen'lent. Such advertorial confusion illustrates that it is not only in

firm's best interests to detbnd how sustainability is constructed but also essential that

the firm tries to market this version of sustainability to fit in with the supposed

expectations of potential customers. Sustainable utilisation provides a reason for

continued cycles of investment in the practices of fisheries science, exploratory

fishing and in making markets. Furthermore, such promotion is a mass motivation that

shapes world-wide consumer perceptions of the fishery and their commensurate

purchasing behaviour2s.

Quota setting meetingsz a fait accompli?

As noted previously, scientific practices are a key mechanism, reinforcing the

dominant imaginary of sustainable fisheries. A recurring theme in this investigation

has been of the crucial role stock assessment 'uvorking group and plenary meetings

play in the propagation of the QMS. Within these meetings stakeholders must use

tt For more examples see Massey and Rees (2004C).

tt For an investigation of eco-labelling and the role of the Marine Stewardship Council certification

program on consumer behaviour see Massey and Rees (2004C).
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specific data to buttress their arguments. The specificity of scientific data and the

lexicon of f-rsheries science, (terms such as MSY, TACC, etc) reclassiff the

environment as a manageable subject, reduce its inherent complexity and remove it

from a specific geographic context. Despite this, the measurement process is

responsible for creating and sustaining a management regime that does have real

affects on fish stocks, the rest of the marine environment and the wider economic and

scientific community that depend on the environmental services marine ecosystems

provide.

Considerable expertise is involved in the set up and maintenance of the dominant

commercial imaginary. The scientists and managers have their livelihood and their

reputations at stake. Stakeholders who contest this metrology are not only contesting

the objectivity of the measurement process but also implicitly questioning those

responsible fbr its creation and the legitimacy of the expertise involved. Pickett et al.

(1994) irnply that the political effbcts of science are crucial to scientific development.

However, the anti-political effects of the metrology informing fisheries management

creates an authoritarian system of understanding and prevents insights into the

dialogue belween conceptual constructs and observable phenomena. The anti-political

effects of the quota setting process close down negotiable space in fisheries

management. Respondent 19, an MFISH policy analyst. gives a first hand account of

how this metrology hinders what is meant to be a transparent and widely accessible

process stating: "Once environmental NGO's stop attending working group meetings

we feel as if the process is working" (pers.com 09/03). The subtext of this response is

that non-attendance is analogous with sustainable management. Moreover this

response indicates how the anti-political effects of established processes confirse even

experienced Ministry officials who are rneant to preserve the integrity of the

management system yet have largely become a part of the dominant view supporting

sustainable utilisation without question.
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The environmental affects of fishing: bully tactics, misunderstanding

and the threat of litigation

The stock assessment policy process can be heated, but only rarely does the level of

disagreement spill over and lead to litigation2e. Debate regarding the environmental

affects of fishing has proved more acrimonious and is typically frustrated by the

implicit threat of loorning litigation and judicial review. Respondent 4. a member of

an environmental NGO (pers.com 03/03), described a particular incident during a

meeting regarding the affects of dredging in a North Island Scallop fishery. He

suggests that the key stakeholders involved in the process, including Bruce Young

then Executive Officer of Moana Pacific Fisheries. were "masters of disguising

relationships" and deliberately set out to exploit their tacit knowledge of how others

would react to gain favourable outcomes (pers.com 03/03). Respondent 4 implied that

through his behaviour Bruce Young had crossed the line that separates savvy business

practice from unethical activity. Respondent 4 then recalled another example where

the same stakeholders were involved in consultation regarding a diff'erent issue.

During this meeting Respondent 4 describes the commercial stakeholders as being

involved in a "naked exercise of power" irr which they threatened a 'Judicial review

of ministry process" to ensure the outcome they desired (pers.com 03/03).

Respondent 5, formerly employed by DOC, describes similar scenes from an Aquatic

Environnrent Working Group Meeting to discuss the impact of fishing on a specific

dotphin population. Respondent 5 holds that personal insults were directed at an

advocate tbr the protection of marine mammals following his presentation.

Respondent 5 suggested Peter Talley the Executive Officer of Talley's Fisheries told

the audience that the presenter had no credibility as "when he goes swimming he

imagines he's a dolphin" and that "how can you listen to him, he stood for the Values

Party"-]O For Respondent 5: "statements like these undermined the advocates position

and destroyed his credibility, which was a shame since the advocate is also a former

commercial fisherman and marine ecologist" (pers.com l0/03).

ln Respondent 3 outlines one particular case involving orange roughy stocks that is a notable exception

(pers.com 09i03).
t" The Values party was a political precursor of the Green parry-, which tried to build an environmental

policy framework.
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New environmental policy: litigation waiting to happen?

Section 9 of the Fisheries Act 1996 outlines the environmental responsibilities of

commercial stakeholders. This section describes how commercial stakeholders must

guarantee that their practices extend to ensuring sustainability but are not responsible

beyond this point. In this context ensuring sustainability requires that:

o Associated and dependent species should be maintained above a level that

ensures their long-term viability;

o Biological diversity of the aquatic environment should be maintained; and

. Habitat of particular significance for fisheries should be protected.

(The Fisheries Act, 1996)

Within the f-rsheries management community the implications and limits of these three

points has been a source of much legal wrangling, itself a source of fnrstration to all

stakeholders involved, Respondents note that while this frustration is a considerable

barrier to information transfer there is little personal animosity behind it except with a

few notable exceptions involving clashes of character. Despite this, the high levels of

frustration create an intellectual environment far from ideal for ensuring information

transfer. Respondent22, a scientist working for MFISH, describes the atmosphere as

typified by polarised positions which have ensured that individuals have become

locked into stand off cycles (pers.corn 09/03). Respondent 22 also states that as a

result there are: "No actual opportunities for a broader in everyone's best interest type

approach, people see each other as opponents not collaborators as there are large

amounts of money at stake" (pers.com 09/03).

Respondent 23, a policy analyst working lor SEAFIC, outlines one side of the legal

debate claiming: "Legally speaking you can do what you want within the confines of

the Act. The more guidance you have the more complexity there is. Respondent 23

also summarises commercial stakeholders' feelings of fnrstration surrounding

government involvement in fisheries management. Respondenl 23 notes:

"Government are not approving proposals that industry has put a lot of efTort to go

and prepare" (pers.com 09/03). A number of commercial stakeholders not only

believe MFISH has failed to facilitate the transfer of management responsibility from

government to industry but also is deliberately slowing this transition to ensure that its

continued supervision of marine management. Respondent 23 suggests that this
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unwillingness to transfbr management responsibility has created an atmosphere of

unfulfilled expectation and disappointrnent amongst commercial stakeholders

(pers.com 09/03). Respondents 23's comments imply that many commercial

stakeholders view litigation as the only avenue for getting the Ministry to respond to

their concerns and that some commercial stakeholders have a limited understandine of

the Ministry's range of responsibilities.

SEAFIC submissions on draft policy documents

Litigation is the ultimate method of entrenching the commercial imaginary

surrounding 'sustainable utilisation'. This section examines SEAFIC's concerns

regarding the Ministry's July 2003 drall environmental strategy for managing the

environmental affects of fishing to highlight how the threat of litigation underpins

formal communications between these two institutions. This document is deliberately

provocative. the tone of the text displays a sense of brinkmanship, which some

respondents suggest proliferates throughout the policy community (pers.com,

Respondenl l2). The report begins with a brief summary of the draft strategy before

describing how the strategy will make a positive contribution to the future of New

Zealand's marine management. The report then goes into more detail outlining how,

in its current from, the strategy is unacceptable to some industry stakeholders. The

report contains a number of veiled threats, warning of the possible legal implications

if these points of contention are not examined in some detail. The following passage

highlights the shift in tone between guarded praise and damning criticism of the draft

environmental strategy.

It is possible to interpret the draft strategy as being written from a practical
and realistic perspective, consistent with the latest international thinking on
ecosystems-approaches to fisheries management... lt is equally possible,
however, to interpret the Draft strategy as an extreme document requiring
significant costs to be borne by the industry to implement a never ending
stream of environmental requirements, at the expense of utilisation, and
with very little to do with ecological sustainability. To borrow the words of
one participant involved irr the industry response to this Draft, "the
industry is being invitcd to participate in the design, construction and
equipping of its own prison.

(Gibbs,2003:3)

The quote at the end of the passage is a signpost early in the report, setting the tone

for much of what follows throughout the text. One key theme proliferates through the

entire report. Commercial stakeholders are prepared to pay for environmental research
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that falls within the costs associated with their fishing activities, as defined under the

terrns of the Fisheries Act 1996 but not prepared to contribute to "filling the

knowledge gaps arising from historical under investment by successive governments

in marine biodiversity research"(Gibbs,2003:3). The submission on the draft strategy

is quick to clarifu that a change in the political intention of fisheries management

policy, as seen through the fisheries planning process and the ideological shift

towards "intervention logic" that has proliferated since 1999, is only relevant to the

extent that these changes are consistent with the Fisheries Act 1996 (Gibbs" 2003,

pers.com, Respondent l9 01/05). The submission ref'ers explicitly to this Act and

outlines:

Protection of the aquatic environment, habitat or non-target species, for the

sake of proteclion, is not a permissible goal or purpose. The protectionist
elements of the Draft strategy must be geared towards 'avoiding,
remedying or mitigating any adverse affects of fishing on the aquatic

environment', and in doing so must take into account the need to provide
for utilisation as well as the environmental principles in the Act.

(Gibbs,2003:4)

Gibbs (2003) outlines commercial stakeholders' views on an ecosystems-approach to

fisheries management noting that the only viable method for removing the uncertainty

surrounding an ecosystems-approach to management is to limit the approach by

binding it to the terms of the Fisheries Act. Furthennore, Gibbs outlines SEAFIC's

views that any approach that goes beyond the stipulations of the Act are "not

consistent with the information principles in the Act or New Zealand's international

obligations relating to fishing." (Gibbs,2003:11). Gibbs goes on to emphasise that

SEAFIC's views are informed by legal advice and that a court of law would find in its

favour that "it is necessary for a threshold level of concern or risk to the aquatic

environment to exist, based on credible scientific analysis or other information, before

the information principles, even on a precautionary basis, can be used to deny access

to, and prevent utilisation of, the fisheries resource" (Gibbs, 2003: I I ).

The submission on the draft strategy aims to convince MFISH that societal

expectations that drive policy makers to propose strategies to set environmental

thresholds at levels higher than those ensuring sustainable utilisation are largely

irrelevant within fisheries management. Gibbs, (2003:18) outlines: "lt is extremely

important thal such politically driven standards are not presented in the guise of
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sustainabiliti'requirements since these standards are not established in law or legally

del'ensible". Gibbs (2003) emphasises that legal advice suggests that societal values

can only,'be incorporated into strategies for filture fisheries management initiatives if
these values are consisterrt with the concept of sustainable utilisation as defined under

the terms of the Fisheries Act 1996.

The SEAFIC submission concerning the Draft Strategy for Managing the

Environmental Affects of Fishing is a defensive document. It highlights that

commercial stakeholders show little propensity to negotiate potential solutions to

mitigate against the environmental affects ol fishing that involve them making any

further f inancial contribution to marine research. Furthermore, the submission

emphasises the potential to implement a partnering approach to fisheries management

between go\renlment, commercial stakeholders and other stakeholders to mitigate the

envirorunental affects of fishing is stymied by the need to meet the utilisation

principles of the Fisheries Act 1996. More notable are the repeated references to legal

advice. veiled threats to litigate if the policy strategy is not changed to meet the

expectations of rights holders. At a wider level the report also indicates the levels of

contestation implicit within fisheries management discours"l'. Th. authors of the

SEAFIC submission had the specific intention to defeat the draft strategy for

rnanaging the environmental afTects of fishing. Evidence gathered during the

interview series indicate that they have been successful and the strategy has stalled in

its embryonic phase. Respondent 10, a manager at MFISH, suggests that the outcomes

of the strategy look disappointing (pers.com 09/03). Respondent 19, an analyst at

MFISH concurs, noting that it the strategy is unlikely to progress much further in its

current form (pers.com 09/03).

The limits of the current order

Commercial stakeholders present New Zealand's QMS as the world's most

sustainable commercial fisheries management regime, lauding the application of an

ITQ regime as a triumph of economic efficiency. This chapter questions the

appropriateness of these labels and illustrates that the QMS and ITQ have enabled

t' Further evidence tbr this is that this particular document was written by an organisation representing

a group of stakeholders. sonle of whom accuse the Ministry of being too defensive.
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commercial stakeholders to mould sustainable utilisation to suit their own purposes.

Commercial stakeholders use a nanowly defined version of sustainable utilisation to

represent the wider concept of sustainable fisheries. Commercial stakeholders' views

of management have become hegemonic and their financial reasoning has become a

totalising discourse. This specitic language of contemporary management has

sanctioned specific groups of stakeholders to view management as their sole

responsibility. Consequently these stakeholders use the discourse of management to

legitimise current practices and marginalise the accounts of those who hold alternate

views conceming participation in the management process. Stakeholders who use

alternate discourses to inform their views on what management could represent are

marginalised as these views are based on different economic and environmental goals,

which originate within a different epistemological terrain. Commercial stakeholders

exercise their hegemony by supporting an imagined conception of sustainable

utilisation that dominates other imagined constructions of what sustainable fisheries

might represent. This imaginary is made tangible by three key elements:

o Theory: Rights-based management is discussed in a plethora of academic and

popular texts, yet discussion is limited to commentary or case studies rather

than analysis;

o Rhetoric: Both its discursive and performative elements; and

o Practices: The conduct of research scientists and commercial fishing

companies as well as the threat of litigation.

Sustainable utilisation commodifies fish and reshapes the social and natural relations

surrounding fishing. Sustainable utilisation is held in place by a management

metrology, made manif'est through scientific research and calculative practices that

promote specific abstractions of reality and marginalises the contribution ol alternate

conceptions of what might constitute all ecosystems-approach to fisheries

management. Considered in combination with how they are used, these practices are

not only methods for governing but also barriers to ecological information transfer

that hinder network realignment, translation, and the development of trans-

disciplinary analysis of the tisheries management problematic.

Sustainable utilisation is a complex system of meaning that shapes the institutions,

practices and identities involved in New Zealand's marine management. The

imaginary is also a socio-economic instrument used by commercial stakeholders to
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iustify their search for competitive advantage. increase their market share, and prevent

other stakeholders from questioning the validity of their actions. Through its specific

discourse the imaginary is self-legitimising. It has eclipsed alternative marine tenures

and alternative views of the marine environment not driven by scientific research,

marketisation and the discourse of contractual expertise. Sustainable utilisation

creates a sustainable future within its own terms, while the anti-political effects of the

management metrology marginalise alternate analyses that may be essential for the

continued economic development of New Zealand's fisheries resources.

Conclusions: barriers to information transfer towards a trajectory for

development

Chapters five and six have made fundamental contributions towards identifying the

processes that enable and constrain ecological information transfer. Chapter five

illustrates that transfer processes are relational and embedded within a wider

institutional milieu. Chapter five mapped this rnilieu in order to identify barriers to

ccological information transfer and emphasised that barriers to ecological information

transf'er are multi-faceted and exist simultaneously at tangible and cognitive levels. At

both levels these barriers are shaped by the contingent practices that frame the current

conduct of fisheries management. Chapter six has extended the analysis and identifred

that power relations frame nlanagement practices, and that in the current moment

commercial stakeholders dominate the fisheries management process. Chapter six

shows that this dominance is made manifest through a specific combination of theory.

rhetoric. and practices, that is self'-reinforcing. Commercial stakeholders view their

dominance as a means of ensuring the status quo prevails while other stakeholders

grow increasingly frustrated at their continued marginalisation. This chapter

concludes by discussing the implications of the current moment on the future and

addresses the potential for making lasting change.

Currently different stakeholders use ecological information to do specific work in

specilic places at specific times. Within the milieu, the aff'ects of ecological

information transf'er are limited by the entrenched regimes of governance. These

regimes control how ecological information enables and constrains the actions of the

various stakeholders, directly and indirectly responsible for implementing

management practice. Within marine management a renegotiation of the entrenched

regimes of governance may enable ecological information to do different work at
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different times. Such renegotiation may enable all stakeholders to view ecological

information as nothing more than a guide to sound management practice. Currently

most stakeholders view ecological information in either of two ways, both of which

mitigate the potential for an ecosystems-approach to fisheries management. Firstly,

commercial stakeholders and members of NGOs generally adopt an instrumental view

of ecological information. These groups conceptualise ecological information as a

tool to fbrtity entrenched ideological/ontological positions that are competing against

each other. Conversely, some scientists and Ministry personnel display a tendency to

take an objective view of ecological information. These stakeholders hold that

ecological information is nothing more than an indicator of the state of the

environment.

Both of these views objectify ecological information as a homogeneous discourse,

used to justify a specific viewpoint. These views ignore that ecological information is

part of a wider discourse of knowledge that surrounds fisheries management and may

be used to reveal new unknowns that may have implications for management in the

future. These views of ecological information form part of a series of wider fisheries

imaginaries, distinctive to specific stakeholder groups and are also expressed through

a combination of different theory, rhetoric and practice. Despite the complex series of

linkages binding stakeholders within a specific management process, these

ontological differences ensure that these views regarding the use of ecological

infbrmation remain mutually exclusive.

Such differences reflect how institutional power relations frame the flsheries

science/management milieu. The milieu has been assembled in such a rvay as to

reinfbrce the dominance of commercial stakeholders in the decision making process.

This specific assemblage marginalises alternative viewpoints prevents translation and

is difficult to shift. This study agrees with Jentoft (2004:142) who states:

"lnstitutional change is sometimes an irreversible process when it reaches a point of

no return, even if those who originally favoured it have second thoughts. Typically,

quota systems allocate benefits to individuals who will subsequently do everything

they can to combat any move to take them away". New Zealand fisheries management

has reached this point of no return. Using imaginaries as a lens, chapter six has shown

the lengths commercial stakeholders are prepared to go to reinforce the dominance of
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their views and highlights how the threat of litigation hangs over any government

attempt to challenge their position as pre-eminent stakeholders.

Chapter six has also stressed how a more open view of ecological information, could

lead to the development of a management system based on trans-disciplinary research

that is more inclusive of a wider range of stakeholder views than is currently the case.

This wider discourse rnay be a pre-requisite of a viable management approach that

through translation could challenge the status quo and realign the current governance

regimes within the science/management milieu. Conversely, through other meanso a

renegotiation of the governancc regimes within the science/management milieu may

cause change in how ecological information is conceptualised and represented. At

present ecological information is viewed as either a descriptive object or a politico-

ideological assemblage. Renegotiation could render both these views obsolete and

instead could lead stakeholders to interpret such information in process terms.

Moreover a renegotiation of the governance regimes within the milieu may open up

the management process to stakeholders who have created alternate imaginaries of

rvhat fisheries management could represent. ln this potential future, stakeholders

rvould conceptualise ecological information as a heterogeneous phenomenon that

embodies tracie offs, compromises, different social. psychological, economic and

professional commitments, skills, prejudices. possibilities and constraints (Bijker and

Law.1992:7).

Meanwhile it remains likely that in the long-term the inability of stakeholders to

reconcile their views concerning ecological information will be responsible for

ongoing environmental degradation, likely to exceed the limits of sustainable

utilisation as defined in the Fisheries Act 1996, and placing long+erm limits onthe

economic potential of marine resources. In the firture, even commercial stakeholders

will be fbrced to contemplate the limits of the current order. Different stakeholders

describe the apparent successes of the QMS in different ways. Most highlight the

QMS lo this point has been relatively successful in fulfilling its intended aim of

averting environmental crisis and has ensured some commercial stakeholders enjoy

economic profitability. However, the QMS has not removed the potential threats of

economic or environmental crisis as potential management outcomes. On the

contrary, some stakeholders hold while current management practice ensures
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increased profitability in the short-term, in the long-term these practices encourage

environmental degradation.

A meaningful attempt at conducting trans-disciplinary inquiry may be crucial to the

long-term viability of fisheries resources. Sustainability is a human construction and

as such is a dynamic concept. World-wide the sustainability debate has, since it

earliest inception, had political rather than anti-political effects, in the long-term there

is little reason why these etTects should not encompass the practices that constitute

New Zealand's fisheries management. The possibility remains that all stakeholders,

scientists, commercial fishers, Ministry officials and environmental advocates adopt a

more reflexive mindset that could involve these stakeholders coming to consider

themselves, not as mutually exclusive entities. with their own discourses,

epistemologies and politico-ideological distinctions, but as "heterogeneous engineers"

who build "messy networks" in order to lbrge a mutually inclusive association and a

shared ontological security (Bijker and Law, 1992:12).

Despite these possibilities one thing remains certain: lf sustainability is to remain the

basis of New Zealand's fisheries management system it will undergo further

conceptual evolution and a space for dialogue is necessary. Though the possibility

exists that sustainable utilisation and sustainability more generally is replaced in

management discourse by the concept of a well managed fishery, constituted through

a series of clearly identified objectives, stemming from an inclusive and accessible

consultative process, irrespective of quota ownership, it still remains remote. The

following chapter of'fers some conclusions regarding how attitudinal adjustment, in

combination with refinements to the management process may result in increased

opportunities for translation within the science management milieu.
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Chapter Seven

A trajectory for developing a trans-disciplinary

approach to the management of complex marine

systems

I ntroduction : possibilities for a trans-disciplina ry futu re?

The thesis has explored considerations of whether the Quota Management S1'stem

(QMS) can evolve to embrace the concems raised from holistic understandings of

ecological, economic and institutional processes. To ask questions regarding

ecological information transfer is to confront the context of lisheries science and

management, the fishing industry and the governmental institutions of the wider

milieu. Chapter seven examines the implications of the thesis research. By applying

the trans-disciplinary research approach developed in previous chapters, chapter seven

re-examines the institutions of the fisheries science/management milieu in process

terms to reveal barriers to ecological information transfer. Such examination shows

that the power relations that govern knowledge exchange networks prevent translation

and hinder network realignment.

The trans-disciplinary approach steps beyond a conventional research framework and

requires an exposition of why and how different understandings of common problems

within fisheries management might emerge.'fhis exposition involved using literatures

at different points in the thesis, other than those in which the problems for analysis in

fisheries are normally set. The thesis, through constructing and utilising an overtly

trans-disciplinary approach, highlights that resolving questions set within the fisheries

management problematic, especially concerning the impofiance of ecological

information is diffrcult without a complete reconceptualisation of how these questions

are fbrmed. F-urther, the thesis demonstrates how questions that rnight transcend the

current impasses fbund in New Zealand's fisheries milieu cannot develop unless
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through the development of a trans-disciplinary network of inquiry amongst a range

of previously unconnected groups.

The thesis has emphasised the importance of process-based theorisation. Chapter

seven illustrares that the contention surrounding QMS highlights that fisheries

management is an ongoing process rather than a finished product. The discussion

proposes a series of specific institutional challenges to the key institutions involved

with management and argues that meeting these will be difficult without management

alternatives based on trans-disciplinary inquiry. The chapter then offers eight

recommendations that confront the status quo. These recommendations are a

trajectory towards abandoning a narrowly defined sustainable utilisation as the basis

of fisheries management in favour of a wider developing definition of successful

fisheries management underpinned by process-based trans-disciplinary inquiry. These

recommendations stress the need for attitudinal and institutional changes, a focus on

collaboration and new criteria for judging management perforrnance. Chapter seven

argues these changes are crucial for increasing translation within the fisheries

science/management milieu and that without change the potential for network

realignment remains limited, preventing ecological information from making a larger

contribution to management debate.

Following this discussion, the chapter and the thesis conclude by examining the

assumptions behind the current aims of management. The discussion highlights that

currently, fisheries managers use ecological information passively to identify the

lirnits of sustainable utilisation. Presently, sustainable utilisation has emphasised a

narrow view of fisheries management that enrphasises the trade offs between

environmental wellbeing and economic profitability. Through sustainable utilisation

these management outcomes are promoted as being mutually exclusive. The thesis has

argued that this dualistic conceptualisation is a fundamental problem, preventing more

successful fisheries management. In an alternate management system derived through

trans-disciplinary inquiry ecological infonnation would assume a more active role in

guiding management practices, emphasising the symbiosis between the healthy state

of the marine environment and the long-terrn economic viability ol New Zealand's

commercial fi shing industry.
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Why things won't move? Where to next for ecological information

transfer?

In February 2002, the question "why won't things move?" seemed a simple question

that could be addressed by following a two stage research process. Firstly, by tracing

information through clearly defined institutional pathways tangible barriers to

information transfer would be revealed. Secondly. having located these barriers

simple adjustments to knowledge transfer pathways could be prescribed so that

ecological information could bypass the barriers that had been identified. Developing

this trajectory to improve information transf'er seemed to be an excellent point of

departure, an ultimate conclusion signifying the end of the project.

Three years later this research has proved that such prescriptive thinking is in fact part

of the problem. Barriers to information transfer are multiple and complex and are

embedded within the socio-cultural context of the fisheries science/management

milieu. Any consideration of how these barriers form cannot be considered without a

wider investigation of the milieu and the embedding processes that determine how

these barriers are constituted. The milieu itself is an evolving amalgam of networked

relationships; consequently. barriers shift in response to range of factors, stemming

from within the rnilieu and outside its epistemological and institutional boundaries. As

a result while it is possible to ask t-rxed questions concerning the milieu's properties,

fixed answers to these questions do not exist. Consequently the question "why won't

things move?" was not entirely appropriate. Within the milieu ecological information

does move, has always moved and alv,ays will move; this motion, however, has

always been bound in specific ways.

Through translation the thesis has reflexively refornrulated the original research

questions. A better question may have been "u,hy and in what specific tvays does

ecological i4forrnalicnt move and y,hal ure the processes thet c'onlrol this motion?" ln

order to solve these new questions the research focussed on mapping the fisheries

science/management milieu at an ontological and institutional level. This mapping

process had a relational focus. It emphasised that relationships between institutions

were the major contributing factor to how information moved and existed

simultaneously at tangible and cognitive levels. As such the processes through which

these relationships are constituted determine barriers to infbrmation transfer.
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At a tangible level. relationships are shaped by conduct and practice, the everyday

'doing'of fisheries management. At acognitive level, relationships are comprised of a

series of emotive intangibles such as reputation, trust, respect and credibility. These

intangibles represent the un-traded and informal knowledge regarding how others will

respond when confronted with new and different infbrmation. At the cognilive level,

barriers to information transfer stem from rigid attitudes towards how knowledge

should be used in management decision making. This inflexibility leads to

misunderstanding and rancour as individuals fail to understand why others think

differcntly lrom them. Such inflexibility confirm that rnanagement arrangements

encourage stakeholders to act as if knowledge is homogeneous and hierarchical even

if, at a personal level, they feel as if this is not so. At both the cognitive and emotive

levels 'doing' is contextual; stakeholders are enabled and constrained by the

contingent regimes that govern how and for what purpose fisheries management is

"done". Consequently, breaking down barriers to ecological information transfer

primarily involves changing the regimes lhat control fusw power i.s expressed. This

challenge not only posed a new set of questions but also required framing these

questions in alternate ways. There is no point of departure within this ongoing

questioning; a more relevant resolution might be to ask... "Where to next?"

(No longer) lost in translation: flexible governance, navigating a path to

improved ecological information transfer

Trans-disciplinary inquiry is a means to combine and translate the disparate

discourses that constrain information transfer in fisheries. Callon (1991:145) uses the

concept of "alignment" to measure the success of the translation process. To Callon

( 1991 : 145) a successful translation generates an alignment, a shared ontological space

where stakeholders hold common views on specific issues. An unsuccessful

translation means that stakeholders are no longer able to communicate. Through a

process of disalignment stakeholders reconfigure themselves in separate spaces with

no common measure. Callon claims that levels of alignment can be measured

qualitatively and that "a strongly aligned network is one in which the translations are

successful and relatively similar. Conversely, a weakly aligned network is one in

which these conditions are not fulfilled" ( l99l :145). Currently the t-rsheries

science/management milieu surrounding the management meeting process is weakly

aligned. Individual stakeholders within the network remain dynamic and
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heterogeneous entities, yet their behaviour in response to specific circumstances is

relatively predictable, and reflects their institutional culturel.

Changing how power is expressed is a complex and ongoing challenge. At present the

governance relationships that frame ecological information transfer compromise

relationships between stakeholder groups. To overcome these barriers there is a need

to understand how power relations influence their ongoing development. Translation,

essential for overcoming these barriers, is an iterative process that requires an

appreciation of the institutional milieu in which ecological information moves.

Altemative futures and network realignment depend on individual's understanding of

the role of information transfer and an appreciation of how diffbrent institutions value

specific knowledge. Currently fisheries management is a series of contlicting

conceptualisations. Despite these. there is a single fisheries management system. The

successful management of New Zealand's future fisheries may depend on these

conflicting interpretations being replaced with an integrated understanding of what

successful fisheries management might actually represent.

Ecological intbrmation and the science of stock assessment are a crucial part of future

management solutions: however, they remain a single component of a wider system

of trans-disciplinary inquiry. Knowledge by itself has limited management application

unless stakeholders know how it can be used. Unless all stakeholders are willing to

respond to framing knowledge explicitly in trans-disciplinary terms, continued efforts

to introduce alternative management strategies are likely to fail, frustrated by

governance regimes designed to ensure or unwittingly reproduce the status quo.

Fisheries management based on trans-disciplinary research offers specilic challenges

to different stakeholders who will he forced to consider their own reflexivity and the

ramifications of attitudinal and behavioural change.

Callon ( l99l : 148) predicts that networks only align themselves "after long periods of

investment, intense effort and coordination". The fisheries science/management

milieu has responded to a number of changes since the introduction of the QMS in

1986. There is little evidence to suggest that the milieu will align itself diff'erently in

'ln Callon's (1991:148) terms the fisheries science/management milieu has gone some way to

becoming "punctual ised".
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the near future without significant shift in existing power relations. Trans-disciplinary

inquiry emphasises the need for management based on flexible governance so that

institutions can develop incrementally. While flexible governance will require

institutional adjustrnent, an extensive re-design of the QMS, its institutions and the

management process is impractical and unnecessary. Capacity trust can only develop

over an extended period of tirne as individuals learn how institutions function. An

extensive redesign of the management process would result in another extended

period of institutional learning as occurred in the 1980s and 1990s fbllowing the

implementation of the QMS.

Flexible governance requires a trial and error process of incremental reform. To

ensure flexible governance. all stakeholders must identifo bottom lines, but beyond

this, must be open to exploring new innovative management directions. Unlike

current regimes, flexible governance will result in less path dependence as

stakeholders' values collide and they are forced to compromise. Furthermore, flexible

governance allows decisions to be reversed if the outcomes that stem from them are

proved unsuccessful. Cumently the QMS is presented in theoretical literature as a

management panacea and rights-based systems as the only way of ensuring a

successful fishery (Hersoug. 2002). The QMS presents a sound basis from which to

achieve successful management outcomes but problems still remain. Devising

strategies to ensure flexible governance may stem from an emphasis on a "satisfising"

approach to management where rational planning is replaced by a pragmatic process

of "muddling through" (Lindblom, I959:79).

Adopting this type of approach may be crucial for improving ecological information

transfer, The flexible governance relationships implicit within this approach flatten

existing hierarchies of power and mean management is a more open process. 'fhe

adoption of common viervs regarding trade offs may lead to increased network

alignment. Flexible governance makes communication an incentive. In order to

establish trade offs, it becomes in stakeholders best interests to understand others'

decision making. At present, transfbr is limited as stakeholders misinterpret others

intentions and automatically associate others ideals with their decision making

process. lncreased communication would reveal tlr.is myth for what it is and illustrate

that decision making is a complicated exercise and does not follow a set pattern.
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Governance relationships: the conduct of conduct and a trans-

disciplinary management future

This section explores the possibility that some type of integrated fisheries

management system would make better use of the skills that do exist within the milieu

and lead to improved economic and environmental outcomes. Current governance

regimes have closed down space for management debate. These regimes have

polarised stakeholders into competing groups supporting specific imaginaries based

around the concepts of sustainable utilisation and an ecosystems-approach to

management. This thesis argues that such competition prevents fisheries management

from maximising economic returns from the resource while discounting the possible

negative environmental affects of hshing. A fisheries management system that

integrates these competing imaginaries through trans-disciplinary inquiry will open up

regimes of govemance and encourage translation through the renegotiation of existing

power relations. Such renegotiation is likely to lead 1o increased alignment within the

science/management milieu.

Nerv Zealand's management milieu is broad but lacks depth. While a number of

individuals have considerable skills, this expertise is thinly spread between the three

key management institutions and elsewhere. At present, at a micro-scale, groups of

individuals within the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research

(NIWA), the Seafood Industry Council (SEAFIC) and the Ministry of Fisheries

(MFISH) are aligned in networks that ensure that ecological information concerning

the environmental affects of fishing moves in particular ways for particular purposes.

At a macro-scale, the institutions themselves are poorly aligned with one another

other. This lack of alignment prevents infbrmation specitically conceming the

environmental affects of fishing from doing all the work that it could.

Trans-disciplinary research is an open process of leaming by doing and seeks the

involvement of all individuals with a wide range of skill sets to contribute to decision

making. Through translation, trans-disciplinary inquiry has the potential to re-route

the narrorv channels of information exchange so that ecological knowledge can do

more work for the benefit of flsheries management. Moreover, a trans-disciplinary

approach to management has the potential to rebuild individuals leamed expectations

concerning the path dependency of the decision making process. The New Zealand

context provides the canvas on which the potential of this type of approach could be
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realised. The key skills to develop a management system based on trans-disciplinary

research do exist in New Zealand and the QMS provides a suitable framework from

which to progress.

Fisheries management as people management: re-examining

governance as a management strategy

The hypothesis that successful fisheries management outcomes stetn from the

successful management of human resources is not new. Awareness that relationships

between institutions are crucial for the implernentation of fisheries management

strategies has existed for at least a quarter century. Browman and Stergio (2004:270)

cite llles (1980) who states "social, political and economic factors are at least as

impor-tant in fisheries management as the scientif-rc knowledge of the resource". Using

Illes' comments as a guide. Brownan and Stergio (2004:270, emphasis added)

conclude: "gotternance and not science, remains lhe weakest link in lhe management

chain',. Jentoft (2004) also stresses the importance of institutions in management

decisions and states that fisheries management problems are best solved by altering

institutional rel ationshiPs.

This chapter concurs with both Browman and Stergio (2004) and with Jentoft (2004)

and extends their arguments. While Illes identified that f-rsheries management is part

of a wider socio-political system some 25 years ago, inquiry within fisheries has

remained focussed on parts of this system rather than the system as a whole. Even

fewer studies have focussed on the role of institutions in decision rnaking or the role

power relations play in governing the conduct of conduct2. Those studies that have

focussed on governance remain largely incomplete and need to be extended- Mace

(2004:270), fbr example. concludes that thc lack of "adequate governance" systems is

one clf the major challenges facing f-rsheries management and lists a series of proposed

solutions. including the need for codes of practice, responsible fishing' responsible

management systems. credible scientific advice, and a level of information required to

achieve an appropriate balance between exploitation and conservation. Mace's study

ignores that these practices must be conceptualised before they can be implemented

and that in New Zealand pre-existing power relations control this conceptualisation

t However, see Finlayson ( 1994) and Newell and Ommer ( 1999) for two exceptions.
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process. The QMS, for example, has criteria to fulfil all Mace's preconditions of

"adequate governance" yet the condition of adequacy itself is largely determined by

commercial stakeholders who shape management outcomes to suit their own needs

(Mace, 2004:270). As such "adequate governance'o is not only taken for granted but

its adequacy is entrenched by the practices of those who control its definition (Mace,

2004).

The concept of governance is heterogeneous and means different things to different

people. Furthermore, governance is a process not an entity as systems of rule are

subject to change. Many previous studies have used too rigid a concept of governance

and have failed to come to terms with its inherent dynarnism. Moreover, previous

authors have underestimated the inlluence of power relations in shaping information

transfer and the ability of some stakeholders to exploit porver relations to justify their

conduct. Such rigid treatment of governance may go some way to explaining rvhy

fisheries management remains a contested terrain of individual discourses and the

relative lack of trans-disciplinary research into lisheries management systems.

Within the milieu most stakeholders agree that curent institutional arrangements do

result in some positive outcomes. These stakeholders argue that positives include but

are not limited to, the independence of science funding, science service provision and

management responsibility and the direct involvement of commercial stakeholders in

the management process. Furthermore, all stakeholders, except for the staunchest

environmental advocates, agree that the QMS does provide commercial stakeholders

with economic incentives to take responsibility for their orvn actions and take a long-

term view ol'their involvement with tlsheries resources. Despite this positivity these

successes have created an institutional inertia that retards the further development of

management institutions. Individual's best interests have becotne institutionally

prescribed and stakeholders rvill go to great lengths to defend their institutions'

ontological and administrative boundaries. The governance arrangements within QMS

confirm Jentoft's (2004) assertion that individuals are both producers and products of

their own institutions.

Moreover, current management arrangements obfuscate thc' reasons why information

is assembled and validated in specific ways. Most stakeholders express their

satisfaction with current arrangements not because they think these alrangements

contribute to satisfactory management outcomes but because they confirm their
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position as relevant stakeholdcrs and legitimate their conduct. Individual transferable

quota (lTQ) justifies the pre-eminence of commercial stakeholders and confirms their

current practices. Cost recovery confirms the expertise of fisheries scientists and

grants them the mandate to be involved in the management process. Devolved

management confinns the ideological predisposition of a number of senior Ministry

officials during the 1990's and removes direct responsibility for management from the

public sector. Jentoft (2004) argues that such opportunistic interpretations of adequate

governance mitigate potential challenges to institutional authority and that such self-

confirmation is a typical outcome of rights-based fisheries managelnent systems.

The New Zealar.rd, experience shows the lengths of time and levels of expenditure

rights holders will invest to ensure their rights are not compromised. This investment

may mean that ontologically, many rights holders have reached a point of no retum,

and any attempts at changing existing management arrangements will be met with

fierce resistance regardless of its intended outcome. This thesis argues that in New

Zealand tisheries rights holders have conflated harvest rights with property rights

based on an incomplete application of Hardin's (1968) tragedy of the commons

theory. To rights holders, the nature of their harvest rights is immutable and enshrined

in legislation yet for other stakeholders these rights remain bounded within a broader

system of social relations. Most rights holders remain largely oblivious to this reality

and are likely to resist alterations to what they see as 'their management system', even

if there is a socio-political mandate for change'

Regardless of whether changes do occur it is unlikely that the current group of large

commercial stakeholders will accept a diminished role in management. By expanding

their fishing operations overseas and diversifying their investment portfolio into other

industries, commercial stakeholders are preparing a possible path to exit the New

Zealand fishing industry if they believe altemative management practices could result

in decreased profitability. A key challenge for any future management arrangements

will be changing the regimes of governance within the management milieu while

ensuring the legal rights of commercial stakeholders are not compromised in order to

flacilitate their continued investment in the industry.

While marine management is increasingly focussed on outcomes, unpacking the

assumptions within adequate governance is focussed on process-based questions. This

difference, exacerbated by the restrictive institutional arrangements within the milieu,
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goes some way to explaining why examinations of existing govemance arrangements

have not already emerged. Process-based inquiry requires input from a wider pool of

stakeholders who may have relevant expertise. Browman and Stergiou (2004:270)

argue that such stakeholders could consist of a group including "social and political

scientists, economists, lawyers, political lobbyists, educators, journalists, civil

engineers, ecologists, fishery scientists and oceanographers". In the New Zealand

context, trans-disciplinary inquiry could be based around these groups but would need

to function in partnership with commercial stakeholders and recognise the principles

of the Treaty of Waitangi. The following section identifies specific challenges to the

three key institutions involved in management and the need tbr individual

stakeholders to be flexible regarding change.

Institutional challenges to existing management organisations

For an integrated fisheries management system to develop in New Zealand the tluee

key science/management institutions face a series of challenges relating to their

conduct of conduct. These challenges are both individual and institutional and will

require behavioural change. Integrated management will require all stakeholders to

subject themselves to reflexive self-analysis. These challenges may require

individuals to clarify their role in the management process and adjust their

expectations of what this role entails according to the wider purpose of an altemative

management system. Despite the need for an integrated approach to managing

change, the challenges facing NIWA, SEAFIC and MFISH are considered separately,

as well as ensuring clarity, separate analysis of each organisation highlights the

distinctiveness of their respective institutional cultures.

NIWA's institutional challenges

Fisheries science and marine ecology will underpin any atternpts at developing an

integrated marine management system. As a result, as NIWA is likely to remain at the

forefront of marine science service provision. its staff will be extensively involved in

the management process. Despite this, there remain unresolved tensions within NIWA

concerning how scientific infbrmation is used to guidc fisheries management and

conceming the role scientists should have in guiding decision making. These tensions

are a product of NIWA's institutional history. 'l'hese tensions echo Stinchcombe's

(1965) argument that contemporary institutions display characteristics that originate
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frorn the socio-political environment within which they were formed. Many of

NIWA's senior staff first gained management experience within the old Ministry of

Agricqlture and Fisheries (MAF) prior to the implementation of the cost recovery

system. In this role these scientists not only conducted marine research but also were

clirectly responsible for policy development and management decision making. Some

of the resentment towards other stakeholders within NIWA reflects this history'

Some NIWA staff have difficulty in accepting that some of those currently

responsible for constructing fisheries management policy lack a background in

i,isheries science and marine ecology or experience working with complex biological

systems. As a result some NIWA staff hold contemptuous attitudes towards some

Ministry personnel. This attitude prohibits the developrnent of capacity trust, itself a

precursor of emotive trust, both vital for meaningful information transfer'

Orchestrating attitudinal change is extremely personal and involves having enough

respect to give individuals a chance to establish their credibility. While some Ministry

staff involve6 in marine management policy development will not have had specific

scientific training it is likely they will have developed other skill sets just as vital for

their position. Many NIWA personnel privately propose the need for an increased role

in policy development and view their expertise in this area as more valuable than any

other. Some NIWA staff display contempt towards industry sponsored scientists who

are involved in the management process and argues that scientists rvorking for

commercial stakeholder organisations have compromised sciences unwritten moral

code. This attitude of resentment goes some way to explaining why some NIWA

scientists feel isolated from the management system. These scientists seem unwilling

to forget their prejudice against industry sponsored scientists even when involved in

professional debate, dialogue that is vital for fisheries mallagement and essential to

ecological information transfer.

NIWA may need an increased tbcus on developing relationships with other

stakeholders involved in management. Presently a tangible 'them and us' culture has

developed between some NIWA staff and other stakeholders involved in

management. Some NIWA stafl still view' themselves as advocates for specific

ecosystems and the wider marine environment even though they fill a role as part of a

fee for service institution. Some stakeholders feel uneasy concerning these scientists'

views and argue that public sector institutions such as the Department of Conservation
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(DOC) and the Parliamentary Commission for the Environment (PCE) now fill the

environmental role within government.

If NIWA staff are to make meaningful contributions to an integrated management

system based on trans-disciplinary inquiry they need to leave behind this institutional

legacy and establish meaningful relationships with commercial stakeholders. For too

long, some NIWA staff have viewed commercial stakeholders as potential foes with a

sole interest in exploiting marine ecosystems for their own ends. 'fhis attitude needs to

change. These staff members need to acknowledge that commercial stakeholders have

the right to control their own destiny within a mandate determined by wider society.

This mandate accepts that fishing practices specifically designed to extract large

biomasses from marine ecosystems will have deleterious environmental affects.

The siege mentality of some NIWA staff is exacerbated by their refusal to discuss the

implications of their work in a public forum. These personnel feel that to do so will

not only compromise their objectivity but also jeopardise potential research contracts

in the future. NIWA scientists use a very narrow conception ol- objective research and

are not prepared to compromise these sell'-imposed limits of credibility. This reticence

to comment highlights that scientific objectivity is context dependent. In New Zealand

fisheries science the boundaries of objective advice has changed since the

implementation of QMS and cost recovery. Before these institutional developments,

staff at MAF were still expected to dispense objective management advice. however,

this objectivity was conceptualised in a dilferent way from that rvhich is cttrrently in

vogue.

Trans-disciplinary approaches to developing management advice will result in

scientists and others re-conceptualising how they frame objectivity. A trans-

disciplinary approach will encourage NIWA staff, (and others who have the specific

skills and experience) to make direct management recommendations. NIWA's large

size and the established reputations of many of its staff mean it is unlikely that by

offering management recommendations that NIWA scientists rvill lose research

contracts. This challenge also relies on commercial stakeholders' acceptance of the

positive contributions that NIWA staff can make to management decision making.

This challenge also emphasises that credibility is a heterogeneous construction and

that NIWA staff and commercial stakeholders can separate their personal feelings

from their professional activity to forge improved management outcomes.
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NIWA staffs strict adherence to a narrorvly defined concept of objectivity is a major

barrier to information transfer. NIWA stalT must take up the challenge to participate

in management debates in the public sphere. Such participation will lead to further

understanding of how power relations shape informatiorr transfer. By being involved

in such leaming processes NIWA staff will develop a 'feel fbr the game' that is

cunently lacking. Such involvemeni would also mean more emphasis on training staff

that scientific knowledge by itself does not usually change individual's behaviour,

even when based on the most rigorous scientit-rc protocols and objective methodology.

To gail the purchase needed to induce change scientific inlbrmation must use specific

context dependent methods and be targeted at specific people at specific times.

part of'this challenge involves making intbrmation related to management widely

available to the general public in a fbnn that witl be widely understood. Zeller and

pauly (2004) reach similar conclusions and note that being a scientist involves a

specific responsibility to mobilise research results at appropriate opportunities. Such

activities provide a starting point for stakeholders who have been interested in marine

management but lack the specific expertise required to get involved. By making

information widely available to those who wish access to it, NIWA staff would

contribute to flattening the hierarchies of power. required to renegotiate the conduct

of conduct. Zeller and Pauly (2004) refer to the success of several web sites and other

initiatives in the United States designed with these aims in mind while the

contribution of NIWA's Simon Thrush to works such as Dayton et al. (2002) is an

example of a New Zealand based scientist making management recommendations in

an intemational and public forum.

MFISH's institutional challenges

The greatest challenge facing MFISH is the need to identify a set of management

objectives that will facilitate the development of a trans-disciplinary management

system. Thesc objectives will determine marine management's future governance

arrangements and the role scientific advice w'ill have in the management regime. This

challenge is closely followed by the need to link the management process to meeting

the objectives of trans-disciplinary management and the challenge of achieving

stakeholder buy in. These challenges require MFISH to adopt a leadership role within

the science/management milieu. These challenges require decisions that will lead to
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positive outcomes for all stakeholders despite uncertainty and a lack of

comprehensive information.

Previous attempts at developing an integrated management system such as New

Zealand's Oceans Policy project have foundered. It is notable that the Ministry for the

Environment (MFE). not MFISH, was primarily responsible for developing the

Oceans Policy project with lesser input from DOC. The Oceans Policy project failed

to come to terms with the magnitude of the decisions required concerning governance

arrangements, or the central role commercial stakeholders must play in marine

management. Ocean Policy's objectives never specifically identified which

institutions would contribute to integrated management, or in what way.

Consequently, Oceans Policy failed to convince stakeholders of its viability and was

largely ignored. MFISI-l is the only institution with the necessary expertise to lead the

design of an integrated marine management system. in collaboration with other

stakeholders with the relevant expertise. Decisions that will establish flexible systems

of governance are crucial for removing uncertainty from the management process.

Once stakeholders are familiar with the process and are aware of their opportunity to

make meaningful contributions increased collaboration is likely due to an atmosphere

of trust.

The challenge of decision making extends to the procedure for their evaluation. At

present environmental audit procedures are strictly outcome based. The Ministry faces

the challenge of incorporating measures of process into environmental auditing

arrangements. This will involve difficult decisions regarding what indicators to use

and how to use them. Stokes et al. (1999) note that within integrated marine

management, a wider concept of evaluation than is currently in vogue may be crucial

for ensuring flexible governance. Stokes et al. ( 1999) imply that evaluation is both a

quantitative and qualitative phenomenon. MFISH fbces the challenge of further

integrating qualitative data into the current quantitative management metrology.

The challenge of evaluation is linked to the challenge of accountability and

relationship management. For some stakeholders, questions of process are as

important as potential outcomes. If MFISH is to implement an integrated management

system, the process must convince all stakeholders of the value of their participation'

MFISH needs to fortify the procedural adjustments of the shift to an integrated

management system by ensuring that the overall philosoph,v o1'the system matches
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that which is written in legislation. The challenge is to provide an ontological safety

net to ensure that all stakeholders themselves feel as if they have the opportunity to

make meaningful contributions to management. Currently the Fisheries Act 1996 fails

to provide stakeholders with such assurances. many stakeholders have concerns that

the current process has ensured that fisheries are being managed by commercial

flrshers for their own exclusive benefit (Smith et al., 1999). Consequently. MFISH

faces the challenge of building bridges between stakeholders' positions to facilitate

the implementation of an integrated management system'

SEAFIC'S institutional challenges

SEAFIC need to take the lead in identifying and promulgating to other stakeholders

that the fisheries management terrain is open to negotiation. The individual quota

owners and commercial stakeholder organisations that cunently dominate marine

management share sEAFIC's challenge. Such dominance, while not implicit to

management legislation, is expressed tluough the theory, rhetoric and the practices

that constitute sustainable utilisation. This dominance is the most substantial barrier to

the development of an integrated management system that emphasises the

contributions of other stakeholders to the management process.

Within an integrated management system there is a need to clarify the trade-offs that

would result in acceptable compromise. Commercial stakeholders are unlikely to

accept the prospect of alternative arrangements that attribute them even the status of

first among equals compared to other stakeholder groups. As a group there is a need

for all commercial stakeholders to address the extent of their own self-interest. New

Zealand's marine management is neither fixed nor designed solely to serve the

purposes of this stakeholder group. While harvest rights are in enshrined in law, what

these rights represent is open for interpretation. The nature of these rights is

embedded within management institutions and wider society and is dynarnic and

subject to change. Furthermore, while quota allocation and commercial harvest are

two of the most important imperatives of management, they are not the only

considerations. While commercial stakeholders have purchased the right to use

species-specific fisheries resources, these resources remain in the ownership of the

people of New Zealand.
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The reticence for change amongst commercial stakeholders means SEAFIC, like

NIWA, faces the challenge of overcoming its own institutional history. If an

integrated approach to management is to succeed the legacy of commercial

dominance will need to be replaced with a collaborative ethic. This challenge of

relationship management will define the success or failure of future management

arrangements. As an industry umbrella organisation with a mandate for advocacy,

SEAFIC will play a key role in addressing this challenge. In the short-term, the extent

of any change to existing governance regimes will be determined in part by how

commercial stakeholders engage with the concept of integrated management. At

present SEAFIC's institutional culture encourages competition between stakeholders

for management representation, ensuring limited opportunities for engagement or

collaboration. SEAFIC faces the challenge of re-defining its role in the management

milieu. At present some commercial and almost all non-commercial stakeholders

display a manifest distrust of SEAFIC's inlentions and activities. This distrust is

exacerbated by SEAFIC's focus on the interests of individual commercial stakeholder

organisations, rather than on those interests that might represent the fisheries industry

as a whole.

The key to this challenge of relationship management is to illustrate to all commercial

stakeholders that the imaginary underpinning sustainable utilisation may not be

analogous with best management practice. SEAFIC faces the challenge of educating

the wider flsheries community conceming the continued role of stock assessment

studies. These assessments are not only a fundamental part of current practices but

also will be crucial to an ecosystems-approach to integrated management. While some

stakeholders are critical of these assessments. without them, the baseline biological

information, crucial to any fisheries management strategy, would be un-obtainable.

This challenge is part of a wider task advertising the complexities of fisheries

management to wider society in order to convince the public that decision making is

based on uncertain information and does not have to be conceptualised through a

dualism emphasising the conflicting goals of resource use and resource conservation.

SEAFIC's challenge is primarily ontological. It is a challenge of changing how

commercial stakeholders view the concept of a well-managed fishery. Part of this

challenge is to redefine the relationship between marine resource economics and

fisheries management" particularly the assumptions lhat link maximum sustainable
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yield (MSY) to the concept of a well-managed fishery. One answer to this challenge

may involve refocusing SEAFIC's activities around an understanding that while a

sustainable f.shery, is not alv,ay.s a well-ntanaged ./isher!, a tu-ell-ntanaged fishery

should alway.s be suslainable.

SEAFIC can also meet part of this challenge by addressing the rhetoric that promotes

sustainable utilisation. Commercial stakeholders currently use sustainable utilisation

as a marketing tool to protect and promote their financial best interests. At present

rhetoric is used as part of individual companies' marketing strategies. This

individualistic approach to marketing New Zealand's seafood could be replaced with

a more collaborative approach. SEAFIC could facilitate the development of an

industry-wide certification program based on the long-term economic and

environmental benefits of an integrated management system. Similar to other

international certification programs, this label would put a price premium on certified

fisheries export products. as consumers respond to the knowledge that they are

purchasing product, harvested and processed tluough management best practice. This

program could extend the Seafood Industry Charter that was established in 2003. This

form of national certification seems an ideal opportunity to test the theory that

innovations in New Zealand's marine management are well received internationally.

What now what next? Recommendations for attitudinal and institutional

change

The following recommendations address the question, "where to next?" for New

Zealand's fisheries management. The suggested changes emphasise the extent of the

translations required to cause network realignment. These recommendations represent

first steps in developing a management system based on trans-disciplinary inquiry

within which, the current baniers to ecological information transfer have been

bypassed or overcome. While these recommendations are specific to New Zealand's

fisheries management system, they draw on intemational examples and could be

adapted for other national management systems worldwide that are based on ITQ

fisheries. These recommendations highlight how post-structural process-based

research. if adopted as part of trans-disciplinary inquiry, can be situated at the

fbrefront of political debate to set up a frame of reference that enable scientific,

bureaucratic and commercial organisations to be considered along with the

individuals and relationships that constitute their form.
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(1) A values stock take

A management rationale based on trust is an essential precursor for the network

realignment needed to ensure the success of an integrated approach to management

based on trans-disciplinary inquiry. While most stakeholders agree on the validity of

current management arrangements, the milieu itself remains imbued with distrust.

This atmosphere highlights that sound processes are only a part of successful

management regimes. Relationship management may be just as important, if not more

so. While some stakeholders are critical of aspects of the QMS, from an economic and

environmental perspective, major changes to established quota management

arrangements would be counterproductive. The QMS defines the relationship between

commercial stakeholders and central government. Some stakeholders view this

definitive relationship as evidence that the QMS has failed to come to terms with the

wider aspects of marine management other than commercial fishing.

Whether these stakeholders are correct or otherwise is largely immaterial. Whether

this distrust is evidence of procedural problems or solely stems from the combative

attitudes of the stakeholders involved in management remains unclear. An opportunity

for all stakeholders to list their particular grievances with others would go some way

to identifying the sources of distrust and perhaps suggest possible solutions to crises

of communication. This opportunity would be the joint responsibility of all

stakeholders involved in management. A values stock take would need to updated

over time, similar to the census or the electoral role, as stakeholders' management

aims, grievances with others, and the wider management system rvould change over

time. As with the electoral role and voting rights, if individuals choose not to be

involved with the values stock take they would lose the opportunit.v to be involved in

future management debate. Such values stock takes would identify what different

stakeholders want out of marine management and how they expected these wants to

incorporate the views of others. As a collaborative exercisc, a values stock take would

tbrce stakeholders to communicate and be a first step towards less hierarchical

dialogue.

An ongoing series of values stock takes would be an opportunity to promote

translation through dialogue within the management milieu, as well as indicating the

ongoing extent of the translation process Values stock takes also encourage

stakeholders to be reflexive as, over tirne through values stock takes, stakeholders
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would familiarise themselves with what others wanted from marine management and

the ontological adjustments they would need to make to incorporate other's views'

Consequently values stock takes could bridge the ontological chasms that proliferate

the science/management milieu and lead to the development of a shared ontological

space essential for generating tangible outcomes fiom ecological information transfer.

(2) A conceptual refocus

There is a need to refocus the conceptual basis of the entire management system.

Sustainability is too vague a concept to be used as any part of a direct management

goat. The eMS is based on a common conceptual understanding of sustainability

despire the lack of consensus regarding how sustainability is constituted. This

limitation is a key source of tension befween stakeholders and may have potentially

adverse affects on the establishment of an integrated management system. Moreover,

some authors suggest that conceptually, sustainability may potentially be dangerous to

the viability of commercial fishing. Pauly and Ze\ler (2004:296) note how

sustainability has a limited application for management, arguing that at best

sustainability: "implies maintenance of resource biomasses at current levels, usually

much below any levels optirnising productive potential. More pessimistically, for

pauly and Zeller (2004:296) sustainability implies a "continuous erosion of the

resource base''. Pamela Mace, special project scientist at MFISH, concurs: (2004:286)

..sustainability. by itself is a very weak criterion for judging success. Fisheries on

extrernely depleted stocks can, and have, been sustained over very long periods of

time. resulting in considerable foregone yields and high rates of stock collapse".

In this contexr both Pauly and Zeller (2004) and Mace (2004) question the use of

..sustainability" as a management ideal, implying renewable natural resources can be

harvested at a constant rate of yield. Both Pauly and Zeller (2004), and Mace (2004)'

question this ideal's viability in the long-term, arguing that in this context. sustainable

practice ignores the complexity inherent within natural systems and its application can

lead to sub-optirnal economic yields and unnecessary environmental damage' These

proponents of change are neithcr environmental advocates, nor proponents of

govemment control of fisheries resources. They are experienced scientists with a

history of working alongside commercial stakeholders in finding management

solutions. Their critique is not aimed at commercial stakeholders but at the
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institutional designs that present sustainable harvest as analogous with successful

fisheries management.

Such criticism is not limited to the concept of sustainability. Ray l{ilborn, an

internationally recognised fisheries scientist who has worked with the SEAFIC

science team and participated in a wide range of stock assessments in New Zealand,

aims similar criticism at the concepl of MSY. Hilborn (2004) argues the need for

management regimes to emphasise maximum economic yield (MEY) as the upward

limit for total catch and argues that MSY has outlived its usefulness as a management

parameter and is not always compatible with economically viable tisheries. For

Hilborn (2004) fishing to MEY, rather than to MSY, reduces total catch, increases

catch per unit effort and results in a more profitable fishery. Hilborn implies that

fishing to MEY, in combination u,ith a rights-based management system, may result

in improved management outcomes (2004). Similar calls to abandon MSY as a

management guideline in favour of MEY can be traced back as far as Larkin (1977)

yet, in this capacity, MSY remains at the forefront of fisheries management discourse.

A switch in approach to an integrated system, based on collaboration between

stakeholders may go some way to removing MSY from the collective ontology's of

those responsible fbr management and reclassify the concept as a product of value

rational economic discourse.

(3) Replacing sustainable utilisation with a'well'managed' fishery

There is a need for further amendments to the Fisheries Act 1996. Sustainable

utilisation is a poor measure of management success. Sustainable utilisation should be

replaced with the concept of a 'well-managed' fishery, the parameters of which can

vary from fishery to fishery and would be based on the concepts of minimising the

risk of collapse and harvest variability, maximising seasonal economic returns and

minimising the adverse affects of fishing on the marine environment. Making

management decisions with this end point in mind would go further in addressing the

complexity inherent in making risky decisions based on uncertain information and be

flexible enough to incorporate change quickly as new information became available.
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(4) New criteria to deal with uncertainty: reworking section 10 of the

Fisheries Act 1996

Contention surrounds the principles contained within section l0 of the Fisheries Act

1996. Currently most stakeholders justify their actions by basing them selectively on

one or more of section l0's principles bal rarelT,all of them simuhaneously. This

inconsistency prevents meaningful communication between stakeholders who

mistrust the intentions of those who chose different principles on which to base their

activity. There is a need to clarify the conceptual confusion sunounding uncertainty

and precaution and a need to clarify the tangible economic and environmental

outcomes of a precautionary management approach. The best way for'*'ard may

involve replacing section l0 rvith a set of criteria specifyingthe extent that precaution

can be factored into economic and environmental decision making' These criteria

would incorporate a precautionary approach that adopts the logic that it is not possible

to demonstrate that any activity, extractive or otherwise, is completely safe and

instead that it is possible to illustrate that practices have not yet shown evidence of

harm.

Establishing these criteria could follow a two-step program. At the outset the criteria

could not include an indernnity against commercial fishing or encourage the cessation

of economic activity. Agreement between stakeholders on how specific inputs and

outputs are to be measured against these criteria is a first step to ensuring their

implementation and lessen the threat of future litigation. The second step involves

expanding adaptive management plans to include ongoing research on the

environmental aff'ects of hshing. Ecological infbrmation will be essential if these

criteria are to be maintained and updated. Much of this research will fall outside the

boundaries of the cost recovery system. Consequently, environmental research will

need to be funded as either part of a specific crown funded investigation. as part of a

Foundation of Research Science and Technology grant for a tendered project, or

through the Marsden Fund.

(5) New institutional arrangements.' an integrated management

committee

The adoption of an integrated approach to marine management would be the second

step in ensuring that management structures are not path dependent and are focussed
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on the marine environment as a whole rather than just aspects relating to fishing. A

rights-based approach to fisheries management will continue to be an essential part of

the overall management structure and will be strengthened as more species are

brought under the auspices of QMS. An integrated approach could also adopt an

ecosystems-approach to management if stakeholders identitjed this as essential to

developing trusting relationships and netrvork realignment. It is likely that most

stakeholders would seek to retain single species stock assessments. A general

consensus exists that these techniques can produce excellent quality data describing

the state of the marine environment and will be essential to future management

decision making. The terms and processes of an integrated ecosystems-approach to

management remain undefined. Stakeholders themselves would bear the

responsibility for classilying these terms based on the premise that best management

practice would utilise the skills of those with relevant experience irrespective of their

institution.

The proposed integrated approach to management would acknowledge the views of

all interested stakeholders subject to trade ofl's, and be focussed on compromise in the

interests of pragmatism. This system would need to be organised around a new

institution designed to encourage different stakeholders to abandon their competing

views of what marine management should represent. To date there have been a

number of informal arrangements which bring together relevant stakeholders from a

range of institutions to discuss possible management luture's3. While some of these

ad hoc institutions have proved successful, it is unlikely that they can be introduced

fbr every species under QMS, or in every regional context.

Another option to ensure dialogue between stakeholders would be the establisfunent

of a formal integrated management committee follorving a model similar to that of the

Australian FederalManagement Authority (Smith et al.. 1999). This committee would

have the mandate to oversee the transition to an integrated management s1'stem and

ensure a partnership approach led to successful management outcomes. Flarvest rights

holders could supply more members to this committee than any other individual

stakeholder group, but not enough to have a rnajority when it came to issues that went

I See for example the "Friends of FiordlanrJ" strategy outlined at the SEAFIC annual conference in

Auckland in Mav 2003.
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to a vote. This committee could also contain scientists who are already involved in

othcr aspects of marine management such as stock assessment, or experienced policy

personnel with a specific background in fisheries. This committee would not consider

any issues concerned with quota allocation or stock assessment and would sit

alongside the QMS rather than as part of existing legislation.

This committee would draw members with relevant expertise, an ability to see the

complexity inherent within marine management, and with advanced communication

skills. These members would be appointed by stakeholders themselves, elected from a

larger group of potential candidates nominated as representatives of their specific

organisations. Individuals who wished to be appointed to the committee would need

to be familiar with a number of discourses relating to different aspects of fisheries and

reflexive enough to understand why and how stakeholders had differing

positionalities. By being able to approach other stakeholders on their own terms, using

their own language, individuals help establish the basis for a trusting relationship and

mutual credibility, essential for the dialogue leading to translation and network

realignment.

Committee members would need to be impervious to the absolutes that have polarised

the current management milieu. They would also need to admit their own

positionalities, their advocacy fbr specilic management futures as well as be

comfortable interacting with those who share different views. To avoid specific

individuals monopolising participation, elected members would not be able to stand

for consecutive appointments. Appointees would need to pass on the skills they have

learned regarding the wide range of management issues to those standing in the next

election to ensure they were capable of making effective decisions' Committee

members would also be accountable to the members of the wider milieu that had

elected them as well as the Minister of Fisheries. Accountability would be reinforced

through the presentation of an annual report, the establishment of an annual general

meeting between committee members and interested stakeholders as well as a

biannual stakeholder survey assessing the committee's effectiveness. The Minister of

Fisheries would have the right to veto any of the committee's recommendations if it

was found to be contrary to regulations in an amended Fisheries Act, compromised

the harvest rights of commercial stakeholders ensured by the QMS, or the customary

harvest rights of Maori ensured by the Treaty of Waitangi.
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An integrated management committee would be another step towards ensuring

translation within the science/management milieu. An integrated management

committee would contribute to network realignment by ensuring the power relations

within marine management were less hierarchical and that all individuals had the

opportunity to participate in the ntanagement process. Members of this committee

would need to be reflexive, open to dialogue, experienced in negotiation and be

prepared to compromise their worldviews if presented with adequate evidence.

Committee membership would require individual stakeholders to accept the

legitimacy of other stakeholders' views. Such acceptance would result in stakeholders

from different groups building up experience in dealing with a wide range of

information and assist translation by helping to break down the knowledge silos that

mitigate ecological information transfer.

(6) Management Strategy Evaluation

This research has stressed that frrsheries management is a complex amalgam of

competing expectations. Consequently. specific management strategies have hitherto

lbcussed on achieving narrow outcomes delined by individual stakeholder groups.

Such management strategies have resulted in conflict as other stakeholders have

directed criticism at their limitations and narrow applicability. Modelling techniques

associated with the concept of lvlanagement Strategy Evaluation (MSE) could go

some way to widening the scope of fisheries research and become essential tools in

assisting with the implementation and evaluation of an integrated management

system. Srnith et al. (1999: 967) outline MSE as an outcome-based process that

examines the "consequences of a range of management options". Smith et al. (1999:

967) highlight that the basis of MSE involves: "laying bare the trade offs in

performance across a range of management objectives". Furthermore. according to

Smith et al. ( 1999: 967) MSE approaches fail if they "cannot accommodate effective

stakeholder participation and acceptance". In this context MSE is a technique of

translation that extends existing adaptive management planning in fisheries but is

broader in scope. MSE involves stakeholder collaboration in identif.ving the

characteristics of a successful fishery. As a result, MSE includes not oniy the setting

of research priorities and stock assessment studies but also decisions regarding

conservation, penalties. stakeholder involvement and how future knowledge will be

t'actored into management decision making.
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There have already been tentative steps in applying MSE models to specific fisheries

in New Zealand. Using MSE, Cryer et al. (2003) set out to explore how different

management strategies would result in a range of specific economic and

elvironmental outcomes in the northern scallop fishery. This type of analysis has the

potential to identify that best management practice is context dcpendent and differs

from fishery to fishery yet cannot compromise an environmental bottorn line without

destroying the fishery. This approach could be adapted to be part of the current

fisheries planning process and become the accordant responsibility of commercial

stakeholders. Cryer et al. (2003) highlight how MSE approaches have the potential to

result in network realignment, noting through MSE changes in the stock assessment

process may be necessary as discussion regarding the economic and environmental

irnplications of specific catch limits for management becomes just as important as a

discussion of research methodology. Cryer et al.'s (2003) study highlights that

established scientists are already moving towards a form of trans-disciplinary inquiry

and are conducting research focussed on the relationships between physical and socio-

economic processes that govern individuals' decision making.

Smith et al. (1999) identify that the best management outcomes may stem from the

development of a management discourse that would allolv all interested stakeholders

to appreciate how stock assessment was used in an integrated management system'

Smith et al. (1999) identify that this discourse must give all stakeholders the

opportunity to explore the data, assess its assumptions and comment on the

assessment criteria. Smith et al.'s (1999) management discourse irnplies socio-

economic processes are situated within a wider context of human-environment

relations ancl identiff that increased profitability and other management outcomes rely

on the continued supply of services from functioning ecosystems. Smith et al.'s

(1999) management discourse implies that trans-disciplinary research will be crucial

for creating alternative management fittures. This discourse encourages translation by

bridging the discursive divide between socio-economic and bio-physical processes

and has the potential to break down the knowledge silos that currently plague

ecological information transfer in the fisheries science/management rnilieu.

(7) An increased emphasis on collaborative research

For translation to occur there is the need tbr increased emphasis on collaborative

biological and ecological research between the SEAFIC science team, NIWA
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scientists and other independent scientists. Collaborative research requires

communication, which, in itself is a pre-requisite for, but cannot ensure the

development of emotive trust. However, collaborative research projects, if well

managed, have the potential to buitd capacity trust between scientists who are

currently wary of others' capabilities. Capacity trust is crucial for establishing

credibility, itself vital to meaninglul communication. Further, joint projects are built

around mutual expectations and often reveal the intentions of those involved.

Collaboration may reveal the distinctions between difl'erent scientist's ideals,

expectations and their decision making processes opening up space for increased

reflexivity.

From its outset and in its conception collaborative research should also include social

scientists and other stakeholders. Rather than examine specific biological or

ecological aspects of the lishery, collaborative projects would include such studies as

aspects of wider inquiry tbcussed on the relationships between the managemeut

systems socio-economic outputs and its bio-physical affects. Thus social scientists

provide a reflexive capability from within the research process regarding the

research proces.r llsefi These collaborative projects would exist alongside rather than

instead of current research. The science of stock assessment remains a crucial

requirement for an integrated management systenr and those involved rvith this

specific form of analysis require specialised training and experience. While

commercial stakeholders rvould be encouraged to be involved with collaborative

research it is not their direct responsibility to fund such research as it lies outside the

boundaries of the cost recovery system.

Despite this, through the Seafood Industry Training Organisation (SITO), SEAFIC

has a role in educating commercial stakeholders on management best practice. Some

commercial stakeholders remain unconvinced of how uncertainty is lactored into the

quota setting process. SEAFIC could offer training programs to educate commercial

stakeholders in the complexity of Bayesian modelling techniques. Through SITO, the

SEAFIC science team, possibly in collaboration rvith NIWA. could address this

challenge and quell commercial stakeholders' expectations that stock assessment will

provide a single estimate of a harvest target such as MSY. Increased commercial

stakeholder involvement may be a pre-requisite for an integrated management system'

Suih involvement would expose these stakeholders to the nuances of scientific debate
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and provide reassurance that research is not being designed to trick them or to try and

reduce their involvement [n marine management. Such involvement would also build

capacity trust between commercial stakeholders and scientists, assist with translation

and ensure that both groups viewed each other with mutual respect rather than

through a lens clouded by the mistrust of the others intentions.

(8) Broadening the expeftise of New Zealand's fisheries management

personnel

A series of collaborative workshops with the goal of educating stakeholders in the

wider concepts of integrated marine management would be a first step in developing

the linkages crucial for network realignment. At present fisheries management is

constituted through a series of specific discourses that encourage stakeholders to

adopt a llarrow view of how they can best apply their expertise. At present most

stakeholders tacitly acknowledge that they have some skills that could be applied to

ensuring more successful management outcomes, yet often these applications lie

outside of individual's specific job descriptions. As a result individuals are not

prepared to offer their insights as they risk being labelled as having adopted a position

on a managemenr issue. In the current atmosphere of distrust this attitude is not

surprising but is far from ideal and goes some way to explaining the constraints on

ecological inlbrmation transfer.

In an atmosphere where individuals shared mutual respect, adopting a position on

management would be encouraged rather than treated with derision. Stakeholders

could trust others to carry out their role in an objective manner and ofl'er management

advice, regardless of their personal feelings regarding appropriate management

objectives. An interactive forum is needed to discuss these issues. Such discussion

could lead to shared understanding of how individuals could contribute to successful

managentent outcomes. These workshops would be part of a translation process

assisting the break down of the cognitive barriers to information transfer and assist

stakeholders, larniliar only with their own specific discourses, in understanding the

concepts informing other stakeholders' decision making.

Conclusion: changing stakeholders expectations of marine management

Throughout history fisheries management has always been a complex exercise, based

on uncertain information in a keenly contested socio-political milieu. In this sense
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New Zealand's QMS is no different from other systems internationally. Fisheries

management is a dynamic process and responds to scientific developments, socio-

political imperatives and ecological and environmental crises. Consequently, fisheries

management has never been primarily concemed with managing fish, ecosystems or

the marine environment at all. Fisheries management has always focussed rnore

explicilly on the decisions surrounding how people make best use of marine resources

and what best use of these resources actually represents. Despite this intended focus

on managing people, fisheries management regimes do have tangible environmental

affects on fish populations, biodiversity, ecosystem function and ecosystem services

all of which can have material (and other) affects on individuals wellbeing. These real

time affects add a further layer of complexity to management decision making. To

handle such complexity institutional design processes need to be flexible and deal

with short-term variations as well as long-term change.

The key challenge for any management system has been in designing instirutions to

simultaneously keep track of both socio-political and environmental changes and

assessing their affects. This thesis has shown that historically institutions have

conceptualised socio-political and environmental changes relevant to tisheries

management as being mutually exclusive. Such conceptualisation results in

management €urangements that have largely ignored the complex relationship

between socio-political and environmental change that can not be explained solely

through economic or biological analysis. Consequently, past approaches have failed to

adequately explain the relationship between people and the marine environment and

the power relationships that control how this relationship is realised. The thesis makes

the case that in New Zealand the QMS allocates acccss to value streams tlrrough

complex social processes that prevents or circumvents stakeholders from

understanding the ecological interactions necessary for sustaining t-rsheries in the

long-term. Further, the thesis argues that without re-conceptualisation the application

of current management theories may result in the long-term failure of management

practice.

This thesis has explored possible methods for unravelling this complexity of process

in order to place ecological knowledge at the forefront of future management debate.

The thesis has called attention to the need to break down the ontological dualisms that

have plagued the study of human-environment relations in fisheries. Further research
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that cxamines the linkages between socio-political and environmental change will be

a crucial aspect of future management strategies. This thesis has argued that

understanding these linkages requires a broad synthesis of information fiom a wide

range of discourses that have historically framed different aspects of theory relating to

fisheries management. This thesis reconstitutes aspects of these discourses into a

trans-disciplinary management language that explores the regimes that govern the

conduct of conduct within the fisheries science/management milieu. Through this

trans-disciplinary approach the thesis explains that the factors that enable and

constrain ecological inlbrrnation transfer in New Zealand fisheries stem from a

complex amalgam of networked power relations.

Understanding power relations, and the reasons why people make the choices they do,

is just as complex as the study of any economic or biological system. A wide-ranging

form of trans-disciplinary inquiry is needed to build new management discourses vital

in developing an integrated fisheries management system. This discourse has an

egalitarian view of expertise and ensures that all stakeholders with the knowledge to

make meaningful contributions to management debates have the opportunity to

participate. This thesis has argued that this trans-disciplinary discourse should become

the primary language of management that would replace other disciplinary approaches

such as marine resource economics and fisheries science that have to this point

dominated how stakeholders conceptualise fisheries management. Trans-disciplinary

inquiry bridges the ontological divides that have up to this point dominated New

Zealand's fisheries management and prevented the development of an integrated

management system.

Trans-disciplinary inquiry encourages collaboration between stakeholders with

different backgrounds and leads to improved information transf'er, the translation of

ideas and concepts relevant to management and a subsequent redistribution of power,

Stokes et al. (1999) argue that trans-disciplinary inquiry has the potential to examine

the current limits of the management milieu and suggest alternatives. This thesis

cxtends this argurnent and suggests that translalion is the key process through which

this polential can be realised.

To make best use of this new form

dynamic as the situations they are

generalist staff with a wide range

of inquiry institutions need to be as diverse and

designed to address (Jentoft, 2004). They need

of skills and experience as well as staff with
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specialist expertise, Moreover, there is a need for all stakeholders involved in

management to appreciate the need for flexible governance structures that allow for

experimentation in institutional design. For two reasons, a// stakeholders must ensure

they play a role in designing their own management institutions:

Firstly, increased stakeholder involvement in the design process will result in a

management system that reflects all of their wants and needs. At present commercial

stakeholders have specific views on what management arrangements should look like.

Primarily, these stakeholders view marine management as their possession. Such a

view is largely incompatible r,vith an integrated approach to marine management. By

assuming control of the management debate commercial stakeholders lirnit the

information required for management and how this infbrmation can be used. While

current commercial views stress the need for a transparent management system they

largely disregard the right of other stakeholders to take responsibility for designing

management arrangements to govern a public resource. Secondly. if a// stakeholders

are involved with the design of management arrangements they are mutually

qccountable fbr their success or failure. Mutual accountability encourages all

stakeholders to cooperate and experiment until optimal solutions are discovered.

Cooperation at the level of system design will facilitate improved information transf'er

resulting in an overall increase in management capability.

A first step in developing trans-disciplinary inquiry in fisheries

This thesis extends how geographers and othcr social scientists in New Zealand have

engaged with fisheries management questions. The thesis expands the geographers'

view of culture/nature interactions beyond people and terrestrial ecosystems and

adopts a trans-disciplinary approach to tisheries management questions. Further, the

thesis critiques the hitherto unquestioned application of sustainability discourse in

New Zealand's fisheries management and raises rvider questions about how

sustainability has been conceptualised in a number of different settings. Beyond

tisheries, the thesis ofl'ers insights on how to re-conceptualise knowledge/power

problematics to achieve some resolution. Theoretically the thesis highlights how post-

structural research approaches can be useful as part o1' a wider trans-disciplinary

system of inquiry that has interventionist intent. Consequently this thesis proves that

post-structural inquiry is more than an exercise in abstract theorisation that only

encourages stasis from a policy perspective.
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Like the management regimes and institutions it describes, the thesis is situated and

contextual. developing between 2002 and 2005 at the School of Geography and

Environmental Science (SGES), at the University of Auckland. The school has been

crucial in shaping my positionality as a reseafcher. SGES combines geographers and

environmental scientists into an interdisciplinary research department focussed on

exploring both scientific questions and how scientiflrc questions are used in the

management of natural resources. Within SGES, trans-disciplinary research is

becoming increasingly cstablished as researchers react to the "shifting constellation of

ideas,, that stems frorn dialogue between social and physical scientists (Braun, 2002:

245). My background of study in a range of different areas within SGES and the

guidalce of the trans-disciplinary supervisory team, organised through the Institute of

Aquatic and Atmospheric Sciences (IAAS), have also helped shape my positionality

and share my interpretation of how trans-disciplinary research can make simultaneous

contributions to improving fisheries management while broadening the scope of

theorctical geograPhY.

This thesis is dillcult to categorise due to range of contributions. It has evolved out of

a specific set of questions regarding barriers to ecological information transfer. The

thesis set out to grapple with these questions and provides specific insights on how

these barriers are fbrmulated and how they may be overcome. Aside from this original

intention. the grappling process revealed a new set of questions regarding how power

is exercised within New Zealand's frsheries science/management milieu. This new set

of questions has fundamental implications for the economic and environmental

outcomes provided by New Zealand's fisheries management system. Addressing this

new set of questions became crucial in an examination of how barriers to information

transter were embedded within the wider fisheries/science management milieu and for

suggesting a possible trajectory fbr their resolution. While this thesis has addressed

the original set of questions regarding ecological information transfer this new set of

questiolls looms large as a subject for continuing enquiry. These questions are

contingent, as they evolve, so to do methods for their investigation.

What makes this thesis valuable and interesting is the method it has used to address

these larger questions. While previous studies (Stokes et al., 1999) (Cryer et al.,

2003), have made some steps at mapping the need for trans-disciplinary research in

New Zealand and overseas, this thesis is Nelar Zealand's.first attempt at building a
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trans-disciplinary research discourse within lhe -fisheries management ./ield. Like

other earlier process-based analysis, this thesis uses case studies to illustrate and break

down the theoretical dualisms that have plagued human-environment relations.

However. unlike other process-based studies trans-disciplinary research has

interventionist intent; it makes recommendations to disturb the status quo and re-

negotiate the relationships that currently control how fisheries management is

actualised. l-hese recommendations apply the tenets of trans-disciplinary research to

New Zealand's fisheries management regime. In this altemate future ecological

information is a crucial part of any new integrated management discourse.

characterised by the non-hierarchical application of different and interrelated

knowledges to solving management questions that had previously been disregarded.

In this discourse all stakeholders have a voice in determining what knowledge is

relevant to the management process and in controlling how these knowledges should

be pieced together. Callon's (1991) concept of translation is an essential part of the

trans-disciplinary approach. Translation explains the process by rvhich institutions

with different mandates and individuals with different interests align themselves as

part of the same netu'ork and facilitate infonnation transfer. Translation is the crucial

mobilising process undcrpinning trans-disciplinary research. flattening the hierarchies

of power that currently determine which knowledge is used for what ends. 'l'ranslation

explains why certain stakeholders can come together around different conceptions of

management and why other stakeholders are adverse to ongoing regime change.

Translation fbrces the stakeholders involved in management to questioll the

assumptions they have regarding future management outcomes and how their

behaviour and communication can alTect other's decision nraking.

As this reflexive capacity is crucial to lrans-disciplinary research it is appropriate here

to identify the intenelated assumptions on which this thesis is based. Firstly, the thesis

assumes that fisheries management is explicitly concerned with creating a milieu that

maximises the potential return from the fishery to society as a whole. Secondly, the

thesis assumes that successful fisheries management should have the potential to be

more than a zero sum game; ideally while certain stakeholders will always gain

specific benefits from any regime, these benefits should not result in other

stakeholders suffering specific losses.
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Given these assumptions this thesis has been a study of power. As it stands the QMS

ensures that commercial stakeholders use the power associated with their capital and

resources to influence management anangements. These stakeholders 'win' the

management game, deriving specific economic benefit from the arrangements that

they have helped devise. Other stakeholders, lacking this power, 'loseo the game and

with it their ability to iniluence management decisions. This situation stems from

fisheries management's historical conceptualisation as part of a capitalist meta-

narrative. In capitalist systems individuals have the right to determine their economic

destiny within the boundaries of what wider society deems acceptable practice; capital

begets representation that in turn can beget control. Individual ftrm's growth

strategies are often based around devising and defending regimes which control their

access to natural resources and inforrnation regarding how these natural resources are

managed and used, even if these regirnes blur the boundaries of what wider society

might deem acceptable practice. In this sense the QMS, as it stands is not the ideal

system that some commentators suggest. Some commercial stakeholders have the

exclusive power to design the arrangements that promote their own interests over

others (Figure 7.0). These arrangements effectively preclude other stakeholders from

being involved and are contrary to the overall assumptions on which management is

based. Addressing this problem involves designing regimes that break down the

hierarchical arrangements which link access to capital with representation and control

of the management process. ln this sense a profitable stakeholder is not necessarily

the most powerful, and unable to dictate the terms of management arrangements.

The QMS is an excellent starting point for achieving the goal of integrated

management. Its institutions provide the basis for management arrangements where

a// stakeholders share a symbiotic relationship. Integrated management breaks the

linkage between profit and control while ensuring that profitable stakeholders are

adequately represented (Figure 7.1). Through an alrangement such as an integrated

management advisory committee commercial stakeholders retain a powerful but not

controlling influence on management decision making. Integrated management

provides incentives for commercial stakeholder to cooperate with one another, to

increase individual returns, protect the long-term viability of the fishery and

simultaneously satisfy the needs of other stakeholders interested in other aspects of

the resource.
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Figure 7.0: Gurrent management arrangements: Linking profit, representation and
control

Dtciil llepIesenla.ttofl l,orrtrrt

Figure 7.1: An alternate future under integrated management: Breaking the link
between profit, representation and control
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Trans-disciplinary enquiry will be essential in exploring if the assumptions relating to

fisheries management outlined above are applicable in New Zealand. Traditional

studies of management questions have always considered that these assumptions hold

without actually assessing them in their own context. Appreciating context meims

appreciating that unknown questions must be asked in different ways. At present

some stakeholders use the regimes implicit to the QMS to suppress its context and

marginalise those that ask questions regarding its applicability and future prospects.

As a result, the socio-cultural and environmental implications of attempting to fix a

rigid management regime within a changing socio-cultural context remain largely

unexplored. This thesis is a faltering step and identifies the scope of what may be

possible. Fisheries management is characterised by the unknown and the opportunities

for further research remain almost boundless. More research needs to be done on the

practices finns use to project power throughout the milieu and how recreational

fishers, customary fishers and chaner boat operators fit into the wider picture. Further,

the complexities of the marine environment remain largely unknown as do the

environmental affects of fishing on marine ecosystems. Trans-disciplinary inquiry

emphasises the linkages between these questions and proposes llew methods for

exploring their implications. The challenge remains creating an institutional

environment so that those who examine these unknowns can mobilise the implications

of their findings to improve fisheries management for the mutual benefit of everyone

concerned.
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